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FOREWORD

An imperative is defined by Webster as something, "not to he

avoided Or evaded." Many imperatives exist for' contemporary guidance--

issues:and concerns which can be avoided or evaded only at our peril.

We even know what most of them are. ,Ask counselors what they believe

must be done in guidance and they will quickly compile a list of

impressive proportions. Ask counselor educators, and they will

shower4you with needs for new training resources. Ask supervisors

or directors of guidance, and they will immediately respond with

a host of needed program initiatives. These perceptions of

guidance leaders and practitioners are invaluable. What we need,

however, is to go beyond awareness: We need to identify steps

that we can take to turn the imperatives into action.

As originally envisaged, this puplication was to be a basic

resource for the New Imperatives for Guidance conference for state

supervisors and directors of guidance, jointly sponsored by the

ERIC Counseling and Personnel Services Clearinghouse and the American

Personnel and Guidance Association. Planned to contain a few chapters

that identified imperatives in different guidance areas, the document

underwent a transition as we began discussing our thoughts with

people about the country. "An imperative itself." "Terrific idea-

but you must include recommendations for action." "What you are

planning is great, but it should include more imperatives." And

so:it went. People were excited, turned on, feeling that this



publication could provide direction for our profession. Our

consultants agreed that the book (notice that it was no longer

merely a resource--it had now become a book) should identify

imperatives in,critical guidance areas, explore the state of

our knowledge regarding the imperatives, provide program and

practice examples of current efforts to achieve them, and end with

hard-hitting recommendations for action for each constituency of

our guidance foursome--counselors, counselor educators, guidance

directors, and state supervisors. There was broad consensus that

the volume should leave readers-with clear vision as to what they

could be doing now to insure that new imperatives in guidance

would no longer be avoided or evaded.

We gulped. We proceeded. A modified dephi survey helped us

to narrow the areas of focus into a feasible number.

We spent many hours planning what these final topics should be.

We had good rationale for including at least twenty chapters. We

fantasized the ideal, then dispiritedly counted our pennies--financial

prudence demanded something much shorter. We reviewed needs and

concerns, considered what would make the book useful to many publics,

and explored author availability. This present work is the result.

Knowing your itinerary in advarr.e can make the journey more

enjoyable and rewarding. The following brief syriopsis of the chapter

contents should help you anticipate'the reading pleasure that awaits

you.



Guidance today is at a crossroads, and in the first chapter .

Norm Gysbers traces its development from an ancillary, crisis-

47
oriented service to a comprehensive developmental program based

on personal and societal needs. The focus is on life career

development, and the need for comprehensive programs that deal

with developmental concerns and needs of individues throughout

the life span.

Bob Campbell then outlines the rationale and criteria for

establishing, guidance programs that respond to lifelong de,yelopmental

needs, lists examples of exemplary programs, suggests major

resources for learning about these and other new proyrams, and

reviews adoptidn considerations.

While guidance is advancing its contributions to clients,

it must also expand and strengthen the research base from which

guidance practices are derived., Ed Herr focuses in on the need

for guidance research, suggests "must" areas in which research

should be undertaken, presents knowledge generalizations growing

out of existing research, and proposes ways guidance personnel can

- put research findings to use.

Progrbms and practices of worth should be open to scrutiny,

which means evaluation, which, in turn, means systematic planning.

DiSpelling some of the myths that have tended to discourage a

systematic approach to guidance., Anita Mitchell makes evaluation

look easy as she suggests ways guidance personn'el cap plan;

t
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structure, implement, and evaluate prpgrams with a view toward

moving the prcfession toward accountability.

These first four chapters provide the basis for those that

follow. From the generalized overview bf where the profession stands

today, of what the criteria for effective guidance progris are, of

how research can contribute to guidance, and of how we can go about

program development systematically, we move to snecific kinds of

programs that are targeted to the Ads of special groups..

Our first area of.e>asis is rural- and. small schools. Rural

communitiesreally, diverse groups of people with widely differing

social and economic characteristics, possess many strengths, but

their limitations cause them to have very special kinds of needs.

Harry Drier and Jim Altschuld outline some of the issues that

need to be addressed in order to provide systematic-guidance services

for those who live in rural America.

Bil lie Jackson and Lea Reeves present a chapter on elementary

guidtnce, analyzing the features common to effective elementary

guidance programs and the problems frequently encountered in

attempting to develop. or implement them. Included is a map which

c,provides a graphic description of the numbers and distribution of

elementary counselors in our country.

Associated with"the elementary focusis concern for parent

education. Rasamma Nyberg reviews for us the steceof the art of

parenting, examines the relationship of the school counselor to
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training for effective parenting, and stresses the need for school

guidance departments to help parents with their counseling skills--

listening, advising, and understanding.

Minority groups are gaining increasing and well-deserved attentipn

from the guidance profession. Calling for change that can "make a

difference," Bob Clayton reviews current approaches to counseling

minorities, highlights some ongoing programs that appear to achieve

effective outcomes; and suggests major resources for those who wish

to improve their minority counseling programs.

High on the list of priorities in present-day guidance programs

is de-emphasis of sex differentes and provision of equal opportunities

for all studentS, regardless of gender. Peggy Hawley articulates

the need for a redefinition of sex roles, and analyzes some of the

economic, political, legal, and social forces for change-in this area.

Turning now to alternative ways of offering guidance services,

JoAnn'Harris Bowlsbey gives us a comprehensive look at how computers

can be useful in delivering guidance programs. She describes three

types of systems in detail and outlines ways to use them in secondary

school settings.

Ever-intreasing numbers of schools are utilizing the career

resource center as a way of centralizing guidance services- Indeed,

Tom Jacobson seesthe career resource center becoming a more broadly-

based human resources center, and describes the administrative and

policy changes which are causing this shift to occur.



The editors next present a chatter on counselor renewal --

andlyzing the need for it, suggesting steps by which counselors

(.an upgrade their skills, offering guidelines to help those who

wish to develop ren. ?wal programs, reviewing existing personal

and organizational barriers to renewal, and urging, always, that

counselors take responsibility for their own self-renewal.

The volume comes to a closa with a philosophical statement

from one of the fathers of guidance, Gil Wrenn, as he offers very

personal reflections on the chan9es wrought in counseling over

the years, and communicates his own insights concerning the

implications of these changes for counseling in future decades.

The chapter ends with a list of counseling achievements to date

and the author's hopes for the future of the field.

These, then, are the areas of guidance which we believed

deserved attention. Each chapter concludes with recommendations

for actions that'can be taken by each of our four professional

guidance groups to achieve the identified imperatives--r&ember,

our focus is on what we can do to bring our profession to further

maturity. In its finished form the book is far more than was

originally conceived, if not quite what our dreams would have hau

it be. Thirteen chapters. The figure pleases us. Our deliberate

use of an unlucky number may be interpreted as a rejection of

myths and 'Oast practices, for one of our most pressing imperatives

is to stop reacting to the past arfd'to think about ajd plan for:the

vi
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fjture.

.\ As society and individuals change, so must guidance change if

it is to be responsive to current concerns. Therefore; imperatives

for guidance are never-ending. So there is ne.real ending to this

book. In fact, we hope that it is the start of a journey for you

and 'that both your goals and your actions will be clearer and more

deciOve for the reading. Contemplate: Enjoy. Take action! Those

are imperatives!

\

GRW and LB
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1 career guidance
at the crossroads Norman C Gysber)
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CAREER GUIDANCE AT THE CPnSSROADS

NormanC. Gysbers

This chapter begins with a history of career
guidance since 1900. It traces the develop-
gent. of the ffeld from its early focus on job
selection and placement to its modern emphasis
on personal adjustment. It notes the change
from an ancillary, crisis-oriented service to
a comprehensive, developmental program based
on personal and societal needs., Finally, it
conside*s directions for the future. An impor-
tant future concept is "life career development,"
which views work as only one part of an. indi,
'vidual's total self. The author'concludes'
with a list of imperatives, both theoretical
and practical, for implementing the broad,
modern concept of career guidance..

Since the turn of the century, career-guidance has been at many

crossroads. At each crossroads the then prevailing climate in .socfety,

the various educational movements of the time, and the individuals in

leadership roles came together to shdpe the nature and structure of

career guidance, directing it down a particular road. roday, career

guidance'is once again at the crossroads and the question is, Which

dfrectiOn now? Part of the answer to this question.will come from the

economic-political climate of the country and the influence it\has on

legislation and education. Part of the answer will come from the inter-

action of a number of emerging movements in education including carer

education, competency-based education, basic eduCation, and humanistic

education.

2
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To understand the crossroads which we are facing today and the pos-

sible directio;7s it presents to us, it is first necessary to review

briefly the previous crossroads and resulting directions taken since the

he cent.ry, or, How Did We Arrive at This Crossroads? Next a

If those historical influences will be provided. The summary

will be followed by a brief discussion of the current views about career

guidance. This section of the paper is titled, What's It Like at the

Crossroads? The third section of the paper will deal with future direc-

tions for career guidance or Which Direction\Now? And finally, the last

section of the paper will outline specific action steps that will assist

us to meet the human development needs of those we serve. It is titled

Some Imperatives.

How Did We Arrive at This Crossroads?

Guidance was born during the height of the Progressive Movement as

//but one ronifestation of the broader movement of progressive reform

which occurred in this country in the late nineteenth and early twen-

tieth centuries" (Stephens, 1970, p. 5). At a time of rapid industrial

growth, social reform and idealism. At a time in which the Progressive

Movement sought to bring about changes in the work place, in living con-

ditions, and in education. During this period leaders like Frank Parsons,

Jessie Davis, Eli' Weaver, and David Hill began to formulate and implement

early conceptions of guidance, laying the foundation for the many varia-

tions that followed.



Among these leaders, Frank Parsons is given credit for implementing

one of the first systematic conceptions of guidance. In fact, he is

given credit for first i.ing the term "vocational guidance" to describe

an organized series of activities designed to assist individuals to choose

an occupation (Davis, 1969, p. 113). Parsons felt that the choice of an

occupation should be of greatest concern to individuals and hould be

approached in a meaningful step-by-step way.

These vital problems should be solved in a careful, scien-
tific way, with due regard to each person's aptitudes,
abilities, ambitions, resources, and limitations, and the
relations of these elements to the conditions of success
in different industries. (Parsons, 1909, p. 3)

Vocational guidance as outlined by Parsons placed a major focus on

'occupational selection and placement. The transition from school to work

was emphasized. Vocational guidance was a means through which individuals

would better understand themselves and the work world, choose an occupa-

.tion on the basis of these understandings, and then prepare for it and

progress !I" it. It is interesting to note here that this formulation

was adopted by the National Vocational Guidance Association (1937) years

later as the aim of guidance--"to assist the individual to' choose, pre-

pare for, enter upon, and progress in an occupation."

Soon after Parsons formulated his approach to vocational guidance

and began to implement it in the Vocations Bureau of Boston, the concept

began to catch on in the public schools. of. Boston and elsewhere. In

fact, plans for establishing. vocational guidance were already underway in

a number of cities including New lork, Chicago, and Grand Rapids. While

4
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vocational guidance took on several different forms in these schools,

the then common elemeMs_cLocc,mational information, occupational sur-

veys, placement, and career classes were present in all.

By 1920 a considerable number of public schools across the country

had implemented aspects of vocational guidc.nce, including placement

-Ind courses on vocations. The emphasis in guidance during

care 1Par was nn occupati' 7 ', lection And placement, with a

curriculum orientation. 'Vocational guidance also was linked closely to

vocational education. In fact, Stephens (1970) called vocational gui-

dance and vocational education twin reform movements in education.

As the 1920's continued to unfold,- however, a shift in emphasis

began to occur in the theory and practice of vocational guidance. As

vocational guidance continued to be implemented in the schools, it was

influenced by a number of movements prevalent during that time, including

the mental hygiene and measurement movements, developmental studies of

children, progressive education, and the introduction of the cumulative

record.

Vocational guidance was taking on. the new vocabulary present
in the culture at large and in the educational sub-culture;
the language of mental health, progres ;ive education, child
development and measurement theory: (Johnson, 1972, p. 160)

As a result of. these influences, vocational guidance in the schools

began to emphasize a more personal, diagnostic, clinical orientation to

individuals. Personal counseling and psychological assessment were

stressed so that vocational guidance became problem-centered and more

clinically oriented. The earlier concept of a curriculum in vocational



guidance was soon overshadoweJ by these later developments. This shift

in emphasis laid the foundation for a process- lor technique-oriented

concept of guidance as opposed to a curriculum-based view. For manage-

ment purposes these guidance processes and techniques apparently were

grouped in terms of personnel functions and responsibilities. This

probably became the basis for defining guidance in terms of services,

such as assessment, information, counseling, placement, and follow-up.

In the i)30's, the change in emphasis in the theory and practice of

vocational guidance which had begun in the 19201,5 continued to occur.

Counseling, particularly personal counseling, was beginning to be seen

as something separate from vocational and educational guidance.

Up to 1930 . . . not much progress had been made in dif-
ferentiating this function (personal counseling) from the
pre-existing programs of vocational and educational gui-
dance. After that date, more and more of a separation
appeared as guidance workers in the high schools became
aware of increasingly large numbers of students who were_
troubled by personal' problems involving hostility to
authority, sex relationships, unfortunate home situations,
and financial stringencies. (Rudy, 1965, p. 25)

It is also clear that by the 1930's counseling, testing, information,

placement, and follow-up were the terms used to describe the major com-

ponents of guidance. These activities were translated into lists of

.duties to be performed by counselors such as counseling students, changing

courses, dealing with failures and problem students, providing trans-

scripts and personnel records, and cooperating with other agencies

(Campbell, 1932).

In some quarters during the 1930's efforts were made to interpret

guidance as an inseparable'part of education with the result that

6
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classroom teachers. were seen as delivering both instruction and guidance.

The home room approach was advocated as a. valuable guidance technique.

These efforts, however, were overshadowed by the continued emphasis in

the field on 'personal counseling with a major outcome of adjustment, be

it school, occupational, social or emotional.

As we-- entered -the 1940's, some 30 years_after Parsons used the term

vocational guidance describe a set of organi activitios, the basic

dimensions of guidance as we know it today were quite well formulated.

The organizer of guidance activities called services was established.

Also the description of guidance as having phases such as vocational,

personal-social and educational was used frequently by thiS time, too

(Smith, 1951).

Concurrently, the interest in psychotherapy which had begun earlier

among guidance personnel continued t6 increase.' This interest was aided,

greatly by the publication of Counseling and Psychotherapy by Carl Rogers

in 1942.

The years following its publication in 1942 saw a growth in
interest in psychotherapeutic procedures which soon became
even greater than interest in psychometrics. This movement,
and the numerous research and theoretical contributions
which haVe accompanied it, has had its impact on vocational
guidance. (Super, 1955, p. 4)

The impact of this movement on the theory and practice of tradi-

tional 'vocational guidance was profound. Out of it came a new field- -

that of counseling psychology. This, in turn, had a substantial impact

on the development of school guidance in the 1950's, 60's and 70's.

7



An imprrtant outcome of the merger of the vocational orien-
tation, psychometric, and personality development movements
has been a changed concept of the function and training of
the person who does the counseling. He was first either a
teacher who helped people explore the world of work or a
psychologist who gave and interpreted tests. The he, who

might or might not have been a psychologist, was a user of
community resources, of occupational information, and of
psychological tests. He has now emerged as a psychologist
who uses varying combinations of exploratory experiencec.
psychometric technique ;. ".11 OSVOIrierpeUfir ;r1tP4tv't0*-109

:to assist r,Pop.e 9rrov Mai NJ develop. This is the coun-
seling psychologist. (Committee.on Definition, Divisidn of
Counseling Psychology, American Psychological Association,
1956, p. 284)

In 1946 the George-Barden Act was passed which' provided funds for

the first time to support state supervisors of guidance, local guidance

personnel, and counselor-trainees (as they were called then). This sup-

port caused guidance and counseling to grow rapidly, and, in turn,

raised the.question of the nature of counselor training. To help answer

this question the Occupational Information and Guidance Service of the

U.S. Office of Education established a series of committees in 1948 to

investigate the topic. The final outcome of' the work of these committees

was-the publication between 1949-and 1952 of eight major documents.iden-
.

tifying needed competencies of counselors. The titles of these publica-

tions were:

1. Duties, Standards, and. Qualifications for Counselors, 1949.

2. The Basic Course, 1949.

-3. Counselor Competencies in Occupational Information, 1949.

4. Counselor Competeocies in Counseling Tmchniques, 1949.

5. Counselor Competencies in the Analysis of the Individual, 1949.



6. Administrative Relationships of the Guidance Program, 1949.

7. In-Service Preparation for Guidance Duties: Parts One and

Two, 1950.

8. Suoervisec[Practicein Cobnselor Preps.-4 1117-

In the '1". Oic, 'IL trom vocational only to gui-

dance as one segment of pupil personnel services continued. The services

concept of guidance, which had its origins it the 1920's and 30's,

bEcame the dominant way of organizing and administering guidance acti-

vities. Even at the Federal level tH4s4ias evident. For example, the

Guidance and Personnel Branch of the Division of Vocational Education

was discontinued in 19E2 and a Pupil Personnel Services Section was

established in the Division of State and Local School Systems in 1953.

In 1958, the National Defense Education Act of 1958--P.L. 85 -864 --

was passed. Title V of that Act provided funds to support guidance

(particularly testing) in the schools and to train counselors; The

training these counselors received concentrated on individual counseling

techniques and assessment procedures. Placement and educational and

occupational information methods received relatively less attention.

This was in keeping with the shift that had occurred earlier in guidance

away from a vocational orientation to a more clinical-tiorapeutic:

personal problem orientation.

The 1960's witnessed the continued dominance of the pupil personnel

services concept as the organizer under which guidance functioned in the

,schools. Also, as a result of the dominance of the clinical emphasis

9



with its focus on personal adjustment, counseling emerged as a central

service of The _..vices wen. ,11 as supportive dnd

viewed merely as a technique and

limited to vocational and educational matters; counseling is regarded

as the central service in the guidance program" (Ferguson, 1963, p. 40).

The 1960's also witnessed increasing concern about the role and

function of counselors. Because of the National Defense Education Act

of 1958, the numbers of counselors in schools increased greatly. Hence,

literally hundreds of articles were written about the role and functions

of school counselors. Counseling was seen by many as the most important

function for counselors-to perform. In tact, some writers were calling

for "the abandonment of the term guidance as it is associated with ser-

vices provided by a counselor" (Roeber, 1963,*p. 22). --

Although the clinical-services model of guidance with its emphasis

on counselors and 'counseling continued to dominate professional theory

and practice during the.196U's, a new model was slowly beginning to

emerge. It was called guidance for development. It received support

from a number of diverse influences. First, the 1960's witnessed a,

resurgence of interest in vocational guidance, (now called career gui-

dance) undergirded by research and theory building in career'deVelopment.

Second,'there was an emerging concern about the efficacy of the clinical-

services model in the schools (Aubrey, 1969). Third, emphasis was

beginning to be given to,the notion of comprehensive guidance programs

and program evaluation (Wellman and Twiford, 1961). Finally, a call was

issued in the 1960's for developmental guidance (Mathewson, 1962).

10



oo the accountability movement in education inten-

was ac_ ,anied by continued interest in career development

and its educational manifestations, career guidance and career education.

Other educational movements such as psychological education, moral edu-

cation, and process education also emerged. The convergence of these

movements served as a stimulus to continue task of defining guidance

developmentally in measurable individual outcome terms.

The preliminary work for defining guidance in this way had begun

the 1960's so that by the 1970's the basic vocabulary and the tech-

nical know-how to develop and imp1bment comprehensive, developmental

guidance programs was available. McDaniel (1970) had proposed such .a

model which he called Youth Guidance Systems. It was organized around

goals, objectives, programs; implementation plans, and designs for evalua-

tion. Closely,related to this model was the Comprehensive Career Guidance

System (CCGS) developed by personnel at the American Institutes for

Research (Jones, et al., 1971; Jones et al., 1972). Earlier, Wellman

(1968) had developed a systems model for evaluating guidance which

served as a basis for a number of evaluation models in the late 60's and

early 70's. Also, Ryan (1969), Thoresen (1969), and Hosford and Ryan

(1970) proposed the application- )f systems theory and techniques to the

development of comprehensive guidance programs.

11



What's It Like at the Crossroads?

The first part of this paper has traced the history of our field from

c. 1900 until the present. It has provided us with a description of the

influences which have shaped the nature and structure of career guidance

over the past seventy years. It also has provided us with basis for

understanding society's and practitioners' expectations of what career

guidance- is today andwh-at career guidance should be in the future. What

we have found is the following:

1. The term vocational guidance was used shortly after the turn of

the century to describe an organized series of activities designed to

assist individuals o choose an occupation, gain appropriate training,

enter that occupation, and progress in it. The emphasis was on selec-

tion and placement.

2. As vocational guidance became incorporated in the schools during

the early'years, thechool curriculum often was used as the prime

delivery vehicle. Very few full-time guidance personnel were available

(most were in central officeS); so teachers were urged to :ncorporate

vocational guidance activities into their 'classrooms.

3. By the 1920's a distinct shift began to occur in the theory

and practice of vocational guid4nce. It became problem-centered,

focusing on personal adjustment. The emergence and proliferation of-

other kinds of guidance such as perSonal, social, educational, health,

and moral guidance made the situation mOre-diffuse so that while voca-

tional guidance continued to be present for the next 40 years, it was
7

no' longer dominant.
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4. During the 1920's the beginnings, of what we now call the ser-

vices'model of guidance appeared: .Worlds like information, assessment,

counseling, placement, and follow-up'began to be used to describe group-

ings of guidance activities.

5. During the 1930's, 40's and 50's, counseling emerged as the

dominant guidance approach or service. The field became technique-

oriented, concentrating on one guidance -service rather than'on the

multiple services advocated earlier under the term guidance.

6. During this same period the now traditional way of deScribing

guidance or counseling as having three aspects -- vocational, educational

and personal-social--became firmly established. Vocational guidance or

counseling, instead of being the all of guidance or counseling, was now

but one part of a..large whole.
.

7. Beginning.in the 1960's, but particularly in the early.1970!s,

the concept.. of guidance for development emerged. The call-came to _

reorient guidance froman ancillary, crisis-oriented service only, to a

comprehensive, developmental program based on personal and societal needs,

organized around person-centered goals and activities desjgned to meet

these needs. The call came from a number of diverse sources including

the renewed interest in career development theory and research,, concern

about the efficacy of the prevailing model of guidance in the schools,

concern about.accountability and evaluation,.and renewed interest in

developmental guidance.

8. Finally, it was clear that guidance as it i,s practiced in the

schools was and is a creature of legislation. It began with-the
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Smith-Hughes Act in 1917 and continues to the present with such recent

legislation as P.L. 94-482, The Education Amendments of 1976; P.L.

95-207, The Career Education Incentives Act of 1977; and P.L. 95-93,

The Youth Employment and Demonstration Projects Act of 1977.

What's it like at the crossroads today as a result of this history?

The result is that various, sometimes conflicting views abound as to

what career guidance is and what career guidance should be. What are

these conflicting views? Super (1974) identified four.

1. Is guidance to be for manpower utilization or for
individual development?

2. Is guidance to be for occupational choice or for
career development?

3. Is guidance to consist of inforination dissemination
or'of counseling?

4. Is guidance to be a service of laymen or of profes-
sional counselors? (p..76)

To some practitioners within our field and to many individuals out-

side, career guidance is embodied in those elements described in the

first ihrt of each of these.four questions. Career guidance.is manpower-

oriented; it deals with occupational choke; it relies heavily'on

occupational information; and, .while there is a need for some proces-

sionals, much of the work can and should be done by lay persons or

other professionals such as teachers. This perspective assumes there

are other types of guidance such as educational and personal-social so

that career guidance becomes one ,of three emphases- in an overall gui-

dance program.

14.
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This view of career guidance, receives substantial support from

Federal legislation because Federal legislation has been and continues

to be rooted in the belief that career guidance primarily promotes em-

ployability and vocational adjustment. This is clearly evident in two

recent pieces of legislation: the Education Amendments of 19

P.L. 94-482, and the Career Education Incentive Act--P.L. 95L-207. For

example, in Title II, Section 134 of P.L. 94-482 titled Vottional Guidance

and Counseling, there is frequent'mention of vocational exploration, job

placement, and vocational resource centers. In Parts C and D of Title III

of that same Act career information and increased contact with basiness

and industry are emphasized. In the Career Education Incentive Act the

stress is on occupational choice, placement, follow-up, and occupational

information.

Conceptually, the idea of describing human development in terms of

career (occupational), educational, and personal-social needs and con-

cerns is useful. Unfortunately, what began as a way of understanding

human development also has become a way to organize and implement gui-

dance programs. For example, the manpower-occupational information-

orientation of career guidance, coupled with the notion tha,. guidance

has three parts, has Promoted the use of special job titles including

vocational counselors and -job placement specialists. Often practi-'

tioners are employed with these titles because of funding sources. As

a result, lines of communication and working relationships with other

guidance personnel have become very complex. And, what is worse, this
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type of funding and titling of practitioners has caused some individuals

to believe that it is possible to separate people in this manner and

deal only with specific aspects of their lives.

a'. At the same time that a number of practitioners within our field

and many individuals outside are emphasizing. those elements described in

the first part of each of the fdiir questions posited by Super, an in-

creasing number of practitioners are emphasizing those elements described

in the second part >Sf the four questions. In fact, this latter group

sees the second part as encompassing the first so that individual develop-

ment becomes a way to develop and use this nation's manpower most appro-

priatel-y; that occupational choice is but one part of total career

development; thaecounseling incorporates information but is much more;

and that both professional counselors and laymen are needed to carry out

a comprehensive developmental.program of career guidance.

This kind of thinking has-led to the beginning 'ieveloprnent and

implementation of career guidance programs and services in some settings

today that go beyond traditional vocational assessment -and the giving of

occupational information only,'to a focus on personal development in the

'broadest sense. Hence, activities in these programs focus on. the develop-

ment of self-identity, human relationship skills, and planning and

decision making competencies, along with such traditional activities as

vocational'assessment, information giving, placement, and follow-up.

The impart of these conflicting understandings on practitioners--

counselors, counselor educators, supervisors and directors--is

16
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substantial. It has created internal problems of concept definition and

program focus. 4A case in point are the placement, follow-up, and

follow-through functions .of guidance. A number of guidance practi-

tioners do not give priority to these functions in their programming.

They are content to leave them to others. At the same time placement,

follow-up, and follow-through have been identified as priority functions

in Federal legiFlation and in state plans for vocational education with

4ecialized personnel appointed to carry out these tasks.

Another area of misunderstanding which has occurred due to these

conflicting views revolves around the very nature and structure of career

guidance itself. To some within our field, but particularly to many out-

side our field, career guidance is getting the right person in the right

training program and/or job and dealing with any personal crises which

may occur as this process unfolds. The notion that career guidance is a

program that has a curriculum lik,e other educational programs is not yet

'well understood inside :or outside the field. And, if it is understood

by some, then what career guidance curriculum there is, is best carried

out by teachers, not counselor.

These two specific areas of misunderstanding--placement, follow-up

and, follow-through, 4nd the career guidance curriculum - -lead directly to

another concern. Andthat is the concern generated by the notion that

many career guidance responsibilities and functions can and should be

incorporated into the regular duties ofi existing teaching personnel

and/or that by adding paraprofessional and computers, the work will be

17



done. There is no question in my mind about the need for a team approach

to career guidance and the need for adequate resources including com-

puters. I am concerned, however, that professionally certified coun-

selors may be relegated to a supportive, management role and not be seen

as providing direct programming to individuals. Professionally certified

counselors do have direct programming and service responsibilities.to

individuals as well as responsibilities.for consultative relationships

with other members of the educational team.

the different ways we have of conceptualizing and imple-

menting career guidance today have caused confusion about the training

and supervision of guidance personnel. The emerging cunceptiori of career

guidance as a developMehtal, comprehensive program mandates staff compe-

tencies which herepfore have not been required. Skills in program

planning and implementation; skills in conducting of structured develop-

mental groups focusing on individual- goal setting, decision-making, self-

identity and planning; skills in organizIng and running of placement,

follow-up, and follow-through ac.tivities; and skills in consulting with

teachers, parents, and the communty are but a few of the skills which

guidance personnel need to develop and/or: upgrade. This means that

close and continuous contact is needed between those who do preservice

training and those who conduct inservice activities.

What's it like at the crossroads today? Conceptually, career gui-

dance is a mixture of these sometimes conflicting views, and its prac-

tices embody both sides of the four questions raised by Super.

18
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Confusing? Yes! Difficult to practice? Yes! And yet the expectations

of society for career guidance which embodies all of these views con-

tinue to cf'.calate.

Which Direction Now?

The question that faces us now in light of these conflicting views

and increased expectations is, Which direction should we take at this

crossroads in our history? Career guidance could continue to'be con-

ceptualized as it has been in the past--as one part of a larger entity

(the word "career" is used in place of the word "vocational" to repre-

sent the three aspects of guidance--educational, personal-social, and

vocational). Organizationally, career guidance could remain in the

services model configuration.

If career guidance continues to move in these traditional direc-

tions in the future, what impact will it have on career guidance theory

and practice? In all probability, improvements would continue to be made

in career guidance methods and techniques particularly through the

application of new technology. Career counseling would continue to have

a prominent role. The other traditional services of guidance probably

would become-more prominent than they have been in the recent past

because of the increasing demand for career information, assessment,

placement, follow-up, and follow-through activities.

But tne question is,whether these advances in traditional theory

...and practice would be sufficient to meet the challenges of the future.
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My arswer is no, they would not be. That is not to say that traditional

career guidance approaches are not of assistance to individuals, hor is

it to say that traditional career guidance approaches cannot be improved

through the application of new technology. In fact, my reason for saying

no'to the question has little to do with whether traditional approaches

are of assistance or whether they can be improved. My reason for saying

no is that to meet the challenges we face today and will face tomorrow,

we need a new understanding of career guidance, an understanding which

encompasses past approaches, but at the same time goes beyond them to

provide a unified point of departure for comprehensive, developmental

career guidance programs and services.

Central to this new understanding of career guidance is the expanded

meaning of the word "career" that is now emerging. Historically, the

word career was not used. The word "vocation" was; it was defined in

terms of life purpose, or of pursuing an occupation; fir which one was

especially suited. Later the word career was substituted for the word

vocation in the literature but it was still defined as occupation. Then

ln the late 1960's and early 1970's a new way of defining the word career

emerged. It was defined in life role terms.

The concept of career encompasses a variety of possible
patterns of personal choice related to each individual's
total life style
1. occupations

2. education
3. personal and social behavior
4. learning-how-to-learn
5. social responsibility (i.e., citizenship)
6. leisure tine activities.
(Jones, et al., 1972, p. 6)
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Later in the 1970's an equally broad definition was proposed by

aper (1976). He defined career as:

the sequence of major positions occupied by a person
throughout his preoccupational, occupational, and post-
occupational life; includes w,-k-related roles such as
those of student, employee, ar pensioner, together with
complementary avocational, familial, and civic roles.
Careers exist only as people pursue them; they are
person-centered. (p. 20)

Building on the work of Cole (1972, 1973), Super (1975), Goldhammer

and Taylor (1972) and Goldhammer (1975), Bailey (1976) identified four

general life roles which he felt gave operational meaning to Cole's

(1973) concept of 'the educated person. These four roles included work,

family, learning, and selfrdevelopment and social-citizenship. Gysbers

and Moore (1974) expanded the broadened definition of career even more

by adding life settings and life events, suggesting that human develop-

ment can be described in terms of life roles, settings, and events and

their interaction. In similar manner, Super (1976) added to the life

role concept by describing the concepts of life theaters and life

space.

The key to this new understanding, of career guidance is a concep-

tion of career develoi,ment which emphasizes not only the ways in which

individuals relate to work but is expanded to include how individuals

relate to the other roles, settings, 'and events of their lives. It is

time to break the work-focus-only barrier of traditional career guidance,

career development, and instead focus on all aspects of individuals'

lives--on their life career development. Work is an important part of
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the lives of people but to be fully understood it must to seen in rela-

tionship to other aspets of life.

To bring these ideas together, the term life_career development is

used. The word life indicates that the focus in this concept is on the

individual, the self. The word career identifies and relates the many

roles in which' individuals are involved--student, worker, citi7,n.

parent; the settings in which they find themselves--school, the work

place, community, home; and the events which may occur in their life-

tiNes--entry job, marriage, retirement. The word developmentis used to

show that people change; they are always in the process of becoming.

Wh.:n used in sequence, the words life career development bring these

separate meanings together, but at the same time they mean more. Taken

collectively, they describe complete individuals--unique individuals

with their own life styles. "Life career development is defined as self-

aevelopment over the life span thr)ugh the integration of the roles,

settings and events of a person's life" (Gysbers & Moore, 1975, p. 648).

Describing human development in life career terms provides us with

a way to improve and expand career guidance programs and practices. It

can assist us to overcome the traditional and still popular view that

the major focus of career guidance is one aspect of an individual's

life--occupation. To meet the challenges of today and tomorrow this

narrow view must be broadened, and it can be, by understanding that

occupation is but one part of life career development. Occupation is

important, of course, and must be emphasized in our career guidance

22
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practices, but it cannot be viewed as something separate from the other

roles, settings, and events of an individual's total life.

In addition, the broadened understanding of career guidance which

has emerged during the past ten years clearly indicates that career

guidance is a program which deals with the developmental concerns of

individuals as well as with their immediate and/or crisis-oriented needs.

It is not a program which only responds to crises or 'assesses abilities

and interests for predictive purposes. Instead, it is a program which

emphasizes the development of what could be in individuals as well as
o -

the or..iessment and/or treatment of what is. Tennyson (1970) said it

well when he stated that:

by concentrating upon assessment of abilities presumed to
be related to choice outcomes,, counselors have neglected
to concern themselves with the development of abilities
and aptitudes. While it is generally recognized that what
a person is able to do depends to a considerable extent upon
what he has learned or practiced, guidance personnel have
been inclined to capitalize upon aptitudes already developed
rather than cultivating new talents. (p. 262)

Finally, the broadened understanding of career guidanc,: has opened

the door for conceptualizing career guidance in an educational setting as

an equal partner with the instructional program, as a program that is an

integral part of the educational process with a content base of its own.

To do this it is necessary to identify those domains of human growth and

development for which the career guidance program assumes responsibility.

Career development theory is suggestive of such domains, as is the work of

those_writers who have delineated developmental tasks. So too is the work

of individuals who emphasize psychological, moral, and values education.
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An analysis of the work of theorists, researchers, and practitioners

in career development, psychological, moral, and values education reveals

a number of themes common to all. One such theme is an emphasis on

self-concept development. Another common theme is a focus on the

development of decision-making skills in individuals. Still another

theme is the need for individuals to gain an understanding of current

and potential life roles, settings, and events..

Richardson and Baron'(1975) grouped these common themes under the

term personal learnings, learnings which stress developing a self-identity

and of answering questions dealing with sell in terms of who, where,

and when. They pointed out that facilitation of these learnings forms

the basis for'a developmental counseling program (I would use the term

guidance program).

This cov'inuous conceptualizing of,self and of identity of

self among others and the world, and the searching for
answers to the questions of "Who, What and Where am I?"

then became a major area of learning for all normal indi-
viduals, and the central purpose of developmental coun-

seling in education. (pp. 3-4)

Some Imperatives

What are some imperatives that must be followed so that we ciin\meet

the human development needs of those we serve today and tomorrow? What

steps must we take immediately to implement more fully the broadened

understanding of career guidance that has emerged during the past ten

years? We must do the following:
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1. Bring together previously fragmented and isolated guidance

methods, techniques, and resources under the broadened career concept

so that career guidance becomes the organizer for a total, comprehensive,

developmental program, early childhood through adult years.

2. Establish career guidance as a program that is a full partner

with other programs in schools, institutions, and agencies.

3. Plan a-f-' implement career guidance programs that respond to

developmental as well as immediate and/or crisis needs of individuals.

4. Understand that career guidance has a content or curriculum

base, a base that is measurable and therefore accountable.

5. Understand that while a team approach is mandatory in the

planning and implementation of career guidance programs, the role of

th'e professionally certified counselor is central, that the profes-

sionally certified counselor provides direct services to individuals as

well as works in consultative relationships with other members of the

career guidance team.

6. Understand that a comprehensive, developmental career guidance

program includes components of placement, follow-up, and follow-through.

The broadened understanding we now have of career guidance has the

potential to resolve the conflicting views that were identified by Super

'(1974) as to what career guidance is and what career guidance should be.

It is not manpower utilization or individual development; it is not

occupational choice or career development; it is not information or

counseling; it is not practiced by laymen or professionals; it is

25
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both/and, rather than either/or. The task for all of us -- counselors,

supervisdrs, counselor educators, directors, lay people--is to empower

those we serve to become all that they can become; to provide them with

the knowledge and skills to know themselves, to develop effective inter-

personal relations, to develop life career planning and decision-making

skills, 'and to understand better their current and potential life roles.

This means that all of us must resolve to work together more closely in

the preservice and inservice education and training of guidance per-

sonnel and in the planning and implementation of comprehensive career

guidance programs..
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DEVELOPING EXEMPLARY GUIDANCE PROGRAMS

Robert E. Campbell

The chapter outlines the rationale
and criteria for strengthening guidance
through the installation of exemplary
programs. It lists examples of programs,
suggests major resources for learning
about new programs and reviews adoption
considerations. The chapter concludes
with recommendations for counselor
educators and state and local' directors
of guidance.

The Need for Better Programs: An Imperative

. Some weeks ago I was entertaining a visitor from another

state. Part of my task was to review our research programs.

When we got to the topic of guidance, I invited him to express

his views. His response was terse. "I have a son in high school

and I'm concerned about his career plans. I visited the school

to 'seewhat they could offer. It was a farce! They, don't know

the first thing about helping kids with career planning."

I tried to stand up for the profession, but I am afraid my

defense was weak. Reflecting on this, I concluded that although

my visitor's remarks were harsh, I have heard too many similar

comments - -some were more gentle, but they conveyed the same

message.

0

Published critiques of guidance are not much better. Pine

(1975), in his soul-searching evaluation of guidance, concluded
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that guidance is beginning to pay the penalty for failing to demonstrate

effectiveness. Budgets for guidance are being cut at the local

and state levels, and educational agencies have had to eliminate

guidance positions--which compounds the problem even further.

How can they begin to rebuild for accountability with reduced

staffs?

Reactions within the profession as to the status of guidance

appear to fall into three camps. ,First is the all is rosy group who

seem content with the status quo, want to continue to do their own

thing, and are impervious to total program effectiveness. The second

could be labeled the lip service group. They recognize the need for

program improvement but are discouraged by the' many bureaucratic

obstacles and the effort required to bring about change. The third

represents discontents ,who see the need for betterment and are trying

to get on with it. They are the prime movers, the individual leaders

who have visions of better programs and are concerned with reducing

the discrepancy between what is and what ought to be. They exist in

various settings, i.e., schools, professional associations, and

communities, and at all levels of administration.

What Can Be Done to Improve Guidance Programs

Among the number of things that can be done to improve the

quality of guidance is progressively to install exemplary programs

which lead to a more positive image of guidance. An
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exemplary. program should meet quality standards or criteria. The

next section outlines these criteria.

Criteria for Exemplary Programs

Career guidance programs should be designed to meet quality

standards to insure effectiveness. Various criteria that have been

suggested by the professional literature are outlined below. At

first glance, the list of criteria may seem a trifle idealistic to

the everyday practitioner in'view of the present state of the art,

but since the theme of this book stresses targeted imperatives it is

essential that quality be emphasized in future program planning.

1. Student needs assessment is the determination of "true"

student needs which become the cornerstone of program planning.

Although the data base for student needs assessment is usually provided

by student surveys, it can also include other sources of input such as

the opinions of school staff, parents, alumni, community members,

and theory and research.

2. Program objectives define the specific outcomes of 'a guidance

activity. Clearly defined objectives communicate program expectations

and allow the program to be amenable to evaluation. In their recent

national review of adult guidance programs, Harrison and Entine (1976)

noted that a preponderance of adult guidance programs suffered from

the absence of specific objectives, which prevented systematic

evaluation. Program objectives can be expressed in various forms.
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A current vogue is. to describe objectives through expected student

behaviors such as competeicies or skills. An example of the use of

skills as objectives is contained in the .College Entrance Examination

Board's Career Skills Assessment Program (Keilholtz, 1977). Designed

to be used with both secondary and adult populations, the program

teaches compentencies in six areas:

1. Self-evaluation and development skills

2. Career awareness skills

3. Career decision-making skills

4. Employment-seeking skills

5. Work effectiveness skills

6. Personal economics skills

3. The recognition of theory and research lends credence and

valid conceptualization to program planning. Numerous examples

demonstrate the contributions of theory and research to current program

planning. Perhaps the most notable are Super's career development

theory (see Osipow, 1973), Holland's career typology theory (Holland,

1973), and career pattern research (Vetter & Stockburger, 1977).

4. Accountability is an increasingly popular requirement for

programs. Merely demonstrating a need for a program is not enough;

most school boards want evidence of effectiveness. Program administrators

are being confronted with sticky questions such as "Is it helping kids?"

"Can we do without it?" "Is it worth the expenditure of tax dollars?"

5. The use of local resources to optimize program economy and
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effectiveness is an important ingredient for sound planning. Almost

any guidance function can profit from the creative utilization of

local resources. The most common examples are for career.exploration.-

client referrals, and job placement.

6. Cost effectiveness is another essential criterion for guidance

program development. Whatever can be done to cut costs and lessen

the taxpayer burden is a plus. One way of reducing costs is to use

,existing exemplary programs which save large investments in basic

program development. In other words, why spend great sums of

money reinventing the wheel? A case in point is career exploration

packages. At least 50 such packages exist, and yet educational

agencies continue to invest money in developing new ones.

7. Whenever possible, flexibility should be incorporated into

the design of a program, i.e., the program should not be so rigid

that it cannot be adopted easily by others. Program developers usually

want to have breathing room to insert their own twist. Of course,

basic structure is needed, but overstructure can be devastating. For

example, employability skills programs should be designed to teach

basic skills, but with the capacity to allow for functional expansion

or reduction as warranted by the circumstances of the individual

school.

8. Provision for staff training is a necessary requirement for

most programs. An instructor's manual should be included which not

only guides the instructor but also encourages the instructor to do
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some self-testing prior to ,using the program.

9. Unfortunately, program evaluation is perceived as an unpleasant

chore by most educators, but it has many advantages for those concerned

with offering quality education. Too often we are deceived into

thinking that if the program has good face validity, it is a sound

program. Face validity has its limits and may prevent one from

seeing deficiencies. Most evaluations are geared toward determining

how effective the program is for students. For example, did 10

weeks of career exploration really lead to better career decision-

making, or would the ,:tudents have been just as well off without the

experience?

10. Most programs are vulnerable to obsolescence; therefore,

a provision must be included for revision and, in some instances,

termination of the program. Built-in periodic evaluations are

beneficial for making revision decisions. Evaluations provide information

about program procedures as well as the degree of impact on students.

Examples of Exemplary Guidance Programs

The following are examples of exemplary guidance programs

available for immediate installation. No program meets all of the

criteria described above, but most include many of the criteria. The

programs were identified through a national search of approximately-

600 programs (Campbell, Rodebaugh, & Shaltry, in press).

The programs are grouped into seven categories : (1) curriculum,
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(2) self-understanding and occupational knowledge, (3) career

exploration, (4) career decision-making, (5) placement, (6)

employability skills, and (7) equity.

Curriculum

Curriculum-based guidance programs represent classroom-based

learning experiences. They are usually packaged as a set of

integrated materials whi:h can be taught either by individJal school

staff or by teams of teachers, librarians, counselors, specialists,

and paraprofessionals. Examples are as follows:"

* The Career Decision - Making Program. McKnight Publishing
Company, Bloomington, Illinois, 1977.

Through thiS prOgram, students:

1. Identify career activities, values, and life goals, and
recognize that career planning is one means of moving toward life

'goals;

2. Use self-exploration and occupational exploration in shaping
careers;

3, Develop decision-making abilities;

4. Relate personal characteristics to occupations in order to
identify and/or evaluate career alternatives;

5. Identify major influences affecting career decisions;

6. Identify ways in which society and self interact throughout
their career;

7. Develop their ability to manage the variables involved in
shaping their careers.

* Career Planning Program, Grades 8-11. Houghton-Mifflin
Company, Boston, Massachusetts, 1974..

This program was developed by the Research and Development
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Division of the American College Testing Program for students,in
grades 8-11. The materials include .a student 'guidebook covering
self-assessment steps in career planning; an ability measurement
covering students' aptitudes in mechanical reasoning, numerical,
reading, language, and clerical skills; an answer folder for the
test; a student report showing ability, interest and experience
measures; and a user's guide describing the program, testing, and
scoring. The program is for individual-or class use and could be
used more than once.

* Homes and Lifestyles: The Choice is Yours. Guidance
Associates, Pleasantville, New York, 1976.

This program, which consists of five full-color filmstrips,
five 12" long-playing records, or five cassettes and a teacher's
guide, is.designed to help high school students make rational
decisions about their life-styles. Part I depicts various living

-situations. Part II examines family relationships. Part III
reviews effective decision-making. Part IV shows alternative
housing. Part V examines day-to-day home management tasks.

* Career Directions: Staying With It and Getting Ahead.
Mafex Associates, Inc., Johnstown, Pennsylvania, 1974.

This is a kit of 30 student reading and activity workbookS,
two cassettes, two filmstrips, and a teacher's manual. The materials
help students define career goals and expectations and develop
guidelines and perspectives for achieving goals. The kit is for
junior and senior high school students, but the instructor should
review the student's reading level before recommending the materials
for individual study. The kit contains a series of filmed interviews
with people employed in various jobs and suggestions for using the
materials in existing curricula and student follow-up activities.

* The Life Career Development System. Walz, G. R., and
Benjamin, L. Human Development Services, Inc., Ann Arbor,
Michigan, 1975.

The Life Career Development System is an action-oriented,
comprehensive 60-hour program with six components: 30 copies of each
of nine modules dealing with self, values, goal-setting, overcoming
barriers, futurism, and other aspects of life career development,
sequentially organized, reusable, and including games, pictures, and
text; a. Facilitator's Resource Bank; pre/post learning measures;

participants' journals; user communication network; and a facilitator
training workshop. The LCDS is 'n use in secondary schools, colleges,
and agencies and can be easily customized to various settings and
time allocations. Appropriate for groups of up to 30 from grades 9
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to adult, the LCDS is designed to help participants master the
essentials of life planning and decision-making.

Self-understanding and occupational knowledge

Self-understanding and occupational knowledge programs are

designed to encourage students to develop positive self-concepts

and understand the relationship between their self-concept and

possible careers.

* Career Motivation Program. Career Growth Associates,

Inc. Richmond, Virginia, 1977.

The Career Motivation Program is a series of group process
workshops designed to help individuals know themselves and their
career world through specific activities which identify their
successes, strengths, values, interests, abilities, and personality
pztterns. The participant-leader manual uses a format of instruction,
ac,tion, feedback, and graphics and illustrations to clarify each
activity. A typical group consists of eight to ten teenagers or

adults. The materials are self-instructional. Workshops are
available from the developers.

* Improving Personal Relationships. Parts I and-II. APGA',
Washington, D.C., 1977.

Improving Personal Relationships, Part I and Part II, and the
Leader's Guide are intended for use by junior high and high school
counselors, teachers, and allied helping professionals who assist
young women (and men) ii improving their personal relationships.

The format of each film consists of an introductory roleplay
sequence and a series of vignettes. The roleplay sequence depicts
an interpersonal situation handled first nonassertively, second
aggressively, and third assertively. The stimulus vignettes confront
the viewer with a series of demanding and difficult situations which
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are similar to those frequently experienced by high school women
in their relationships with others. It is suggested that the
stimulus vignettes be viewed and worked with one at a time. While
these films are intended for use in an assertion training framework,
the inclusion of general discussion issues about'each vignette in
the Leader's Guide expands their usage to discussion groups as
well as assertion groups.

* PA Guidance Service Center. Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, 1977.

This center has the most up-to-date multimedia matts produced
by over 90 publishers in the field of affective education.
Filmstrips, films, kits, games, microfiche matts, career briefs,
and test specimens for pre-school, K-12, postsecondary, special
education and professional areas are included,. Available from
the Center are inservice workshops, bibliographies at all levels,
demonstrations of matts and their use, plus suggestions for
beginning or improving existing programs.

* Exploring Career Interests. Science Research Associates,
Chicago, Illinois, 1975.

This program for early secondary grades through adult consists
of 58 games and a teacher's guide, and deals with career development
and exploration in an entertaining and highly motivating manner.
Basic occupational information such as descriptions of duties,
education and training, special talents or abilities, and places
of employment are explored in 10 interest areas. Multi -media
gamet incorporating a cassette tape, colorful playing boards, and
various manipulatives provide a change from printed materials.
All games have been field-tested with a full range of students in
a variety of school settings.

* Careers. Pathescope Educational Media, New Rochelle, New
York, 1977.

This series on various careers, consisting of two color filmstrips,
two cassettes, and a comprehensive teacher's manual for each program,
takes a "why you might be attracted to th4s career" approach ,in a
two-part format. The'first part covers broad aspects of a career,
using many on-the-job interviews with people working at their jobs.
The interviewees tell the kind of people they work with, personal
satisfactions, and disadvantages of the job. The second part
focuses on the details of the career, attitudes and aptitudes needed,
and training required. Careers was created in cooperation with The
Associated Press.
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Career Exploration

Career exploration programs go a step beywitl dVitiVhosS "get

acquainted" activities. Exploration is the process of investigating

selected occupations and relating them to one's abilities, interests,

and education for the purpose of making subsequent career choices.

*. The Fascinating World of Work Career Awareness Series.
National Career Consultants, Jnc. , Richardson, Texas, 1977.

The Fascinating World of Work Career Awareness Series is an up-

to-date practice designed for students in grades 7-12. The kit

contains four teacher's guides with scripts, a recap of career

points, suggested discussion topics, sample test questions, and

suggested classroom and individual activities.

* Exploring Careers. Abt Associates, Inc., Cambridge,

Mat.-achusetts, 1973.

This classroom material package for grades 7-12 is designed to

help students gain information and insights necessary to make

successful career decisions by engaging in values-oriented research

and analysis activities. For each activity, spirit masters for

student instructions and student worksheets are included, as well

as detailed directions and concise teaching objectives, subject

area relevance, and occupational relevance listings. The 16

activities, each with a strong career education focus, include

topics such as "tape swap" where Occupational interview recordings

are traded; "anything you can do" with a serious look at sex bias

in jobs; and "costs of liVing" with a realistic look at independent

living.

* Career Resource Centers. The Center for Vocational Education,

The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, 1977.

This 197-page handbook is for educational planners in local

schools, postsecondary institutions, and other community organ-

izations who are interested in expanding their career guidance

and educational delivery system. The handbook outlines general

plans, procedures, staffing patterns, and activities, and suggests

resources. This book also offers sugge'stions for communities with

unique needs for alternative planning methods and career center

implementation.
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* Discovery. Scholastic Book Services, New York, N.Y., 1973.

,Discovery is a career exploration practice that introduces students
in grades 7-10 to the role of personality and temperament in making
career decisions. Through real interviews on sound filmstrips,
students meet 49. young workers who discuss themselves and their
jobs. Students use a logbook supplied with the kit to evaluate
their own values and goals in relation to the workers shown on the
film. The kit has a teacher's guide, 30 student career logs,
eight color sound filmstrips with an option of either cassette
tapes or records. The student career log has eight chapters keyed
to each filmstrip plus a resource guide to the various career
clusters.

* Individualized Career Exploration Inventory. Scholastic
Testing Service, Bensenville, Illinois, 1976.

This material is programmed to be used without an instructor,
if necessary. It is designed to organize information about the
self in regard to interests, experiences, ability (as reflected
in grades), skills, and motivation level. This self-scored
instrument has a record sheet showing first and second higheSt
occupational choices, first and second highest values choices,
motivation level, and a space for adding ACT interest scores which
are compatable with this inventory.

Career Decision Making

Career decision-making is a complex process by which career.

alternatives are examined, selected, and committed to action by an.

individual.

* Decisions and Outcomes. College Entrance Examination Board,
New York, N. Y., 1973.

This product, intended for senior high school students, college
students, and .other adults,'followed Deciding, which. is geared to
students in grades 7-9, and was built on its decision-making
curriculum. Decisions and Outcomes was fieldtested.by high school
students and adults.

Decisions and Outcomes is designed to help learners develop and
apply decision-making skills to complex personal, career, and
educational decisions.
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* Effective Personal and Career Decision Making. Westinghouse
Learning Corporation, New York, N. Y.;19T6-.

. This activity-based text/workbook combines readings, exercises,
worksheets, charts and tables to teach decision-making skills to high
school students. Each chapter of the book specifies learning
objectives, presents concepts and definitions, and provides
exercises to help students plan, prepare for, and select a lifestyle.
suitable totheir needs. The chapters areGentitled: Making

Effective Decisions, Clarifying Your Beliefs and Values, Challenging
Yolir Constraining Beliefs, Identifying Your Interests, Assessing Your
Abilities, Selecting Your Goals and Making Plans, Anatomy of a
Decision, Taking Charge of Your Life, Setting Objectives and
Observing Your Progress, and Selecting or Altering Your Environment.

* The Harrihgton/O'Shea System for Career Decision Making.
ChroniCle Guidance Publications, Moravia, N. Y., 1977.

This instrument, developed.by Dr. Thomas Harri'igton, Professor
of Counselor Eddcation at Northwestern University, and Dr. Arthur
O'Shea, Chairman of the Psychology Department at Boston State
College, consists of 189 items that survey self-estimates of abilities,
interests, occupationol choices, school subjects, plans for the
future, and personal job values. Field tests and norms involved
over 5,000 subjects.and 32 different locations in 20 states. CDM.

delineates norms for many well-defined groups including minorities.
The survey interpretation considers'over 500 occupations. CDM is

usable with individuals 'from 8th grade to adult.

* Career Decision Making. Counseling Films, Madison, Wisconsin,

This 16mm color film is 27 minutes long and designed to help
people learn bow to make wise career decisions. The film shows how

a group of high school students learn the decision-making process
through individual and group,counseling. The students are guided

through eight decision-making steps.

Decision Making for Career DeveloEment. Science Research
Aiiaiates, Inc., Chicago, Illinois, 1975.

This program, which contains four audio-cassette tapes, 30
student response books, and one program.guide is designed to provide
a series of role-playing situations which will enaIT students in
grades 8-adult to analyze decisions and the decision-making process.
The tapes contain narration for one model session arl nine role-
playing sessions. The student booklets provide d means of follow-up

to the role-playing sessions and the program guide gives rationale
and procedures for the program. The program can be used in social

studies, psychology and communication classes.



Placement

Placement is a service to assist students in takings their next

step in career development, either through continuing their education

or obtaining employment.

* Akron-Summit County Placement. Project. Anthony O'Leary,'
Direftor, 80 W. Center Street, Akron, Ohio. 44308..

The Akron-Summit County Placement Service was established
to assist youth, in obtaining employment. The placement service works
closely with community agencies, local industry, counselors, teachers,
and other school personnel 'to achieve its mission. Placement
services are available on a year-round basiszto high school graduates,
seniors, and dropouts. The agency maintains active communication
with the business world to strengthen educational programs and to
respond to employer needs. ,

*
.The program serveS. 19 high school districts and a population

of over 3,000 seniors and high schooldropouts> Services are
provided to students during their senior year and for one year after
they exit school.

* A'Manual for Conducting Follow-Up Survexs of Former Vocational
Students. Research and Development Series No. 106. The
National Center for Research in Vocational Education, The
Ohio State University, Colbmbus, Ohio, 1975.

17,4

Field-tested procedureto,collect follow-up data on former
students of vocational educational programs are described in this
document. The procedures presented are designed to facilitate the.
collection, analysis,,and reporting of information on jobs obtained
and their relationship to training programs, and income,- geographic
mobility, and the satisfaction of former students. The questionnaire'
data collection procedures and examples of possible output formats
are presented', with 8 figures an022 tables supplementing the
discussion./ Field-tested procedures include identification of the
population, file preparation, the questionnaire, pre orientation of
the population, mailing sequence, sequence of events, and interpretation
of data. Advantages and disadvantages of collecting follow-up data
from teachers as opposed to students are discussed. The developmental
phase Of a follow-up of fordier vocational students,in Kentucky includes'
information on the development of the instrument, data collection, and
development of,a software package for processing and analyzing the
data. These data, along with examples of-the kinds of output and
interpretation which may be generated using these procedures, make up
the appendix.
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* A'stepl-By-Step Guide to Job Placement. Bureau of Vocational
Education;

This 40-page publication is a procedural guide for educators who
want to provide students with job-placement skills. Using placement

models developed at Mt. Arar t School, Topsham, Maine, this guide
outlines two basic pla-4me models (school-based and placement team)

and two alternative app hes (regional center and senior placement
assistant). It also sug sts various methods for organising and
managing placement programs.

This guide is also designed to teach job-seeking and job-keeping
skills and aid students in locating appropriate employment. It

provides sample outlines for counselor visitation forms, employer
surveys, resumes and letters of application, phone call forms, mock
interview and work games, follow-up cards, evaluation sheets, -and
final evaluation charts.

* Placement and Follow -up. Shippen, S. J., and Wasil, R. A.

Xerox Individualized Publishing, Lexington, Massachusetts,
1977.

This publication presents a view of current theory and practice
in job placement and follow-up for students and practitioners.
Articles by nationally recognized experts in the field of guidance,
placement, and follow-up are offered under six topics representing
components in the process of placement: information, e:ploration,
counseling, placement, follow-up, and legislation. The articles

represent either the theoretical.approach based on research findings,
or the "nuts and bolts" approach describing actual practice.

* Transitional Career Placement in the Rural Schools. Madison,

Wisconsin: Vocational Studies Center, University of Wisconsin,

1976.

This program is designed to give school staff aid in preparing
youth for the transition from school to work. It is designed to provide
job-finding and job-getting skills and help in obtaining opportunities
desired. Specific practice in interviewing, writing letters of
'application, meeting and talking with employers, and techniques for
analyzing and assessing opportunities are presented. An additional
focus of the program gives placement staff help in increasing the range
of placement opportunities for high school graduates, plus specific
suggestions for home and community involvement and ways of enlisting
cooperation from employers. This program is des-igned specifically for
the rural school and rural community.



Employability skills

Employability skills are the abilities and techniques needed to

acquire and retain a job. They include skills such as job hunting

techniques, job interviewing, and satisfactory work habits.

* The Adkins Life Skills Program, Employability Skill Series.
The Psychological Corporation, New York, N. y., 1976.

There are 10 units in this program that are designed as a
structured but flexible curriculum to meet specific behavioral
objectives related to choosing, finding, getting, and keeping
jobs. These units are:

"Who I Am and Where I Want to Go"
"Ten Occupational Fields: How Do I Explore Them"
"Jobs and Training: Beginning the Search"
"Employment Agencies and Personal Contracts"
"Choosing a Good Job for Myself"
"Planning for Personal Goals"
"Developing a Vocational Plan"
"Looking Good on Paper"
"The Job Interview: How to be Effective"
"Keeping My Job: Habits that Help".

This practice is designed to be led by a "Life Skills Educator"
who is supplied with a manual for conducting each unit. Materials
include student manuals, videotapes, and audio cassettes.

* What Color is Your Parachute? Ten Speed Press, Berkeley,
California, 1976.

This illustrated book is designed to assist individuals who are
in the process of job-hunting. It provides information on topics such
as which'methods of job-hunting and career-changing work best, ard
how to change careers without lengthy retraining. A careful step-
by-step plan is described on how to obtain a job on one's own, how
to find the jobs that are never advertised, and how to choose experts
who can help.

* Coping in the World of Work: Practice in Problem Solving.
The National Center for Research in Vocational Education,
The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, 1976.

This unit, which includes an instructor's manual, student guides,
filmstrip/cassette, transparencies, and master copies of usable items
for students, is designed to help students in grades 11 and 12 make
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the transition from school to work. After completing the tested

unit, students are acquainted with various job adjustment problems,
familiar with the five-step problem-solving approach, and able to
use the problem-solving approach in simulated real-life situations.

The unit is designed for 10-30 class periods.

Finding Your Best_Job. Department of Vocational and Technical
Education, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota,

1977.

This instructional guide for teachers or counselors to help
provide joL-seeking skills provides information on skills needed
to secure a job, especially one's first career job. This job-seeking

model presents both idealistic and realistic elements. Idealism is

stressed in the job search and selection process, and realism is
emphasized regarding one's limitations. Rather than proposing methods
appropriate to all students, this guide is designed to encourage
instructors to adapt the suggested lessons, worksheets, and other
teaching/learning activities to fit their unique situations. This

guide is divided into three sections: jnb-seeking skills, instruction, and

lesson guides, plus 110 sample tests for job evaluations.

* Job Survival Skills Program. Singer, Rochester, N. Y., 1973.

This 61-page participant's workbook is designed to be used with
other materials and activities of the Job Survival _Skills program to

increase the prospective employee's ability to understand and use
the personal and interpersonal skills necessary in getting and keeping

a job. Each of the chapters includes readings, exercises, and
worksheets.

Equity

Equity programs are designed to insure equal career planning

opportunities for special groups such as women, minorities, and

students with special needs.

Sex-Fairness in Career Guidance. Abt Associates, Cambridge,
Massachusetts, 1976.

Sex-Fairness in Career Guidance, a learning kit program, provides

strategies for developing and conducting workshops, teaching counselor

education, developing a career education syllabus, and establishing a

sex-fair guidance library. The kit was carefully planned and tested
in secondary and postsecondary schools and provides a variety of
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instructional techniques to achieve curriculum objectives with a broad
range of student populations.

* Career Options for Women. Volumes, I, II, and III. Human
Sciences Press, New York, N. Y., 1977.

The three volumes of Career Options for Women are entitled, "A
Counselor's Source Book." they are designed to be companions to
currently available texts in career guidance and counseling. The
emphasis is on recent advantages in counseling 11, up-to-date
information about women's participation in the labor market and about
current education and training opportunities. An effort was made
to identify important resources for further information on all
topics mentioned. Included is a synopsis f the major scholarly
materials about women and the world of work. Guidance is given regarding
work problems and their solutions for women in the seventies.

* Project PRICE (materials for the educable retarded). Council
for Exceptional Children, 1920 Associates Drive, Reston,
Virginia, 22091.

The U. S. Office of Education's Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped contracted with the University of Missouri-Columbia to
explore the state of the art and develop an inservice model to.educate
personnel on how to provide more relevant instruction and supportive
services for educable, mentally retarded students (hereafter referred
to as EMR) within a career education context.

The project had three major goals:

1. To develop ail in-service/staff developmental model to educate
regular and special education personnel to provide effective
career education services to EMR students in K-12 programs;

2. To identify and develop appropriate types of techniques,
materials, and experiences so that school personnel could
work more effectively with EMR students in a career
education context;

3. To complete and disseminate the resulting inservice/staff
development training program so that it could be utilized
throughout the ccuntry by school systems desiring to
adopt the career education approach.



* Assertive Black--Puzzled White. Impact Publishers, Inc.,

San Luis Obispo, California, 197 ?.

This book presents a positive program for developing black self-

assertion and personal effectiveness. Dr. Cheek uses assertive

training as his vehicle for developing skills in etfurtivP self-
expression "ready-made for blacks." His book ;ntr....4.!ve, the psycho-

historical implications of the black experience ..;;L:H' a with an

assertiveness training prograM designed specificalli f.1: blacks.

Particularly important is his presentation of the which black

assertiveness is misinterpreted by whites. Dr. Cr,fe ;i'vf.:,s- extensive

examples for black application of assertiveness teaiPir,g. He offers

practical tools and a step-by-step foundation for 07Y.. vdlo counsel
blacks.

* Career Guidance Practices for Disadvantaged IC,:.) The

American Personnel and Guidance Assocation, idls'nirgton, D.C.
1974.

This monograph, sponsored by the National Vocational ":;uidance
Association, discusses the disadvantaged student's needs and describes
behavioral obejctives as they relate to accomplishing the goal of
self-development and understanding the world of work. This 'document

describes 22 activities which can help to enhance skills in career
development ana guidance. Relevant materials are listed for practice

selection and implementation.

The foregoing by no means exhaust the list of exemplary programs.

They are intended only as a sampling to illustrate the range of

possible programs which can be readily adopted by others. For additional

programs the reader is directed to supplementary sources listed in

the Appendix.
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Adoption Considerations

Walz (in press) warns us that adopting innovative practices is

more than merely buying and installing; additional preparatory

effort is needed.

Career guidance programs will not become more effective
solely because innovative practices have been identified,
nor will the adoption of a singular promising practice
be the catalyst for significant program improvement.
Counselors must be as attentive to how they implement
a practice as they are to what they implement. They
must facilitate changes in career guidance programs
and practices through a planful, systematic process.
Only by giving attention to the means used to promote
change and by acquiring skills in the process of change
can they increase the likelihood that career guidance
practices will produce significant program outcomes.
(Ch. 8)

Walz and Benjamin (1978) see change agentry as the key for adopting

new programs. They have outlined a ev,,n-step change model for guidance

personnel. Briefly the steps are as follows.

1. Establishing the Need for ch2nge, which change agents may

perceive, while others may not. They recommend jarring the

system out of its complacency. Often this can be accomplished

through a needs assessment.

2. Building Interactive Relationships, through a core of allies

who recognize the need for change. The core should be

developed to form initial momentum.

3. Assessing the problem and clearly setting shared goals and

outcomes.



4. Generating options for change.

5. Deciding on direction through truly shared consensus.

6. Facilitating adoption and implementation, i.e., fostering

the change from the "blueprint" stage to the reality stage.

7. Refining and renewing, v.hich is the ongoing process of

improving the program.

Walz and Benjamin (1978) also have identified common "roadblocks"

to change. They are:

1. Nonspecific change efforts--a lack of specificity about what

is to be changed.

2. Disregard of previous change efforts--the failure to analyze

previous efforts.

3. Hit and miss change--the attempt to change without examining

the effect of the change on the total program.

4. Authoritative change--mandated change, often inappropriate

and lacking grass roots credibility and support.

5. Glacier change approach--the premature massing of people

to support a change. The careful timing of when to involve

key individuals and groups is critical to successful change.
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Recommendations

The successful implementation of exemplary programs requires

the conLerted effort of numerous professionals. Perhaps the most

vital are persons in key leadership roles, such as counselor

educators, and state and local directors of guidance who can

facilitate change. The following recommendations are addressed

to these groups.

For Counselor Educators

1. Establish courses in the design and implementation of

exemplary guidance programs.

2. Offer seminars in change agentry, especially encouraging

cooperative dialog and participation with local schools and state

departments of education.

3. Foster the establishment of internships for students in

various guidance settings who are willing to assist in the design

and installation of exemplary programs.

4. Encourage research efforts which facilitate exemplary

guidance procrams such as needs assessment, roadblocks to change,

and behavioral assessment of programs.

For State and Local Directors of Guidance

Since the recommendations for state and local directors of

guidance are similar except for their administrative level and span

of effort, they are listed together to minimize redundancy.

qc,
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1. Provide inservice trai,,ing to acquaint guidance personnel

with innovative programs.

2. Facilitate the adoption of exemplary programs by assisting

schools to remove the roadblocks and barriers to change.

3. Encourage brainstorming sessions and open dialog on what

can be done to improve programs.

4. Publicize innovative programs through,various media such

as newsletters, educational television, or special announcements.

5. Arrange to speak at key local and state meetings to obtain

support of critical '.everage groups, e.g., school boards, legislators

parent-teacher associations, and citizen groups.

6. Alert schools to funding opportunities for the adoption of

exemplary programs.

7. Install and showcase demonstrations of exemplary programs.

For Counselors

1. Develop a plan to keep aware of new exemplary programs

which might be candidates for your school. Your plan might include

attending workshops and professional association meetings; scanning

journals, newsletters, and brochures; and establi-shing personal

contacts with key resource persons.

2. Build a nucleus of school allies who are concerned with

improving guidance and who may be willing to share the tasks of

installing an exemplary proc'am. One possible mechanism is to
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initiate an informal study committee of volunteers. Another

strategy might be to hold an open forum from which volunteers could

be sought.

3. Increase your skills and knowledge of developing and installing

exemplary programs through postgraduate course work and/or individual

study.

4. Arrange to visit exemplary programs which might be transportable

to your school. To get the most out of your visit, develop a plan or

checklist of what you need to know about the program for possible

adoption for your school, e.g., installation costs, staffing,

facilities, special problems, and planning time.

5. Exchange program ideas with other schools. You might be able

to share the testing of a new program or trade experiences in the

testing of components of a larger program such as a series of career

exploration units.

6. Investigate the possibilities of local support and sponsorship

through your school and community for installing an exemplary program.

You might be surprised to find that there are local agencies who are

willing to provide full or partial support for sound ideas such as the

National Alliance of Business Men, foundations, philanthropic

organizations, citizen groups, and industry. Most of these are listed

in the yellow pages of the telephone directory.

7. Develop a master comprehen§ive guidance program plan which

lays out a roadmap of the total program you eventually hope to achieve.
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A master plan can be a valuable communication aid to show others how

individual program components will be added progressively to accomplish

a comprehensive program.

For example, your total plan might include a provision for a

yet-to-be-installed job placement service which will complement

other currently operational components of your comprehensive

program.

Several models for developing comprehensive programs are

available such as the Career Planning Support System, and the

Missouri Comprehensive Guidance Program. They are described in

Campbell, et al., 1978.

Conclusions: Future Needs and Developments

From this brief review of.developing exemplary guidance programs,

three fairly explicit conclusions can be drawn concerning imperatives

for the future:

1. Developments in program technology, i.e., the construction

of new practices, are outdistancing adoption. In other/words,

substantial numbers of exemplary programs are available for adoption,

but due to administrative and funding constraints, they are not

being adopted. Consequently, programs are maintaining the status quo

and showing very little evidence of positive change.

2. Guidance needs to aim for the construction of a comprehensive

program plan, i.e., a well-conceptualized master plan rather than piece-
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meal efforts. Achieving comprehensive plans will require aggressive

lobbying and considerable coordinated team effort.

3. Master, program planning and subsequent program installation

is very time consuming. Guidance personnel cannot he expected to

achieve sound program. planning and installation as an add.-on to their

regula duties. The task will never get done. Release time needs

to he provided. This is difficult since ongoing programs need to he

maintained; but perhaps through creative time management. release

time could be arranged.

The author hopes that the foregoing information will stimulate (
your thinking about improving your guidance program. Numerous suggestions

and resources have been suggested to facIlitate new initiatives.

Why not start now? Make it a personal goal to install an exemplary

program or, at the least, to generate the groundwork for moving in

this direction. Half the battle is getting started, but getting

started may be easier than you think. Kick around ideas with your

colleagues--you may find many supportive allies who are willing to

help to build that initial momentum.
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Career Guidance-Related Journals and Newsletters

AVA Guidance Division Newsletter. The Center for Vocational Education,
1960 Kenny Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210. Attention: Helen Rodebaugh.
Four/Year.

Career Digest. Indiana Career ResourCe Center. 1201-09 South.Greenlawn
Avenue, South Bend, Indiana 46615. Monthly.

Career Education/Career Guidance.Newsletter. SIG: CE/ CG Newsletter,

Division of Vocational and Technical Education. VPI and SV,
Blacksburg. Virginia 24061. Included with membership in the
Special Interest Group (SIG) on Career Education-Career Guidance
American Educational Research Association.

Career Education Digest. Educational Properties, Inc. , 3303 Harbor
Boulevard-,--Suile H-6, Costa Mesa, California 92626. Twelve/Year-
$10.00. Single Copy-S1.50.

Career Education News. Bobit Publishing Company, 1155 Waukegan Road,
Glenview, Illinois 60025. First and Fifteenth of every month
(September through June) Fifteenth of the month (July and August).
$50.00 per year (additional subscriptions mailed to same subscriber
S8.50 eacii).

The Career Education Workshop. Parker Publishing Company, Inc. Route

59A at Brookhill Drive, West Nyack, New York 10994. Ten/Year
S36.00.

Career World. Curriculum Innovations, Inc., 501 Lake Forest Avenue,
Highwood, Illinois 60040. Monthly during school year-53.50
per student school year (minimum 15 subscriptions to one address).

Commission Circular. National Commission for Cooperative Education.
360 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts 02115.

Counselor's Information ServiCe. B'nai B'rith Career and Counseling
Services, 1640 Rhode Island Avenue, N.W. Washington, D.C. 20036.

Four/Year-S9.00

Illinois Career Education Journal. Illinois Office of Education, 100
No75-First Street, Springfield, Illinois 62777., Four/Year.

Journal of Career Education. College of Education, 103 industrial

Education Building, University of Missouri-Columbia, Columbia,
Missouri 65201. Four/Year-$8.00.
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.National Center for Career 171ucation Newsletter. University of Montana.
P-7. 0. Box 7815, M.Issoula, Montana, 59807. Bi-monthly.

National) Career Information Center Inform. American Personnel and
Guidance-AS-satiOn,1t-07-New Hampshire Avenue, N.W.' Washington,
D.C. 20009. Monthly except June and July. Price to APGA members-
S15.00. Nonmembers-525.00. (Subscribers also receive Career
flEsource Bibliography.)

VocationayGuidance_Quarterly. American Personnel and Guidance Association.
1607 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W., Washington. D.C. 20009. Four/
Year-S10.00. Single copy-S3.00. (Membership in the National
Vocational Guidance Association includes receipt of tne Quarterly.)
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Career Education Clearinghouse. The Ohio State University. The

Center for Vocational Education. 1960 Kenny Road, Columbus, Ohio
43210. Dr. Marla Peterson, Director. (614) 486-3655.

Counseling and Personnel Services Clearinghouse. The University of
Michigan, Room 2108, School of Education Building, Ann Arbor,
Michigan 48109. Dr. Garry R. Walz, Director. (313) 764-9492.
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RESEARCH IN GUIDANCE

Edwin L. Herr

After explaining the current concern for guidance
research, the author relates this research to four
areas of the counselor's professional maturity;
program planning, professional competence, pro-
fessional preparation, and accountability. He

then addresses the critical question, "Does
guidance work?" by offering several knowledge
generalizations in a number of guidance areas,
together with some of the references from which
the generalizations were derived. These range
from characteristics of the effective counselor to
career planning for disadvantaged youth. The article
concludes with a list and analysis of types of guidance
research which the author feels require direct action
in the .immediate future.

Areas of Concern. for Research in Guidance
-------

Why a concern for research'in guidance?

Many reasons can be cited for the current interest in research in

guidance. The scarcity of funds to support social services and the

resulting need to identify and implement thoSe believed to be most

effective is an obvious factor. Another is the scientific cast of

our society which gives credence to the notion that if anything is

happening to people or institutions as a result of some form of

intervention, the results should be observable and measureable.

A third factbr spurring research in guidance lies within the current

level of maturity experienced by guidance services themSelves. As

guidance services are emerging from their infancy and adolescence,
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Federal legislation and various types of other educational or, human

development documents clearly acknowledge that they are capable of

making a positive impact on the quality of life experienced by

children, youth, and adults. Consequently, various publics are

indicating that while guidance processes need to be more available

and more widely distributed across the sub-groups making up the

American population, there is a need to remove the chaff and the

irrelevance as fully as possible.

As guidance, either as a concept or as a program, has become

increasingly perceived as an essential component of education,

rehabilitation, and social reformation, the questions directed to it

have changed. Current questions deal less with whether guidance does

any good and much more with what is guidance good for: Who should

receive guidance services and when are these most appropriate? How do

various processes differ in their effectiveness- -for whom and

under what conditions? How do persons who.have participated in guidance

processes differ from those who have not, and do such differences

persist over time?

While this analysis of factors stimulating research in guidance

significantly oversimplifies reality, the appropriate reaction of

guidance practitioners should not be defensiveness but professional

proactivity. In order for guidance to advance,its contributions to

its various consumers, it also must advance its professional maturity.

Both of these,broad goals require a research base.
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Research in guidance relates to at least four areas of direct

concern to the counselor's professional maturity. These are program

planning, professional competence; professional preparation, and

accountability. While not mutually exclusive, these four areas

help to translate the importance of research in guidance from an

abstraction to a vital ingredient, of practice.

Program2lannihs

If there is a guidance 'egacy from the 1960's to the 1970's,

it is the growing insistence that guidance be implemented as a

comprehensive and systematically planned program rather than as a

set of essentially independent services. In order to legitimize a

guidance program, however, a research base must be available to

provide insight into program goals and student behaviors which the

program might reasonably be expected to effect, to identify those

guidance processes which have been found to yield the types of

individual behavior sought, and to identify the hehavioral indicators

which are pertinent to program accountability. Without using what

is known about guidance as fully as possible in program planNing,

the linkage between research findings and practice is tenuous and

weak.

Pressing the poikt still further suggests that program planning

is really an exercise in designing change-producing conditions. As

such, the plan for a guidance program actually represents a series of

hypotheses that if a particular guidance process occurs, a particular
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type of individual behavior will result (e.g., effective decision-making,

increased self knowledge, broader understanding of career options).

Implied is the assumption that 5uch behavioral change would not occur,

at least to the degree hypothesized, if systematic guidance interventions

were not present. A primary reason for research in guidance, then, is

to help the program planner Make probability statements about what

program goals are feasible and which guidance processes are capable of

yielding the desired results, and communicate realistic expectations

to consumers and decision-makers about the guidance program's likely

effects.

Professional Competence

Program planning is only one form of counselor competence whieh is

enhanced by research in guidance. Whether he or she wishes to be so,

the professional counselor of today is being inexorably drawn into the

role of "applied behavioral scientist." In essence, such a perspective

expects the counselor to evaluate systematically and apply eclectically

a variety of techniques to a range of human problems. Such a perspective

acknowledges the limitations of single-theory-bound approaches to the

wide-ranging interventions required by the complexity of human behavior

and institutions.

The use of accumulated knowledge in guidance becomes increasingly

critical as counselors continue to depart from traditional one-to-one

relationships with their counselees and to use any ethical techniques

which will facilitate behavioral change. Research in guidance provides
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the conceptual base for understanding individual differences in-human

behavior, creating diagnostic schemes for classifying the reasons for

these differences and the accompanying goals for change, and establishing

a repertoire of change strategies from which to make professiow.S1 choice.

No specialists aspiring to be considered professional can achieve such

status without a conceptual base from which to derive their competence

in judgment and action.

4;

Professional Preparation

Preparing professional counselors requires a process of socialization

to the attitudes, concepts, problems, and actions which comprise

personal competence. Research in guidance represents the base of such

preparation in both content and process. Counselors in preparation

must come to terms with the enormity of the knowledge base required to

function professionally. Without a research base, counselors in

prep-aration are likely to operate from a context of theory and faith,

rather than from a considered set of insights as to the kinds of

expectancies counselees bring to the counseling relationship; the

effects of counselee cnaracteristics upon the shape and content of

interactions with the counselor; the effects of counselor' preferences

for certain types of problems and counselee characteristics on

these interactions; and the types of counseling technologies available,

their rationale, and their empirical base. Beyond such insights,

nowever, there is also the matter of the blend of didactic and

experiential elements likely to affect'counseler socialization and'
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competence. Obviously, if a requirement for professionalization is

an empirical base from which to derive action, research in guidance

is most fundamental in importance during the process of cOunselor.

preparation.

Accountability

The terms 'research,' "evaluation," and "accountabil ity" are

trequently used interchangeably. While 'research findings areLimportant

to both evaluation and accountability, in actuality research is

important independent of either. AcCountability and evaluation, as

typically used, convey the idea of providing evidence that one has

done what was intended, e.g., aprogram hSs achieved its objectives,

a person has accomplished a goal. Implicit in both accountability and

evaluation is. the notirn that evidence has been collected in relation

to some set of criteria.

Research is typically defined as the collection, organization, and

interpretation of data in an effort.to answer questions. The questions

which guide a particular research design fall into two broad categories:

those which increase a knowledge base, in some academic discipline or

theoretical category, and those which improve the ~ractice or conduct

of some enterprise. Research of this first type is usually called

'fundamental,' "basic," or "theoretical." Research of the second

type is likely to be described as "applied," 'operational," or "action"

research, although these terms are not truly synonymous.

Both basic and applied research are important to accountability.
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Basic research is quite usefurin providing insights about behavior

which can 'be expected from a particular population, establishing appropriate

goals. for a guidance program, identifying principles ay which behavior

is learned or changed, and suggesting relevant criteria by which program

goals can be judged. Applied researcn is likely to be more useful in

considering the effects of guidance processes or media upon client

benavJor, attitudes, and skills.

Research findings and methods provide the information on 4iich

accountability, the valuing of the research findings, is based. -Once

research answers to a particular accountability concern are obtained,

someone still mul,t decide what to do about them: Compare them with

baseline data or some other set of criteria, interpret them to

different audiences, use them to revise or add new elements to a

program, or accept them as adequate evidence that a program is yielding

\ the desired outcomes.

In sum, research in guidance is important as a reservoir of insights

pertinent to program planning, as a conceptual base from which professional

competence derives, as a stimulus to the socialization and skill development

of counselors in preparation, and as the content which makes accountability

judgments informed judgments.;

Critical Questions in Guidance

Does Guidance Work?

Underlying any of the reasons for doing research in guidince is the



question, "Does guidance work?" Posed in such terms, however, the

question cannot be answered. Guidance is not a singular process

leading to a singular result. The. term guidance subsuMes a group of

' processes based upon different philosophical perspectives that Occurs /

in many .different settings, and is offered to persons possessing a

range of individual differences.

No single study, regardless of %ts complexity, can answer they.

global question of the effectiveness of guidance. Instead, guidance

effectiveness must be determined from the accumulated weight of

evidence from a large pool of separate studies dealing with a variety

of guidance approaches, models, and outcomes. Paraphrasing a similar

problem in psychotherapy examined by Paul (46), the appropriate

question is not "Does guidance work?" but rather, "What guidance process,

by what kind of counselor, under what circumstances, is most effective

for a particular type of person with a specific problem?" ,

Stated in such a fashion, it then becomes possible to consider the

precise questions which really allow the gathering of evidence in

behalf of guidance. The importance of counselor-counselee characteristics

and interaction can be taken into account. The compara ive difficulty,

of certain types of problems can recognized. The need for questions

about comparative processes can be reinforced, e.g., IS the use of

--a specific theoretical approach in individual or group Counseling more

effective for reducing specific adaptive problems, facilitating

decision-making,' or preventing certain types of crises?
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. Does Guidance Have an Empirical Base?

If the question "Does guidance work?" cannot be answered definitiVely

in one succinct study or statement, the second question becomes, "Is

there any useful research base pertinent to guidante?- Tne answer is

affirmative. How affirmative depends upon how rigorous one's expectations---

of research design and procedures are before the findings are accepted.

It also aepends upon the kind of question asked about guidance processes

or outcomes.

Since guidance processes derive their theoretical rationale and

content 'from multiple disciplines--e.g., psychology, economics,

mathematics, sociology, and anthropology--and sub-specfalities in these

fields, research bearing upon the efficacy of guidance is distributed

widely in the professional literature. Empirical findings about guidanee

are available in conventional places--:research jOurnals anJ doctoral

dissertations; and in leSs conventional placesprogram evaluation

reports for different government agencies and unpublished papers available

in such systems as ERIC. Unfortunately, much of this literature has not

been assembled in a way that portrays coherently the full extent of the

empirical Lase for guidance. Nor is it really clear what questions about

guidance can or cannot be answered. There are clearly some major voids

in the empirical base on which guidance. rests. But there is no comprehensive.

matrix of answers tnat will allow us to state with confidence how far

the field has progressed in securing an adequate research base.

Given these various caveats, it useful, nevertheless, to be
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aware of major knowledge generalizations relevant to guidance. Many

of these, with some explanatory comments. are inventoried in the next

section. While not an exhaustive list, the generalizations cited give

an oveviow of much tnat is now known.about guidance-related topics.

Since these generalizations are drawn from evidenCe found in multiple

studies, no attempt has been made to cite all relevant references although,

where appropriate. selected references are noted.
1

Where Are We Now? Knowledge Generalizations in Guidance

Characteristics of the Effective Counselor

As increasingly sophisticated research designs have been applied

to the outcomes of counseling and psychotherapy in particular, the

frequent finding of null results obscures the fact that some counselors

help people and some counselors do not. This pooling of the results

of therapeutic and nontherapeutic counselors rather consistently cancels

out the separate affects of each. A large body of research literature

distinguishing between therapeutic and nontherapeutic counselors has

now consistently isolated counselor behaviors which yield positive

1

the numbers in parentheses following each generalization refer to only
a few of the sources from which the generalizations were drawn They
were provided by the author at the editor's request to assist readers
who might wish to explore the research further.
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interactions between counselors and counselees and result in constructive

,:lient change.

1. There are therapeutic and nontherapeutic counselors. Both

groups can be identified and trained (unless. personality defects preclude)

to provide the conditions which produce constructive behavioral and

personality change. (8, 27)

2. Regardless of the different theorkical positions which guide

the specific techniques used by particular counselors, therapeutic

counselors tend to share many common characteristics. (8, 27)

3. Experienced counselors, regardless of their theoretical

orientation, tend to be more alike than different in their provision

of certain interpersonal conditions. (8, 27)

4. Whether conceived as wholly sufficient in their own right or as

minimum essentials to effective counselor-counselee interactions,

interpersonal skills basic to therapeutic couhselo., inc'ude the provision

of accurate empathic understanding., the communication of respect,

nonpossessive warmth,. personal genuineness, and concretenc,, or

specificity of expression. (8, 27)

Lone. -Term Gains from Exposure to Guidance

Of all of the know dge generalizations cited in this section, those

associating long-term gains with guidance-related processes are the most

tenuous. This is true principally because few longitudinal studies of

such phenomena have been conducted. The inclusion of the followin,,;
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knowledge generalizations stems from the quality of each research

design as well as from the fact that the gains cited are consistent

with the short-term gains documented in a much larger repertoire of

studies.

1. It has been found in longitudinal follow-ups as long as 25

years later that persons so exposed to counseling and related guidance

processes in high school or college can be distinguished from their

peers who did not par icipate in guidance and counseling on such criteria

as higher income and contributions ,o society. (16)

2. In follow-up studies of high school students 2-1/2 years, 5

y :ars, and- 10 years after high school, comparing those randomly assigned

to extensive counseling and guidance services in high schOol (experimen*11),

with those who were not excluded froM such services but who received no

special counseling efforts (controls), differences are found. The

experimental students had better academic records both in high school

and aft H ; they had made more realistic and more consistent vocational

choices and ere more likely to stick with their first choice; they had

made more progress in their employment; they were more satisfied with

their live. (AO, 51)

3. Career adjustment at ages 25 and beyond I's related to awareness

of choices to be made; information and planning bearing on choices; and

possessing and being able to use occupational, psychological, educational,

and economic information wnile students are in the secondary school. (60)
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`Short -Term Gains from Exposure 'to Guidance

Most studies of guidance outcomes have used the verbal behavior of

students or their responses to a writt instrument as evidence Of the

effectiveness of a particular guidance procedure. In most instances,

the effects of guidance have been tested immediately following the

,pletion of the procedure or within a reasonably short time thereafter

(usually not more than a year). This section deals with criterion.

variables which have been commonly used to assess'the outcomes of

guir',1nce.

Self-esteem, self-concept, and mental helth.

1. Students exposed to guidance processes tend to organize their

concepts about themselw in a more coherent way and to reconcile

their differences between ideal and ffal.self-concepts more effertively

thanpersons without such experiences. (62)

2. Students who hava been helped by counselors to evaluate their

problems, to break them into components, and to master these components

one at a time gain self-cohfideoce. (6, 27)

3. Minority students who are assisted to decide upon vocational.

objectives are'typically found to have more positive self-concepts and

higher ideal selves than those who do not have such objectives. (65, 32)

4. The degree of self-esteem possessed by students relate, to the

appr)priateness of vocational choice and to high school achievement. (56,'
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A rise in the self-esteem of students.e),,osed to guidance and

other counseling processeS is related to reduction in dropout rates,

redir, in daily absence. and improvement in conduct and .social

adjustment.- (6, 62, 29)

Deci.sjon-making.

1. Guidance processes do help students to become compdtent decision

makers, and to select high school courses and make high school plans more

congruent with their abilities than is true of students not exposed to

such processes. , (62, 29,57)

2. Guidance proc9ts,es can help students sharpen and/or commit

themselves lo.educational and occupational actions on the basis of

personal values. .(62, 29, 27)

3. Decision-makingprocesses cah be taught to junior high and

senio hiffi,school students within a guidance and counseling setting

using a variety of modeling technique, sequential learning exercises.

and activity packages. (10, 29, 41)

4. Directed learning by students of decision-making Processes is

more effective than nondirected practice. Such directed learning aids

in the transfer of decision-making'skills to real-life circumstances

outside of guidance and counseling settings. (22, 10, 29)

5. Through group problem-solving methods, students can be helped

to understand the relationship between educational and vocational

deg.- -Tment. to clarify goals, and to acquire skill in identifying and

using relevant infotemation for their decision-making needs. (,4, 35, 58)
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6. Men and women students'with identifiable educational goals--

reasons why they are doing what they are doing--seem consistently to

be better prepared for college, than students who hae'no such reasons

for beiny in college. (30)

Career planning.

1. Students exposed to systematical 19- planned career guidance

-classes dealing with such topics as values clarification, decision-making,

job satisfaction, sources of-occupational information, workpower

projections, and career .'anning make greater. gains in self-knowledge

and relating self7kn.,led7-2 to occupations and to engage in more career

planning activities than students who have. not participated in such

classes. (29, Li::: 10)

2. Student. users of computer-based career guidance systems make

larger gains than nonusers in s .ch characteristics as degree of

planfulness, knowledge and use of resources for career explorati'l,

#.
awareness of career options open to them, and the risks associated with

these options. (43, 29)

3. ,
Individual and group counseling whith involves specific skill

trafiing in self-assessment, gathering v.e.'tinent career information, and

planning can enhance student career planning. (57, 58, 29)

4. If stuitients learn about themselves before they are exposed to

occupational information, or if they can request such information as they

are ready, their career planning is significantly facili_ited. (64)
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Career development/career education:

1. Short-term counseling (three sessions) with high .school students

has been found ti Facilitate the career maturity of these students

with regard to such emphases as orientation to decision- making,

planfulness, and independence of choice. (23)

2. Guidance films (e.g., "Careers in the 70's") have been found to

affect high school students' attitudes positively, to motivate them to

seek additional information, and to assist them to make career choices.

riese outcomes arc strengthened when such films are used as part of a

planned guidance program. (42, 29)

.3. High school students exposed to model-reinforcement and reinforcement

counseling participate more intensely in external information-seeking

behavior than students not so exposA, (35, 29)

4. The use of simulated occupational experience in guidance and

counseling programs has positive effects upon occupational knowledge

of secondary schocl students. (58,'29)

5. On criterion measures in such areas as self-concept, the Iowa

Tests of Basic Skills, other measures of academic achievement, and

school attendance, it is typically found that students exposed to career

education do as well as or, in most studies, better than comparison

students in traditional classes. (29)'

School achievement.

1. In general, significant differences in academic achievement and

in realistic choice of courses of study are found in favor of groups
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exposed to guidance and counseling as compared with those not so exposed.

(62, 28, 29, 53, 2/

2. The importance of desiring what one has chosen rather thAi

having little or no personal investment in the choice or being at the

whim of others factor in academic success in college, and such

behavior is aided by guidance processes. (30)

P

3. Either group or individual counseling extending over a

reasonable period of time helps students whose ability is average or

above to improve their scholastic performance if they choose to

participate in it. Better results are likely if guidance processes

focus on the causes of underachievement and ways to remedy diem than

if a more general approach is taken. (62, 7, 53, 27)

4. Teams of counselors, teachers, principals, and parents who works

closely together in dealing with emotional or social problems that

interfere with the use of children's intellectual potential help to

increase general levels of student academic achievement. (48, 11)

5. Guidance and counseling processes integrated with remedial

instruction in mathematics and reading have been found to increase

academic achievement significantly. (11, 21, 29)

Racial integration in education.

1. !ri schools undergoing integration counselors who are specially

trained to provide personal counseling, resolve'interpersonal conflicts,

and coordinate classes designed to improve students' human relations

skills and their understFding of different racial/ethnic groups do

b0
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prevent or reduce racial prejudice and conflict. (32, 19, 26)

2. Group counseling which focuse's on problems of an interracial

nature and the promotion of understanding and openness among students

from different cultural backgrounds can create a more relaxed atmosphere

in a school and increase intergroup understanding. (12)

3. Small face-to-face discussion groups led by experienced

counselors can assist school pe,sonnel to explore their own at.itudes,

values, and feelings regarding ethnic differences. This personal under-

standing in addition to human relations and communication skill-training

is effective in facilitking intergroup relations and school desegregation.

(12, 19, 2;)

Transition to work and work adjustment.

1. Guidance and counseling processes can help the young worker to

sort out available work choices, consider personal commitments to work,

and develop feelings of psychological competence in the work place.

(62,, 29, 27, 3)

2. young workers who have been trained in job search and interview

skills, communication, and human relations at work are more likely to

make an effective ransition to work than those who have not. (3)

3. Behavior rehearsal in which young workers can act out or

role play with a counselor specific work-related social and interpersonal

problems is more effective in resolving such problems than direct

advice. (38)

4. For young persons, disadvantaged and others, preoCcupied with

economic issues, it is more effettive if guidance and counseling are
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focused on job placement, leaving broader matters of work adjustment

until after the person secures a job and begins to work. (3, 27, 29)

5. Disadvantaged youth who participate in counseling are more

likely to achieYr salary increases and job satisfaction than those who

do not. (2q)

Special_populations

Under the influence of Federal legislation, particularly, and

in response to apparent needs, considerable effort has been expended by

guidance practitioners to assist young people with special characteristics.

Research about the short-term effects of guidance with such persons

is not extensive, but it does identify general outcomes worthy of

con ideration.

Juvenile delinquents.

1. The provision of adult basic education, general educational

development, and, vocational courses to institutionalized juvenile delinquents

is likely to be more effective if career counseling is also offered than

if it is not. (37, 31, 63)

2. Counseling and support services, including peer counseling, can

reduce the rate of recidivism for truancy, running away, and ungovern-

ability among predelinquent children. (61, 63, 20)

3. Specific programs designed to prevent, cuntrol, and eliminate

dropouts ur delinquent behavior should include combinations of educational

assistance, vocational training and placement, recreational activities,

and counseling. .(13)

f.
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4. Indiviaual counseling in cowbination with counselor-connected

training programs designed to develop interpersonaiil, physical, emotional,

and intellectual skills which can be applied to home, school, and

community probler 'reas can reduce the recidivism rate fog youthful

offenders. (20, 31)

Mentally retarded youth.

1. Modeling and reinforcement counseling with educable retard4d

youngsters is effective in facilitating knowledge of how to get a job

and in stimulating job-seeking behavior. (34)

2. Counseling and testing combined with training in\basic job
\\

skills are effective in increasing employment or entrance into further

career training among mentally retarded youth. (34)

Disadvantajed youth.

1. Guidance.and counseling for disadvantaged youth are effective
.

when linked to a direct service such as job placement. Until the

economic situation of disadvantaged youth is improved, however, it is
Ntt.

unlikely that such youth can be ,helped with other areas of concern.

(50, 29, 27)

2. Combining counseling with the use of indigenous role models

who have succeeded in educational and occupational options is effective

with inner-city youth. (29, 36)

3. Comprehensive programs involving self-awareness activities, ;;cb-

seekftig skills, and peerinteraction through group sessions, counseling,

career materials displays, testing, and informaion meeti ,gs do cause
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observable, positive changes among rural youth. (47, 41)

Fa; 'lies.

1. When parents also receive counselor-conducted training in the

development of interpersonal , physical, emotional, and intellectual

skills and the application of these skills to home, school, and community

problem areas, the recidivism rate fOr youthful offenders is reduced.

(20)

2. Parent counseling provided to adolescent mothers is useful in

increasing the number who graduate from high school, the number vrio

pursoh collet' studies, and the degree Of confidence these young

mothers hive in their matErrial roles. (36)

3. When families of rehabilitation clients are also provided

counseling, the clients themselves are likely to obtain better grad2s

advance more in school and training4 have fewer job changes, and receive

higher ratings from employers than rohabilitation clients whose families

do not receive ctAnseling. (24)

Guidance Processes

Some research in guidance is-oriented to determining the character-

istics of a particular guida:c process and what happens as a result of

it rather than finding out whether it yic7ds a particular outcome identi-

fied on a _priori grounds. Other research is related to the conditions

which cause,a particular process to operate effectively. This section

presents anumber of variations on these themes.

O
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Individual counseling.

1

Individually counseled students achieve more success while they

are in school and after they leave than those without counseling. (40,

52, 62, 16)

2. Motivated persons usually benefit from individual counseling

regardless of the criterionused for judging effectiveness. (62)

3. The more explicl:lystated or objective the criteria for counseling

are, the more likely that counseling effectiveness will be demonstrated.

(27, 29)

4. Individual counseling approaches vary in their effectiveness in

;

reducing anxiety, in mediat4v psychosomatic disorders, and in desensitizing

phobic responses, although in these areas behavioral counseling tends to

be more effective than -snterview=oriented counseling.

5. The higher the degree of therapeutic conditions provided by the

counselor,'the more likely it is that the counselee will achieve constructive

behavioraLchange. (8, 27)

Group counseling.

1. There seem to be no clear-cat differences between the effectiveness
Is

of group and individual counseling where the:, have been used to achieve

the same objectives. For example, either group or individual counseling,

extending o

is adequate

ve a reasonable length of time helps stOdents whose ability

or-better to improve their scholastic performance if they

choose to participate in it. (27, 62, 57)

2. Grpup ccunseling can effectively facilitate student under/s,tanding

of the felaFiOnship between educational and gicational developmerit, goal
I.
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clarification, and the acquisitton of skill in identifying and usin

relevant informationfor their decision-making needs. Particularly

important elements in such group contexts are cueinn participants as

to appropriate responses and selectively reinforcing goal-releyant

statements (10, 35, 7,8, 64)

Group counselinglcan be useful in providing some students

with collective s'ecuritp,to consider certain types of information

whi2h would not b possible in individual counseling-. (27, 62)

Ii
I j

Computer-based guidance systems.

1. Comp4P-based guidance systems are effectivein rapidly retri.evin

accurate r-iformation about a wide ange of student concerns and in

motivating other information-seeking behavior. (29.,--43)

2. Coliiputer-based guidanc* systems can effectively analyze the

discrepoic:es.between student goals end PerformanIce or other fores-

4

comparative data to identify students who need specific, formS'of. counselor .

assistance. (29, 43)

3. Computer-based guidance systems can cteate approximations gf ,

reality by which students can reality-_ test their prefer}ences and identify

appropriate alternative options. (43).

Gaming and simulations.

1. Games 'and other forms of educational, occdpational, or personal-

social situations can, assist students to rehearse various decision- making

strategies and evaluate likely outcomes., (29)

2. Games,and other Simulations permit students to "try on" various.

IQ
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roles and assess aifferent types of work activity and problem-solving.

3. Games and other simulations permit various types of information

to be assimilated by students while they ye engaged in activity.

For students. with reading difficulties, this diminishes problems of

information-seeking associated with books and directories as the primary

resources. (29)

Comparative effects of guidance processes.

1. In general, guidance processes have been studied in isolation

from other processes which might yield more effective outcomes. Therefore,

beyond comparisons of individual and group counseling in relation to

selected criteria, few attempts have been made to compare systematically

the effectiveness of multiple guidance processes in relation to the

same criterion. (27, 29, 62)

-Counselor Preparation

In addition to a growing clarity about the characteristics of

effective counselors, a similar clarity is merging about the characteristics

of effective counselor preparation. Most of the latter research is oriented

to the effects of various experiential/practicum approaches to counselor

education rather than to its didactic elements, to the effects of system-

atically training counselor candidates in small increments of counselor

()
behavior, and to the use of various feedback mechanisms in shaping the

desired counselor behavior..

1. Some coun:elc'r education programs are effective and growth-producing

and others are not. The differences seem to lie with the characteristics
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of the faculty and the systematic training in therapeutic ski'ls

provided to students. (27)

2. Counselors who experience any type of supervised counseling

practicum seem to be more :effective in such variables as empathy,

reflective listening, and genuineness than counselors who do.not. (27)

3. Counselors in practicum tend to acquire more skills when the

focus is on how they can respond to the counselee rather than on how

they feel about the student. For such purposes behavioral approaches

rather than relationship approaches to practicum supervision seem to

be most effective. (27)

4. As the counseling process is dissected into its specific

elements (e.g., attending behavior, opening an interview) and counselor

candidates are trained systematically to perform them through microcounseling

and similar processes, the counseling skills of such persons are imprdved.

(27)

5. Systematic training of counselor-candidates in process variables

such as empathy and warmth yields higher levels. of such behavior than

occurs without such systematic training. (27)

6. The provision of feedback about their performance to counselor-

candidates via videotape or audiotape is an important stimulus to a-

critical analysis of relationsfips and interaction. (27)

Musts for Research in Guidance

It is difficult to distinguish those categories of research which
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must be undertaken if guidance is to improve significantly its impact

in ,education from research in guidance which would be nice to have.

Obviously, this distinction depends upon how an observer views the

centrality of guidance in education, the out roes which should be

expected from_ it, and the characteristics of the empirical base from

which it should derive. In the following sections are those types of

research in guidance which would appear to require direct action in the

immediate future.

Appropriate Criteria for Guidance

To a very large degree, guidance in education has been described

by the functions or processes it employs (e.g., individual counseling,

testing), not by the objectives it has sought to meet. Such a perspective

stems from a wrong assumption. It emphasizes what counselors have been.

trained to do rather than what a particular group of students needs,

-how students will be different as a result of guidance intervention, or

clarity arpOut the outcomes sought.from different forms of guidance

intervention.

In essence, guidance research has not adequately focused on the criterion

problem. Large lists of guidance objectives are common in guidance

program descriptions. But they seem often to be unrelated to the guidance

processes available, they tend to lack focus, and they tend to omit

behavioral indicators by which specific assessment can occur. While

research on the effectiveness of certain guidance prbcedures in relation

to specific criteria does exist, the notion of criteria for a program of
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guidance and the total impact upon the process of education or upon the

development of children within a -particular setting is rarely addressed.

Unfortunately, it is easier to be critical about the vagueness and

generality of guidance criteria than it is to design research which will

improve the situation. Nevertheless,elements which are essential for a

clearer understanding of criteria for guidance. can be identified. The

following would seem to qualify.

1. Criteria for guidance must be sufficiently different from those of

the larger educational process that the variables under the control of

the guidance program can be clearly established:
4;

2. Criteria for guidance should provide direction in articulation

from elementary through secondary schools so that guidance personnel are

oriented to common goals and are aware of how guidance efforts at each

educational or student development level fit together.

3. Criteria for guidance should riot reflect responsibility for all

aspects of the lives of children. It must be recognized that teachers,

parents, churches, and youth organizations also have an impact on children.

To assume that a guidance program can compensate for such diverse

influences and make an impact on student behaviors more likely to be

effected by other persons or processes is clearly unrealistic.

4. Criteria for guidance should reflect objectives which can be

accomplished. Criteria should reflect the realities of resources, time,

and counselor competencies. Criteria which are philosophically

appealing but possess little likelihood of achievement must be purged
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from guidance accountability systems.

5. Criteria for guidance should be directly related to the Content

and proCesses of the guidance program. To set up objectives for guidance

which are not related directly to the activities, exercises, reading

material, and simulated experiences to which students are exposed is

planned defeatism. For example, to judge the effectiveness of a guidance

program by how many students obtain first jobs related to their high

school curriculum if, in fact, the counselors were totally immersed in

helping students plan for college,is to evaluate not what occurred but

what might have occurred. Such disparity in criteria is not useful.

Much more could be said about the need for research on criteria for

guidance. The important fact is that unless there is greater clarity in

what are realistic expectations for guidance, and how guidance criteria

can be appropriately distinguished from criteria applied to other elements

of the educational process, the home, or community organizations, guidance

will be perpetually attacked as ineffective--or, it will fade away as a

separate professional entity.

'Tailor-made Criteria for Individuals

A concern for research designed to bring into clearer focus criteria

appropriate, to guidance must also consider the matter of tailor-made criteria

for individuals. For example, resolution of the problem might be that

guidance programs should emphasize the development of educational and career

planning among all students rather than be accountable for criteria such
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as drug abuse prevention, dropout prevention, truancy, or job placement.

If that were so, the question then becomes, Should all students change

along some dimensions important to educational and career planning in

accorcance with some general criteria? Or, Shouli: tailor-made criteria

be established based upon where each student is developmentally in the

general criteria of educational and career planning? Given the latter,

what can research tell us about: identifying and changing developmental

deficits related to such critria; the constellation of behaviors making

up effective educational and career planning; or, the sequence of

behaviors necessary to achieve maturity on some criterion?

Comparative effects of guidance processes

Researchers have tended to study guidance processes in isolation from

other processes or approaches which might yield more cost-effective or

powerful results. Generating broad understanding about the comparative

effects of Guidance means moving away from the rigidities of theoretical

dogma and complex abstractions about human behavior to a more systematic

evaluation of a variety of techniques applied to a wide range of human

problems. Counselors have broadened their use of techniques such as

gaming, simulation, behavioral rehearsal, curriculum-based guidance,

audio-visual materials, computer-based guidance, behavioral modification

and individual contracts. However, it is not clear which of these can

substitute for other approaches in response to different student reeds.

Research has not led us to a matrix of student concerns and their

behaviorai counterparts, and a predictive system which helps a counseldr
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elect the technique or process by which a,particular type of student

need will likely be met. Such comparative research is absolutely

essential to counselors behaving eclectically, as applied behavioral

scientists, and in systematic response to either broad guidance

criteria or individually tailored criteria.

.

Guidance Intervention by Developmental Age

Besides collecting comparative data about the effectiveness uf

guidance approaches, we need to know much more about which forms of

guidance intervention are most effective at different developmental

ages. In general, available research has sThdied guidance techniques

of a particular kind with elementary or middle school or secondary

school populations--but not all of them. In so doing, researchers have

assumed that each of these student populations is developmentally

different. The problem here is that chronological age and developmental

age have been confounded. What has not been recognized is that many

students in a senior high school population are developmentally at the

same stage as many elementary school students in terms of self-knowledge,

value clarification, decision-making, and other such behaviors. Therefore,

without individualizing the approaches to these students and providing
.0:

guidance interventions typically thought appropriate only to younger

children, it is unlikely that the desired behavioral change will be

possible.

A related question is which types of behavior change require guidance

interventions beginning in preschool or elementary school and which arc
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amenable to later guidance interventions. It is almost a cl-iche that

much guidance intervention in the secondary school is too little and too

late. But under what circumstances is- this true, for whom, and what

are the alternatives? Neither theories of student development nor

fib
theories of guidance intervention address such matters in the comprehensive

fashion needed.

Guidance Interventions for Different Populatiors

Perhaps the matter of whether-different forms of guidance intervention

are required to serve populations which differ on sexual, racial, or

ethnic bases is really an extension of the issue of developmental age.

But research is not very helpful in clarifyfng4this issue. Existing

research tends to ask: Do black students profit more from having black

counselors rather than white? Do female students need female counselors?

The existing findings are ambiguous. The weight of evidence seems to

indicate that counselor and student need not be of the same race to have

an effective relationship. The data about the sex of counselor and student

are even less clear-cut. In either situation, there is an implicit question

of developmental age and comparative approach. For example, do the developmental

exreriences of males and females, or of minority and majority persons,

differ so comprehensively that the developmental age at which they wrestle

with questions of self-identity, career identity, and other related matters

is significantly different? If so, how should guidance iryterventions be

programmed to meet such differences?
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Cultural and Economic Factors in Guifdan4e,

Relatively little is known about the effects of changes in economic

or cultural factors upon student behavior. We tend to treat the poor, the

middle class, and the riah as homogeneous groups. Perhaps they are, but ('

we have little data about either within-group or between-grotp variations

in these factors. We recognize, in abstract terms, that family and

community belief systems, values, and achievement images are important

variables in student behavior; but it is not clear under what conditions

they operate, for whom, and what the behavioral effects are.

In considering the development of different grOups in a society,

regardless of how they are defined, we need to identify the factors which

limit the ability of such persons to cope with skill mastery, positive

attitude development, or achievement motivation. Then, we need to design

experiences which tan systematically overcome such deficits either in the

persons themselves or in the institutions with which they interact.

Measurement Used in Guidance

As suggested above, theories of student development are less

comprehensive than is desirable. Often these theories have been derived

from studies of middle -class persons, predominantly males, and have not

included adequate samples of women or of minority.persons. Thus, measure-

ment instruments that rely on existing theory for their conceptual -

framework are in some instances not sufficiently sensitive to behavior

beyond certain restricted groups within the population.

Beyond the problems related to restricted samples, measurement appro-
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priate to develop.menSI guidance brings with it Some,speciat,research

problems. .In most assessment,' tests and inventories predict the
. .

prObability of a person's being able to join some criterion .group

the future. Such tests are infrequent and widely spaced in time.

However, assessment pertinent to develo"pmental guidance will likely monitor

student"s change in behavior over a
t

short period of time and in relation

to present learning: The format will likely be criterion-based rather

than' norm-referenced. Research questions will involve how to construct

instruments sensitive enough to monitor subtle student change, apd will

iaclude 'questions about the ethics of and, indeed, procedures for

recording such information.

Curri cu 1 urn-basecs,Gui dance

'
ith counselors increasingly departing from traditional one-to-one

approaches to guidance, attention is turning to curriculum- based guidance

`app'roaches. This phenomenon is seen pariiCularlY in approaches 'to

career education, but it is also reflected in deliberate psychological

education, humanistic education, and similar efforts. A number of

questions arise from a research standpoint. These questions have to

do with the scope and sequence of such curricula; points in academic

subject matter at which guidance concepts,might be embedded and reinforced,

comparative effects of curriculum-based guidance versus other guidance

approaches on selected criteria,' and ways in which community resources

and experiences can be.used to help students explore or apply various

guidance learnings.
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Curriculum -based approaches to guidance are currently 1,:Ating con-

siderable publ...city. but it is not yLt clear how theydiffer from

earlier approaches to group guidance which fell into considerable

disrepute during the 1960's. Important research topics' would he case

studies of the factors which influence successful curriculum-based

t,...

approaches. the degree to which they serve as information delivery
,

systems stimulating students to seek more individual services from
(JP

counselors, and the comparative effects of such approachei.

Long-term Effects

While more formidable a challenge than othr research areas,

longitudinal studies need greater emphasis in guidance research. With

minor exceptions. it is currently difficult to argue that the effects

of guidance, .earlier indicated ES short-term gains, do persist. That

guidance effects must have longrange consequences is not a necessary.

requirement to validate the importance of guidance if its short-term

outcomes are sufficiently important. Nevertheless, without long-range

effects, student behavioral changes which are apparent from short-range

guidance interventions can be challenged as superficial, fleeting, and
.

not worth the expenditure of time and energy devoted to them.

The Uses of Research in Guidance

The ultimate purposes of doing research in guidance are to use the

findings for better understanding of the developmental needs of students



hind to improve planned guidance responses to. these needs. Saying that

however, obscures the complexity 'of-aChieving such goals and the contributions

which must be made by various governmental agencies and guidance personnel

in delivering guidance processes. The neit_sections speak to the uses

of research in relation to these interacting agencies and persons.

Federal or State Education Agencies

In the same manner that a local school district's guidance program

should be related to the educational philosophy of that district,

Federal or state policies concerning guidance must be related toFederal

or state policies regarding education and -human services. Therefore,

persons responsible for, providing guidance leadership at all levels

must know Federal and state priorities and how the delivery of various

types of guidance programs or processes relate to them. Research in

guidance, not speculation or opinion, should be the guide to defining

systematic objectives that reflect the importance of guidance in the

policies made at the Federal and state Tevels.

Once Federal or state guidance leaders know the multiple ways that

guidance processes can be.effective in meeting educational, occupational,

and social priorities, they must have available research findings to

present to the various forums which translate policy into action. In

other words, Federal and state guidance leaders must translate knowledge

generalizations about guidance into credible arguments supporting 4;

legislation, in-service or staff development, resources and technology,

certification, coordination, implementation strategies, and additional
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research.

Regardless of one's views about the role government should play in

Aucation or other human ser- --,. the fact is that legislative definitions.

target populations ident' legislation or regulation. and the

type`s of guidance processes for which funding is authorized are extremely

influential factors in shaping the preparation of counselors and the

character of local programs. Therefore, a major goal of Federal and state

leaders in guidance must.be to help decision-makers avoid constantly

rediscovering the wheel, flailing about for short-term solutions

to long-term problems, overlooking empirical bases for action, and not

planning systematic approaches to the improvement of counselor preparation

and guidance interventions. This is a difficult responsibility for

these leaders. However, the United States is Experiencing a general

measurement' mania which pervades budgeting and policy decisions at all

levels. This climate 'does not value faith and theory in the absence of

outc a data. The Oidance profession cannot afford to have policy

makers labor under the impression that data do not exist, even if they

are less rigorous or comprehensive than we would desire. Guidance

research must 'be perceived as a positive affirmation of the widespread

contributions guidance can make to the quality of individual life in the

nation.

Counselor Educators

While less dramatic, perhaps, than the role of Federal and state

leaders in guidance, counselor educators have,a pivotal role in using
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research in guidance. In the first place, it is from tne ranks of

counselor education students that future Federal and state leaders in

guidance, local directors of guidance, and counselors come. Unless

n',Plor educators imbue their students with a respect for the utility

the research process and the empirical base which is available in

guidance, they are not likely to form positive attitudes toward research.

Thus, counselor educators must build in research findings and processes

as integral components of curricular content and experiences. Dichotomies

between research and practice must be shunned.' In order to nourish

such an environment, counselor educators must themselves be conversant

with the research literature and model the use of it in program development,

teaching, and supervision.

Research findings can also motivate counselor educators to do their

own research. While it would be desirable for counselors in local settings

to do more research in guidance than they now do, the fact is that

Counselor educators are responsible, directly or indirectly, for most of

the current guidance research. Therefore, making counselor educators aware

of existing knowledge generalizations and prevailing research voids increases

the probability that ongoing research will not be trivial or simply

unnecessary replication- of existing findings.

A third way in which the use of research findings is important to

counselor educators relates to their c.;asultative activities. When engaged

in consultation, whether in inservice staff development, assistance in

program planning, or program evaluation, counselor educators are the major

conduits by which research findings can improve local efforts. In these

contexts, research findings can lend importance to guidance efforts, give
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credibility to program planning, suggest alternative ways'of responding

to lOcal problem areas, and identify assessment approaches to provide

evaluative feedb?J on the guidance program

Local Guidance Directors

The guidance director is likely to be the most significant person in

a local setting in regard to whether and how resear n guidance is

This can be demonstrated in several ways: the degree to which the guidance

program and its processes evolve from research findings pertinent to

local circumstances; the degree to which counselors are encouraged to

do research or to evaluate their activities; the ways in which information

is collected about student needs for and attitudes toward guidance

services; whether research findings are used in presentations about the

guidance program to the Board of Education, educational administrators,

or the teaching staff; and the way research findings are used in staff

development activities for counselors or teachers. Research findings are

also helpful in determining what types of audio-visual or other resources

might be used,to support the guidance effort, how paraprofessidnals might

contribute to the guidance program, or where model programs 'are located

from which specific types of information could be obtained.

If guidance program planning is an exercise in generating hypotheses

about the processes which produce change in students, as suggested earlier

in this paper, then such planning is itself an exercise in research and the

application of research findings. Most approaches suggest the following

steps for guidance program planning:
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1. Conducting needs assessment

Locally assessed, based on existing research and theory,
responsive to Federal or state mandates, or all of these.

2. Stating program goals and behavioral objectives

Derived from needs assessment and research findings applied
to local resources. personnel. and other, conditions.

Identifying processes and resources specifically related to
(accountable for) each program goal and behavioral objective

ived trom resod, t .inT), 1.1, del programs, theory, and

local resources and capabilities.

4. Staff develop.ent of counselors, teachers, and other concerned

persons

Content derived from first three processes, pertinent research
findings, and local circumstances.

5. Implementation and evaluation of the program

Evaluation approach derived from research findings, model programs,
and local circumstances.

Although this program planning overview is superficial. the point to

be made here has two parts. First, each of the steps of the program

planning, implementation, and evaluation process can be informed by

existing -esearch findings. This does not mean that there are adequate

findings dealing with every question or circumstance found in a local area.

Instead, it is fair to suggest that th?re are research findings about each

of the 5 -ps of the process which can help the local director of guidance

and his or her staff da ide what questions they should ask or procedures

they should employ. The ultimate responsibility for interpreting these

findings, applying them to the local setting, or building from them is

a local responsibility. While consultants can be helpful, local guidance
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personnel and their supervisors must incorporate existing research findings

into planning from the perspective of local resources, personnel

competencieS, educational priorities, and student needs. From this

procedure comes the second research aspect of program planning:

develOping and interpreting local data.

Awareness of knowledge generalizations about guidance is highly

valuable in program planning. However, taking a research attitude and

ui 1g effective information-gathering strategies within the local

school district and community are,equally important. Needs assessment

and its interpretation, program goal-setting, and each of the other

steps in planning require that judgments be made on evidence gathered

where the program will be implemented. In some cases, this will require

descriptive research; An others, inferential. In any case, such locally

based research is fundamental to program planning.

Counselors

Uses of research in guidance which are appropriate to the director

of guidance are also appropriate to the counselor, particularly wnen the

latter is-part of a team participating in progrim planning. Beyond these

uses, however, are others that relate directly to working with students

or other clients.

In many ways, the counseling process is itself a research effort

with the student serving as the sample. What a counselor does is to

generate and test hypotheses about the presenting problems, causes of

the student's current dilemma, or other content which emerges in the
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relationship. The counseling process unfolds, at least partially, from

the counselor's testing of the hypotheses generated through summarizing,

interpreting, clarifying, and other techniques. The questior at issue

here is, Where do the counselor's hypotheses come from? Do they derive

from research findings about student development and about the etiology of

different presenting problems? Hopefully, the answer is yes. The next

question is, Where do the counselor's approaches come from? Do they

derive from research findings about the effectiveness of selected

techniques with different presenting problems? Again, the hope is that

the answer is affirmative. Research findings should guide counselor

behavior as fully as possible, particularly if the 'counselor is to be

an applied behavioral scientist or to behave as a responsible eclectic

in relation to diverse student needs.

In each of the foregoing examples the counselor can be seen as a

consumer and applier of research findings. But the counselor also has,

a role as a generator of research. This does not imply that the school

counselor must "get something into print" in,order to prove that he or

she has done research. Rather, it suggests that there are many questions

within the local school that require a research attitude and collection of

data regarding them.

Examples of tjpes of research which are important and useful are

many. One important research approach is doing a case study of a particular

student or students experiencing certain kinds of problems,, and then

introducing systematic changes in their environmentor in their information
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to determine if these make a difference. Another is systematically

interviewing representatives of certain student, parent, or teacher groups,

which allows the counselor to explore perceptions and needs in more depth

than is possible with a standardized and impersonal questionnaire.

Collecting descriptive information on selected questions important to

the planning of guidance efforts can he simple but ext),n--1, /vpful.

"What pry 0, hold jobs whiile attending school? What

sort of jobs do they hold? How many hours a week do they work? How

do students who work differ from those not on achievement, self-
,

understanding, knowledge of occupations?"

Another class of important research for the school counselor may be

follow-up studies of graduates of different curricula or of drop-outs.

Information about their experiences can be used to provide current

student insights about community opportunities and about barriers which
,

they can anticipate and plan to overcome. Such information also'can

provide feedback-useful for guidance program evaluation.

The point is not to be exhaustive about which research findings

counselors should use or seek but rather that such information is a

vital influence in a counselor's professional maturity. As suggested

previously, knowledge generalizations deriving from research in guidance

can give the counselor reference points for better understanding. of and

sensitivity to the perceptions of a particular student. They can help

the counselor recognize collective needs for guidance interventions and

anticipate corresponding issues.
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Research findings can also spur counselor humility. The fact that

many questions important to counselors are still unanswered accents the

need for counselors to be tentative'in their application of findings on

some group of people to any specific individual.

Finally rn- (t)4 uui,Jv lor's uwii

probing ol questions which have local importance. To recognize that

guidance has an empirical base is also to recognize that it is incomplete

and in constant need of extension and validation in the local setting.

Hopefully, each counselor will see such a goal as personally important.

Summary

This paper has focused on four issues: why a concern for research

in guidance, where we are now in developing knowledge generalizations in

guidance, musts for research in guidance, and the uses of research in

guidance. The general proposition is that guidance has a broad but

incomplete empirical base which has important implications for program

planning and the professional maturity of guidance practitioners.
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THE DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, AND EVALUATION OF
SYSTEMATIC GUIDANCE PROGRAMS

Anita M. Mitchell

This chapter examines the past, present, and
future perspectives which have led to the
need for systematic guidance programs.
Rather than presenting a how-to guide, the
author has concentrated on dispelling some
of the myths that surround and tend to dis-
courage the systematic approach. In the past
guidance was viewed as a series of services
which could not be properly described or
measured. Current moves toward self-awareness
and accountability have fo'stered many tech-
niques for systematic evaluation. The future

goal--comprehensive guidance programs--is
analyzed in terms of four components:
planning, structuring, implementing, and
evaluating. The chapter ends with recommen-
dations for counselors, guidance directors
and supervisors, and educators of guidance
personnel to help move the profession toward
full implementation of a systematic approach
to guidance.

Sucess without a successor is failure. Guidance needs successes- -

and successors; yet few counselors and guidance directors plan,

evaluate, and document their programs in a way that permits replication.

Many counselors function as autonomous professionals without roadmap

or travel diary. Discovering what they do that makes them successful

counselors is difficult. 'Intuitive beliefs, rather than incontrovertible

evidence, are offered as rationale.

A review of the history of guidance in the United States reveals

marked changes in the thrusts of guidance programs from one period to
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another, and helps explain some of the current confusion surrounding

the roles and functions of guidance personnel. From the early 190L's

into the 1920's, guidance was concerned mainly with the transition from

school to work. Then, as guidance theory and practice became more

clinically oriented, the emphasis shifted to counseling for personal

adjustment. Now we are in a new era in which the focus is on

comprehensive guidance programs "organized systematically around

persolr:entered outcomes" (Gysbers, 1978).

Because institutional changes are nearly always responses to

perceived needs, it may help to review the past, present, and future

perspectives that have caused us to focus on the need for systematic

planning and organization of guidance programs.

Perspectives: Past

In the cultural context of the past, schools were acculturation

centers where the young were taught to understand, and to preserve,

the institutional status quo. Whereas teacher roles were defined

by their curricula, roles of guidance personnel were defined by

administrative expediency. Since no guidance content had been identified

and counselor qualifications were not described in terms of unique

competencies, the counselor was vulnerable both to criticism and to

assignment to inappropriate tasks. Guidance was seen as assisting

students in their personal adjustment; guidance programs were for

the most part limited to secondary schools. School organization was
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rIcld and departmentalized; m.) guidance personnel, even though they

had no curriculum, formed departments, sealing themselves off from

other staff members. Evaluation of guidance programs was generally

limited to head counts (how many students were seen) and to laundry

lists (what activities had been comp)eted, e.g., student interviews,

parent contacts, letters of recommendation, class scheduling).

Guidance was perceived as a service, or rather a series of services,

rather than a program. It could not be described, so it could not

be measured. Staff member responsibility was judged in terms of

performing tasks, not in terms of how students were changed as the

result of the performance of those tasks.

Perspectives: Present

We are still reeling under the backlash from the accountability

movement. Unfortunately, accountability arrived in many states

not as a function of professionals' desire to know the effects of

their efforts, but as a legislative mandate. It was a new world

and a new concept to most guidance specialists, and the fact that

',accountability was associated with PPBES (Planning, Programming,

Budgeting and Evaluating Systems) caused many to reject it as being

business-oriented and inappropriate. The fact that the cultural

context has become fluid to'a point that the status quo is change,

however, makes accountability imperative.

Greatly expanded citizen awareness has caused everyone to get

into the education act. No longer do the schools belong to the
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educators. Roles are defined not by administrators, but by law,

community, parents, teachers, and students. "Needs assessments"

have become popular, and all those with investment in the education

enterprise are having their say about what students need. Classroom

teachers' responsibilities are well defined by subjects they teach;

student needs that can't be classified by subject frequently become

thi responsibility of the guidance staff. Expectations for guidance

personnel have therefore increased exponentially.

In the meantime, largely because of the self-awareness movement,

many new techniques have been developed and popularized; and most

counselors have expanded their competencies to include at least some

of these techniques. Without the guidelines.provided by a systematic

program, these competencies often are used in isolation. Although the

guidance specialist may conduct some evaluation to determine whethe

the particular technique is effective, such evidence is spotty and

has little to do with consistent student development.

As community and/or parent advisory committees have exercised

their right to recommend improvements in the schools, school

organization has become less structured and more oriented toward

the individual. The IEP (Individual Education Plan) which effectively

guides the development of handicapped students is now being viewed

as an appropriate model for all students. Since the IEP is based on

discovering where the student is in his/her learning, and what are

appropriate next-step behaiors, a developmental approach is assumed.
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The developmental approach has been followed by most good teachers,

pai:icularly at the elementary level, but it,has received little

attention among guidance personnel. The biggest boost toward a

developmental guidance approach has been the dramatic increase in

assignment of counselors to the elementary level where child development

is a central issue.

Perspectives: Future

Futurists remind us that since we cannot predict local, national,

or world events chat will have impact on the future, we must consider

many alternative possible futures. Faced with the problem of preparing

young people for an unknown future, we could decide to offer no direction

at all. However, there are some things we do know about the future.

There will continue to be breakthroughs in knowledge in all areas,

particularly in the biological and space sciences. The pace of change

will accelerate and then probably level off as change exceeds our

human ability to keep up with it. Career options will multiply while

the future becomes more uncertain. Nothing will be more certain

than uncertainty, nothing more permanent than impermanence.

If we continue in our responsive/reactive role, we will

contribute to the decline of the species. The changed and changing

context--a dynamic, living, growing context--demands a dynamic,

systematic approach w th self-correcting mechanisms built in. The

future will see guidance roles constantly redefined by changing,
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emerging individual and community needs. Counselor competencies

will continue to be expanded and refined, with the employment of

ever more efficient and effective strategies. Many of these

strategies will be collaborative, with guidance personnel teaming with

teachers, parents, and paraprofessionals to meet shared objectives.

The increasingly verbal community dill insist that guidance is for

all students, regardlessof age, grade, or developmental level,. School

organization will flexible, with individual educational plans,

continuous progress, open entry/open exit, and teaming among staff

members. No longer passive recipients of services they are assumed

to need, students' will be participants in their own evolution, helping

to define needs, methods, and outcomes. Evaluation will be seen as

a management tool, with emphasis on program improvement. Effectiveness

of .programs will be judged in terms of students' mastery of

developmental tasks A dynamic, systematic guidance program will become

the core of the school.

Developing Systematic Guidance Programs

The phrase "systematic program" is used rather than "guidance

system" to emphasize the dynamic nature of the concept. Although

both terms imply a self-correcting approach that illuminates strong

and weak link,iges among components, there appears to be less

resistance to the term systematic. The results are the same.

Systematic guidance programs are developed, not by junking current
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programs and starting over, but by organizing efforts around realistic

student outcomes. Such programs result more from changes in attitudes

and expectations than from changes in activities.

It is unfortunate that some of us are called teachers, some'

counselors, some administrators; labels impede change. The first

step in changing attitudes and expectations is to forget the labels,

and to think of the generic term "educator" for each and all of us;

this facilitates the collaboration needed to make a program work.

Another important step is to focus on how the 'student is changed by

our intervention, rather than on the nature of the intervention. In

a review of research findingsconcerning counselor use of time, Hopper

and Schroeder .(1974) found that most high school counselors are

primarily cOncerned\with information-giving. A shift in emphasis can

remove counselors from that tedium and free us to use our professional

competencies to facilitate student development. Pine (1975a)

identified and, analyzed the range and scope of contemporary criticisms

of counselors; two of the areas of criticism were professional identity

and role, and accountability. Assuming an attitude of.accountability

will inhibit criticism in both areas.

Components of a Systematic Guidance Program

A guidance program is systematic.if its components are interrelated

and interdependent with respect to some common objectives. Each part

of tre program is linked to one or more other parts, with all parts
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forming a cohesive whole. A systematic guidance program contains four

components: planning, structuring, implementing, and evaluating.

Planning. This oomponent involves determining the knowledge,

skills, and attitudes students need to acquire; the resources available;

the desired outcomes at each level; and the evaluation needs. It is. not

the intent of this publication to provide a recipe for constructing a

guidance system. Many such guides exist (College Entrance ExaMination

Board, 1972; Jones, 1970; Kaplan, 1974; Mease and Benson, 1973; Mesa

Public Schools, 1974; Richins, 197(4,;.Texas Education Agency, 1973; and

Woolley, 1973). Rather, this section is intended to remove some of the

, myths that constrain guidance personnel from developing and implementing

systematic programs..

Planning, then, is a matter of providing an opportunity for

students, teachers, parents, and community members to help

determine students' counseling needs, and then planning with teachers

and administrators to deliver on those needs. We derive possible

needs from an existing model (which we modify to fit our situation);

we ask all interested groups to identify priority needs;'we determine

the extent to which the present program is meeting those needs;

we assess the available resources for meeting the needs; we decide

which needs can be met at which levels; and we plan to evaluate

the effectiveness of our efforts. The one element that makes these

tasks part, of'a systematic approach is that they-are all interrelated;

relationships can be traced in both directionS.



This approach is in marked contrast to the crisis orientation of

"cubicle counseling," wherein the counselor's thrust is determined

moment-by-moment as each new problem or need presents itself. It

requires an attitude tnat says, in effect, "I am going to exercise same

control over what I do, in order to provide the best services for the

most students, rather than prdviding services to a few students on

demand."

Struccuriu.. In this component decisions are made as to who.will

do what for which students when. The delivery system should not be

imposed, but jointly decided upon. Falik (1971) found that a team

effort at the elementary level (learning specialist, administrator,

and counselor}( had much greater impact on the school and on the func-

tioning of the individual specialist than their individual work could

have had. So in structuring our program we look at each staff member

in terms of competencies rather than in terms of labels, and we deter--

mine which staff members can best collaborate to meet each objective

identified during the planning stage. Berman and McLaughlin (1975),

in a comparative study of successful and unsuccessful Federally sup-

ported programs, found that one of the variables that characterized

successful programs was the involvement at the planning and structuring

stages of all those who\would be implementing any part of the program.

Many teachers already'include some counseling activi =ties in their

instruction and welcome extended opportunities to motivate their students

further by participating in structured counseling activities. Again,
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the attitudes of guidance personnel serve as catalysts to achieving

the collaboration by which we can extend and enhance our influence.

As long as we have, proprietary attitudes toward "our" domain, we will

find ourselves increasingly frustrated as the pressure of expanding

expectations pushes us farther ana farther away from attainment of

even basic student outcomes. In a systematic guidance program the

guidance staff interprets the needs and interests of the students to

the teaching staff; teams with teachers in presenting activities

- designed to help students attain prestated objectives; serves as resident.

expert in the staff development of teachers, e.g., training in classroom

management techniques, coping skills, interaction analysis,*grOup skills,

communication skills; and assists in the evaluation of student progress.

The teacher, already the primary helper of the student, is capacitated

to achieve a broader array of objectives, thereby increasing student

. motivation and teacher satis.raction.

At the structuring stage decisions are made'concerning the extent

and limitations of the program. No longer is the guidance staff expected

continuously to absorb more responsibilities. Precise statement of

which activities are to be performed by which staff members to produce

which outcomes for which students makes it possible to determine the

amount of effort and time required for each objective. It becomes
7

evident that if the activities are implemented as planned, a limited

number of activities will be possible. At this point decisions are

made about which of the current and new activities will contribute
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most to priority objectives, and which will need to be dropped or

delayed until additional resources become available. This is the

fime_to, negotiate with the administrator for a reasonable work

assignment. There will have tobe trade-offs, and some of these

trade -offs may not please us..- For instance, if we enjoy being an

information-giver and it is decided that a paraprofessional has the

competence-to fill that role, we may have to trade that activity for

one we like less but that contributes more to priority student outcomes.

Implementing. The next component of a systematic approach to gui-

dance is implementing the program. There is no point in planning or

structuring a program unless the total staff is committed to implementing

the program as planned. At this stage the guidance specialist becomes

the manager and the mediator of the program, orchestrating efforts,

facilitating communication, and assisting with program modifications

as needed. The program manager's attitude must include a willingness

to team with other staff members, and to share the credit for successes.

It requires focusing. on Tesults in terms of student outcomes, and on

continuous assessment of.the effectiveness of the program so that mid-
,

course corrections can be made as needed. The principal payoff is in

terms of the excitement generated by mounting evidence that our efforts

as counselors do make a difference to students.

Since the planning and ,structuring stages permit analysis of time

required for attainment of each objective, our time in this'stage

concentrated on student outcones-based activities, and many of the
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quasi-administrative and clerical tasks of the past will have been

abandoned. The systematic nature of the guidance program will be

clearly evident as each activity is linked to an outcome for a

specific group of students, each outcome is linked to an identified

need, and each need is part of a developmental mode), which, when

completely addressed, represents total development for each student.

Evaluating.' The fourth and final component of a.systematic gui-

dance program is evaluation. Since'the intent of this publicatiO is

to remove some of the myths that discourage guidance personnel from

attempting a systematic approach,, this section will'be relatively

longer than the sections on the first three components. This is be-

cause more myths surround evaluation than surround the other three

components combined. Many see evaluation as a threat; yet a good

evaluation is simply a good management system, providing information

for making decisions, and focusing on program effectiveness rather than

on counselor or student.

1

A good evaluation system has a self-correcting mechanism.

Almost never is a product or procedure, be it in education or in any

other complex field, completely satisfactory the first time it is

created and installed. It must be expected that many modifications,

will be required before the program reaches its intended.perArmance

level. A systematic guidance program contains within its planned

structure a se. of procedures for change to improve effectiveness.

Self-correcting systems have the following characteristics: (1) an
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established and operationally defined set of objectives, (2)

specific criteria by.which:to evaluate any discrepancy between the

objectives and the current performance of the'prograM, and (3) a set

of decision rules for making mid-course changes in the program to

minimize the discrepancy. The evaluation-revision cycle in the

self-correcting mechanism is operative at all stages of the program- -

in marked contrast to the myth that evaluation .imposles rigid

specificationS from which one may not deviate. The
1purpose

of evaluation

is not to prove, but to improve. We cannot afford to wait a full

ye'ar for evaluation results only to find that aprogram is not

working; we must sample how it is working all along the-way, and must

plan in-course corrections to make sure we are achieving the desired

O

outcomes.

The principal task of evaluation is the design and .installation

of a monitoring system. This is a stragegy for assessing'both the

process and the learning so that inferences can be drawn about programmatic

components. It is a matter of collecting and using only the information

that is needed for decisions. Instead of attempting to gather all

possible information, we need to determine first which decision. makers

need what information to answer what questions; answers to questions

then furnish data for decisions. As with the other components, we see

that evaluation requires a certain kind of attitude: not resistance

to procedures perceived as being esoteric and useless, but excitement

about the opportunity to make decisions based on hard evidence rather

than solely on intuition.' The fact that a well-planned and well - executed,,
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evaluation makes it possible to pinpoint the element responsible for

a particular success or breakdown in a program underlines the fact

that it is objective and therefore nonthreatening.

Evaluation studies need not be exhaustive, scientifically oriented,

statistically embellished. On the other hand, they should be something

more than "warm puppy studies." Warm puppy studies focus on how happy

everyone is with the program, how much they like it. Such studies,

although helpful for ego-deficient program leaders, do little to

identify the strengths and weaknesses of the program, or to suggest

direction for change in order to enhance the likelihood of effectiveness.

Proper evaluation provides nondistorted information requested and

required by decision makers. Here again we are reminded of the

importance of the systematic approach to guidance programs. The

evaluation focuses on attainment of student outcomes and on

implementation of the processes designed to produce those outcomes;

the implementation relates to the outcomes, the outcomes to the needs,

the needs to the content model from which the needs were derived. At

every step of the program, and through every dimension of the program,

these linkages are apparent. The evaluation is continuous, and

serves as the bonding agent between and among the program elements

Reflection on a present program can help us understand this concept.

Think of a recent counseling activity: Was it planned? What student

outcomes was it expected to produce? Did these student outcomes

emerge from an identification of needs? How did the activity and

its outcomes relate to other activities and outcomes? Was there
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a way of assessing whether the outcomes were achieved? In a systematic

program, relationships are obvious and results are documented. Program

activities that are not effective are changed or dropped, and all-out

efforts are concentrated on using professional skills to help students

acquire the knowledge, skills, and attitudes conducive to growth and

production.

Although evaluation designs and procedures are not presented here,

there are many references from which to choose. Among these are O'Hare

and Lasser's (1971) process guide for evaluating pupil personnel pro-

grams; Twiford and Wellman's (1959) early and insightful approach to

evaluations; O'Hare's (1969-70) cogent guidelines; Wellman and Gysbers'

(1971) description of a systematic approach to statewide evaluation of

career guidance, counseling, and placement; Galant and Moncrieff's (1974)

annotated bibliography on accountability in guidance; Leviton's (1977)

-simple but effective approach for evaluating a school guidance program;

Young and Schuh's (1975) guide to evaluating career education; Wellman

and Moore's (1975) handbook for program development and evaluation; and

New Educational Directions' (1977) report of the problems encountered in

evaluation of career education programs, with suggestions for avoidihg

these problems.

Promoting the need for evaluation, Pine (1975b) states that the

experimental, descriptive, and case study approaches that have character-

.ized guidance evaluation do not help to improve programs. O'Connor and

Wigtil (1975) present evidence that evaluation does result in program
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improvement. Studying 20 Ohio schools that had completed an evaluation

the previous year, they found that of 357 recommendations made a, a result

of 'the evaluations, nearly one-third were fully implemented within one

year and another one-third were in process of implementation.

Models as Organizers

By now most of us are aware of the need--indeed, the imperatives--

for systematic guidance programs. Some of us already are in the process

of systematizing our programs. Whether we are or are not, we will want

to examine the content model on which our program is or should be based.

With the rapid change we are ali experiencing, and with the need to keep

our guidance programs dynamic, it is imperative that we annually re-

evaluate our model for relevance and completeness.

Most models address three components (though they may be labeled

differently): self-knowledge, knowledge of the world of work, and plan-

ning and decision making. Many states have produced models', and one of

the first to do so was California (Cunha et al., 1972). Although the

title refers to career development, the model is applicable to all guidance

programs. It is an outgrowth of the Wellman (1967) taxonomy of guidance

objectives. The Wellman and Moore (1975) handbook for program develop-

ment and evaluation also provides a model. Lasser (1975) outlines steps

in an outcomes-based counseling cycle, with insight as well as behavioral

techniques for promoting counseling goals. Jacobson and Mitchell (1975)

produced a detailed master plan for guidance, with goals, objectives,
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strategies, competency analysis, and criterion measures. Between

July 1, 1971, and December 31, 1974, the United States Office of Education

sponsored a project to assist each state, the District of Columbia, and

Puerto Rico to develop preliminary state-tailored, home/school/community

models/guides for developing and implementing improved and extended career

guidance, counseling, and placement programs in local school districts

(Gysbers, 1975). Models and guides developed under this project are

available in many states.

Arguing for systematic guidance programs based on content models,

the Arkansas State Department of Education (1976) noted that school- and

community-based guidance, counseling, placement, and follow-up programs

designed to meet the career planning needs of each student resulted in

better ordering of priority needs, and in focusing on procedures for

using employment information, exploring alternative,work experiences,

and providing placement in next-step services for all students. This

is iust one example of the impact of a systematic approacn.

Approaches That Work

As indicated earlier, the most important and productive step to take

in installing a systematic guidance program is to work on attitudinal

changes--our own as well as those of staff, students, and parents. It is

imperative that all who will be affected by the new approach understand

and embrace the concept and be committed to making it work. We might
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start with a shift from focus on activity to focus on student outcome.

Each time we perform an activity, whether it is a one-to-one conference

with a student or an administrative-type activity, we should ask ourselves

these questions: Who will benefit from this activity? How will s/he be

different? Is that difference important? Are we the ones most competent

to help him/her achieve that difference? How will we know it was achieved?

With this approach we soon will find ourselves dropping nonproductive

activities and having more time for those activities that result in stu-

dent learning.

Changing attitudes of others is difficult, though we will find that

our own modeling of the changed attitude and changed emphasis will be a

powerful motivator. A little humility helps here--verbal recognition of

the fact that we can't do it alone, that we need to collaborate with

others to accomplish the most possible for and with our students.

Recognition of the contributions teachers now make to student growth in

guidance areas forms a bridge to their further involvement. , =Helping

students articulate their needs and set priorities for outcomes makes

them participants in their own evolution, partners in rather than passive

recipients of our counsel.

An excellent example of approaches that work is that followed by

counselors.at Valhalla High School in the Grossmont (California) Union

High School District. A burgeoning enrollment and a deteriorating

Teacher-Advisory Program found the counselors overwhelmed. They were

astute enough to realize that their effectiveness was being undermined
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by the continuing escalation of expectations for their services. On

their own time (and many tedious hours were involved) they performed a

task analysis of all areas for which they were held responsible. They

computed actual time spent on each task, and time that should be spent

in order to perform each task adequately as well as to evalaute its

effectiveness. They found that they were averaging more than 50 percent

more hours on the job than their contracts required, but less than 75

percent of the time required to do all tasks well. They documented their

findings meticulously and presented them to the faculty senate for

action. The senate, presented with information for decisions instead of

the usual complaints and requests for more staff, commended the group

and helped to set priorities for the counselors' efforts, as well as to

revitalize the Teacher-Advisory Program to make it responsible for some

of the priority student outcomes. This is but one example of the value

of planning and evaluating guidance programs.

Moving Toward a Systematic Guidance Program

If we are to "get our act together," we must all accept responsi-

bility for moving from activity-oriented to student outcome-oriented

systematic guidance programs. Not only counselors and other guidance-
,

related workers, but guidance directors; guidance supervisors, and gui-

dance personnel'educators must yarticipate in-this Apprbaches

that, work, appropriate for each of these groups, are presented here as
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catalysts; many more will suggest themselves as we pursue the transition

to systematic guidance progrthns.

Counselors

Many counselors have dWonstrated singular'effectiveness in moving

toward systematic guidance programs. Based on these.demonstrations, the

following actions are suggested:

1. Conduct an assessment of student outcomes most important to

students, parents, staff, and community.,

2., Fpi each activity of every day, determine who will benefit from

the activity, and hoW the student(s) will be different because of the

activity. In other word's, determine what should be the student outcome.

-3. Recognizing the limitations imposed by high student-couriselor

ratios and limited funds, concentrate on priority needs of students

(Phipps, 1975).

4. Recognizing that change to a systematic program must be accom

plished incrementally, select one or two areas in which to initiate

change immediately. In these areas complete the four components of a

systematic guidance program: planning, structuring, implementing, and

evaluating.

5. Perform an honest, objective self-appraisal. Penn-Harris-

Madts-mSnal Corporation (1973) has developed a performance-based self-

appraisal program designed-to help all guidance personnel to evaluate

all areas of their professional performance on an annual basis. Dunlop
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(1971) suggests three methods by which school counselors might evaluate

their own competence as well as that of colleagues. He believes that

practicing counselors should be their own evaluators.

6. Upgrde professional competencies, not only refining current

competencies, but acquiring new competencies as needed. Perez and Taylor

(1974) describe a social-learning-systems approach to counselor improve-

ment. This approach integrates both the counseling process and the

counseling outcome facturs into a continuous system of input, process,

outcome, and feedback geared toward behavior change. Santoro (1969)

describes a method for improving counselor-client interview behavior.

This interacti,e training schema is designed to provide formalized feed-

back on the types of interactions (and their efficacy) between counselor

and client.

Guidance Directors

Guidance directors serve as models and mentors, designers and

leaders, facilitators and advocates. To move toward systematic guidance

programs, guidance directors might consider some of the following

approaches.

1. Set up competency-based guidelines for selection of counselors.

Salim (1971) presents a coordinated process for selection of school coun-

selors. An assessment instrument is used to assess strengths and limita-

tions of counselor candidates, and the resulting counselor profiles are

then evaluated in light of distri,A. needs. The American Personnel and
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Guidance Association (1968) has also published a number of approaches

for selecting counselors on both pre-service and in-service levels pro-

viding guidelines for evaluating counselor competence. Patterson (1967)

found that most studies focus on current characteristics, rather than

desirable characteristics, of counselors, and suggests new criteria

for judging effectiveness.

2. Involve students, staff, and parents in evaluating the effec-

tiveness of guidance programs.

3. Develop a set of program objectives, and assign counselors to

the tasks of achieving specific objectives.

4. Encourage counselor self-evaluation, and provide counselors

with models and materials for such evaluation.

5. Assign counselors to areas of their competence, and encourage

them to develop new competencies.

6. Encourage counselors to analyze their activities in terms of

time involved and student outcomes, and assist them in making decisions

as to which activities should be dropped, which modified, which enhanced.

Trade-offs should be reasonable.

Guidance Supervisors

The term Guidance Supervisor is used to identify persons with

varying degrees of responsibility at district, county, and state levels.

Some demonstrated practices by which guidance supervisors can help facili-

tate movement toward systematiL guidance programs are presented here.
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1. Define the guidance domain and develop and disseminate systema-,

tic guidance program models.

2. Provide guidelines for staff development needed for implementa-

tion of systematic guidance programs.

3. Provide staff development workshops and technical assistance

for guidance administrators.

4. Develop master plans for guidance at each level (district,

county, state).

Educators of Guidance Personnel -

Although more communication exists now than in the past among coun-

selors, gr:dance directors, guidance supervisors, and educators of

guidance personnel, we still have a long way to go in terms of achieving

a firbetween the training a counselor receives, the expectations of the

administrator for the counselor, and the reality of the job. More than

any cther, this area needs concentrated effort if we are to move toward

systematic guidance programs in schools. Staffs of many training insti-

tutions have implemented one or more of the following practices which are

designed to move us toward systematic guidance programs.

1. Analyze current counselor training programs in terms of com-

petencies counselors are expected to possess.

2. Set up a competency-based training program. Competency attain-

ment is assessed by applying specific success criteria to each counselor-

trainee's performance of representative demonstration tasks in each area

4,
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of competence. Hogan and Markwardt (1969) conducted a study based on

the guidelines developed by the Association for Counselor Education and

. Supervision. Their findings pointed out the direction colleges and uni-

versities must take if they are to meet the needs of today's schools.

One of the areas of study was the congruence of the curriculum with on-

the-job expectations; another was the importance of a reality-oriented

practicum. Miller and Shields (1971) showed that an intensive pre-

practicum training program can improve significantly the interview

behavior of trainees.

3. Set up a competency-based system for evaluating counselors in

training. Gruen and Ball (1974) call for a re-evaluation of the evalua-

tion procedures of counselors in training. Specifically, they advocate

making evaluation educational rather than judgmental. Within the context

of programmatic research and an empirical systems approach, Pepeyne (1970)

developed and evaluated an interactive computer system for use on coun-

selor education and assessment. One of the features of this system that

holds promise for evaluation of counselors in training is the program

subsystem called Sequential Automated Monitoring of Counselor Repertoire

Development. The concept is worth exploring.

4. Publish in books and professional journals information about

emerging needs and trends, together with models for meeting these needs.

Press releases and substantive stories distributed to the public through

mass media will also help diffuse knowledge about and rationale for

systematic approaches to guidance programs.
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The fact that so many counselors, guidance directors, guidance

supervisors, and educators of guidance personnel are implementing these

and other activities is evidence of our rooghition of the need for

systematic guidance programs. Until recently we lacked direction,

however, and our efforts have been aimed toward specific program com-

ponents, rather than toward providing linkage systems between and among

components. The deire to change is present in all of us; hopefully,

this publication can help to provide the needed direction for change.

Imperatives for Change

Wt would do well to implement all the approaches and activities

briefly., aescribed in the previous section. These would move us toward

systematic guidance programs. If we are to meet the needs of our students

in a future such as that outlined in the first section of this chapter,

however, the following statements should be considered to be universal

imperatives.

-
Impera.ti,v.es for. Counselors

Counselors must:,

1. Perform an honest', objective analysis of their attitudes and'

competencies.

2. Use this analysis as a basis for personal and professional.

development activities, e.g., seminars, workshops, professional con-

- ferences, course work, professional reading.
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3. Perform an honest, objective analysis of the effectiveness of

current program components.

-4. Use this analysis as basis for working with administrators to

decide which activities to drop and which to modify in order to make

the program more effective.

5. Shift the focus of their efforts from activities to outcomes.

6. Evaluate their activities in terms of student outcomes.

7. Develop new competencies needed for implementing a systematic

approach to guidance.

Imperatives for Guidance Directors.

Guidance directors must:

1. Assume leadership in defining the guidance domain, and in plan-

ning the total systematic guidance program, to be implemented on a pre-

planned, incremental basis until the total program is systematized.

2. Provide staff development experiences that will teach the com-

petencies needed fdr effective implementation of specific program com-

ponents.

3. Assist counselors to'analyze current activities interms.of
44

time and.of student outcomes, and facilitate their selection of activities

to drop, modify, or improve.

4. Apply relevant criteria to the evaluation.of counselors, focusing

on student outcomes rath r than on tallies'of activities.
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Imperatives for Guidance Supervisors

Guidance supervisors must:

1. Provide leadership in developing guidelines for competency-based

selec'ion of counselors.

2. Provide leadership in making state credential requirements'com-.

patible with the movement toward systematic guidance programs.

3. Provide leadership leading to enactment of effective licensure
ry

laws affecting guidance personnel.

Imperatives for Educators of Guidance Personnel.

Educators of guidance personnel must:

1. ;Know the locaJ' schools. Know their philosophies, needs, staffs,

and programs, as well as community characteristics.

2. Sit down with representatives of tip, local schools and discuss

their perceptions of graduates' readiness to perform the tasks required.

3. Set up competency-based training programs designed to be con-

gruent with the competencies needed in the schools.

4. Select 'counselor trainees according to criteria so that pro-
/

spective trainees will know,..what is expected of

5. Develop and implement effective procedOes for assessing trainees'.

attainment of competencies. Survey the literature for clues as to effec-

tive means of judging their assessment procedures. Miller (1972), for

instance, studied elementary school counselors on the job, and suggests

that the results of such a study provide useful feedback for counselor

o.
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educators who prepare graduate students to perform specific guidance

functions in elementary schools.

6. Use their expertise and influence to shape counselor certifica-

tion requirements and licensure laws. This responsibility should not be

taken lightly. In a study of certification practices and procedures

throughout the United States and Canada, Dragan (1971) found that certi-

fication procedures were largely limitinc, unimaginative, academically
ti

oriented, bound by fixed course hours, and'too minimal. Most certifica-

tion requirements guaranteed exposure to courses, not competence.

The American Personnel and Guidance Association recently has assumed

leadership in counselor certification. The work of this APGA Committee

should be followed with interest. In the meantime, each of us concerned

with counseling needs to examine the certification requirements in our

state, determine the degree to which they address competencies needed for

systematic guidance programs, and give professional support to certifica-

tion requirements that include competence in planning, structuring,

implementing. and evaluating systematic, comprehensive guidance programs.

7. In collaboration with state departments of education, county

education offices, and professional organizations, assist in the retrain-

ing and updating of practicing counselors as new competencies are required

for implementation of dynamic systematic guidance programs. Counselor

trainers are in the best position to meet staff development needs of

practicing counselors, and they can mobilize many resources to assist

them in their efforts.
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These, of course, are the basic imperatives. It is difficult, and

perhaps misleading, to suggest a list of "to-do's." Each guidance pro-

fessional must study the components and steps of a comprehensive guidance

system and determine his/her role in the transition which must take place

if guidance is to provide needed leadership in the schools of even the

immediate future. Cubicle counseling, as a response to the expressed

needs of students who request such services, is no longer viable We

must get to the heart of the system and provide the kind of leadership

which is wanted, needed. and an imperative for our profession. Our ser-

vices must be central to the whole educational system as we collaborate

with teachers and other staff members to study and interpret the experi-

ences and needs of students, and assist in planning for their development.

Summary

Recognizing the need to expend our limited guidance resources on

priority deeds of students, and to evaluate the effectiveness of our

efforts in terms of student outcomes related to those needs, this chapter

has addressed four related areas: (1) developments (past, present and

future) Teading to the need for systematic planning and organization of

guidance programs; (2) components of systematic guidance programs, (3)

models and approaches that work; and (4) imperatives for counselors,

guidance directors, guidance supervisors, and educators of guidance per-

sonnel if we are to achieve systematic planning and organization of

guidance programs in our schools.
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Among the imperatives are openness to change, focus on outcome

instead of activity, establishment of priority needs, collaboration among

school personnel, incremental implementation of a systematic approach,

preservice and inservice programs designed to help guidance workers gain

the competencies necessary for implementation of systematic guidance

programs.

Sources of further information for pursuing these imperatives are

provided. Readers are encouraged to internalize the information and the

challenge presented here, and to determine personal next steps toward

implementation of systematic career guidance programs in their own

professional settings.
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GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING TODAY AND TOMORROW:

OUR NATION'S RURAL AND SMALL SCHOOLS

Harry N. Drier and James Altschuld

This chapter begins by noting the difficulties
of. characterizing rural America. The author
points out that the rural community, often
taken to be a.homogeneous group, is in fact
a diverse group of people with widely differing
social and economic characteristics. A number
of the assets of rural schools, as well as their
limitations, are discussed. The need for
systematic career development assistance is
highlighted, and some of the issues which need
to be considered in order to reach this goal
are (numerated. Among them are community
participation, staffing, placement, and student
assessment. The author's recommendations for
action are organized in terms of agencies or
groups which can impact upon rural career
guidance needs.

Rurality--Its Strengths and Limitations

Unique characteristics

What are the rural community and the rural school really like?

A simple,straightforward question that seems as/If it could be

answered readily. Perhaps! The answer, however, is evasive and

perplexing. Rural America is in reality a set of Rural Americas--

some farm, some nonfarm; some totally white, some of mixed ethnic

groups; some prosperous, some poor; some progressive, some backward;

some stagnant, some i a state of flux. R.Jral America is not
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easy to characterize; and as our nation grows and changes, it will

become even more difficult to identify and monitor the pulsebeats,

the perceptions, and the perspectives of the construct called

rurality. It is only possible to obtain a flickering glimpse of

that construct at but one point or moment in time.

Generally, then, what are the rural community and school really

like? McCarthy (1977) in a recent article noted that:

One-half of the nation's poor are rural people, though

they are only one-third of the total population.

For every one substandard, housing unit in a metropolitan area,

two can be found in rural areas.

Only 12 of the nation's doctors are in rural areas, while

half of all rural citizens live in areas officially

designated as medically under-served.

4V, of the nation's elderly are rural residents.

5.3w, of rural schoolage children are not enrolled in

school, a nonenrollment rate twice that for urban children.

McCarthy goes on to point out that the above figures are not the

result of some overnight occurrence but represent the outcome of a

continuous process over decades. Forces such as technological change.

industrialization, and the resultant out-migration of population

have worked an inexorable, relentless press upon the rural community.

Jackson (1977), in a discussion of the American farmer,

indicates that technological improvements have led to 37% of al

farms selling approximately 90% of the agricultural output of

the country. Obviously this trend can be debated/interpreted from

a variety of viewpoints. What is important is that this trend
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represents a chdn le nt major proportions, is caused by tremendous

technological progress, and has had an inalterable impact on Rural

America.

The problems of Rural America can be seen as both generic and

specific. Clarenbach (1977) suggests that the rural community

consists of definable subgroups such as farm, rural black, migrant;

and Appalachan. These subgroups have overlapping as well as

unique needs. Overlapping needs result froM such factors as

physical isolation, poverty, or low income. Specialized needs

might include overcoming the handicap of learning English as a

second language, or the truly unique educational needs of rural

women as compared with those of rural men. Education delivery

costs for women who live in sparsely settled ares are high in

comparison to rural income levels, and rural women are tied to the

home in their roles as wives and mothers by the prevailing attitudes

of the rural community.

The rural school district (which can be characterized as

having a secondary school population of less than 500 students who

generally come from communities of 2,500 or less located 25 miles

from cities of 25,000) reflects the set of conditions that impact

upon the rural community.' The cost of education delivery is high

and, even with the current trend towaro consolidation, i,s difficult

1 In research presently being conducted at The National Center
for Research in Vocational Education of The Ohio State University
approximately 7,600 schools have been identified as being in the
rural category.
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to reduce significantly. Transportation expenses partiklly offset

economies of-scale (Sher and Tompkins, 1977). Physical and human

resources are also seriously limited within the rural school.

For example, the ability of rural schools to. compete Tor state and

Federal funds stands small chance against the expertise of thee

research, evaluation, curriculum, guidance, and program development

staffs maintained by many larger school systems. The substitute

tor tull scale program development fn such settings is most

often haphazard implementation of sc4tered activities according

to the attitudes, perceptions, and good intentions of individual

teachers, counselors, and administrators.

The need for rural students to have experiences relating to

overall career development is particularly acute. Isolation,

insufficient schooltand communi?yresourcesN and communication and

transportation difficulties contribute greatly to this need. In

fields such as art, design, physical science, and medical science,

individuals who grow and mature in the rural env-;ropment are at a

potential disadvantage with their city peers. Opportunities for

career exploration and tryout and further education of all types

are lesser in the rural setting. Actual or possible exposure to a

broad b e of career role models may simply not be feasible.

Indiv uals do.not have enough appropriate situations in which

to compare continually and tentatively their own abilities,

aptitudes, aspirations. and interests with those of role models.
4

This is unfortunate, because it is most likely that an individual

settles-upon career and life role choices as a result of this



continuous testing, matching, and exploring process (Jordaan, 1963).

The material resources of the rural school that pertain to specialized

interests and concerns of rural students may also be seriously

limited.

Is it all gloom and doom, then, for the rural student? Has

the rural school no chance of providing she career development

experiences and the specialized career guidance that rural students

can benefit from and need? Does the 6nly hope lie in consolidation

into ever larger education entities? Can the limitations, the

disadvantages be overcome? Can they in some manner or fashion be

Converted from liabilities into assets?

First, the picture is not all dark and dreary. Largeness, in

and of itself, is not a guarantee that the career development needs

of, students will be attended to. Indeed, many large and/or urban:

schools havk\prdblems similar to those of the rural school in this

area. The difference is only that more resources are immediately

available to the larger school. Size As thus a factor, but it is

heavily outweighed by a sincere commitment to providing students

with a variety of career development experiences.

Second, the rural setting is one of both stability and change.

Thi, paradox is exemplified by the demand for rural goods (mining

products, produce, grains, livestock) which has been steady or

increasing, while the technology associated with rural "industries"

has changed by quantum leaps arid exponential factors. Some evidence

suggests that the rural community has, in general, a stable and

stronger.family life, i.e., a lesser rate of divorce 'and a higher
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rate of church membership as compared with more urbanized areas.

Individuals in rural areas may experience less anomie and "rootlessness"

than their urban counterparts (Drier, et al., 1J76). The family,

and, as will be noted later, the rural community as an extension of

the family,can be major positive factor's in programs designed to

guide students in making career-related decisions.

Third, the smallness of the rural school may indeed he one of

its strengths for planning, initiating, and fully implementing career

development programs.:. Barker and Gump (1964) in a classic research

study found that students in rural or small schools have to take a more

active, participatory role in school. activities -- especially

afterschool activities--if the activities are to be successful.

For the rural school to field a football team and/or a ful7 band

requires a high rate of student participation. Conversely, in

a large school' it may be easier for a student to remain isolated

and to drift off into the periphery. Certainly then, the limitation

of size easily can be converted into an asset.

Fourth, smallness again can L' seen as a potential asset when

it comes,to organizing even scarce and widely spread-dut community

resources relating to, career development programs. While there
.

are not as many businesses, community organilations, or governmental

agencies to call upon, those that are present can be effectively

organized and utilized. The process of organization can be

carried out in a relatively short period of time and without

great expenditure of effort and money. The wealth of resources in

larger settings is clearly superior to that of rural communities.
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But organizing, coordinating, and taking full advantage of such

resources can be a more complex and diffitult undertaking for the

urbaH school.

Fifth, and by far most important, is the open and honest

recognition that existing problems must be attended to if:the rural

school is to remain a viable educational institution. It is only

when a problem--a need--is recognized that concerned educators and

citizens can begin to analyze! its parameters and begin work on

issues affecting the rural communty. What was not stated, what

was purposefully neglected, Was the title of McCartny's fine

article, "Rural America, and its Problems Enjoying a Reawakened

IntereSt."*.This reawakened interest is illustrated by such

factors as the following:

New Federal legislation designed to aid rural, communities
in such areas as water-pollution control and rural health
'clinics.

The formation of la congressional rural caucus which is
.studying the question of rural community development.

The National Advisory Council on Women's Educational
Programs which recently published a special report on the
'"Educational Needs'', of Rural Women and Girls" (Clarenbach,
1977).

' The national conference on women held, in March of 1978 that
included as one of its main topic areas the specialized
problems of rural women.

Recent funding by the united States Office of Education
targeted toward the rural school. Examples include the
Cnreer Education Project of the Cashmere (Washington) School
Dr,trict; The Rural ComMunication Network (a consortium of
three agencies formed tc provide information to rural schools
and help to rural educators); and The ERIC Clearinghouse for
Rural and Small Schools.



Publications and books such as Rural Oriented Research and
Development Projects: A Review and Synthesis by Leonardson and
NelSon 7U ), and Education in Rural America: A Reassessment
of Conventional Wisdom by Sher and Tomokins

Projects funded at state and local levels. A good example
is the Tri-County Career Development Program that covers.
eight districts and three counties (Athens, Hocking, and
Perry) in Ohio. This program, which serves over 15,000
rural students, receives its support from the Appalachian
Regional Commission and the Ohio Department of Education's
Career Development Service.

Career Education Regional Institutional Conferences (N=5)
for small school districts sponsored by the American
Association of School Administrators, on a national level;
and the Georgia Education Exchange (of exemplary projects)
conducted under he sponsorship of the Research and Development
Utilizacion Project, Rural and Small Schools, of the-,
Georgia Department of Education, on a state level.,

It is with this spirit of revival--of renaissance--that the

writers address the issues of guidance and counseling today and

tommorrow in our nation's rural and small schools. With the spirit

that this reawakened, interest must not only be maintained but must

be translated into concrete programs and courses. of action. With

the spirit that the rural school and rural educator must be assisted

in providing career development/guidance programs of high quality.

Only thus can rural students be helped to develop their full abilities,

aspirations, and potentials.

State of the Art

As a reference point it is necessary to examine the rural school

beyond the problems and needs-already cited, to examine the current

state of the rural school in career development/guidance endeavors.

Meaningful programs are the result of good leadership--leadership that
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is often (but not always) provided by the school counselor. But

therein lies one of the basic difficulties in establishing career

development and guidance programs in rural schools--that is,. there is

insufficient staff to accomplish the task at hand.

The majority of our nation's rural secondary schools (those

that consist of 500 or less students) have no in-residence counselors;

and when one is available.' it is often ,a single counselor with

responsibility for serving the entire student body. If the size

of the school is considerably less than 500 students, guidance

services, if offered at all, are only part-time or are supplied by

individual classroom teachers. But the picture is even further

clouded. Those schools that do provide guidance services still

have serious deficiencies in such areas as counselor isolation,

perception of the counselor's role by other professionals in the

school, lack of time for the counselor to do the job_ adequately,

prssing need for planned programs, and refined planning skills on

on the part of the counselor. Table I presents a summary of the

status of guidance and counseling as it currently exists in rural

schools.
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Table 1

The State of Guidance and Counseling in the Rural Schools:

Gene' al Factors

Factor Description of the Factor

Limited numbers of counselors Estimates are that less than half
of the rural schools (3500 or
more) have the services of a part-
or full-time counselor.

Counselor geographic isolation Counselors in rural schools most-
often work alone, with insufficient
opportunities to interact with
other counselors, counselor
supervisors, and counselor
educators.

Counselor time

Counselor role

Many rural school counselors are
either part-time counselors with
teaching duties or full-time
counselors with multiple school
responsibilities. In such situations
the counselor's efforts in guidance
and counseling are stretched thin.

Role confusion and conflict could
and probably do result from the
prOblems indicated above. In

addition, in some schools the
counselor may be perceived as an
administrator rather than as having
a unique and well-defined guidance
role.

Lack of planned, programmatic
activities

Due to problems resulting from role
confusion, lack of time, and,
possibly, limited background and
training in program planning,
-ruidance programs may be isolated,
not-well-coordinated efforts
rather than systematic programs.
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On she one hand, there are serious problems and obstacles to

be overcome in developing and implementing systeMatic career development

and guidance programs for rural schools. But on the' other hand.

nunerous materials, programs, and training opportunities specially

targeted for the rural school counselor are currently available.

Rural counselors now have a large number of products and sets of tools

to draw upon and use. Counselors do not have to reinvent the

wheel ; iflstead, they have the option of adapting existing programs

to fit the needs in their districts. If desired, counselos can

also develop new materials and processes that are uniquely tailored

to their situation and students.

If the academic classroom is seen as part of the career guidance

delivery system, then the counselor and teacher have literally

hundreds of resources at their fingertips in such areas as English,

health education, mathematics, natural resources, and communications.

Numerous states--Arizona, Delaware, Florida, Michigan, Ohio, and

West Virginia--have developed state plans fur'career education and

ca4-eer development that include goals and behavioral objectives.

These can easily be reviewed and used by the rural school. There

are also numerous guidebooks for elementary and secondary teachers,

rural school administrators, and counselors. Excellent compendiums

of resources with annotations are The Original American Early

Morning Primer from Cashmere (Washington) School District (1977) and

.Career Guidance Resources published by the National Center for Research

in Vocational Education (Kimmel, et al., 1977).
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Career devel.)pment:/career guidance programs, of course, go far

beyond the classroom delivery system. The ,wo sources listed above

contain descriptions of testing programs, occupational information

kits, group and individual counseling.techniques, arA placement

strategies. The concept of career guidance. however, is one that

.should and must go beyond the confines of the school walls. The

family and the community must be seen as integral to the program.

Students must have the opportunity to use the resources in the

community and to interact with local occupational role models.

Counselors in some areas (Oklahoma, Texas) now have access to mobile

guidance vans or buses which travel from school to school and provide

materials and resources for rural schools. Computerized information

and guidance can now be plugged into by the school and by individual

students within the school. Through this technique students can

explore career and educational opportunities throughout the country.

Skills, requirements, working crditions, and like information can

easily be obtained through the computer terminal. Counselors now

have access as well to excellent career guidance audio - visual'

materials such as the "Bread and Butterflies" series produced by the

Agency for Instructional Television (1974), available from

most state departments of education.

Training for counselors and rural educators in the areas of

career development, career education, and career guidance can now be

obtained, through many sources. Universities continue to offer courses
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dealing with these topics. Confer nces such as those mentioned

earlier in this chapter frequently occur on a national or state

level and provide the rural counselor and educator with many

excellent trairt.ing opportunities. Counselors also now have a

unique program planning and development tool at their disposal.

The "Rural America Series" currently consists of a set of 16

handbooks (six additional 'ones in production) that cover all

elements of the planning and implementation of a comprehensive.

(K-14) career guidance, placement, and follow-through program for

rural or small schools. The series; in effect, constitutes an

encyclopedia for the proceSses of conceptualizing, developing,

implementing, and evaluating a career guidance program. Throughout

the series many practical examples of 'how to do it" are given.

The planning process described in the series, as of the time of this

writing, is being field tested in nine locations throughout the

United States. To date training in how to use the series has been

provided on a statewide basis in 11 states (National Center for

Research in Vocatibnal Education, 1977-78).

With the wealth of opportunity and materialS available, the

counselor, even if full-time, must develop a strategy for coping

with time constraints. Time is the enemyof us all, and this is

doubly true for the hard-pressed rural counselor. An essential

factor in allocating enough time for the development and implementation

of the career guidance program is building 111 more human resources.
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Teachers must be involved; students, especially secondary students,

can become a vital part of the program development and implementation

process; community and governmen,t agencies can and will probably

be willing to help out; business/industry/labor groups in many areas

are eager and willing to participate; and community members and

parents should be encourage -' to become part of the career guidance

program. If the program is to be viable, the counselor must build

in such support from the very early stages of program planning to

full scale program imr 'nentation. Certainly career guidance

programs must be a shared school/community responsibility. The

rural school and the community, by working together, can partially

if not wholly overcome the disadvantages 'of limited resources.

. The next section of this chapter addresses the following vital

questions: Given the nature of the rural need and the circumstances

of the rural school, how can the counselor organize for

action? How does he/she take full advantage of what is already

available?

Future Guidance Perspectives--The Rural Renewal

The career development needs of children, youth, and adu'ts

in the nations rural communities can best be met through systematically

developed and implemented career guidance and counseling programs that

are based on local needs. Such programs have the potential. of

adding relevance, humanness, equality, breadth, and utility to
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the process of learning for living. Rural educators must recognize

that career maturity and rewarding life role planning and preparatiOn

can only be attained if systematic attention is given to the

specific needs, skills, and aspirations of youth.

What does syStematic attention mean? Quite simply, it means

program planning for what is to be done now so that practical and

appropriate life goal planning and decision-making can be made

later. It is the process of determining the desired direCtion and

identifying actions and resources needed for getting there in the

most effective and efficient manner possible. The following

categorical breakdown describes a systems approach to program renewal.

Problem Identification
Career Development Program

Content for Resolution Development
Guidance Programs

.....0-

(Organize)
Community-Based Planning

Group

Individual and Group
Assessment

Community Needs
momommormilmmunOW.A.WWWOWeda040.MILWAWI.W.M

Resource Assesment

Program Goais
Development

Program Objectives
Development

/tS
Staff Inservice

Program Evaluation

Corrective Actions

A
Community Relations Community Involvement

Program Objectives
.

Student Objectives

Counseling

Subject-Matter Based
Guidance

Home-Based Guidance

Community -Based Guidance

Placement and Follow-up

Follow-Through
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Although this graphic representation may look complex, no matter

how meager the resources are in a rural school, the' above steps are

achievable. One example of'systematic program planning is the

'rural'school career guidance field tes, currently taking place in

nine states under the direction of -The. National Center for Research

in Vocational Education, The Ohio State, University, Columbus. Ohio.

The nine K-12 districts. their-cooperating area post-secondary

institutions, and their community groups are finding that being

systematic about guidance 'programming is possible '(although tiring)

, and can result in improved programs and community spirit.

The following-issues are important for discussion in any

systems'approach to career guidance programs inirural. schools.

Unique staffing for change

The first major change to be addressed 4n planning for

systematic career guidance is who is to be responsible for various

program roles and responsibilities. There is good rationale for the

position that everyone can be considered as staff as well as possible

clients. Sound confusing? Let us consider the implementation of

this concept.

Staff:- To be effective, d student- and community-needs-based

guidance program needs to utilize all available local ree,ources.

All human resources should be drawn together as part of the

program staff. This means students, parents, teachers,

librarians, counselors, employers, arluinistrators, employees,

CP
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government officials. civic:groups. retired personnel, and

paraprofessionals. Their skills and interests should be

identified; and training, support, and recognition should

be provided for all of these .important guidance staff persons.

A number of studies, for example, show that students have

great potential in guidance staff positions if given a chance.

Some exciting current developments in rural schools involve

community teaming and cooperation (Stein, et al., 1978). An

extensive national survey identified over 250 examples of

community cooperation in guidance program improvement. This

study'helps prove the point that community members become

fully functioning gutdance staff when they a..e welcomed and

viewed as partners rather than as seldom-listened-to advisors.

Community Participation

Hatch and Las Cruces, New Mexico. New Mexico State University

\(NMSU) students conducted door-todoor survey to determine available

career guidance resources in the neighboring community of Hatch.

Students looked for material resources such as books, kits, and

audio- visual materials; human resources persons who were willing to

visit sc' .)1s and describe jobs,! products, acid related firms or

agecies; and facilitative resodrces such as equipment, rooms for

meetings or recreation, tables, office equipment, scholarships,

grants, or cash awards.

The resource survey was conducted in cooperation with Hatch



Schools and Dona Ana County Occupational Educaticn Branch of NMSU

to help facilitate A major planning aspect of E. systematic approach

to career guidance. This activity was a part of the "Cooperative

Rural Career Guidance System" project sponsored by the U.S. Office /

of Education Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education and conduc,ted

by The National Center for Research in.Vocational Education. Colymbus,

Ohio.

Placement

Brillion Public Schools, Brillion, Wi:consin. During the past

ten years. the Brillion Public Schools have cooperated with community

and sty' agencies to offer their students a most unique placement

experience. While the school's curriculum-based career guidance

program teaches many of the initial skills for self-placement,

staff members have found unique ways of providing students with

first-hand experiences such as the following:

o Each interested student has the opportunity to engage
in two mock job interviews.

o A public employment agency counselor spends one day a
week in -residence in the school.

' College and postsecbdary vocational school (public and
private) admissions counselors visit the schOol yearly
for educational. placement possibilities.

' A large number of work experience, work study, and
cooperative education programs is available:

Local industry and business provide a variety of
employee /Student shadowing programs plus job
observation opportunities..

C
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.Subject- Matter -Based Guidance

.Cashmere Public Schools, CashmereWashington. This small

schoOl district has a comprehensive subject matter -based career

Guidance program, with comprehensive career development curriculum

guides for each grade level and subject area. Additionally,

there is a massive resource library for teachers,: plus a teacher/

student guidance period scheduled each day in which career planning.

.decision making, try-out, and self-evaluation activities take place.

ss-- Student Career Development Assessment

Forest Park High School, Crystal Falls, Michigan. Time, financial

resources, e.pectations, and just the sheer. bother of collecting

individual student career development needs data more often than ,

c.

not result in minimal student assessment! Personnel in Crystal

Falls, Michigan, found that,by involving number of students as

guidance staff in the assessment process, much or the pain and

time of assessment could he overcome. Data collection, statistical

an'lysfs, report typing, and distribution are completed most

efficiently by students who use the experience as 4 classroom.

activity related to English, social studies, mathematics, and

business education. 'Besides accomplishing the tasks of assessment,
7 77

students and staff feel that they, are playing an important guidance

role and can see how their efforts are translated into improved

guidance services; either by the teacher or by the counselor.



Career Resource Centers

Mi4ligap State Department_ of EducaLion. Michigan hoc taken a

leadership role in developing career resourcc,,centers and supporting

their implementation through state funding. In 0)77, they produced

an outstanding handbook on the subject, with blueprints, resource

mIterialc, and organizational suggestions.

Paraprofessional Counseling and Guidance

Eckerd College, St. Pe-eersburg,_ Florida. Within the nine

public and private school districts in and around St. Petersburg,

Florida, Eckerd College has provided leadership in training

volunteer guidance and counseling personnel. Through special

.career search materials and techniques, 55 volunteers with broad

previous work experience provide career search, exploration,

planning, and decision-making experiences for several hundred students,

Parent P,7rticipation

PATCHWORK Project (Potential Activated Through Career Horizons

Work), Central Kansas Area Vocational Technical School, Newte;r. 'Kansas.

This program addresses the needs of students (K-12) in career

.recision- making and goal-setting. Students are helped to develop

positive concepts regarding themselves, their ideas, their activities,

and to create a product as a result of experiencing career

activities. In order to serve students better, project staff

conductingthe.career guidance activities learn human potential

concepts through a basic leadership training seminar. They then
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attend curriculum development wort:shops in which they discuss

ha man and career development concepts, set grade-level objectives,

and design a 3-week comprehensive, sequential program (K-12).

Parents become informed about the program through career orientation

nights held in each unified school district. The student

program follows with a week of activities, one hour per day, in

each of the development phases. Post-pArent nights and a second

curriculum workshop follow to review the data and to make any

necessary revisions of the program.

Mobilization of Career Guidance

Mobile Career Development Center Eastern tipper Peninsula

Intermediate Sch000l District, Rudyard. Michigan. This district

has acquired a mobile unit equipped as a guidance office to implement

career development in schools within the district. Counselors

assigned to the unit collect, organize, and disseminate career

information to high school students, teachers, and other counselors.

This process, in conjunction with formal counseling, provides an

effective, balanced program of career guidance: The counselors

work through classroom teachers at the elementary level to stress

self - awareness and to introduce the studepts to the world of work.

They also assist hich school students in career exploratory

activities in conjunction with the Career Exploration for Related

Training program and serve as a resource center for teachers.

At the'senior high school level, counselors aid students in foLsing
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their interests and aptitudes on specific careers, and further

advise them on steps necessary to achieve their career goals.

In addition, the unit includes individual and group counseling,

interest and aptitude testing, job site visitations, weekly radio

nrograms on career opportunities in the area, resource people, and

experience with job interviews and writing job applications and

resumes. It,also provides meetings on apprenticeship programs and

offers assistance to school teachers and administrators in the

development of tneir career education programs.

Inservice training

School toDilployment Process Program (STEP), Central Kansas

Area Vocational Technical School, Newton, Kansas. This program is

.designed to help counselors familiarize themselves with what

employers expect from prospective employees, keep up-to-date on the

widening career fields open to students, deal ith self-development;

and help students enter the work force prepared personally and

academically. STEP has endeavored to eliminate ,ne standard one-way

learning approach and emphasizes small group interaction.

Developing linkages is an integral part of the STEP process.

Activities between counselors and employers include an early

explor4tion interview, a later linkup interview to standardize

format and expand discussion, and a group meeting. forjurther

school/industry experiences.
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Needs

ReckerTClayCounty Special Educatjon Cooperative prp_gram,

Audubon, Minnesota. The program involves 126 mentally retarded and

handicapped students from eight school districts in rural Minnesota.

This center offers an individualized program to help each student

acquire entry level skills in an area of expressed interest.

Fourteen career areas have been identified, and each student
4

explores as r 'ny areas as possible. Academic studies are

related to job exploration, and students also have courses in physical

education and social relations, taking classes in either the regular

or the vocational school. Students achieve entry skills on a par

With any other applicant for a specific job. The teacher -work

cnordinator ovalualos students in on-the-job positions twice

weekly, and there is a 3-year follow-up program. The Director of

Special Education works with the Board of Directors, consisting of

representative from each.school district,. the. teaChers, and the

students., in forming policy. A recently implemented program is the

Lifemanship Skills for Special Needs Youth, which provides a

( :-:; unity- living setting to help them acquire social living skills

nece,sary for independent living.

SpecialPppulations_

Career Opportunities Program, Rocky Boy Reservation, Box

Elder,-ontana. Community people, mostly native Americans, are

learning to be teachers on the job at the Rocky Boy-Reservation

(..ho6. As a part off-the national Career Opportunities Program
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(C.O.P.).for teacher training, this program hires new student

applicants on the basis of Interviews with a review board of teachers

and other C.O.P. students. Each C.O.P. student in training helps

develop an individual plan for 1( nincwthis plan may include

adult education courses or courses offered by extension from Northern

Montana State College. The project airector works directly with

college teachers to tai'or courses to the classroom experience

of each C.O.P. student.

IrRe0401.1v9 for Guidance Program Change

After examinirig the need for, current conditions of, and the

potential for guidance and counseling in our nation's rural and

small schools, the ; sugi'stions are offerea *as imperatives
-r

for guidance pro:ram change. Guidance workers will need to:

1. Acquire sufficient support staff to handle those administrative

tasks that normally deplete available counseling hours.
"N.

2. Use more fully the available community-wide career resources

and counseling services tha' are planned and staffed by employer's.%

state and Federal agencies, and local educational staff.

3. Avairthemselves of increased, professional renewal

opportunities where they can obtain individually tailored

experiences, and be willing to make the personal irvestment for

such-professional growth.

4. Have available lirou.gh area cooperatives technology such

as educational TV, computers, and
; one networ..... along with
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assessment assistance, data exchange, information 'dissemination,

and program planning.

'5. Be involved in cuehculum committees for annua,

curriculum renewal based upon changing student needs and.conditions.

6. Be available in sufficient numbers to provide intensive

rural school guidapC0 and counseling assistance in classrooms.

learning laboratorie!:, work experience, job sites, and the home.

7. Prioritize t;le provision of follow-up and follow through °

counseling services to youth and adults in transition to work,

further education, military service, unemployment,- and/or marriage.

8. Increase their efforts to cooperate with teacl5ers,

employers, placement agencies, and parents so as to provide more

timely and more sufficient employability and employment skills

and promote attitudes for.successful self-attained placement of

all rural students.

9. Increase their involvement in advisory capacities to

PmpinyPrs, community agencies, school. hoards, and parent grqups to

allow broad, community-wide planning and delivery of education for

employment, leisure, and other life role transitions.

10. Provide greater staff inservice leadership to build

competencieyn the part of faculty, staff, paraprofessionals,

and other community and family members for their future roles as

guidance workers in rural communities.
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11. Utilize new ways of allowing a larger number of students

to participate in peer counseling. guidance program planning.

guidance sttegy and material development, and the delivery of

guidance activities in the classroom, guidance office, and

community.,

12. Operationalize a broad-based guidance community relations

program to elicit greater community support for expanding guidance

staff resources and activities.

13. Collect current achievement, interest, career development,

placement, and 1,, '0w-up data on an annual basis to plan the guidance

program proaLtive! , and make it accountable.

14. Acquire broad.-based community contracts -nd demand

flexible :pork schedules to allow for maximum guidance program use

during evenings, weekends, vacations, early mornings, and summers.

15. Demonstrate t,,e need for and demand increased time to

provide developmental counseling' for individuals at all levels within

the rural school.

16. Participate more actively in the many guidance-related

national and state professional associations, especially those

focusing on the guidance needs of special students.

In summary, guidance workers in our _rural and small-school..;

must belieVe that (1) what they do is critical to the lives of their

students and is as important as any other program in the school.

(2).what they do is justifiatle any' achievable with data - supported
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program standards, (3) they have a responsibjli'y for amassing data

to justify their effectiveness. (4) they are euucational leaders

in our schools, and (5) they have a right to demand the necessary

suop,ct and resources to accomplish program grals and student

objectives.

Recommendations for Rural School Guidance Redirection

The magnitude of career guidance needs of individuals in our

nation's rural and small communities and the complexity of potential

solutions to meet those needs deserve prompt attention by

educational leadership at all levels. The implementation of possible'

resolutions to the problems found therein will require the cooperation

Qf state departments of education; intermediate multi-school

cooperatives; the U.S. Office of Education; the National Institute
O

of Education; the Departments of Agriculture, Labor, End Commerce;

industry and business groups and organizations; and local school

boards, administrators, and school staff members. The following

recommendations are based in part upon studies conducted by a. number

of agencies who have focused on the needs and concerns of our nation's

rural and:small schools. The recommendationsAre organized in

terms of agencies or groups who can impact upon rural career guidance

needs.

Federal Education Agencies

The Federal funding initiatives for rural and small schools
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have not been equal to date to the size of the population. New

Driorities and resource allocations in he areas of research:

development, training, and technical services must be forthcoming,

some of which are described below:

. Research. With the absence of data concerning the problems

of our rural youth, increased research must.focus on (a) rural

guidance program barriers, (b) causes for limited guidance staff

and budgets in rural schools, (c) unemployment, (d) sex bias
7

conditions, (e) unique work- focused coping and adjustment problems,

(f) effects of shared program efforts, (g) validity and usability

of current assessment measures. and (h) "significant other" influence

factors.

2. Development. A careful examination of career guidance

program material needs is critical. This could result in modifying

current materials for rural school use or developing new,

,specialized materials that respond to conditions in our rural and

small schoolc,

3. Trainin9. It is apparent that the guidance staff in our

7,600 rural schools are disadvantaged in regard to opportunities

/

for and/or utilization of existing inservice training programs.

Federal funds will be needed to provide such new initiatives as:

a. development of rural/urban counselor exchange ,programs;

b. development of a national career guidance institute for

rural "and small school staff;
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development of a national networ' of trained guidance

leaders thit. are' skilled, supported', and available

to meet these specialized needs on an on-call basis;

d. provision of national and/or state communication and

material networks.

Intermediate Educational Units

A primary purpose for the creation of various types of

educational cooperatives (approximately 1,900 nationall_ ) was to

provide area -based assistance to rural and small schools. While

these intermediate units have made excellent strides in the past,

the following a-e ad(itional suggestions for wayS they could

further respond to their constituency's needs:

1. Develop a.series of guidance services for rural school

personnel on a low-fee basis, including the services listed below:

a. free access phone communication consultant services,

on curreot practices, materials, and information;

b. mobile career guidance libraries;

c. special inservice training based upon staff competency

and interest surveys;

d. communication of career guidance information to area

.schools through the fostering of school-snaring initiatives;

e. special guidance newsletters that deal with such

topics as professional renewal opportunities', new

resource materials, and promising guidance practices.
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2. Develop state and/or Federal guidance proposals designed

around the needs in their area's schools.

3. Explore rossibilities of offering university or extension

courses on career guidance issues within the jurisdiction.

Stae Departments of Education

Increased staff services, research, development, and financial

resource reallocations for our rural and small schoo's 'are

imperative. The following are but a few ways in which state

departments of education can help meet the needs of their rural

school constituencies:

1. Develop a system of_mobilized career guidance services

that will reach out into the rural counties and local districts

at little or no cost. The services could include the following:

a. career guidance resource centers;

b. inservice training opportunities;

\c. career guidance communication netwc ks including

toll-free telephone consultation, specialized

newsietters,.and area-based opportunities to share

e.xperiences and gain new guidance program skills

cooperatively.

2. Develop and implement a 'J./sterna, field visit and

technical services system to rural districts through the use of

state staff, counselor educators, or specially trained and funded
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consultants.

3. Create a new priority for guidance programs in rural

schools within both state and Federal funding guidelines.

Propose writing assistance might also be necessay to enable the

rural -.00ls to obtain these new funds.

4. Develop within state guidance and career education plans

special priorities and resource allocations for rural and small

schools.

National Noneducational Agencies

During the past few years Federal- and state-related agencies

such as the Departments of Labor, Commerce, and Agriculture have

created new opportunities for dealing with rural guidance ,r-r,.-rams

and problems. Before these-tnitiatives will realize major impact

on rural audiences, new efforts are needed, such as the:following:

1. Agencies must insure thatfunding reaches in-school

students as .a part of the existing guidancg program rather than

create new external offices which competa, with rather than

enhan &e in-school activities.

2. Rural educators must be ii-part,of the planning for new

efforts and be kept current on the resources and ser.ices aVailable

and how to acquire4hem. .v44

3. Specialized training efforts should be made ava. :lle to

update existing program staff rather than hiring and training

new community- or area-based staff.
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E',usiness and lildu..try

While Lidu5try and businessfhave provided a wide range of

luidance activities. most ae focused toward guidance stL:f located

in metropolitan areas: With the increasing trend for industry and

business to look to rural communities for trained w-wkers and

industrial sites, there is need to assist ruraiSchoel staff members

to understand the impact of this trend and to aCquire th4e-, skills

to help rural. students take advantage lo)' it in developing

career plans.

Local School and Communities

The. bottom lire of change mustr,2side with rural and small

scnool staff if they expect to gain new levels of support from

eut;;)de groups for renewal. In order to accomplish this changi in

their career guidance roles, they must initiate such activ:itiC-,

as the following:

1. r-quire through community resource surve's a greater

knowledge- of the rich human, material, and financial resources

already 'available.

2. Dekiellop a more comprehensive student and community

reeds profile for future guidance pro ram renewal.

3. Assume increased respowbili y for self- improvement

--by parti ipating in irservice training opportunities sponsored

by profe§sional associations, state departments, and universities.
/

4. Eecome more agciessive in demanding rightful allocations
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of educational funding and state- or area-level services.

'5.. 'Strive to, foster more positive attitudes toward

the importance of guidance and 'counseling in the total curriculum.

Summary

This chapter has considered the topic of guidance and Counseling

today and torprrow inour nation's rural and small schools from

the dual perspective of the schools' strengths and limitations.

Many of the statements may be somewhat subjective in nature, and

the recommendations may speak possibly to the ideal. The critical

point to be made is that youth, no matter in what educational or

community setting they reside, hart similar needs for systematic

career development assistance which to a great.extent can be found

only in their loLal school. It is essential, 'therefore, that the

rural school use its unique strengths to the fullest extent and

strive to remedy its limitations so that rural youth receive the

developmental pidan':e and counseling they so richly deserve.
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ELEMENTARY GUIDANCE:

A CLOSE ENCOUNTER OF A NEW KIND

Ruin-le P. Jackson and Lea B. Reeves-

This chapter underlines the importance of
elementary school counseling, which stands
today at a crossroads: Its original impetus
from Federal funding is diminishing through
poor economic conditions and the "back to
basics" movement in education. The authors
analyze the common features of effective
elementary guidance programs, including,
among other factors, support from teachers,
students, parents, and administrators. They
also examine problems frequently encountered
by such programs, including lack of staff
orientation, high counselor-student ratios,
and unrealistic expectations. The chapter
concludes with a list of recommendations for
counselors, supervisors, and counselor educa-
tors interested in promoting effective ele-
mentary school counseling.

Rationale

Never before have children faced demands and pressures like those

exerted by today's society. Skills in living and coping for survival

are essential ',:ools that must be taught at an early age. AWareness of

the need for guidance services at the elementary school level has in

part been initiated by changes in the economic and social life of

American society. Crowded classrooms, decreasing parental guidance, and

an increasingly complex society in general call for increased help for

children in school.
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The most favorable time for attacking school and social problems is

duising the early formative years. According to research, 50% of a

child's intellectual development occurs between ages 4 and 8. Studies

of child development indicate tftat chilrxen establish lifelong behavioral

patterns from ages 6 through, 10--the first four years of school! Elemen-

tary guidance thus offers a "close encounter:" at the most critical time

of a child's early years.

Early intervention in personal development is far more effective

and economical than remedial efforts offered later in the child's

schooling. The school must provide individuals with successful learning

experiences during-the period of rapid growth in the elementary school.

Elementary guidance offers a "close encounter" at a time when intellect,

school achievement, and attitudes and values are developing.

The absence of mental illness and maladjustment in adulthood is

related to the development of feelings of self-worth in childhood.'

Continual evidence of success or failure in school is likely to have a

major effect on individuals' self-regard and, subsequently, their mental

health. Elementary guidance offers a "close encounter" which is likely

to ha'e a significant influence on a child's mental health and adjust-

ment.

Students in the nation's schools are showing a general decline in

achievement and responsible social behavior. National polls of parents

and teachers consistently rate discipline as the No. 1 school problem,

and violence in the schools annually costs the country an estimated
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600 million dollars and threatehs serious disruption of the eduCation

process.

Elementary guidance offers a "close encounter" for providing major

assistance in ameliorating many problems school and society are cur-

e.

rently facing. Early identification of problems and preventative

assistance for children provide more hope than corrective measures after

behavior patterns become more firmly. established. Although teachers are

cognizant of students' needs and continue to try to assist them in their

development, the current emphasis on teaching the basics, coupled with

declining resources and increasing needs, considerably diminish the

amount of time and effort teachers can give to the affective domain.

The elementary guidance program and, more specifically, the ele-

mentary counselor, are not a panacea to meet all the needs of school

and society, but they do comprise a positive "close encounter" that over

time can more than pay for itself.

Historical Development

Although guidance specialists have been present in a few metro-

politan school systems at the elementary level since the 1930's, their

activities have changed drastically. In the past, often they served

more than one school and -resembled a hybrid variety of social worker,

psychologist, and secondary school counselor. They frequently tried t&

merge their secondary counselor training into an elementary school

framework. Tending to be crisis-oriented due to their circumstances
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and training, they focused on children with proLlems, chiefly operating .

on a one-to-one basis: Often they became merely diagnostic testers of

children and were in charge of the school testing program.

Among the early pioneers of today's elementary counseling with its

focus on the developmental aspects of guidance and the learning climate

of the school were Anna Meeks, Sara Leiter, Walter Lifton, Ray Patouillet,

George Hill, Harold Cottingham, Merle Ohlsen, and Herman Peters.

The elementary guidance movement did not really get underway until

the mid 60's when NDEA Title V-A (which had originated in 1958 and had

given impetus to secondary guidance) was extended to Include elementary

guidance as well. Elementary guidance institutes and pilot projects

emerged throughout the country. Among those assisting in the develop-

ment of the "new" elementary school counselor were Verne Faust, Don

Dinkmeyer, and Bob Myrick. A major function of counselors in elementary

schools centered around consultation with parents and teachers, develop-

mental guidance with small groups of children, and classroom guidance

activities.

Little information was collected and published on the growth and

development of elementary guidance nationwide until a survey was done

in 1967NVan Noose & Vafakas, 1968), The survey shoWed that there were

3,837 elementary school counselors in 48 states. In 1969, there were

6,041 elementary counselors in all 50 states; in 1971, the total' had

risen to 7,982. A study in 1975 conducted by Bob Myrick and Linda Moni

(Myrick & Moni, 1976) revealed that there were 10,770 counselors in
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elementary schools throughout the nation. The most recent 1977 survey

indicates a slight decline, with 10,090 counselors serving in elemen-

tary schools.

Pf-pgrams and Projects

California and New York were among the first states to initiate

elementary guidance programs statewide. Both developed the role of the

elementary counselor through trial and error procedures, and other

states have profited from their "growing pains," sometimes surpassing

the pioneering effOrts of these two states in building their own programs.

The experimental programs and projects of California; in particular,

have been influential in developing today's role of the elementary coun-

selor. One example is a program in preventative counseling in Laqunitas

Elementary School, San Geronimo, California (California Department of

Education, 1975, pp. 57-58}, which is designed to alleviate severe

social.difficulties in classrooms. The area contains several communes,

and 50 of the students are from single-parent homes. Programs include

group counseling in classrooms dealing with problem solving, teacher

Workshops in conducting such groups, divorce counseling (parents and

children), prescreening of students for kindergarten, and individual

behavior management.

Elementary school counselors in Texas and Florida have been ex-

tremely active and possess clear-cut identity. Texas programs are

currently, concerned with, and strongly emphasize, the consultative
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function of the counselor. In Florida, elementary counselors are keenly

aware of the value of public relations and accountability. Knowledge

of and ability in these areas have been necessary for survival and ex-

pansion of programs.

Originally, if one portion of the country were to be identified as

leading in the elementary guidance movement, it would probably have been

the Northcentral United States, in such.states as Pennsylvania, Illinois,

Michigan, and Ohio. Today, leadership appears to be emerging in the

Southeast. With both North Carolina andmElorjda benefiting from state

funding, elementary guidance programs are well .developed and defined.

Virginia and South Carolina.have been actively pursuing elementary coun-

selor legislation. Other states such as West Virginia, Alabama, and

Georgia are beginning to look at the possibilities or seeking state

funding in order to expand programs.

Augusta County in Virginia (1971-1974) has a nationally validated

Title III elementary guidance ESEA project entitled, "School-Community

Cooperative Guidance Program," which received both the "President's

Educational Pacesetter Award" the "Excellence in Education Award."

The'project is aimed at increasing teacher competence and morale, in-

creasing pupil academic performance, and increasing parental support

for school activities, while decreasing disruptive classroom behavior.

The major objectives of the project were to examine the efficacy and

feasibility of guidance services which include all three of the elemen-

tary school counselor's functions: counseling, consulting, and
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coordinating. This project has aided in the developmgnt of other pro-

grams iii Virginia, particularly in Augusta County.

New Ytrk State developed 'a uniqug Title III project (New York Depart-

.

ment of Education, 1975) to meet 'a common need: la05 of effective CoMmUni

cations at the "grass roots" level. "EiNntary Guidance Communications

Network" served as a practical systemp suppgrt existing elementary

counseling programs,and.to Promote iew prbgrams. The network system was

designed to diminish counselors' feelings of isolation and- give them a

chance to share both the successes and problems thevncountered.

Another Practical .project.was offered through Title III and Title IV

funding,to 59 school districts in. Ohio from 1974 to 1977. Entitled

"A Process for Implementilig Elementary Guidance Services With Classroom

Teachers" (1976), this project has demonstrated the successf1I use of

guidance activities and materials in the classroom. It is based "on the

,belief that guidance services may become an integral part of the elemen-

tary child's, school experience through the leadership of the principal,

the program coordination of the counselor, and the involvement of

teachers. Hawaii's Foundation Guidance Program Guide for K-12: Develop-

mental Classroom Guidance (1976), from the Department of Education, has

much the same focus.

Arizona has developed an impressive publication through ESEA

Title III funds which was prepared primarily for use by counseling and

guidance personnel, but teachers also may find it useful. Creative

Action Counseling Techniques and Useful Strategies (1976) is a resource

A
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.notebook which should stimulate improvement in the quality and evalua-

tion of guidance nrograms in Arizona schools.

Many states not have fully developed elementary guidance programs

statewide, but have scattered districts that are rockets of excellence

and serve as models for elementary guidance in that state. One of these

is located in Gwinnitt County near Aanta, Georgia. The elementary

counselors in LawrenceVil-tework closly together and .have excellent in-

service training on a regillar basis. Another Pocket of excellence is

the ESEA Title I Child Guidance project in New Castle, Delaware(1577),

whiCh emphasizes' child guidance coupled with a parent partnership pro-

gram. With the excekion of this program, elementary guidancq.is almost

unknown in the State of Delaware.

Some programs combine elementary guidance with other student ser-.

vices, such as the nationally validated RIPPS (Reading InWuction and

Pupil Personnel Services) project in Portsmouth and South Kingstown,

Rhode'Islar:J ('1975). This program attempts to coordinate all the factors

contributing. to a child's developmenl. Through.active.participYtion of

the pupil personnel staff, the administration, classroom teachers, and

the school nurse, an interdisciplinary team offers an individualized'

learning approach in the colitive and affective domains. RIPPS gives

assistance parents, teachers, school-personne, and the community,

who in turn influence the child. The.program's closelink with reading

and the counselor's role in the learning process make this a popular

approach in today's "back to the basics" thrust.
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Current Status

Historically, elementary guidance programs emerged through Federal

funding, but have increased by a meager MOO nationally over the past

eight year because of diminished funding from Washington. Serving as

barriers to the exVansion of elementary guidance programs are ?oday's

economy meshed with this "back to the basics" trend:

Leading states in,terms of numbers'of elementary counselors are

Texas with 823, California with 775, Florida with 739, and Pennsylvania

with 654 (see map .on page ). Most states have fewer than 200 coun-

selors at the elethentary level, with-17 states having fewer than 100.

United States territories such as Guam, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin

Islands have fared comparativ&y well in'terms of elementary counselors

with ratios of one counselor per 500-800 students.

Many states, such as New York, Michigan, Illinois, and Ohio, which

were elementary guidance leaders during the period of NDEA funding, have

suffered losses of elementary counselors in more recent years. In many

instances? when national funding sources became exhausted, programs dis-

appeared. In others, spiraling costs, combined with lack of money in

local school districts, caused elementary school counselors to be the

,first to be cut. This trend appeared to have little to do with the

acceptance of.and interest in elementary guidance programs. Most cuts

seemed to be due to the fact that elementary guidance was new and that

standards were lacking for these counselors.
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Positive developments have occurred in some states when elementary

counseling positions were threatened by local school boards. Florida

obtained elementary counselor legislation in 1971, after rallying massive

grassroots support hv 4 :II Late organizations. Currently,

state revenue Nos assured the c,.z.inuation and expansion of elementary

counseling programs in Florida. Other states 4ith elementary counselor
4

legislation are Utah, Oklahoma, North Carolina, and Hawaii. At least

a dozen states are following this example and pursuing state funding,

as local school boards are faced with escalating costs, dilemmas of

continuing existing programs, and lack of funds to, expand or initiate

new programs and serw(ces.

Efforts have recently been initiated to obtain national support for

elementary counselors through the American School Coonselor Association

and the AMerican Personnel and Guidance Association. There is currently

no Federal bill or law containing specific-provi3ions for elementary

guidance and counseling and/or for'the hiring o' elementary school coun-

selors at the local'district level. . )

Early in 1978, a diverse group of representatives from national

educational interests (the U.S. Office of Education, the Law Enforcement

Aisistance Administration, and the White House Domestic Council Staff;

House and Senate staff members of Education Committees; and leaders and

staff of ARGA) met An Washington to introduce this new thrust.

Elementary counselors have been well received, but have emerged as a

group at a difficult time in.the nation's economy. Thus, funding sources

will need to be sought actively inorder to retain and expand the programs.
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Commonalities of Effective Counseling Programs

Support of Teachers

The front line professional in public education, the classroom

teacher; faces an increasing array of demands, limitations, and consid-

erations in the performance of his or her daily tasks. Such areas of

concern rective educationcarreer education, discipline, violence,

vandalise, drug abuse, student rignts. and mainstreaming the excep-

tional student demand that a teacher be a "jack-of-all-trades"

in order to survive in today's classroom. Theelementary coun-

selor is in a key position to offer support to teachers amidst this

barrage of professional concerns. Effective elementary counselors are

promoters of developmental progi-ams which involve all students., and

therefore, offer assistance to all teachers. John R. CookA(1977),'

Supervisor of Guidance Services, Virginia Department of Education, in

addressing a 1977 Virginia Senate Education Committee, said: "Effective

guidance can free classroom teachers so that they can provide quality

instruction, especially in-the basics--reading, writing, and arithmetic."

Creating a positiiie school climate is a major goal toward which all

counselors should strive. This single goal orovides the classroom

teacher with the greatest support and produces workable solutions to tany

perplexing problems.

The counselor offers the teacher a sympathetic ear for airing prob-

lems and frustrations, both profestional and personal. An effective

counselor will not only be a good listener, but can guide the teacher
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toward possible solutions which foster improved teacher productivity.

The counselor can also assist the teacher with classroom management

problems. By fostering improved communications between the home and

the school, the counselor can ease teacher frustration with a supposedly

apathetic public. Developing curricula which address the affective

domain is again an area in which the counselor can be of assistance to

the teacher. The counselor can initiate positive changes in the school

environment by demonstrating in-class guidance lessons utilizing the

wide array of affectiv? materials. available on the market today. Coun-

selor input in curriculum planning can help teachers deal with many

student emotional needs through actual instruction. Because counselors

are often aware of school and area resources for meeting student, parent,

and teacher needs, they can be most effective in channeling appropriate

resources to meet individual student needs.

Mr. Cook, (op. cit.) in his brief remarkS to that Senate Committee .

in Virginia, clearly summarized the counselor's relationship with' teachers

when, he said: "In noway does the presence of a professionally trained

elementary counselor diminish the role of the classroom teacher: rather,

the counselor is supportive, cooperative, and helpful in every.way."

And teachers themselves are the first to voice this opinion, as evi-

denced.by a 1975 study conducted in Florida which showed that 80% to 85%

of teachers strongly support elementary counselors (Florida Department

of, Education, 1972-1975).
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'Utilization of Programs by Students

Any program, no matter how beneficial to students, will only realize

its goals if students properly utilize its services. Effective coun-

selors establish early student referral systems which provide clear

avenues of communication for any child seeking help.

The results of a current Hawaiian 'statewide

owtekaru, 1977) administered --to --840- students -in grades four, five, and

six in randomly selected schools showed:.

68% felt that their school provided help in understanding themselves.
25% felt more help was needed in understanding themselves.

88% felt that their school provided help in getting along with others.
37% felt that more help was needed in getting a ong with ivthers.

felt that their school provided help in improving in their work.
29% felt that more help was needed in improving in their work.

94% felt that their school guidance programs rang3d from fair to good.
5% felt that their school guidance program,was

These data suggest that some students Were asking for he4 with personal,

social, and career concerns. More than 90% of the students rated the

guidance services at?their school as fair or good. This would tend to

indicate that.many of these students were utilizing the services of the

counselor and, were having positive experiences with theft school guidance

programs.

An effective counselor examines carefully the needs of the school's

student population. _Such problems as vandalism, violence, low achieve-

ment scores, or attendance, may become the "rocus of student-oriented

programs. It is vital that these programs be directly and easily
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utilized bythe students. A case in point is an elementary school in

Miami, Florida, which, in the 1975-76 school year, ranked in the bottom

quarter of the district's elementary schools in attendance. A counselor

was assigned to the school. After one ye', the school's Attend

ranked in the top quarter in di,L1 turnabout was a direct

resu't of positive approaches with the students that were initiated by "\,,

the counselor. -At- the counselor -suggestion, £the- school -instituted

daily announcements of students with good attendance records and placed

their photos in the hallways. The counier' worked specifically with

chronic absentees and produced significant results in many cases. Effec-

tive elementary counseling focuses on student problems, and establishes

programs dealing with areas of concern. Proper utilization by students

major factor which wi'l produce dramatic results as seen in this

urban school.

Administrative Priority

The understanding, cooperation, and support of a school administra-

tor is another crucial factor in the success of any program. Without

the support of the school principal, the counselor has an uphill struggle

in making any meaningful contributions to the school environment. For-

tunately, many principals faced with increased demands on avid criticism,

of public elementary schools are turning to elementary guidance and

counseling as an answer. A 1975-76 study conducted in Washoe County,

Nevada, examined the perceptions of 30 elementary school principals as

to counselor needs and duties (Pierce, 1975-76).
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The first and most apparent finding of this survey was strong

evidence that principals of the Washoe Co,o' Schnnl Distri*4 de want

elementary counselorc r< >/o, IT.H1 -4rvices

higt on thell list of priorities. The second finding of this survey

indicated that a large majority of these principals had a clear under-

standing of the counselor's role in tho elementary school. Responses

on this survey also indicated-a high' priority for-ful l -time-counselors

at a ratio of one counselor for up to 500 students.

The Nevada study followed a national survey conducted by the

NatiOnal Association of Elementary School Principals/American School

Counselor Association (ASCA. 1973), which Aitclosed that elementary

counseling was available in 32% of the schools involved. The principals

in this survey also displayed a thorougFvnderstanding of the elementary,

counselor's duties and general support for such programs. Undoubtedly,

there are still some skeptics regarding elementary guidance among the

administrative ranks di our nation's elementary schools. However, they

seem-to be diminishing.in numbers as counseling, programs consistently

demonstrate their effectiveness and worth.

Support of Parents

Statisticians estimate that after six years' of elementary schooling

only 7% of a child's life has been absorbed by the school. From this it

would be fairly safe to 'assume that home environment and. parental influ-

ence are of critical' importance in a child's' formative years. A school

which is actively seeking to meet student needs, then, will logically
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seel. ifyi support. ,lementiry cc ',elor who is well

trairleu i., tne dred of human relions can serve as a bridge between

home and school.

An outstanding example of parent support for elementary guidance

programs is found in the Augusta County Public Schools in Virginia

(1971-1974). This Title III ESEA Project, begun in 1971, placed a

Major emphasis on parental support for school activities and policie-,.

A measurable objective of this project was to increase the frequency .

and variety of parent involveMent in school activities. This project

established guidance services to facilitate a "cooperative working

partiership" between the home .and the school.

Tallies made during this study indicated that parent involvement

increased, And ira June, 1973, parents sent a petition to the Super-

intendent of Augusta County'Schools''Strongly.urging that counselors be

employed in all of the county's elementary schools. From this strong

public sentiment the principal's developr.:d a 5-year-plan for implementing

guidance services throughout the county. This plan was adopted by the

School-Board, and elementary guidance was firmly established in this

school district.

Parental involvement in the _schools tends to foster pubtic 'sup-

port, not only. for eleMentAry guidance programs but also for other.

'Worthwhile educational programs. The 'counselor who fulfills the role

of liaison between the home and the school truly serves children's needs

\\Nill a meaningful way.



Reslonsiveness. to:Specific School Needs

Our nation's public schools are as individual as the children found

in them. Each region of our country has unique characteristics which

place varying demands on public education. Even within a local school

district such factors as student enrollment, faculty size, administrative

attitude, community economic level, funding, and facilities may precipi-

tate different concerns from school to school. The counselor must exa-

mine an individual school as closely as one wj-n Idu....-Examine an individual

'child who need\help. Only after careful assessment of the school's

strengths and weaknesses can a comprehensive program be designed which

is tailored to meet the school's specific needs effectively.

A 1974-75 ESEA Title III study conducted by the Pennsylvania

Department of Education (1975) surveyed a sample of elementary chil-

dren, K76, in the Carlisle School District. Approximately 450 boys and

girls in each grade responded.to a questionnaire designed to determine

attitudes toward school.° The'results of this study seem to indicate

that schools are "turning-off" children. The authors of this study

concluded,that:Planned programs for improving the attitudes of teachers,

administrators,.parents, and children must be designed and implemented."

The eleMentary counselor can do much to alter this situation.

The responsiveness of counselors to school needs requires continual

evaluation and feed-back. Counselors must be flexible, ready to alter

their course and adapt the'ir methodologies as-new sit'ations arise.

Effective counselOrs.must besensitiyeto,changes and needs created by
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them. Constantly updating guidance programs is essential if counselors

are to be meaningful contributors to the-school environment.

Provision of Balanced Services

A predominate characteristic of many successful elementary guidance

programs.is that they offer a balance of services.. Counseling, consul-

tation, and coordination are carefully juggled ty the counselor so that

no single service receives an unduly large.proportion of the counselor's

time. Ther^ is much-t-0-15e-tdne-fft-publ-4c-elementary schools. The effec-
.i.

nye counselor is in a unique positior to view school needs and to make

careful plans so'that e,uitable attention is given to all areas, thus

insuring appropriate services to students, parents.. and teachers.

Student Services Team Endorsement

School social workers, school psycholdgists, school nurses,, and a
.1L.

newcomer--the elementary counselor--compose as team which offer support

professional educatoA within the school. As a new member of

this team, the prudent counselor will take the,time'to talk to these

professjonaljassociatei and investigate their views on'the role and

responsibilities of each team member. A:counselor who *toms into

existing student service roles often steps on toes, and may alienate

. other valuable team members. This type of behavior will only hinder the

beginning guidance program. The wise counselor will employ his/her best

human relations tec,niques regarding other student service personnel.

.He/she will enlist their support and respect their opinions. In so doing,
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the counselor is facilitating a strong team eftort.which will better

meet student needs.

Community Support

A sound counseling program needs community support for two major

reasons. First, many community services meet student needs inways not

found in the school system. Mental health agencies, medical Services,

public service prganizations, religious groups, all offer services which

can effectively meet many student needs. .Second, public support and

pressure are essential tf elementary guidance services are to receive

.continued funding in these economics y

.An effective counselor actively, promotes positive public relations.

Through effortt such as parent involvement, volunteer programs, Parent

Teacher Association/Parent Teacher Organization programs, newspaper

articles, andtelevision and radio interviews, counselors can reach the

community with positive information concerning the school. These acti-

vities weave strong bonds of community understanding and support.

A
in important function of'the,elementary counselor is to seek out and

coordinate community resources for client needs not served-by the school.

An effective counselor establishes systematic Communication with these

community resource personnel and thus expands the services offered to

students.

o
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.Accessibility to Staff Member

A counselor must not be identified too closely with any single

subgroup or individual within the faculty, This kind of liaison, may

close off communication with .other individuals. counselor must be

seen as accessible by all faculty members. The effective counselor has

contacts with each teacher on a regular basis. Teachers in turn feel

free to come to the counselor for help. Thus, a major channel is created

for a reciprocal flow of support and consultation. between the counselor .

and all faculty members.

Systematic Feedback

The effective counselor establishes and utilizes a referral system

that,provides a consistent means of feedback. Without feedback, the

teacher who refers a child does not know if or when any action was

taken. Parents who are concerned about their child's problemay ask

for assistance from the counselor. If the counselor does not communi-
.

cate actions taken', the parents may feel that the counselor has ignored

their request for help.

Feedback does not require that the counselor divulge confidences;

it simply requires that the counselor .communicate,to the requestor
11.

that something has been done, and. it is., an essential part of effective

, -
counseling. This type of system reassures those referring that their

requests have been responded to. More important, it encourages addi-

tibnal referrals to the counselor.
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Child-Advocate Role

An overriding commonality of all guidance 'programs in elementary

schools is that the counselor is in the unique position of child-

advfkate: As child-advocate, the counselor does not attack.teachers or

parents. Rather, the counselor utilizes sound human relation skills to

unite these adults in the studen.L.'s behalf and, subsequently, facilitates

cooperative planning and intervention that will truly help ,each student.

The'cOunselor as a chilevocate does not repeat what the child is sayjng,
4

but rather explains what the child is feeling. This single role of the

counselor is of major significance becalSeit has the greatest pbtential

for effecting positive changes for the student:

Problems of Eleme'ntary Guidance Programs

Lack of Staff Orientation

Developmental guidance at the'elementary level contrasts sharply

with the traditional guidance and counseling role which has been en-

trenched for many years.at the level. Although' most elementary

guidance concepts have been in the forefront of the educational vanguard.
6

for, atleast 10 years, many professionals Still cling to these more tra-

7

ditional viewpoints. Workshops.and training in developmental ,guidance,,

affective education, value clarification, aild humanistic education all

point to "1 new counselor role. However, if the counselor's role in the

elementary school is not establjshed early, many counselors become mis-
,.

understood catch -ails for a vast array-of odd jobs.
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School boards, superintendents, and principals do not always under-

stand the role of "the elementary counselor and the concepts of develop-.

mental guidance. For example, one large metropolitan school district

currently has 67 counselors serving the district's 177 elementary schools

Because of limited funding for personnel, the district developed a for-.

mula to determine which elementary schools would receive counselors.

This formula considered loc'al data on such school problems as low student

Achievement, poor attendance, violence, and vandalism. Once these data

were compiled, schools were ranked according to need, and the most needy

. schools were assigned counselors. These trouble-shooting counselors

were employed-to quell disasters rather than to promote disaster preven-

tion through developmental programming. Counselors who produced a

'noticeable constructive impact in these problem areas eventually cawed

their school to be eliminated from the needs list. Subsequently, many

coLibselor unitere transferred annually to more needy schools.

Although such a policy may help to putout urgent fires and may provide

more equitable counseling services, it does not reflect,a clear commit-

ment on the part of the administration'to the developmental aspects of

elementary guidance. Since this situation exists in one of the largest

school districts in the nation, it would stand to reason that it may be

occurring elsewhere.

Another problem which faces counselors is misunderstanding of the

counselor's function by the principal. Some counselors, for example,

are only utilized as psychometrists. In ally cases counselors are seen
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as administrative assistants. They serve as unofficial vice - principals

and are even drawn into disciplinary activities. Although most coun-

selors are eager to become equally iovolved in faculty responsibilities,

such duties as bus duty or monitoring the lunchroom or hallways often

place the counselor in the role of disciplinarian. It is true that

sometimes a crisis situation requires a'counselor to substitute for a

teacher for a few hours. However, some schools make'it a regular prac-

tice to use the counselor as a handy substitute.

Principals, teachers, exceptional student personnel, school psy-

chologists, social workers, career specialists, and curriculum coordina-

tor's all need specific orientation in understanding the elementary coun-

selor's role and how it relates to their work. Counselors who assume

that all educators are clear on this subject generally encounter need-

less faculty misunderstanding and resistance. First impressions are

lasting ones. If this first impression is to produce vital faculty

support, it is necessary that the counselor's, role be clearly articu-

lated at the outset.

Need for Special Training Programs

Until recently, counselor training vas geared toward the secondary

level. As elementary guidance has emerged over the last few years, it

has brought with it a growing need for specialized training and certi-

fication. Most counselor educators have a secondary"background. Many

prefer to confine training to this secondary area where they feel.most

comfortable. Due to the variance of counselor roles in elementary and
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secondary schools, a huge gap thus exists in training personnel for

these vastly different functions. Most elementary counselors today must

seek needed training through inservice programs fn order to fill such

gaps.

Elementary counselor training should incorporate courses which

stress consultant skills. Emphasis also needs to be placed on the coun-

selor's role in early identification of student exceptionalities. An

area which has received somewhat more attention in the past few years

is group counseling. However, more emphasis needs to be given to helping

counselors acquire skills in working effectively with children's groups,

such as conducting a "Magic Circle."

Problems are also apparent in certification of counselors. Presently

state certification agencies tend to offer K-12 certification for coun-

selors with degrees in guidance. Little attention is given to areas of

specialization (i.e., elementary, middle school, and high school) within

this broad realm. Even more shocking is the fact that some school dis-

tri,:ts assign elementary guidance responsibilitie\to personnel having

no certification in guidance at any level. Such practices always tar-

nish i.lementary guidance.

High Counselor/Student Ratios

When class size diminishes, the classroom teacher's efficiency

increases. Each child receives more direct attention and thus the

learning process is expedited. Although elementary guidance is-.directed

toward helping all students maximize their individual potential, it can
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effect little impact if spread too 'Min. Just as increased teacher

efficiency is related to decreased class size, so the counselor is most

effective as the 7tudent/counselor ratio diminishes.

Most school boards and administrations, however, are faced with

meeting student needs as economically as possible. This' usually means

that elementary guidance counselors are spread thinly throughout the

.system. A counselor can be fairly effective at a 1/500 ratio; however,

when this ratio extends to 1/1000 or 1/1,500, efficiency is Severely

curtailed. Larger numbers of students demand a shift of function from

direct counselor services to consulting services. A counselor serving

more than,one school often faces a Jekyll and Hyde existence in trying

to work in several schools with an array of differing needs. Some coun-

selors are assigned K-12 re.soonsibilities. In such situations elemen-

tary needs often appear to take a back seat to secondary demands.

Lack of Visibility and Communication

Elementary guidance programs. have flourished in areas where strong

public relations programs exist. The effective counselor is also an

enth siastic salesperson who utilizes every available avenue of communi-

catio to promote understanding and support. Because most-elementary

guida ce programs are set up as temporary experimental innovations, the

perso nel involved must provide substantial feedback concerning the

progr m's impact,. Effective counselors today have become experts in

public relations for reasons of survival.
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It is also important to note, however, that even in areas where such

guidance programs appear to have strong roots within the school system,

ongoing 1:ommunication by the counselor is still essential. The coun-

selor wlo is in touch with all school personnel daily can improve under-

standing among the faculty through positive interaction and support.

The counselor is in a key position to maintain strong channels of

communication between the school and the home as well. By utilizing

community resources within the school, the counselor can also foster

community support. Politicians, public officials, university staff,

and administrators are often in pO'Sitions to offer meaningful contribu-

tions to the total school program. The alert counselor is ever mindful

of people in such positions, and by working to promote positive public

relations can gain many extras which expand and improve the quality of

education.

Inadequate Facilities

Lack of proper counseling tacilities mainly is due to the. fact that

most schools in use today were built before elementary guidance came into

being. Thus, ,the counselor, as the new member on the elementary school

faculty, commonly works out of facilities that are often makeshift after-

thoughts (i.e., broom closets; corners in the library, shared office

space with administrators or other student services'staff). To avoid

entanglement in administrative duties, it is important that the counselor

be housed in an area separate from the office but still accessible to

'clients. For one-to-one counseling, privacy is paramount. The counselor
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cannot project a feeling of confidentiality if he/she is stationed in a

fish bowl: An adequate group meeting area is also necessary.

Unrealistic Expectations

It is important that counselors not be perceived by faculty and

staff as "overnight miracle workers." Be:ause a child visits a coun-

selor, the teacher may expect that the problem has been cured. Unfortu-

nately, it is not that easy to alter problems that may have taken years

to develop.

Many counselors,may be flattered and become trapped by the feeling

that they should fulfill this role of miracle worker. This can only

lead ultimately to personal disillusionment and program disaster. In

order to develop a workable, productive program, the counselor must

.consider time constraints, personnel limitations, and student ratios.

Establishing priorities and clear objectives which are articulated to

the entire staff will help to avoid disillusionment and develop realis-

tic expectations for achievements.

Lack of Research

Sound research concerning the effectiveness of elementary guidance

programs is glaringly absent't this time. At best, what research there

is tends to be sketchy and limited in scope. Evidence that substantiates

the positive impact of elementary guidance is urgently needed to create

and sustain a basis for legislation and local support that will provide

funding in this area. More comprehensive studies are needed to determine
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the short- a:id long-range impact of elementary guidance on students.

State departments and colleges and universities must become more active

in promoting research at local levels concerning elementa4ry guidance.

There is little being done at the national level since there is no office

of guidance within the Federal structure. It is each counselor's respon-

ibility to initiate studies which assess school needs, determine the

most effective kind of programs and/or interventions, and evaluate re-

sults. In this way counselors can provide systematic and relevant direc-

tion for the overall school program.

Future Directions

Elementary guidance stands at a crossroads today with an uncertain

future. Viewed from one aspect, we might speculate that its growth may

be diminished,by the current economy and "back to the basics" trend.

Observed in a more positive light, the favorable reception to elementary

counselors might lead us to hope that in time every school faculty will

have an elementary counselor as part of its staff.

In order for elementary 'counselors to multiply, additional revenues

will need to be added to local school district funds. 'State and Federal

legislation can give elementary counselors the impetus needed in these

troubled times. Staffing the nation's elementary schools with counselors.

is a gigantic, task, but much can be accomplished in combining the finan-

cial resources of local districts with state and Federal funds. No one

of these sources is able to shoulder the total responsibility for complete

program funding.
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Securing and maintaining legislative funding will require more visi-

bility for elementary counselors. Public relations will become an inte-

gral part of all successful programs. In time there will be a greater

understanding of the elementary counselor's role. As this increased

understanding develops, there will be more demands for services. The

student clientele has often been the first to support and appreciate

elementary guidance services. As trust and confidence increase,

-however, parentS and teachers will begin to avail themselves more

and more of the counselor's unique contributions.

Counselcrs, in turn, will develop more .skills in the consultant/

coordinator aspects of their role. In'the elementary school a counselor

will often be able to accomplish more in a shorter period by working

with the s'gnificant adults.ih a child's life. It is also easy to

envision th.? counselor as the inservice training leader of the faculty.

who assists teem in understanding group dynamics and interaction.

In the future, guidance will be more closely tied to curriculum.

With today's stress on "back to the basics" and the counselor's involve-

)

ment with the exceptional student program, counselors arr, becoming an

Integral part of the learning,process rather than separate from it.

The counselor will be providing input on how children learn, rather

than on what they learn. This will necessitate a change in counselor

education programs. The elementary counselor will heed to become more

knowledgeable in child development and learning theory, learning disa-

bilities and ether exceptionalities, and program evaluation and
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accountability. The counselor will be in a key position to offer assis-

tance and support to the classrOom teacher who is sometimes operating

under extreme pessimism, a negative image, and a barrage of publi'

demands. Not only will the counselor serve as a child- advocate,, but

also as a teacher and parent-advocate, rendering support in troubled

times. This, in turn, willenhance learning for the child.

Counselors will demonstrate and model ihcerpersonal skills to

parents, teachers, and students. They will spread these skills through-

out the schoOl rather than being the sole dispenser of them. Their

.success will depend on how skillful they are in, giving others the talents

of their trade.

A counselor at the elementary level who operates in this manner will

affect the secondary counselor role. Children who are accustomed to

knowing and interacting with the elementary counselor will seek out the

secondary counselor. Often the secondary counselor has been strapped

- with placement and paper work. Students will Come to the junior high

schoOl expecting to be involved in interpersonal relations and will make

more demands on the secondary counselor. Hence, hopefully, the secon-

dary counselor's role will change and become more student-oriented rather

than administrative.

The growth of elementary programs and the increase in counselor

numbers will require more supervision. In'the larger school districts

a person will need to have the responsibility of 3uperyising only ele-

mentary counselors. In smaller school districts one person will need
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to have K-12 supervisory responsibilities. State Departments of Education

will need to employ supervisors or consultants to coordinate emerging

.guidance programs at the elementary level, to supervise closely both

programs and personnel, and to organize and coordinate inservice training

for counselors.

Most counselor education programs presently rely ona core curricu-

lum of required courses for all counselors. Few counselor educators have

had elementary counseling experience;, the majority have a background in

secondary guidance or administration. This will not be the case in the

future. Counselor education programs will offer more courses specifi-

cally designed for elementary, counselors. Programs will becoMe more

child-oriented,and comprehensive in scope. Many states may require

special certification or competencies for elementary counselors.

Recommendations

Elementary guidance programs are here to stay and have been in

existence long enough to suggest recommendations for those involved with

their development.

For Counselors

T. Counselors must realize that a broad, inclusive, and successful

guidance program must belong to, develop from the needs of, and be

designed to serve the schul and community. They must avoid the feeling

.that they have sole ownership of it.
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2. Services must-ba made available not only to the child but also

to the significant adults in his/her life. This will dictate counselor

training in consultation skills.

3. Counselors have responsibility for seeing that the guidance

program is tied closely to curriculum, How children learn is directly

related to their emotional, social, and physical development., Guidance

cannot stand alone as a separate entity from...the learning experience.

4. Counselors will be concerned about accountability. This will

give the program direction and demonstrate its effectiveness.

5. Public relations must be an integral part of a successful pro-

gram. Promoting an understanding of elementary guidance is an important

role of counselors.

6. For support and direction'counselors should belong to and be

active in local, state, and national guidance associations.

For Supervisors--Local, State, Federal

1. Local supervisors need to hold reydlar inservice meetings with

elementary counselors to give them support and direction.

2. Local supervisors need to be, activists with administrators to

keep guidance in the forefront and to present a positive guidance image

to the community.

3. Local and state supervisors should encourage and monitor ongoing

guidance relations programs.

4. Local and state supervisors should engage in research and evalua-

tion of elementary guidance programs.
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5. Large school districts should employ a full-time supervisor

for elementary guidance in order to provide counselors needed support

and. direction.

6. Leadership at the state level is essential to the'growth and

development of elementary guidance programs. In states where there are

supervisors with only elementary guidance duties, eleMentary counselors

have made the greatest gains.

7. The U.S. Office of Educa.tion needs to assign one person to p4t-.

vide leadership and coordinatic4 for expanding elementary guidance

programs across the nation.

8. Consideration should beziven to seeking state and national

funding for eleMentary counselors. Local funds will seldom be sufficient;

For Counselor Educators

l: In order to be effective, counselor educators need to be in-

volved with local school systems, providing inservice training to coun-

selors and, in some instances, actually serving as ,counselors in.

elementary schools. With these experiences, educa ors will be able to
t

prepare counselors for the realities of program or anizatton; systems,

evaluation and rese4rch, learning theorieS, and exceptionalities.

2. Counselor education departments should examine their programs

in terms of elementary o,ounselor preparation. They should seek indi-

viduals as educators who have had elementary counseling experience.

3. State certification for elementary counselors should be

explored and evaluated.
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Summari

Although elementary school guidance is not a panacea to meet all

the needs of school and society, it serves as a positive "close encounter,

of a new kind;' that over time can more than pay for itself. Historically,

elementary-guidance programs emerged through'Federal_ funding, and a

recent survey indicates that 10,090 counselors are currently. functioning

in elementary schools. However, a decline is discernable--a decline

that can be attribute'd to thr state of the nation's economy as well as

to a "back:to the basics".emphasis in education.

CommOnalities of effective elementary guidance programs include

teacher support, utilization by students, administrative priority,

parental support, responsiveness to school needs, provision of .balanced

services, .endorsement of the student services team. community support,

accessibility, systematic feedback, and the child-advocate role.

Some problems encountered by elementary guidance programs include

lack of.staff orientation, need for special trainfrng programs,high_

counselor /student ratios, limited visibility, inadequate facilities,

unrealistic expectations, and lack of research. .

Elementary guidance stands,at the crossroads today. Will its

growth be curtailed by the current.economy or will it expand until every

'elemeatary school has a counselOr on its staff? Hopefully, this encounter
I

t.
of a new kind is-here to stay--the thrust to make comprehensive guidance

N,
servlces available to all studeHtt throughout.their.educational life.

.

\
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THE COUNSELOR'S NEW. CHALLENGE:

PARENT EDUCATION

Rasamma Nyberg

There is evidence today that too many peOple
are parenting with a dangerous lack of knowledge
and skill. The result is that manyochildren are
losing out on what ought to be an undeniable
right--the right to have parents who know how
to be responsible parents, parents skilled in
the art of parenting. All eyes turn to the
school guidance department, which, under diverse
educational demands and pressures, has remained
the catalyst-with-a-heart between and among
school, parents, and community. Parents are
now looking to school counselors who have been
trained in a special kind of caring to help
them with their counseling skills--listening,
advising, and understanding. The time has
come for the guidance department to coordinate,
consolidate, support, and give dignity to a
crucial new area of educational demand--that
of living skills for family groups. This

chapter reviews the state of the art of
parenting, examines the relationship of the
school counselor to training for effective
parenting, and concludes with action recom-
mendations for various professional groups
that will help parents become all that they
desire to be and can be.

The children now . . . have'bad manners, contempt for
authority. They show disrespect for elders and love chatter
in place of exercise. They no longer rise when elders enter
the room. They contradict their parents, chatter before
company, gobble up dainties at the table, and tyrannize
over their teachers. '(S06rates, 5th Century. B.C., in

Kerber, 1968, p. 265)

Sound familiar? This age-old problem has escalated in recent years

to alarming proportions and is currentlybeing discussed by parents from
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all walks of life. In April 1975 a special Senate Subcommittee to

. investigate juvenile delinquency published a "Report. Card on Our Nation's

Schools" and awarded an "A" to school violence and vandalism! The

problem conditions of disruptive and defiant behavior are closely re-

lated to poor academic achievement and apathy. The result: a rapid.

increase in the number of substance users and abusers, truants, drop-

outs, rebels, ingrates, and run-aways. Who is to blame? Today mental

health experts, political leaders, and law-enforcement officers are

pointing accusing fingers at parents.

In today's world of social complexity and dramatic technological

change, parents are faced with the responsibility of moving heipless

infants from one physical and psychological stage to another, along

paths of considerable ambiguity. They ,re expected to develop self-

functioning, self-competent, and self-actualized children while trying

to cope with their own ever-changing life cycles.

The term "parenting,"-increasingly fashionable in social and

academic circles, is useful shorthand for the concept of "doing a good

.job as a parent." Parents are blamed and held responsible for poor

parenting, but little is done about the situation. The odds are over-

whelming that children denied effective Arenting will be unable to

compete with their peers, in school or yin adult life. The antidote to

ineffective parenting is, of course, training for parenting. Critics of

parent edUcation object to the term "training" since it is associated

with Changing the behavior of animals. They believe in the maternal
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and paternal instincts inherent in our forefathers, and fa=il to see that

time moves on and environmental conditions change. A comparison of our

complex, computerized, transistorized life with life in the animal world

is truly ridiculous. The instinctual basics we generally hand down to

our young are at best inadequate. "Let us accept without reservation

that trained parents are every child's birthright and a sine qua non

of our society" (Bell, 1975; p. 271). These are words of T. H. Bell,

the United States Commissioner of Education in 1975, as he called on

his department to establish nationwide criteria and curricula for

parental training.

Sein 1978 we ask, Where are. the schools for parents? 'What job-

training programs are available for this most difficult and demanding

job? ,What knowledge and skills must'parents possess to rear children

today? How effective are society's institutions and systems in pro-

viding essential levels of parent education? How much of an allocation

of resourT:e!s,
P.
is needed to remedy social,problems resulting from family

dysfunctioning? Who.wilf be willing to accept the.new challenge and

commit themselves to helping parents help their children to maximize

positive forces in their search for identity and constructive life?

One.automatically looks to the profession that is "founded upon the

principle of the conservation of human life and human energy based on

the.fact of human need" (Jones, 1951, p. 3); the profession devoted to

"enhancing the personal development and psycholOgical growth-toward.a

socialized maturity of its clients" (Rogers, 1962, p. 428); the profession
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that prepares the young for the adult world and parenthood--the guidance

-profession. Is our guidance profession willing to_ climb aboard the new

bandwagon? Are counselors, accustomed as they are to intervening in

developmental areas, prepared to share insights and skills with their

students' first interveners and first guidance counselors- -their parents?

With their client-centered approach, they need only to equip themselves

with an eclectic, comprehensive body of content and the finesse of group

methodology to accept this new challenge with enthusiasm.

Content and Nature of Parent Education

Fnom the moment that a mother takes a child upon her lap she
teaches him. She brings nearer to his senses what nature
has scattered afar over large areas. and An confusion, and makes
the action of receiving 'sense-impressions, and the knowledge
derived from them, easy, pleasant, and delightful to him.
Pestalozzi, 1801, in Anderson, 1974, p. 66)

Brim (1959) defined parent education as an activity using educational

technique&-in order to.effect change in parent.-role performances.

Croake and Glover (1977) have operationally defined parent education as

the purposive learning activity of parents who are attdmpting to change

theirmethods of interaction with their children for the purpose of en-
.

couraging positive behavior in their children. Parent education should

not be confused with educatiori for parenthood. The latter is geared-to'

students who in their Home Economics or Social Studies classes learn pre-

entry skills of family living,incliuding parenthood. The former is a

kind of developmental guidance for the already,- parent. Hill describes
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this "cumulative guidance" as a "process in which the-past piles into

the present and the present has its effects upon the future" (1970, p.76),

ever moving in concentric and spiraling life-cycles.

For the purpose o this chapter, parent education is defined as a

comprehensive program.based on established child development norms and

major parenting approaches, presented within a theoretical framework of

basic living skills for parents and their children to use as.they move

through their various life-cycles. The overall objective of such a

program may be stated generally as the learning and implementing of a

repertory of'parenting skills for situational, relational, and develop-

mental life cycles for use as preventive, immrdiate, and "after-the-faCt"

measures. More specifically, the major objectives of parent education

are:

Understanding established child development norms.

Increasing awareness and knowledge of current educational and social

issues as they affect parent-child relationships.

Understanding the concepts and strategies contained in the major

parenting approaches and selecting the ones that best suit the parents'

needs, realizing that there is no "one and only" best method for effec-

tive parenting.

Recognizing end applying alternative methods of discipline and

control.

Understanding and applying conflict resolution and conflict manage-

ment techniques.
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Increasing self-awareness and changing parenting style; personal

growth.

Improving Communications; verbal and nonverbal, with all family

members;-interpersonal growth.

The scope and complexity of the content of parent education gleaned

from scanning the projected outcomes can appear overwhelming to the

educational designers of such a program. However, the above objectives

may be neatly packaged into three content areas: Child Development

Norms, Major'Parenting Approaches, and Living Skills for Life Cycles;,,

Below are thumbnail sketches of each content area.

Child Development Norms

The sources of information for'child development norms are the

research Centers concerned with experimental studies, and the clinical

specialties represented by psychoanalysis, psychiatry, and clinical

psychology. Child development norms as content forparent education fall

into three basic categories: (1) emotional development as found in the

works of Freud, Sullivan, and Erikson; (2) self-concept and, social

behavior development as detailed by Gesell and Ilg; and (3). mental

development from the well-known theories of Piaget (Brim, 1959).

It is important to present these norms as general phases and guide-

lines to assist parents to understand growth processes, not as rigid

boundaries of normality. Parents need to be assured that each child

develdps at his/her own rate, in his/her own time and according to

his/her own capacity for growth. This can be an anxietyladen area,

and should be treated with caution.
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Special mention must be made of the consecutive stages of mental

development that Swiss psychologist.Jean Piaget postulated--i.e., that

children go through sequential stages of operational growth--sensori-

motor, preconceptual, and intuitive thought; concrete operations;' and

formal operations, Piaget's work has had tremendous influence on educa-

tors as well as on behaviorists and humanists. It became the basis for

educational innovations in curricula: justification for activity

learning, self-discovery processes, and the "readiness" approach

(Case, 1973).

Major Parent Education Approaches

All three child development norms have bEan Used as the basis for

child rearg methods books.. Benjamin Spock (1957) and Haim Ginott

(1965) were early giants who were widely read and religiouSly followed.

Now Carl Rogers (1963) and Virginia Satir (1972) are taking the lead.

'kHowrto-parent" 'pocks that are flooding the market today touch on every

aspect of the subject and can easily confuse the consumer. Here are just

a few\of the current titles: Father Power, A Guide for Single Parents,

The Rational Management of Children, Just Wait Till You Have Children of

Your Own, The Politics of the Family, What Bothers Us Most About

Grown-Ups, Parents Are Lovers, Anger and the Rocking Chair, and Touching.

The list goes on and on. The major approaches selected for this chapter,

however, are more than just "how-to" descriptions. They are proven

methods based on sound theory, and they offer an instructor-training

course as well as a step-by-step educational program for parents,
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Parent Effectiveness Training. The 13E.T.. program, a sequentially,

developed course based on a gen al theory of human relationship effec-
,

tiveness, was designed by Thom s Gordon (1970), a clinical psychologist.

Major concepts in the theory include humanness of parents, p,.oblem

ownership, active listening, sending "I-messages," changing, unacceptable

,behavior by changing environment.,-"No-Lose" method of conflict resolu-

tion, parental power, and parent attitudinal change. The P.E.T. movement

started in 1962 in Pasadena, Californiawfth a handful of parents who

were seeking help: Today, Parent Effectiveness Training, Inc., has

books, films;, hundreds of trained instructors, and well-organized courses

for University credit for all kinds of parents. A school counselor taking

the fill trainingcourse should be equipped to run his /her own parent

.groups with relative, ease.

Q

Adler.:Drcikurs Institute of Human Relations. This institute has

'.-trained instructors throughout the:country to run Parent Study Groups

using Dreikur and Soltz's book, Children: The Challenge (1964), as the

text. Based on Adlerian psychology, this approach to parenting/6=es

with a leader's manual and stresses the child's place im the family con-

stellation and its impact on life patterns; the child's Mistaken goals

of behavior. (attention, power, revenge: and a display of inadequacy);

use of natural and.logical consequences instead of punitive measures;

using family councils for communicating and problem-solving; and having'

fun together. The leader's manual is simple, direct, and can be used

by a parent leader as easily as by a school counselor (IAgati, 1974).
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Mention muse be made of Don Dinkmeyer's SysteMatic Training fOr

Effective Parenting (S.T.E.P.) (DthIspeyer & McKay, 1976) &s one,oftfie

many offshoots,ofs\Adlerian infruence being used,by'some elementary. school

guidance counselors in Miami, Florida. This simple, 10-week course is

attractively presented with colorful handbooks for parents and multi- -

visual aids for instructors. Dinktheyer (1973) describes the "C-Group"

or Clarification Group method as an effective way of getting the message

across.

Following the cognitivel'- oriented views of Adler, Albert Ellis

(1975) suggests that counselors use Rational Emotive Therapy to teach

parents the ABC's of solving problems in personality. dysfunction.

Sidney B. Simon (1977), a leading author, leCturer, and facilitator

of values clarification workshops, has recently turned his attention

from students to'parents, and. has jUst written the book, Helping Your

Chid Learn Right From Wrong. The values cldrification process empha-

sizes basic steps to values formation. Too long have parents and

teachers imposed, deposed, or exposed values by moralizing, modeling,

or manipulating. Simon outlines the valuing process thus: choosing

fro alternatives, choosing after examining the conseguenCes of each

'alternative, choosing freely, cherishing and prizing our choice,

publicly affirming and acknowledging our choice, act)-ng, and acting.

consistently so that the behavior becomes a pattern An pur life. He

explains the, areas of values confusions, 'conflicts Aiirneeds, and de-

scribes several practical strategies for the entire family to db.together?



The am lovable and capable" concept Underlies all strategies. This

movement mandates that there.be no "put- downs" of self or others.piThe

strength of the values Clarification movement lies in the almost game-

like strategy skills training that leads to critical thinking, thoughtful'

decis'ion-makih9, and the building of famlly togetherness.

Simon'S books,, Caring, Feeling, Touching (1975), Meeting Yourself

Halfway (1974), and Values Clarification: A Handbook of Practical

Strategies for Teachers and Students' (1972) can used as supplementary

material. Although these books are not written in lesson-plan form,

they are simple enough for parent groups,,to useieven without a profes-

sional leader. However, the book Helping Your Child Learn Right.

From Wrong should not he used as a source for parlor games. The exer-

cises require theoretical explanations and processing before and after

the family's participation. /

Reality Therapy. Taking the sting out of therapeutic or psyChiatric

treatment, William Glasser (1970) presents a simple, straightfOrward

approach to changing children's behavior based on the two human needs of

relatedness and respect. He stresses that his method of rearing, dis-

ciplining, and guiding children will be effective only if both the helper,

and 'the helpee are willing to take responsibility for their own. behavior

(

and menta,1 health. CrItical components are caring involvement on the

part of the helper and a trusting attitude on the part of the helpee.

Glasser teaches parents to recognize the importance of short

periods of in.tensive,training (therapy) to help children learn to
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change inappropriate behaviors. He suggests simple steps in Reality

Therapy:

1. Make friends with your child.

2. Ask, "What. are you doing now?", never "Why?"

3. Ask. "Is it helping you?"

4. Help the child make a plan to do better.

5. Get a commitment- -help child activate his/her plan.

6. Don't accept excuses.

/7. Don't punish, but don't interfere with reasonable consequences.'

8. Never give up! With consistency and the concerted efforts of

all involved, a "negatively addicted child" can become a "positively

addicted person."

Transactional Analysis. This international movement, using highly

technical language in its original' presentation by Eric Berne (1961)

and Thomas Harris (1969), has recently been simplified for children by

Freed (1973) and for general use by James an Jongeward -(1971). Born

To Win (James & Jongeward, 1971) is especially appropriate for parent

groups, as the chapter-by-chapter presentations contain excercises, read-

ings, and general topics for discussion that apply to parents. The TA

grbup process is clarified and simplified, and the planned activities

. provide opportunities for families to gain experience with self-contracts,

goal-setting procedures, and simple analysis of their everyday transac-

tions.- The theoretical framework is based on concepts dealing with ego-

states, strokes, game-playing, diagrammed analysis of interactions, and
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life-scripts. The four psychological positions--I'm O.K., you're O.K.;

I'm O.K., you're not O.K.; I'm not O.K., you're O.K.; I'm no: O.K..

you're not O.K.- -are believed to 'permeate our attitudes to life and its

worth. The assumption is that with heightened awareness of our positions,

our interactions, and our game-playing tendencies, we can learn to

change our behaviors so that as we live out our own life-scripts we

become winners. not losers. As parents learn these techniques, they can

teach their children to become the "princes" and "princesses" they were

meant to be.

Behavior Modification. This technique was derived from research

with animal learning and is now applied to humans. Proponents of the

theory say that it is consistent with the American free enterprise

system, in which we receive according to our performance. Principles of

reward and nonreward for specific behaviors are taught to parents in a

systematic way. Concepts of the movement include conditioning; immediate

scheduling of reinforcement; tangible, nontangible, and symbolic rein-

forcers; negative reinforcers; removal of stimulus; ignoring and true

punishment;, "time-out" rooms; strategic retreats; successive approxima-

tions; and "chaining" (Guillon, 1976). Simply stated, the cardinal

rule in setting up a behavior modification program in the home is: "If

they want-it,they must pay for it; if they don't want it, you must pay

them for it." Most/humanistic educators concur that, applied skillfully,

behavior modifi'cati'on produces positive results in children who are

damaged--physically, emotionally, or mentally.
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The concepts may be used by parents who wish to break bad habits

or addictions in their children. The ultimate aim is to teach children

to manage their own behavior. Recently, behavioral counselors have empha-

sized iCovert conditioning--"turning the inside out" to produce overt

.1

behavior change (Yager, 1975). Their techniques. are: (1) relaxation

training to reduce anxiety in everyday life situations (Goldfried, 1973);

(2) desensitization of anxiety situations by thinking. "Relax!"; (3)

thought-stopping, involving the self-introduction of an imagined shout

of the command. "Stop!"; (44) covert sensitization--use of imagery-

induced noxious aversions to change behavior. e.g., overeating; and (5)

assertive'traininq involving the honest and direct action of standing

up for one's rights.

Both parents and children can learn the self-management skills of

recording behaviors and giving self-rewards in order to internalize

self-control.

Education is a process by which the individual changes. New

insights learned from the alternative parenting approaches and strate-

gies call for a deep awareness of self and others in the family circle.

The concept of goal setting to improve life styles is a common theme

in all of the movements and presents the opportunity to experience an

exciting lifelong agenda. The curriculum has its setting in life-

cycles, and the textbooks are living experiences. As 'personal growth

occurs for the parent receiving education, other family members become

involved and are deeply affected. This change in family dynamics calls
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for gentle sharing, understanding, and a special kind of caring. Many

families have broken under the powerful and disturbing impact of having

a so-called enlightened member change dramatically in personal growth,

leaving behind bewildered and alienated family members. To insure

parallel personal and interpersonal growth, it is vital that the education

and training occur in a theoretical framework that includes all family

members--where living skills are shared and mutually taught for common

or varying life-cycles.

Living Skills for Family Life Cycles--A Parent Education Curriculum

Design

Life-cycles. Educators are calling for a "back-to-basics" curri-

culum for children with heavy emphasis on reading, writing, computing,

and comprehending, accompanied by strict discipline. Society is calling

for a "forward-to-basics" movement for parents and their children, adding

bds'c skills in living to the three R's, with heavy doses of "caring,

feeling, and touching" (Simon, 1976, p. 7).

The life-cycles that one moves through in space and time extend

from micro-events, e.g., getting dressed for school, to macro - phases,'

e.g., puberty and parenthood. They are experienced from birth.to death

in varying intensity and overlap one another. They fall, into three

categories: situational, relational, and developmental. Each of the

various components within the three categories requires specific living

skills. They are listed below.
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Situational

Entering, Pre-entering, Re-entering
Surviving
Coping
Reviewing and Maintaining
Celebrating
Exiting

Relational

Interacting
Encountering
Confronting

Developmental

Receiving
Integrating
PrOducing
Exploring
Creating

Parents and their children who are experencing difficulty in one

or more of these areas need help. The first step is an initial diagnostic\

session with parents to identify priority areas and common problems,

e.g., first day of school (Situational category--survival skills needed

for both parent and child). Parents then design their own curriculum

for their families and create their own agenda. The facilitator, drawing

from the major approaches in parenting described earlier, is able to

suggest several alternative skills from which parents may choose.

Several skills can be rehearsed at the parenting sessions before the

parents try them out at home.

An important part of this design is the feedback report that parents

bring back to subsequent sessions on their successes or failures in

attempting to implement the skills. The skills that are mastered can
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then be transferred to other situations or relations, re-tried, and

refined. Home becomes the life-lab where these new skills can be tried

out with gentleness, trust, and dignity. The 14 skills listed above can

serve as the outline for a parenting curriculum design.

Major relevant issues. Current, relevant, and important issues as

they relate to parent and child must be part of the design. Factual

knowledge about sociological issues such as child abuse (physical, emo-

tional, psychological, and sexual), substance abuse, sex-education, the

women's movement. and ethnic differences should be updates, and imparted to

parents. Educavional issues such as literacy testing, pupil progression

plans. curricular changes. school organizations, and new career opportu-

nities may be the issues closest to parents' hearts. Many parent educa-

tion groups have been organized around these issues, for they constitute

natural areas of values conflicts and confusions facing parents.

Methodology and Growth Groups

The most effective way to disseminate information and to reach as

many parents as possible is without question some form of group process.

Considerable confusion exists in the terminology concerning group work.

Prospective participants need to know what to expect when they elect to

invest in the group approach (Jones, 1972). The following descriptions

of various_group processes are nresented to help clarify the types of

growth groups that were spin-offs from the group dynamics movement.
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'Group Guidance

This general, term is used to describe a process organized to pre-

P

vent the development of problems. Providing accurate information which

will improve understanding of self and others and help clients make

more appropriate plans and life decisions is the direct emphasis,

whereas attitude change frequently is an indirect goal. A variety of

group approaches is used to encourage interaction (Gazda, 1971).

Group Counseling

This approach is,distinguished from any other group technique by its

emphasis on effective planning. The counseling group's major objective

is helping people to manage their lives more effectively. Group coun-

seling is both prevention- and remediation-oriented. The settings are

I.,sually educational. The time orientation is generally present and

future. Persons talk through normal development problems,,but the oft -

recurring question is "Where do we go from here?" Gazda (1967) defined

group counseling thus:

Group counseling is a dynamic interpersonal process focusing
on conscious thought and behavior and involving the therapy
functions of permissiveness, orientation to reality, cathar-
sis, acceptance and support. (p. 8)

Group Psychotherapy

The term "Group Psychotherapy," coined by J. L. Moreno (1962),

generally means "to treat people in,groupsa (p. 263). Brammer and

Shostrom (1960) add these additional descriptions- to the definition:

reconstructive depth analysis; focus on the unconscious; emphasis on
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neuroses, or other severe emotional problems; and long-term

duration. The setting is usually in clinics, hospitals, or

mental health centers: The treatment is mostly remedial.

T-Groups or Training Groups

The major objectives of T-Groups are awareness and skill-

building in interpersonal relations. The specific goals in terms

of awareness are the participant's "feeling" experfence, his/her

reactions to and relationships with other people, and understanding

of how groups operate. In terms of skills, the objectives are to

improve listening skills, to understand with empathy, to express

feelings, and to give effective feedback. The goals also include

understanding group process, i.e., becoming more cognizant of trends,

unacknowledged relations and communications, functional roles, and

so on. In terms of time orientation, the T-greup i5 distinguished

from other group processes by.a rather rigid adherence to the "here

and now." There is no history-taking, no story-telling, and no

future-planning activity. The entire energy of the group is focused

on the immediate present, trying to find that reality and discussing

it openly with others.

The Human Potential Movement

Only very recently making its appearance, this movement has

multiple and diverse origins but is most closely related, to the

efforts of humanistic psychologists, e.g., Carl Rogers, Abraham
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Maslow, Jack Gibbs, and William Schultz. Jones (1972) describes

four streams of activity that now are taking place in this

movement:

1. Facilitation of sensory awakening and awareness, self-

expression, and genuine communication with adult groups, parents,

couples, women.

2. Group approaches in education, departing from teacher-

centered, highly structured classroom interaction.

3. Group workfiiong clinical populations by accelerating

treatment of persons who need interpersonal assistance to develop

effective coping.

4. An infusion of all these activities into organizational

development and into working with people within work settings.

Among the popular strategies that are being used in all of

the above groups are the following: energizers, dyadic encounters,
1

listening trios', matched pairs, wagon wheels, the fish bowl,

small/large group discussions, lecturette;, structured interviews,.

brainstorming,.debriefing, processing, feedback, self/group'

contracts, silence, empty chair technique, role-playing,

psycho-drama, guided phantasy, meditation, total immersion

labs, simulation games, strength bombardment--and the list goes

on, and will go on as new strategies become known.

It is important for the parent--the new consumer of groups- -

to have a clear sense of what the learning goals of the group are.
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The techniques used in the groups are nothing but means toward

varying ends, depending on the facilitator and the type of needs

the group identifies.

The Parent Education Group.

This emergent group must of necessity select judiciously

from all of the above to meet its special ends. However, in

view of its unique clientele--a widely divergent group of

people whose only eligibility is parenthood- -a new genre may

well develop with specific characteristics. As suggested by

Slayson (1971), the group itself .as a new family can serve as a

model for the participant's family. The leader ca be the'

responsible parent figure, modeling tolerance, acceptance, and

understanding, permitting free expression, and encouraging self-

hood in each member; fellow members can model caring sibling

behavior with no "put-downs," baiting, or manipulating. The

group space can be the laboratory for rehearsing active listening

or constructive confronting skills before members strive to

emulate these back .ome..,

The group structure provides for parents an arena of support,

reinforcelnent, and strength--the comfort of knowing that they.are

not alone. Parents need some "dilution therapy" as they desire

information about how their own feelings and behavior compare

with the average. This helps to reduce self-inflicted severe

criticism and guilt.
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The nature of the group will naturally vary with group needs.

A variety of needs assessments should be conducted in and around

the school community several times during the year in order to

keep in touch with the pulse of changing problem areas and

clientele. In some school districts, "sites councils" (Carey,

1977) composed of parents, community members and school personnel

are already engaging in identifying specific parent needs and

suggesting effective ways to deliver services according to

priorities.

Evaluation Methods

Evaluation of the learning of factual information and

fundamental content is a relatively simple task when compared with

assessing attitudinal and behavioral changes. The task of

evaluating ,outcomes from parent education is further complicated

in that the behavioral changes of the parent affect the entire

family constellation. The changes are often anxiety - laden;

deep rooted, and interf'elated with past associations. Several

pre- and nost-forms can be developed, to assist achievehent of

specific objeOtjves, buethe evaluation should be kept simple,

direct, and relevant. To test the reality Of attitude change and

skill acquisition, a few evaluation methods are suggested below:

Observational record of parent attendance, involvement, and

participation.
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. Completion of "I learned that I..." statements at the end

of each parenting session by parents.

Examination of results of self-contracts and group-contracts.

Self-reports. Written daily or weekly logs kept by

participants and their family members, recording feelings,

attitudes, changes, and skills implementation. Weekly taped

recordings for parents who cannot read or write. Verbal reports.

Checklist of all the living skills learned, frequency of

application, aod nature of results.

Self-validatior. and validation of family members at. the.

beginning, middle, and end of series.

Rap session's with family members present, before and after

series.

Strength bombardment by group members noting attitudinal

changes in participant.

Pre- and post-assessment of knowledge of major parenting

approaches and child development norms.

Other parent-made assessments.

Assessments made by family members.

Desired Characteristics of the Counselor as Parent Educator

To accept this new challenge of parent education with

confidence and enthusiasm, the counselor must have knowledge of

the content areas described and be in tune with current social,

psychological, and educational issues. He/she must possess an
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eclectic approach, with the ability to highlight relevant concepts

and skills from parenting models. Knowledge and skillful use of

a variety of methods is' essential for effective group facilitation.

Both content and methodology can be mastered with course work and

training. The desired characteristics of the counselor as a

role-model/nurturing parent figure, however, are not so.easily

learned from courses; they are learned more from supervised field

placement, observing a -model, and actual experience in group work

with parents. The professional behavior expected for facilitators

of parent gruops calls for the development of a unique leadership

style including the following:

EMpathic understanding, understanding from an internal frame

of reference (Patterson, 1966).

Nonpossessive caring and warmth for clients as separate

persons (Truax and Carkhuff, 1967), similar to Rogers' unconditional

positive regard. The leader needs to be able to communicate a

ti

trust in others while maintaining his/her own integrity (Rogers,

1951).

Genuineness and authenticity, the ability to be freely and deeply'

oneself without a facade, a transparent genuineness (Jourard,

1964). This does not mean extensive self-disclosure, but rather

a free volunteering of personal ideas, attitudes, and experiences

which reveal'oneself to others as a congruent individual.

Concreteness or specificity, the ability to deal with specific
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feelings, experiences and
,

behavior, the avoidance of

generalizations, abstractions, and of labeling, classifying,

or couching terms in "educationese."

A "life-is-worth-living" outlook, a positive, enthusiastic

response to life that is akin to negotiating the experiences of

daily living with the vibrancy of celebration. The counselor

must of necessity be operating from a sense of decency and

.dignity in his/her own home and career in order to respond with

verve to life's peak experience

Anticipatory judgment, the ability to react. appropriately to

members' remarks;oavoidance of anxiety-laden topics; awareness of

activating latent feelings and knowing how to deal with them or

having the candor to admit the inability ,to do.so.

. All in all, the parent educator needs to be a nourishing

rather-than a toxic person, able to grow, and positively engaged

in working on his/her own life and parenting style.

Counselor Actions

No one person, whether school counselor, mental health

worker, or group trainer, can be all of.the above. School

counselors may choose to adopt one or a Lombination of several

. of the following to match their own leadership style:

Become thoroughly trained and,specialize in one parenting
model such as P.E.T., S/J.E.P., or T.A., and offer only
that approach to parents.
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Team with another member/s of the pupil personnel services
staff (prevention counselors, human relations specialists
school psychologists, other guidance counselnrs) and
co-facilitate a parenting course.4

Compile a list of community resource personnel from the
mental health department, medical associations, or
local university ficulty, and invite a different guest
facilitator for eaTh session. This is similar to the
Family Impact Model as described by Ira Gordon (1977).

Share the power 141.:,th parents and learn while teaching.
Have parents take turns being responsible for parts of
each agenda with book reviews, presentations of relevant
issues, panel discussions, or real life experiences.
Parents can be trained as functional professionals in a
setting with which they are familiar (Zarski, 1977).

Use a film series on parent education as weekly motivators.

Use the Slayson (1971) model of -playing,the gate-keeper
role only (prohibiting physical or emotional"hurt) allowing
the group to be in charge of discussing, advising, and
solving problems, intervening only when absolutely
necessary with provocative questions or alternative
solutions.

Form a special group of parents of, students with special
problemS. Meet with students separately and their parents
separately for sevtrai sessions and then bring them
together for joint sessions. Deal only with areas of
desired change; putting the responsibility for behavior
change on students and showing parents their role of
understanding and assisting in'behavior change.

Set up an attractive parents' center,in'the'school or
community, complete wit!. a lending library of parenting
materials, books, films,'and,magazines. Have available
eduCational toys and books for toddlers who might accompany
their parents. The center could be kept open all day
and evenings as s place for parents to browse and meet
other parents. These informal rap sessions could be
gently modified to regular sharing of parenting skills
(Edmister, 1977).
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Training Counselors as Parent Educators

Ap parent education is not currently a clear-cut and

separate profession, training is limited to specific approaches

conducted by proponents of various.models in establishedtraining

centers.' The Adler-Dreikurs Institute, P.E.T., Inc., T.A:. Centers,

and Glasser offer separate instructor training and certificates

on completion of training. Trrning in other approacheS may

be obtained by attending lectures, seminars, workshops or

conferences conducted by leading authorities in the field. Some

Colleges of Education are beginning to offer family therapy and

group counseling as credit courses in their guidance departments.

Training in methodology and specifically in group dynamics may be

obtained from University Adsociates, La Jolla, California;

National Training Laborato ies, Bethel, Maine; or Explorations

Institute, Berkeley, Cali ornia. Several regional workshops

conducted by ti-dined facilitators from these centers are held

throughout the country during each year.

Marguerite R. Carroll \1074) in a recent editorial noted:

\

There is hardly a couns lor who has not experienced some
aspect of sensitivity training, growth groups, group
counseling, encounter groups, T-groups and the like.
They have professional en\ightenment as result of
experiencing groups in action, yet very few counselors
have actually endeavored 0 experiment, practice or
model the process in their Pwn work setting. (p. 86)

It is not that counselors do\not want to conduct student or
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parent groups--most find themselves inundated by the many

Oncounseling tasks required of them. Counselors have been

used as substitute teachers, remedial tutors, lunch and bus

monitors, "hall-sweepers," security guards, visiting teachers, and

field trip chaperones. Some have become accustomed to their

routine and do not wish to change. Others do not feel equipped

to work with adults; they feel more comfortable with students.

Some are "singles" or childless and don't feel that they can be

effective without having had the parenting experience. Some

going through marital difficulties themselves, are unable to deal

with emotional areas so close to home.

Action Recommendations for the Future

It is vital that the program planning, management, and

implementation of parent education be viewed as a process providing

support, structure, order, and coordination of activities at

various levels. In educational settings the levels are: top

management--the Superintendent of Schools and his/her offices;

middle management--the building principal and his/her assistants;

component Elnagement--directorF of guidance (Gibson, 1973). These

management teams receive policy guidelines from the Federal and

-.State Offices/Departments of Education. They are responsible for

the delivery of services at the local school level and the effective

functioning of the guidance team.
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For Offices of Education

It is recommended:

That persons at this level recognize parent education as a

valid component for inclusion in the guidance and personnel services

department and support it with funds for training and implementation.

That they need to continue to expand the aid provided under

the Education Professional Development Act of 1970 in the form of

major grants to universities. This legislation was enacted for

the purpose of preparing educational personnel to develop and train

a "new kind of professional" (op. 'cit., p. 46)--one who is able to

serve the parent client as well as the student client.

That a White House Conference on Parent Education (1932)

become an annual event to highlight policy development and program

evaluation.

For State Supervisors of Guid4r-.e

It is recommended:

That state supervisors of guidance recognize and provide for

the inclusion of parent education in the certification requirements

for guidance.'

That as agents of the profession, they consider lobbying at

Federal and state levels fcv- professional and financial support.

That they consider the systems approach in designing overall

models to,represent the anticipated program. Springer (1967)

defines the systems approach as a "rational method of-using a given

set of resources to produce a system capable of achieving a given
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set of objectives" (p. 56).

That they include state legislators, counselor educators,

members of management teams, school counselors, and parents in

the initial stages of planning.

That these models be "global," as broad and encompassing as

possible, with scope for flexible designing within local school

districts.

That these models include a role-redefinition of the guidance

team to include the role of parent educator whenever appropriate,

and that this inclusion 5e optional rather than mandated.

For Counselor Educators

At the university level it is recommended:

That counselor educators collaborate with state supervisors

to design and offer U unified, consolidated training program in

parent education, methodology, and evaluation.

That these core courses constitute a valid addition to the

counselor certificate.

That preservice and inservice courses for credit be offered

at times when counselors can take advantage of them.

For Management Teim:-.

It is recoM4Iended:

That top management teams advise the local school board of

.the 'systems approach to parent education and seek support for the

implementation of same.
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That they proVide visible and vocal support to the program while

developing distriCt-wide policy.

That they give school administrators the option to design,

implement, and supervise parent education programs according to

their individual needs.

For Middle Management and Component Management

It is recommended:

That school principals and guidance directors take responsibility

for designing parent education programs.

That they carefully select suitable personnel for training

and make provisions for the training.

That they be responsible for problem identification according

to the community characteristics (socioeconomic level, ethnic

composition,, educational background, age) of significant subcultures

within the school community.

That they provide this input to program designers and assist

counselors in forming various parent groups accordingly.

That, with directors of guidance, they be responsible for the

control of and communications among various components to insure

the highest gualityin the services delivered.

they provide the Guidance Team with the following:

Means of publicizing the program
a flexible schedule to meet working parents

needs

rslease from some previous duties, providing
time for new ones
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"a comfortable atmosphere within the school"
(Schmerber, 1974, p. 139) designated ac the
parent room

sufficient secretarial assistance
an. added supplement such as the ones that club

sponsors and athletic coaches receive for
overtime work

adequate supply of materials and equipment
freedom and opportunities to reach parents in
creative ways

For Counselors

It is recommended:

That school counselors trained as the "new professionals"

(Gibson, 1973, p.46) seek to be recognized as valid parent

educators by adding such a title to their certificates.

That they establish a network on local, state, and national

levels to strengthen, update, and reinforce their professional

efforts.

That they request additional pay for added responsibilities.

That they seek assistance in Forming parent groups; that

parents and administrators be involved in this process; that they

use caution in making decisions about the size and nature of the

group; that they consider grouping parents according to common

needs, problems, or children's ages.

That they establish a steering committee, of parents to assist

in all levels of implementing the program:.

That, if needed, they be willing to go off-campus to meet

with parents who cannot or will not come to the school.
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That they take advantage of mass media to reach parents through

a series of regular TV or radio shows.

That parenting sessions be offered at times convenient

to parents; that they be kept short, sequential, and consecutive;

that a series consist of not more than 10 or 15 sessions; that

schedules for the series be carefully planned with pare is and
-0

School personnel to avoid'"lost" days--days before holidays, days

too close to opgning or closing of school terms.

Summary

This chapter is an 'attempt to bring Parent Education to the

forefront as a new imperative for guidance and a new challenge

for the school counselor. Current strategies and approaches

now in use and the training for them have been descilbed. The

group.facilitator style most appropriate for parent group process

. has been explored. Now counselors themselves, along with state

supervisors, guidance directors, and counselor educators, are

faced with the exciting prospect of effecting change.

Change is a sign of growth and progress. Departure from

the traditional and implementation of innovations takes courage

and calls for the unified efforts of everyone ii the school

community. The communications network regaMing new action

needs to be open and flowing so that all who will be involved

are not only kept aware of new developments but feel a sense of

ownership in them. Parents need to be actively involved from the
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beginning in designing their living skills curriculum, for the

agenda is truly theirs.

Whereas school counselihg historically has focused on preparing

students for adulthood and parenthood in the future, school

(

counseling today is being called upon to deal with adulthood and

parenthood in the here and now.

Parent education can be a significant step in making our

world what we would wish it to be. Parent education is. not

preparation for life--it is life itself.
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AT THE ROOTS OF COUNSELING MINORITIES:

A NEED FOR CROSS-CULTURAL

PROGRAMMING

Robert L. Clayton

This chapter begins with an explanation of
the importance of minority counseling. It

advocates use of the term "cross-cultural"
(instead of "racial/ethnic") counseling,
and presents some approaches currently used
to counsel various ethnic groups. The
author then describes/ four ongoing pro-
grams and identifies some major resources,
including some that are found in most com-
munities, which can be helpful to persons
who are engaged in cross-cultural coun-
seling. Recommendations for action are
-then offered for various professional gui-
dance personnel "where change can make a
difference.

"Chave been counseling students in an integrated school for nearly

ten years and I don't see Black or Brown or Red or Yellow or.White--I see

students,"

That statement has probably been made by many counselors. America

is moving more and more into an integrated posture in education. Segre-

gation and segregated schools,.as legal situations and entities, have

become a thing of the past since the Supreme Court Df,cision of 1954,

/ Brown vs. The Board of Education. Since that time, a whole generation of

students. from kindergarten through high school graduation, has marched

across the stay.of American education. Numerous graduates have also
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received degrees in counseling. The mood of Segregation has given over

to the Mood of Integration. All people, all students, all teachers, all

educators, all counselors, and all citizens are working toward a future

with the dream of equality for all. So why talk about counseling minor-

ities? Why bring racially identifiable individuals to the forefront if

integration is our goal? Why continue terms and phrases from a now past

era? Why highlight differing cultural backgrounds? Why encourage racial/

ethnic designations? Why have race distinctions anywhere in the inte-

gl(ated school setting? Why have segregationist language in an integrated

society?

"I see my students as students, and I counsel all students using the

counseling tools and techniques I have acquired."

Like apple pie and soda pop, the statements quoted represent the

ideal, the soul, of our living experiences and the hope of our futures.

Yet, one should step aside from center stage and examine the initial

statement and the questions that were. posed. It is important to the

-future of this nation that we carefully scrutinize our total educational

approach to minorities and the role and responsibility of counseling in

the educational process.

To say, "I see students as students, and not as rack, Brown, Red,

White, or.Yellow," is good for some human relations workshop,settings--

but it is not reality. It is impossible to look at students sealed in

front of you and see some mono-human entity fashioned into a -unitary blob

called "The Student." The student is'a person. The student is male Or
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female. The student is Black, Brown, Red, White, or Yellow. If one

fails to distinguish these personal characteristics, then one is guilty

of ethnocentrism, one is guilty of "velvet racism," and one is guilty of

cultural blindness.

Knowledge of how to counsel minority students is needed more in an

integrated setting than it was needed in the previous segregated setting.

31

The segregated setting had built-in mechanism for counseling minorit

students. Minority teachers and counselors who hao "survived the sy. em"

passed on those survival skills to the minority students they were

legally directed to teach and counsel. Minority counselors lived in and

among the people in the community and students learned in the community

as well as in the school. Both teachers and counselors were role models

as they taught students how to cope with a segregated system. The reser-

vation, the sharecropper's life style, the extended family and group

respect, and the clash of languages all forced minorities to develop skills

to help their people survive.

The integrated school setting has taken two approaches to counseling

minorities, and both are fraught with problms. One approach says,

"Leave them alone and they will catch on tc what the majority is doing."

The other approach says, "I will give them the same treatment as I give

the majority students and they must keep up just like everyone else."

These are two parts of the same problem, which is to let "counseling as

usual" take place and to let minorities sink or swim. Now, no one will

.

admit that in just - those terms, but this attitude and subtle approach to
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counseling minorities is observable right now in many settings.' Minority

students have the same human potentialities as other students, and they

want to be counseled by counselors wno see them as individuals, as ht n

beings who come from proud traditions and backgrounds, as personalities

created by family ties and cidtural upbring-ing, and with possibilities of

becoming greater than they E 'magined in their wildest dreams.

Why spend time discusFing and developing new approaches to counsejing

minorities? There are s'veral reasons. The pluralism of our nation dicL

tates that sensible persons recognise the following facts:

1. Race and racial identification did not go away when schools were

integrated.

2. Solving community relations and race relations problems is

extremely important if a community is working to move tow,rd a sJper;or

quality of life for its citizens.

3. Busing brings students from different backgrounds into schools,

and a knowledge of these background; is important to the success of the

_counselor in:coumseling and the teacher in teaching.

4. Minorities will always be & part of the school Setting.

5: Public schools are becoming more and more minority-occupied,

while private schc ils are becoming less udiless minority-occupid.

6. .Economc, race, and housing patterns have tremendous impact on

education and educational offerings in most communities.

7. America has a history of immigrants coming to its shores

believing that "no man is an

4
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8. As America becomes more involved in world affairs,, knowing

effective strategies for counseling persons from different cultures

becomes increasingly important.

9. Racial/ethnic diversity is needed to fulfill the national and

international goals facing all peqple as we movetoward the 21st century.

Approaches to Counseling Minocities
L-1

Each minority group in this country experiences a pull between two
o

worlds. There is the world of their families and the world that is por-
.

-trayed as "the American way." in both worlds, they are faced with pull

of the family and the community--the ethos of the Sitz Im Leben. In, the

school and in the world beyond:the family setting, there is the pull of

"'being like the Joneses." It is necessary to establish this pOinc first,

and forem.:t, and then to follow with a second important point that each

i
minority group develops its own. response to being caught between the two

worlds.

The er7 oach to counseling minority students must insure that the.

problems involved in discussing "all students" do not carry over into a

discussion ofliiinoritY students." "Minority students" is a catch-all

concept and should never be !Ised when a more culturally definite term is

needed One actually counsels Spanish- speaking students whose families

came from Mexico, Puerto Ric, Tuba, or Spain; Asian American students

whose parents came from China, Japan, or Taiwan; Native American students

whose parents came from the Mains, the great Southwest, the cast, the
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Southeast; and Black students whose parents came from Africa, South

America, Latin America, or Urban, Rural, Southern, or Northern United

States. It is this diversity, this` cross-cultural milieu, that requires

, counselors to have specific preparation .;r1 how to respond to the-diverse

`needs of the student public's being served.

"Counseling is essentially a Whitp middle-class activity" (Sue &

Sue, 1972). Approaches to counseling minority students must begin with

'that proposition. It is from this that one moves. The clients that

counselors are seeing and will see in the foreseeable fu. -e will, by and

large, be minority student :1. Counselors, counselor educat:Js, guidance

directors, and state supervisors must keep these.facts in minds pro-
.

grams are planned and strategie- developed.

.

To Carl Rogers (1962) the relationship formed between the counselor
. .

4,
and he client is the most important aspect of the counseling pr,L.ess.

This relationship becomes even more crucial in counseling minority stu-.

dents. The counseling process with minority students must include sensi-

tiv*ty to language and language differences, empathy as distinguished

from sympathy, sincerity and genuineness, family ties and family expecta-

tions, acceptance and rejection, and social patterns--and include commit-

=ment and a willingness to learn. All of these facets of the counseling

relationship can engeper positive and negative responses in counselors'

activities with their clients.

It.is important to understand the uniqueness of minority students

from specific racial /cultural backgrounds. Let's examine some important

approaches needed in preparing to counsel each.
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Counseling Native Americans

"Our foremost plight is our transparency. People can-tell just by

looking at us what we want, what should be _one to help us, how we feel

and what a 'real' Indian is)ike" (Deloria, 1969, p.1).

There are many counselors who believe that they know best how and

what to do with Indian students. Alonzo T. Spang, Sr. (1971) describes

four factors that influence counseling practices for Native Americans:

"(a) the Non-Indian's perception of Indian people and culture; (b) the

recognized strengthsland contributions of Indian culture; (t) the special

needs and problems of young Indians within American society; and (d) the

handicaps that cripple communication between counselors and Indian

,people" (p. 97). Counselors°must refrain from becoming "instant Indian.

experts" and seek to understand Indian culture in the way the Indian

people develop it, live it, and interpret it. The Indian child comes to

school speaking his native language, and his entire life style derelops

out of this language. Once in the classroom, he experiences difficulty

communicating in English. His fear of making a mistake may be .so great

that he does rot even attempt to express himself. Counselors working

with *Native American students must be sensitive, perceptive, and willing

to assist the student to deal with successes,along the educational ladder

of life. It is crucial that counselors put'sinto practice"some of the

7)
golden-toned principles they claim for their profession: acceptance,

respect, understanding, and adaptation--in short, just what they say they

do best'
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Counseling Chinese Americans

Counselors working with Chinese American students can fall victim

to many stereotypes and lose sight of the particular need of the student

seated in the offiCe. Historically, Chinese Americans have tried to

function within the existing sociat structure ith a minimum of visible

conflict with members of the host society (Sue & Sue, 1972). Some

'Chinese American students refrain from coming to the counselor. It is

believed that some Chinese Americans repress emotional conflicts. This

may stem from the Chinese American's background and culture wherein self

control and inhibition of strong feelings are highly valued (Abbott, 1970).

Some Chinese Americans seek the services of campus counseling centers

(educational counseling, academic advising, career planning) because they

feel less threatened by them and that less social stigma is involved

(Sue & Sue, 1972).

Counselors will do well to learn about the culture of Asia if they

are going to counsel Chinese American students mea,singfully. Like other

minorities, Chinese Americans are caught between two worlds. Language

and-family customs accentuate the differences between the worlds as well

as the problems. One of the differences is observable in the choice of

counseling technique. Group counseling, for example* while it may

greatly facilitate counseling with middle class students, may be very

threatening to Chinese Americans. Counselors should examine their tech--

niques and tools in light of cross-cultural differences as-well as indi-

vidual needs. Just as it is unwise to suggest definite guidelines in
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dealing with Chinese Americans in counseling, it seeffls equally unwise to

ignore cultural factors that might affect the counseling process. .The

counselor's inability to recognize these factors may make the Chinese

American counselee terminate prematurely (Sue,& Sue, 1972). Counselors

must become culturally aware, understand the basis of their world views,

and understand as well s accept the legitimacy of the views of others

(Sue, 1978).

Counseling Puerto Ricans

As with each group being discussed, the counselor must become aware

of the culture of the client. Although the nature of counseling each

minority group is many-faceted, counseling Puerto Rican students possesses

an additional concern: Today there are really two groups of Puerto Ricans

(Christensen, 1975). There are the second and third generation and the

values and customs that they hold dear, An contrast to the immigrants

who have been raised in the "old country" and who have values and customs

that are set by old country standards 'nd patterns. In still other

instances, there are the mainland-raised Puerto Rican's who return to the

old country. COunselors can be most important in helping all of these

students to bridge their own "generation gap," while at the same time

assisting in the necessary value clarifications to insure "afecto,"

"dignidad," and "respeto" in meeting life situations.

Counielors must understand the highly individualistic nature of

Puerto Ricans. The middle-class idea of organized, structired ways of

doing t"ings may or may not appbal to the Puerto Rican. The option to
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be and respond as an individual should never be shut off arbitrarily.

For, in the same individualistic manner, the Puerto Rican is tolerant of

this trait in others.

Counselors should understand the important, of language and its

usage within the Spanish-speaking families. A person's name is that per-

son, and a counselor's mispronouncing it--whether through carelessness

or laziness--easily can be construed as lack of interest in the-client

(Christensen, 1975). Another important thing for counselors to know and

understand is that Spanish-speaking families have two last names. Tradi-

tion as well as customs prompt this, and the counselor must be sure to

recognize both last names. The first last name is from the father's

side of the family and the second is from the mother's (ibid). Both

names are important to the identity of the client as well as to important

links with the past. When a counselor calls the client by only one last

name, it might be c -itrued as a questioning of the client's identity.

Counselors sh, ,u get to know and be known by the families of Puerto

RiCapi clients. Until the counselor is seen and trust is established, the

counselor is the "outsi.,.-" and little sharing will take place. There

is a.phrase, "Only kings'walk with kings." This is offered to counselors

to serve as a reminder that adults walk and talk with adults. The role

of the child in the family is distinct from that of adults. Counselors

should establish-adult relationships-with the adult members of the family.

To avoid problems Old to exhibit interest in establishing trust, coun-

selors should be ableto communicate with Puerto Rican parents in the

/7)-
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same way as with middle-class white parents. This takes time, but patience

is a virtue that needs to be a guiding feature of ani counseling rela-

tionship.

Counseling Blacks

"We are not all alike!" Counseling Blacks, as with all other

minority groups, must develop out of the individual situations in which

counselors tind themselves involved. Although Blacks make up the largest

visible racial/ethnic minority in the country, they possess as many dif-,

s4erences as may be found among human beings in gerral--skin color,

region of residence, educational background, rural or urban upbringing,

values. It is important_ that counselors understand that all persons who

look Black are not Afro-American5. Many are foreign students of other

ethnic origin from Africa and South America.

"To educate the Negro, we Must find out exactly,what his background

Is, what he is today, what his possibilities are, and how to begin with

him as he is and make hiM a better individual of the kind that he is."

Th'is is a qu9te from Carter G. Woodson (1969) made. in 1933 Whi01 is just

4. as relevant to 1978. One needs only t change the words "educate" to

"counsel" and "Negro" to "Black," and the quote becomes right on target

for today.

Counseling Black studehts requires counselprs to understand the

bitter and the'sweet of American history and the workings of a system

that made the Black student an "indivisible person" for nearly 100 years.

It is impossible to examine the situation from today's perspE ,ive and
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work setting and insure that exploration of the full potential of Blacks

will be realized.

In counseling Black youth, it is important to be a good listener-

to hear not only what is said but also the way it is said (Clayton, 1972).

Counselors working with Black youngsters.muSt be self-assured as to their

own identities and attitudes before seekihg to assiL.t Black youngsters.

There is nothing more Critical in the cross-cultural counseling situation

than for a counselor to discover his/her own insecurity,or stereotypical

thinking while trying to counsel 4 slack student. A structured counseling

session is probably more effective when counseling Black students'Oan

is a nondirected, unstructured setting. Cnunselors who have quite a bit

of experience with Black student-, may. be able to utilize the unstructured,

nondirected approach, but the new counselor shoUld clarify_ for him/

herself a-,d the Black client what is expected and what will be imparted.

Counselors should be wary of giving "pat" answers, even in the structured

setting. They should structure the settiL2 but provide flexible responses

that allow for, positive growth. Counselors should.remember that they

have the knowledge the counselee needs (and they should be sure that they

are knbwledgeable). It is a,ficop out" andcrells of "velvetism" to

shift the total responsibility for development to the counselee. Black

kids are not so concerned about the counselor being;.litieral--they are

concerned with the counselor being sincere and relevant (Clayton,

. The' attitudes of counseldrs toward themselves, toward °triers, and,

;:oward the purposes of'the counseling session detemine the'kind of
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relationship that they will offer their clients. The techniques that a

Counselor uses to communicate th= 2 attitudes seem to be of secondary

importance (Amos & Grambs, 1968). This ;s particularly true in urban

counseling, settings. Urban, disadvantaged childr'eh feel that the coun-

selor is an'outsider and is therefore unaware of the struggles needed to

"cope" and "survive." Ghetto youth very early see.themselves as being,

and piTbably realistically so, outside'the channels legitimate oppoi--

tunity, and the only way they can.survive is to be armed with a multi-

plicity of schemes which enable them to outsmart the 'system (Morgan,
1C4

1970).

Counselors must realize that the students they counsel are indi-

viduals with needs, values, attitudes, Ideas, rights, and expectations

4 that may be different or may eve;i conflict with their own. Arid with this

realization established, the counselor must also accept, examine, under-
,

stand, and!appreci2te the difference.

Counselinq'Chicanos

Chicanos constitute a minority in nationwide terms. Yet, in some

parts of the country they form a substantial part of their communities

(Barron, 102): The fact that Mexico and the United States are lands

adjoining serves to provide.both positiVe and negative relations between

the two co ntries. The natural miglratien patterns have preduCed the

American w ose parents came from Mexico. The responses of communities

to these piople have provided the Folkways arid mores which eventu lly

have becom' laws. With the proud history and heritage of a people who,e

1
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ancestors forged the link between what is now called North and SOuth'

America, the Chicane is strongly bound by "La Raza" (the Race).

The &allehge for you readers is to listen to, and to begin

to absorb ChicanisMo, to dream.the ancient yet dynamic,dream of La Raza-,

not to.ask, 'What do they want?" as Anglos are wont do (as if, there

were things to give), Sui to ask, "Who are the people of La Raza?",

From this understanding Fan .grow; from this insight they and you can

begin to share (Palomares,

(unselors mustunderstand,the cultural heritage, the role of the

famki, and the community, the language, and the geals-of the people.

huilt from within; students must believe the.counelqr a, well

as believe the counselor to begin'the process of- trusting. Counseling

mu3t be individual-ktic and the counselor must learn hOw to listen. ' Many

Chicanos have not been exposed to the participation c6nzept of learning,

butthat does not mean they do not learn whe-n they dO.not actively parti-

cipate (Barron, 1972).

Students whose parents arhe from Mexico, Puerto Rico, Cuba, and many

of the South AMerican countries have similar, yet dii'tinct, cultural and

language Packgrounds, dhile a generalunderstanding of Spanish, the

language, and Spanish, the culture, is an important first step,' a very

important se. 'rid step is to approW, each counseling session without

ethnocentric Anglo biases. The information decribed in counseling

Puerto'Ricans can be used as background to counseling Chicanos and

Cubanos. Yet, it is important to rec)gnize,the individuality of each
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group and each individual. Counselors should seek to listen and respond

to all that forms the makeup of each student seated before them. The

effective. guidance counselor is not just a guidance counselor; he/she is

also a teacher, a, social worker, a father or mother image, a psychiatrist,

a psychologist, a symbol of the system and the way out of the system, a

friend, and a ray of hope. Each child needs personal help. His/her

entire career can go down the drain if the student can't understand the

counselor or the teachers and if the counselor and teachers do not under-

stand the student's Chicanismo. Viva La Raza!

Overview of Selected Programs

A brief survey of the kinds of programs and'practices operating at

various levels follows. These include programs designer to give,addi-

tional assistance to counseloi-s, as well as specific approaches designed

directly for working with minority students.

Human Development Program

Harold Bessel and Uvaldo Palomares set up a Human Development

Program in which counselors and teachers are provided with a structured

environment that allows them to practice cross-cultural teaging and

counseling. Bessel and Palomares calls this Pluralistic Acculturation.

The'ohilosophy behind the idea is that counselors and teachers should

come to understand, to.accept, and to appreciate the different systems

for individual and social life and-organization of other cultures
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and to perceive them as viable and valuable models (Palomares, 1971).

Peer Counseling Program

Sinclair 0. Lewis of Jackson State University, Mississippi, describes

the Peer Counseling Program aesigned by Willie D. Kyles, Director of

Upward Bound and Special Services Program at Jackson State. Peer

Counselors are those students who have a basic interest in the welfare

of their fellow students, show a sense of responsibility toward the

development of other students, and are able to establish positive in-
.

formal relationships with their peers. The peer counselors are simply

a group of paraprofessionals who, by virtue of their skills, training,

and status among their peers, are able to offer support and help to

other students in addition to that which they would receive from the

traditioral counseling program. Black students are trained to help

other Black students. Lewis stated that there are some aspects of the

problems of Black youth with which professional counselors are unable to

deal and that peer counselors are able to respond effectively to these

specialized aspects when and where they are needed (Lewis, 1976).

Inservice Workshy)

Robert H. Parker and Williams C. Parker have an inservice workshop

that they take to educational settings. The program, "Mastering the,Art

of Educating Minorities," seeks to provide participants with opportunities

to look at the deep-seated cultural and social differences that charac-

terize minority youngsters as they attempt to gain an education.
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Knowledge of language and its use, of the client, and of oneself as a

helping person, and an assortment of readings called "goodies "; are

included in the workshop. The two brothers turn the workshop into an

educational experience which contributes positively. to professional

development (Parker & Parker, )976).

International Day

An elementary counselor in Charleston, West Virginia, has an

International Day where students wear something representing their own

or their parents' native land. The students see, touch, and play some-

thing from different cultures in this cross-cultural setting. The entire

city also holds an International Day'in the civic auditorium where persons

gather to o5serve the varied countries that are represented by citizens.

Such cultural expressions as dance, music, food, clothing, and art, are

exhibited and the total city becomes involved Th this cross-cultural

experience.

Self-Discipline Plan

A high school in Carencro, Louisiana, has an innovative program

called the Self-Discipline Plan. In this plan concepts such as "Reality,"

"Understanding," "InVolvement," "Discipline," "Responsibility," and

"Feeling" are brought to bear in the students' response to their educa-

tional experience. 'Positive Discipline means seeking perlionent behavior

change, and in this search it is believed that fairness, consistency,

and immediacy are essential. Students are given the opportunity to
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satisfy their own needs without depriving others of the ability toful-

fill their needs:. The program was designed to provide an alternative to

.suspension and, at the same time, to keep students from developing nega-

tive self-images.

When a problem occurs in the school, the student and teacher try

to reach a solution through a conference. The student makes a written

commitment concerning the problem. If the commitment is met, the problem

is resolved. If the commitment is broken, the teacher calls the parent
4

and the student is sent to the counselor for that grade level.

The counselor does not discipline but tries to understand the stu-

dent and work out the problem at this level. Should this fail, the next

level is the assistant principal. At this level, understanding and com-

mitment are again the desired outcome. If this fails-as well, the stu-

dent is then sent to the Self-Discipline Center.

The Self- Discipline Center becomes the student's learning environ-

ment within the school. The student's class work is sent to the Center.

There are two breaks and a 20-minute lunch period. Reality, Under-

standing, Involvement, Responsibility, etc. are all reinforced by the

Center director, the counselors, the teachers, the principal, the students,

and the parents. While the Self-Discipline Center is a very strong

measure designed to meet the needs of problem-students, it does keep the

student in school'and, at Carencro, it has been a successful venture.

These programs are a sample of what is being done in various set-

tings to counsel minorities today. Other programs are being documented
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in-a forthcoming publication by ERIC/CAPS (Clayton, in press), . This new

publication will attempt to respond to many concern's and interests of

counselors faced with developing programs, activities, and training aids

in counseling minority students. The publication, entitled Minorities- -

Relevant Counselor Responses, will discuss current approaches to coun-

seling minorities, and identify programs that are currently operating at

elementary, middle school, secondary school, and postsecondary levels.

It also will provide a mechanism whereby counselors can forward to ERIC

their own.individual .techniques for counseling minority students and for

cross-cultural counseling. These will then-become part of'a planned

data program bank on program activities for counseling minority: students

that counselors can both contribute to and consult for effective coun-

seling programs and approaches.

Some Helpful Resources

A number of resources are available to counselors to assist them in

responding to the counseling needs of minority students. The foremost

resource is the Journal of Non-White Concerns published through the

American PersOnnel and Guidance Association. This journal should occupy

a particularly important place in the library of every counselor's office

and/or work setting, . Many of the other journals published through APGA

have articles which offer assistance to counselors. Some of the ones

that might be particularly helpful include Elementary School Guidance

and Counseling, The School Counselor, Counselor Education and Supervision,
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Journal of College Student & Personnel, and Measurement of Evaluation In'

Guidance. The Personnel and Guidance Journal is the main publication of

APGA and is available to all members. The other journals are available

to persons having divisional affiliations within APGA. ERIC is another

rich source of information for counselors. An ERIC search of the litera-

ture in various kinds of program areas is easily available to interested

persons. The ERIC Clearinghouse for Counseling and Personnel Services

at The University of Michigan, is an invaluable storehouse of materials

and resources for counselors.

Some of the local resources that may be in communities where coun-

selors live are Community Relations offices, the National Urban League,

the League of United Latir American Citizens, ASPIRA of America, Centro

De Estadios Chicanos, the `rational Congress of American Indians, the

National Institute on Access to Higher Education for The Mexican American,

the National Advisory Council on Indian Education, and Asian American

Affairs offices. State, local, and Federal agencies are also resources

to which counselors may turn. Another helpful resource will also be

found in the previously mentioned ERIC/CAPS publication (Clayton, in

press).

-Recommendations to Persons and Groups

Where Change Can Make a Difference

Implicit in the scope of these pages has been one major theme:

Counseling and counselor education, as currently practiced and taught,
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have not utilized their maximum potential in responding to the needs of

minority students. Todays counselor is facing a tremendous challenge in

assisting today's youth. The typical client is vastly different from

the boy or girl who needed counseling help in 1945--and there are 'many

more of them (Amos & Grambs. 1968). The following are recommendations to

specific groups for actions they can take to help counselors deal more

effectively with minority students.

State Supervisors,of Guidance

The ultimate responsibility for guidance and counseling within a state

falls on the shoulders of the state supervisor of guidance. Allocations,

of money, standards for certification, setting of policy, collection of

data, and establishment of general guidelines, as well as leadership in

the development of programs, emanate from the office of the state super-

visor. Some recommendations for State Supervisors are to:

1. Establish action-oriented programs And experiences for coun-
selors within the state. Meetings, programs, and activities
should be designed to show some act of movement toward (a)
identification of specific concerns, (b) exploration into
the options for responding to these concerns, (c) policy
and program development to respond to prioritized options,
and (d) documentation of the results.

2. Work with local systems to establish cross-cultural com-
mittees of parents, counselors, and students to (a.)
determine local needs, (b) d6elop the proper training
(inservice as well as preservice) of counselors in re-
sponse to the cross-cultural nature of the local system,
and (c) document the results.

3. Establish and encourage attendance at quarterlyinservice
workshops designed to foster professional development of
counselors in currently useful techniques in cross-
cultural counseling within the state.
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4 Seek to obtain funding from state and federal sources to
insure adequate financial backing for the action-driven
programs.

5 Request that local school districts annually. forward data
to the state supervisor's office on the progress of the
action-driven programs.

6. Insure and encourage fair liring and promotional practices
41

for counselors within the state.

7. Require counselor education programs to establish cross-
cultural counseling experiences as a part of their curri
cula by requiring such as a prerequisite for hiring
counselors within the state.

Guidance Directors

The local authority and/or area authority for guidance and counseling

is the Guidance Director. Aside from implementtng the policies and direc-

tives from the state supervisor of guidance, the Guidance Director has

responsibility for helping the district/area superintendent to define the

philosophy, mission, goals, objectives, activities, type of personnel,

number of persons, materials, and supplies that will be implemented/

needed'in that area. Specifically, Guidance Directors can:

1. Identify cross-cultural needs within their area through
using (a) census data, (b) community surveys, (c) local
media, and (d) school enrollment data.

2. Foster, encourage, and support programs and activities
that schools develop to address (a) their local cross-
cultural needs, and (b) the total cross-cultural under-
standing necessary for the school district.

3. Support and encourage fair employment and promotional
practices that respond to the cross-cultural needs of the
school district.
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4. Seek local funding from foundations, business, industry,
and other sources to promote programs of cross-cultural
understanding to insure the quality of life for all
citizens in the local community,

5. Encourage and support local counselor inservice meetings
to explore, discuss, and implepent program activities
in cross-cultural understanding.

6. Encourage eachlocal_school to design and develop a
teacher-counselor manual on cross-cultural understanding.

7. Have the manual available for new counselor orientation
programs, and require some knowledge of the manual as a
part of the prehiring requirements.

8. Utilize local community agencies and. organizations in the
cross-cultural life of the schools.

a

Counselor Educators

The statements made throughout these pages point to a need for re-

vised curricula for counselor education. Smith (1967), Arbuckle (1969,

1972), Ayers (1970), Cimbolic (1972), Kearney and Clayton (1973),

Palomares (1971), Harper (1973), Bryson (1975),Sue.(1978), and

P6ndersen (1978) are just some of the writers proposing new directions

for and r6-examination of counselor education programs. Counselor

education programs can respond indthe following ways to cross-cultural

needs:"

1. Make cross-cultural courses and practicum experiences in
cross-cultural learning/counseling settings a part of the
graduation requirements for all students seeking to receive
Master's and Dcw.tor's degrees in Guidance and Courseling.

2. Utilize community resources to demonstrate cross-cultural
programming within the curricula.

3. Encourage and support fair hiring and promotional policies
within the counselor education program at the un;versity.
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4. Seek funding to allow maximum utilization of the universiy's
resources.in.the cross-cultural growth of students, Staff.

. and faculty. rt.

ti

5. Encourage action-driven research that utilizes the "whole
person" approach to cross-cultural uhderStanding rather
than the "dissected" approach that has charactdrited much
of the racial/ethnic research in the'past.

8. Insist that each student graduating within the program
become well-versed in the culture of at least one other
racial/ethnic grdup. beyond his /her own; Include this as
"a part of the comprehensive examination requirements.

Counselors

"The buck stops here:" In day-to-day activity, you, the counselor,

are the one who is out there on themlain,thoroughfare of school, activity

and learning. There is no time to rush back to the classroom, the text

bOok, or the manual. There is no time to call the principal, let alone

the guidance supervisor. When the ball bounces, it bounces either to you

or away from you. It is your response to the bounce of the bail that

determines your worth as a counselor. Sometimes you-have only one chance.

It has been said that "Counseling is one cf those words that everybody

iunderstands but no two people seem to understand in precisely the same

way" (Tyler, 1961, p. 1). Counselors can help in cross-cultural

counseling .if they:

1. Identify the cross-cultural nature of their institution
and seek to understand the racial/ethnic, cultural dimen-
sions identified.

2. Encourage students to pursue their racial/ethnic, cultural
backgrounds with the desire to understand themsebies better.
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3. EnpoUrage cross- cultural activities for their students
and promote interracial and international understandigg

gas keys ,to the kind of American that will'be,around as
these students enter the 21st century.

4. Provide opportunities for faculty and staff growth in_
,cross - cultural understanding by sharing information .(that

which will be forthcoming from the state, district, and
local sources) and offering assistance.

5. Request the principal's support A activities related to
counseling so as to assist the pr7ncipal in making the
school a Model for'cross-culturalounderstanding.

6. a,cross-cultural support committee includincipper-
sons from the community so as'to insure community involve-

ment.and community support in the school's cross-cultural ,

understanding and programming.

7. Utilize persons, agencies, churches, and organizations
that represent the varied racial, ethnic, and cultural
dimensions within the community. -Have these as active

elements in the school and the community.

8. Document the activities, programs, accomplishments, and
failures so that others can profit by their .oevelopments.
Establish a link with the ERIC-directed project,
Minorities--Relevant Counselor Responses, so as to insure
the use of relevant and effettive program responses to
cross-cultural needs that will be confronting counselors
in the future.

Summary

The techniques and tools of cross-cultural counseling have, by 4nd
ti

large, been prodded to counselors by counselor educators and supervisors,

although much more can be done to equip counselors with the necessary

knoWledge, attitudes, and'skills for cross-cultural counseling. The major

weaknesses have been in people-to-people relationships. Ethnocentrism,

cultural blindness, and velvet racism have prevented understanding,
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. . ,
acceptance, trust, and human development from occurring. ,Racial/ethnic minorities
will be with us for as long as there is life on this planet. Gross-culturil
understanding and living can facilitate this nation'i'move into the'twenty-first

- century and provide a ray of hope to all the different peoples.of'America. America
is not a melting pot.. Inall the years here, nothing ha pelted.: Instead, lumps,
have developed in the pot and no one wants lumpy cooking. America is a mosaic,
a stained glass window. Each racial/ethnic group stands out in bold relief-while
the composite picture forms America - -its peoples, its `life. The roots orthat

--America are spread throughout the land in a variety of colors'Lnd shapes. Coun-
selors are the cultivators, and the harvest time is yet to come.

A sower went out to sow . . and some fell pn stony ground,
some fell among the thorni\, and. some fell in fertile ground. Mark 4:2ff

How shall American harvest its pluralistic society whose roots must grow in
. all types of soil? Counselors, Counselor Educators, Supervisors, Directors of,

Guidance--your cross-cultural understanding and skills will provide what is
needed for Red, Black, Brown, Yellow, and White students. Let the historians
record.that we came, we saw, and we gave life and hope to each racial/ethni6
groat). Understanding counselors with cross - cultural- training were there.

.
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9 career /life counseling for
liberated

people
Peggy Hawley

Peggy Hawley is Coordinator of
Graduate Programs and Research
for the College of Education and
Professor in the Department of
Counselor Education at San Diego
State University. She has conducted
research and published numerous :

articles on sex-fair career counsel ing-
over a period of 10 years. Her
questionnaire, "Attitudes Toward
Sex Roles," !las been widely used to
differentiate between "androgynous"
and "dichotomous" views of sex,
identity. Two publications are soon
to be released, a monograph suggesting
practical strategies designed to address
empirical findings and an article
describing the state of the art of
counseling high school women. As National Chairperson for the Nati Onal Vocational
Guidance Association's Commission for the Occupational Status of Women; she is
planning a nationwide effort to measure regional, cultural, educational, and sex
differences in attitudes toward sex roles.
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CAREER/LIFE COUNSELING FOR LIBERATED PEOPLE

Peggy Hawley

The author presents a variety of ideas, insights, points
of v.iew, and practical strategies which are supported
and augmented by research findings, survey data, and
trend analysis statistics. She points out that mile
out of ten women will work outside the home for at
least part of their lives. Career life planning, at,
least for these women and their spouses, will involve
reth nkiny traditI,Jnal sex roles and obligations.
Four groups of people are especially important in
providing leaders,hip during this transition: counzelor
educators, guidance directors, supervisors, and
,practicing counselors.

We are in the midst of unprecedented and pervasive Changes affecting

that most fundamental of human concerns,, sex role identity. Although

the most conspicuous and well-articulated arguments On the need for

redefinition of sex roles come from the women's movement itself, - the

:continuing energy and sustaining power can be attributed to a much wider

and, more diverse set of circumstances. Feminism, as a social reform

movement, has grown and merged with economic, political, legal and social

imperatives until separate components, are nearly indistinguishable and

the combined strength of influences irresistible.

Inevitable as changes are, it is obvious that they are not equally

acceptable to everyone: Even the most enthusiastic, of sex role egalitarians

do not claim that change will necessarily be smooth or effortless.

ConVictions of what constitutes sex-appropriate behaviors are socially

conditioned so'early in life that many individuals view themHas immutable
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"facts" rather than as learned responses to environmental pressures.

More is involved, certainly, than the threat posed by changes in

time-honored cultural values. The encroachment of women into male-

dominated areas of work, backed up, by force of law, is a serious

economic threat as well. In the past, men have been competing with

only half of the population so that the entrance of women, particularly

capable women, into the marketpla.-..e carries with it some hard-to-face

realities.

It is indeed a time of transition., Typical of any such period is

the polarizing of issues caused by extremists at both ends--the radical

feminists who repudiate all aspects of traditional femininity on one

hand, and the conservative ''die-hards" on the other, who predict that

"these women's libbers will be the downfall of the American way of life.".

Few individuals can remain untouched by what. is happening. Adults

who are in a position to interface with the lives of young people have a

twofold responsibility. In addition to understanding the ways in which

their own lives and human relationships are affected, they must develop

the ability to help students cope with changes and pressures their

generation did not fully experience.

In the discussion'to follow, an attempt will be made to offer the'

reader a variety,of ideas, insights, points of view, and practical

strategies which are supported and augmented by research findings,

survey data, and trend analysis statistics. A/though the practitioners'

?daily needs have been held uppermost, the. assumption has been made
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that the theory and empirical research are necessary underpinnings to
a

successful practice. In the spirit of collaboration, therefore,

references are made to the work of many kinds of professionals who

contribute to our knowledge of human behavior--the theoriSt, the

researcher, the speCUlator, and the practitioner. Future challenges

call for concerte'cLefforts by the best mindS- available and for

cc weration among people rer qtifw 11,1v disciplines and JiLs.

A Reexamination of Sex Roles: Dichotomous and Androgynous Models

It is interesting to observe that the lay public, as well as the

social scientist, are engaged in reassessing the yiabi.lit
0-

of sex "roles

An modern life. Curiously, as the obsolescence of traditional sex

roles begins to surface, people are becoming more truly aware of just

how restrictive those roles really were, even in the recent p'st when

they were more functional than they are now.. A serendipitous by-product

of the feminist movement is that men, watching the struggle of women to
1

release themselves from gender-based stereotypes, have awakened to different,

but equally detrimental, aspects of the male role. The high psychic

cost of an ideal which demands that one person assume the sole, or

even primary responsibility for support of a family in an economy such

as,ours, is overwhelming. Newly recognized also are other "lethal"

aspect's of the male model, such as the requirement to appear tough,

objective, striving, achieving, unsentimental, and emotionally

unexpressive (Jourard, 1971). Similarly, only recently has there been
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a general appreciation of women's feelings Of futility and lack of

self-determination engendered by the conditioned passiveness of the

female role.

Most important of all, however, is the partial emancipation both

sexes have achieved from the fear that a display of characteristics

"hrlowiinq" '- 1'hp nth,. ,111uttch.. 11,011 .1;

sexual identity. Less than five years ago a picture 4,,

Senator Muskie showed him shedding what used to be considered "unmanly"

tears. Such an anecdote is not presented as arrar9Ament that fears
N.

of cross -sexcross-sex behaviors have completely disappeared (much convinces us

that old taboos still operate); yet it offers hope that a significant

number of people are less rigid than they were a short time ago.

The Dichotomous. of Sex Roles

One does not haVe to go mery far back in time to find authoritative

description's of sex roles which are predicted on a dichotomous view of

human behavior. In this view, the attitudes, behaviors and expectations

of women and men are not only diffesrent, they are mutually exclusive.

One study, now a Cassic in feminist literature, illustrates this

position clearly. Broverman (1970 discovered that male and

female psychologists, psychiatrists, and social w6rkers made clear-cut

distinctions between what they considered healthy men and healthy
C--I

women. Their views of mentally healthy men correlated strongly with

those of the healthy adult (sex unspecified)'but'their descriptions of

healthy women presented them as significantly more subMissive, dependent,
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and emotional as well as less aggressive and competitive than their

male counu,rparts. Such descriptions are a good example not only of

the double standard held for generatiOns'by "common folk," but also of

the opinions tvnical of "r V, " A vt" i at +n Ins ,tudy

WU, Hopefully would result in different findings.

Separate standards for men and women, insofar as they still

apply, are compounded by yet another conviction of mental health

professionals, the assumption that strong identification with one's

own sex is a sign of good mental/emotional adjustment. Conversely,

then, cross-sex behavior5' and attitudes are considered unhealthy.

Growing out of Freudian theory, this belief reinforces the mutual

exclusivity of sex-role characteristics and precludes, easy access

to behaviors "owned",by the other sex.

The Androgynous Model,of Sex Roles

Evidence is accumulating that, contrary.o opinions of experts

and laypersons alike, sex characteristics are more similar than they

are different. Whether one, studies characteri5tics at the hormonal or

behavioral level, the coexistence of male and female traits within each

of us--the overlap between what males and females cad do--is impressive.

The conviction that the female is the weaker of the species, for example,

must be qualified by the ways in which strength is defined and measured.

If resistance to birth defects, ulcers', heart disease, and longevity

are the criteria, it is the male who must be considerel to be the weaker
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of the species.

C1P1r1/, old mode inappropriate, even 1, tor

14' new conceptuui model is needed, allowing men and women to

freely acknowledge attributes and pursue goals formerly considered off

limits for them. The term "androgynous," from the Greek !'andro" (male)

and "gyve" (female), describes this model and is rapidly coming into.

'general, use.

Certainly, most people do not consciously change their behavior

to match an abstract models yet environmental pressures act upon all of

us in such a way as to modify how we think and act. No matter how

articulate or vague our views of femininity and masculinity, the

subtle influences operating in our.daily lives mold our ideas and,

consequently,'shape our behavior. Some people seem to have escaped

the most restrictive aspects of convention'al,roles better than others.

Bern (1974) found that those who refused to be 'genetically typecast

were best able to respond to unique situations.

My own work with '4,234 young women of high school age revealed a

strong relationship between thigh I.Q. scores, high socioeconomic status,

and androgynous attitudes (Hawley, in press, b). This was reflected, of

.course, in the corresponding relationship between low I.Q.. scores, low

socioeconomic status, and dichotomous views of sex roles. Admittedly,

I.Q. measures do not capture the many facets of the intellect; yet it

is interesting to note that high school women who do well academically

tend tip be freer of Sex-role constraints than their less scholastically-
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classmates. The finding is important because collegebound

temales will enter an environment conducive to liberal attitudes in

regard to opportunities for women (Kerber, 1977), and will be preparing

for careers where women are less apt than previously to face

discrimination. An addition to these advantages, they are more likely

to associate and form intimate, long-lasting relationships with men who

have androgynouS world views. This is not to say that all of the

"Archie. Bunkers" in our society wear blue collars, as demonstrated by

the fact that medicine, law, and upper levels of management have only

recently opened .up to more than a very few women. Nevertheless, it is

the noncollege.groups of both.sexes that need the special attention

of counselors. Their particular dilemma will be discussed at greater

length later.

To Work or Not to Work: No Longer a Question

The reservoir of skills and talents embddied in 51% of the

population is now beginning to be utilized in the public sector to an

extent previously unequaled in peacetime. In the 25 years since 1950,

the number of working women has doubled, while ne number of working

men has increased by only one-fourth. Large-scale movement of women

into the workforce is not a new phenomenon, as those will attest who

witnessed their entry into jobs vacated by men in World War II. The

current growth of female workers is not a response to a temporary

crisis, however; but has come about by the convergence of many forces,
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some of which are far from tempowy:

1. Changing notions about /hat constitutes a suitable standard of living.

2. Accelerated demand for women due to growth of service areas in which

women have normally been concentrated.

3. Longer female life span and smaller family size resulting in a

shortened period for child-rearing and a lengthened perio6 for.wage7earning.

4. Increased education and the opportunities resulting from this.

5. Legislation prohibiting sex discrimination.

6. Greater general acceptance of women's needs and rights to paid

employment.

7. Changed perceptions of the male and female

8. A growing rate of inflation.

roles.

Of all of the forces listed above, the steadily rising rate of

inflation is the most pervasive, potent, and persistent force affecting

workers of both sexes. Furhter, the specter of inflation is likely to

haunt us far into the foreseeable future, carrying with it an impact

on our lifestyles not yet fully appreciated. Even the most modest

estimate--a inflation rate- -means that a single-familihome selling

in 1977 for $54,400 will cost $244,327 in 1997. A.prime rib dintler

-costing $9'.75 in 1977 will rise in 1997 to $26.36,a-haircut Will cost

$12.98, and.a Hershey bar $1.27 ("Statistical Spotlight," 1977). Some

economic forecasters predict that the average couple will. be unable to

'purchase a single-family dwelling in the hear future. One thing is'certain:

The necessity of two wage earners per family unit will increase rather,
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than diminish.

Youngsters now in school must understand and, accept the responsibility
a.

for self-support, plus the probability of dependents, and must prepare for

these eventualities. Grade school girls and boys need to be treatel equally

insofar as the preparation for participation in the work force is concerned.

At this juncture, however, we cannot fail to_recognize that girls need

special career counseling whiCh takes into consideration their biological

roles as mothers as well as their need to reexamine their traditional roles

as wives and homemakers. Males have always had the privilege of viewing

.their careers primarily in terms of their interests and abilities. Now

that women are being required to take greater part in income-producing

responsibilities, men must be encouraged to rethink their 'roles as fathers

and partners in the management of home responsibilities.

Characteristics of Students Holding Androgynous Views

In the study previously mentioned (Hawley, in press, b), three

characteristics distinguished, young high school women holding the most

traditional views of sex roles:

1. Lack of androgynous role models: Few significant adults in their

lives pursued androgynous careers or held nonstereotypical views of sex

roles.

2. Avoidance of "masculine" subjects: They selected typically

feminine academic courses, avoiding subjects such as..math and shop.

3. Excessive dependence upon relationships With males: They were

extraordinarily concerned with their ability to attract a male, and saw
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this ability as the prim,q, often exclusive means of self-validation.

Lack of androgynous role models. Modifying the powerful influence

of the home as a determinant of attitudes, goals, and behaviors is difficult

and fraught with ethical implica'ions. -Without denigrating parental

convictions.on sex-appropriate occupations and life styles, however,

counselors can simply present an array of career/life models and engage

students in an examination of their advantages and disadvantages.

The following eight models should be presented in the spirit of

exploration with the,explanition that they are potentially workable only

if they are the result of informed choice and. if they fit the unique needs

and aspirations of the individuals concerned. Further, it can be

emphasized that choices need not be permanent. Careers'and thelife

styles that accommodate them can be expected to undergo many alterations-

and reversals throughout an individual's lifetime.

10 The "dual role" or "androgynous" model. Home and work responsibilities

are shared equally without regard to tradition, although specific task

assignments may be commensurate with individual abilities and tastes.- Some,

relationships:typical of this model are deliberately "child-free,"- while

in others children are careflillf planned and fathering is considered as

important as mothering.

2. The "reversed role" or "househusband" model. In this-plan, home

responsibilities are assigned, tot the man, wage-earning responsibilities to

the woman. Although there are few examples of this arrangement, those that
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: 44
do exist appear to be quite functional. They serve, at the very least,

helpupset'stereotypical standards. 0

3. The "alternating".or "turnabout"'model. Here, individuals,

dif

without regard for sex roles, take turns at home management (including

child care, cooking, cleaning, etc.), at student status (preparing for a

trade or profession), orat producing income for the couple or family

,unit. This plan often merges 'tit° the androgynous model.
".1

4 The "hiatus" or in ertupted career" model. This is the plan

which, at the present time, seems best able to accommodate the aspirations

of most career women who wish to take time out forchild rearing. Career

may often be secondary before marriage and children, only to become

primary afterward. Length of the hiatus is, of course, subject to

individual situations, inclinations, and the labor market. Long-range

planning is imperative in this case because the work gap must be spanned
a

in some ongoing way so that the woman can remain work-ready.

4

5. The "woman's work as secondary" model. This is the most common

arrangement of all. While the man continues his role as the main provider,

the woman may work part- or full-time 4'o supplement the Income. She may

also work for, personal enrichment and a sense of identity, especially when

children are grown. Her activities are not.the Main source of 'support

and are always expendable in. the case of relocation or some other

contingency. Counselors are often accused of thoughtlessly perpetuating

this.model; yet, if i .is a well-considered choice, with fully examined

)otions.and implications, it is well 'suited tothe present state of
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work reality and male attitudes.

6. The "woman's work fs primary" model. A reversal of the one above,

this lifestyle provides for the man to be the secondary bread-winner and

the woman's career to be paramount.. Women, for various reasons, may be

more employable than men due to 'job availability, the state of the economy,

better educational background, or illness of the husband, to name but a

few. This arrangement is not as rare as the "househusband" model and is

typically born of necessity rather than choice.

ti
7. The "traditional" or "woman's-place-is-in-:the-home" model': Least

complex of all arrangements, its roles are established by praCtice and custom

and do not require renegotiation. As a system, it served us well in earlier

times when many middle -class women could choose to work inside (Y... outside

the home. It is important to honor this traditional sex role model and the

many couples who are living examples of the viability of this life

style.

8. The "single woman" or "go-it-alone" model. This is an example of

another increasingly common life style. For the never-married woman,

"spinsterhood" has carried an assumption of having "missed the boat." The

premise that singleness is involuntary isboth patronizing and inaccurate.

There are growing numbers of women who, while not necessarily remaining

manle*s, prefer to remain free of marital ties. This independent life

style affords the maximum condition for freedom of movement and behavior

with minimal constraints or concessions. More typical, hOwever, is the

pattern in-which the woman may move in and out of magiage with stretches
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of singleness in between. Statistics on the divorce rate offer testimony

that this model can be appropriate more than once in an individual life

span.

These eight models are "sure fire" debate issues or discussion topics

for groups or in the one to-one interaction between counselor and counselee

and can be analyzed in relation to:

a. Kinds of job descriptions that would best be accommodated by these

life styles.

b. Benefits. and liabilities of each life style model.

c. Compatibility with student's current male or female friend or

family constellation (an immediate "reality" check).

d. Possible modifications and combinations of models appropriate
, .

tovarious life stages, economic conditions, and other contingencies.

e. Viability of selected modelsfor other known individuals and

circumstances.

The often-discounted career day approach to career development can be

ercrras-e-ftrittryOing women if carefully selected workers from nontraditional

areas can relate to youth with candor and humor. In a.. period of sex role

transition, even more important than factual work information are the-personal

aspects which make the difference between a successful inte(7?fion of home

and work roles and a chaotic and disruptive one. Young women need the

answers to many questions even though they may be too naive to formulate

them:

How do you convince your husband to share work in the home?
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Who takes off work to care for a sick child?

How does your husband react to yOur out-of-town conferences?

Will men really work for a woman boss?

How do you handle male "put-downs" and sexual "come-ons" in the office?

Because adolescents are ordinarily not sophisticated enough to

articulate all. of the relevant questions that should be discussed,

the visitor should be "primed" beforehand. The important point to be

stressed, however, is the necessity for young women to explore their

roles as eMployees, and as women in relationship to men in work settings,

in intimate relationships, and in the family constellation. The trick is

to make factual occupational information psychologically real in the
ti

existential sense.

Due to the social condit;oning of women whose main avenue to the "good

life" has been through, attracting a male with career potential, the

connection between school curriculum and later vocational opportunities

has been extremely vague, so they continue to follow traditional patterns

Avoidance of "masculine" subjects. Women continue to enroll in

subjects which perpetuatelhe status quo. Math is a good case in point.

Girls can more easily avoid the study of mathematics because i is commwdy

assumed that women and math are naturally incompatible. Female students

explain a poor grade in arithmetic significantly more often than males by

attributing their failure to lack of ability rather than to lack of

effort (Dcrnbusch,.1974). Certainly, at a time when women were locked

into a narrow range of career options, math was less crucial to their
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occupations. than is the case today. It is important to 'close the gap

between opportunity and preparation. Sociologist Lucy Sells (1973)

calls math a "critical filter" which screens women out of fields,

not only in engineering and the physical and natural sciences, but in

economics and business as well. Resulting from this deficiency is the

restriction of women to the relatively lower-paying fields of the

humanities, social and library sciences, social welfare, and

education.

Recent research indicates that there is nothing intrinsic in

arithmetic and mathematics that makes them more appealing or enjoyable

to one sex than the other (Ernest, 1976). When math courses become

optional at the high school and college level, however, far feWer

women elect to take them. Males, whether they like it or not, are aware

that a mathematical background is prerequisite to their future role as

workers. It is imperative, therefore, that counselors, teachers,

administrators,r and parents help dispel the myth of a genetic basis

for math matical aptitude, and encouage girls to pursue math throughout

high sch of in order to keep open a wide spectrum of options.

Cli are being establiShed for the treatment of "mathophobics" of

both sexe ad all age groups. Ruth Afflack, University of California

at Long B aoh, works with mid-career people in a positive supportive

atmospher in an intensive weekend course. Lenore Blum of Mills College

has devel ped a, program for providing psychological as well as academic

support fdr mathematics at the college level. Sheila Tobias of Wesleyan
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University, neither a psychologist nor a mathematician but a former math

avoider herself,

model across the

Similar programs

has devised a counseling approach now being used as a

nation. Addresses of these programs are listed below.

are described in a free booklet (J. Ernest, Mathematics

and Sex) obtainable from the Project on the Status and Education of Womei,

Association of American Colleges, 1818 R. Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.

20009..

California State University.. at Long Beach 90801
Department of Mathematics
(213) 498-4721
Ruth Afflack

De Anza'College
Cupertino, CA 95104
(408) 247-8200
Nancy Weeks

Math Center
3311 Macomb St., N.W,
Washington, D.C. 20008
Perris Joan Herold

Mills College

Department of Mathematics & Computer Science
Oakland, CA 94613
Dr. Lenore Blum

Mind Over Math
370 Riverside Drive
New York, N.Y. 10025

(212)'662 -6161

Drs. Stanley Kogelman & Joseph Warren

Rutgers: The State University of New.Jersey.
"Begin Again"
New Brunswick, NJ 08903

Wellesley College

Department of Mathematics
Wellesley, MA 02181
(617) 235-0320
Dr. Alice Shafer
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Wesleyan University Math Clinic
547 Science Tower
Middletown, -CT 06457
(203) 347-9411
Sheila Tobias

Another formidable barrier is created by the notion that females

are, by nature, unmechanical. -Girls and women have been almost totally

dependent upon men who hive taken upon themselves full responsibility

for the development, repair, and management of the technology that .is

so large a part of modern life. Opening the doors to females interested

in auto mechanics, industrial design, and the like is an important first.

step which now must be augmented by conscious myth de-bunking and active

encouragement for them to enter areas heretofore considered exclusively

male territory. These additional steps are necessary if, yomen are Lo

move beyond their passive roles as observers or, at best, button-pushers,

in a technological society.

Women whose formal education ended with high school have previously .

been relegated to jobs at the very bottom of the pay scale with little

hope of advancement. Men with the same educational background and abilities

have been able to enter the skilled trades where job opportunities have

offered the highest wage scales below the level of management. Recent

break-throughs, however, in the heretofore impregnable barriers to

women in the male-dominated union system now allow women to enter .

apprenticni..ip programs where they can earn more than $20,000 annually

after achieving the status of journeyman. The Department of Labor has

established 30 Apprenticeship InformationOffices. For a description

of this program, see The National Apprentice Prograri, Washington, D.C.:
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U. S. Departmert of Labor, Bureau of Aprenticeship and Training, 1972.

Excessive dependence upon relationships with males. The universal

desire to be appreciated and admired by one's peers, particularly by the

other sex, is understandable at any age, but particularly in adolescence.

Moreover, the practicality of this. goal must be acknowledged due to

the fact that a middle class woman's financial security. and racial

status have been a function of how "well" she married. A woman

marrying the boss's son is congratulated while a man marrying the boss's

daughter often faces thinly veiled innuendos about his competence.

Added to the pressures and persuasivenesS of the middle class feminine

ideal is the ubiquitous and unceasing emphasis upon sexual attractiveness

in our society, reinforced and personalized by the inner promptings of

puberty. Small wonder that young women find more self-validation in

their relationships with males than in demonstrations of excellen(e in

academic, artistic, or athletic accomplishment. They tend to be motivated

by the desire for praise and look'to males for approval and direction,

while males'tend to be motivated by a desire for mastery, hence are

apt to be more task-oriented. The old maxim that "boys figure the

task and girls figure the teacher" has a disturbing element of truth.

When the environmental climate changes from one in whir!i performance

is rewarded with love and approval to the one where rewards are more

intrinsic, women often lose their foresight, self-discipline, confidence,

and perserverance. Henning and Jardin, in The Managerial Woman (1977),

describe this passive sense of self as the "waiting to be chosen" syndrome.
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Parents, counselors, and teachers have almost unconsciously rein-

forced characteristics in both sexes that are relevant to their future

adult roles. Marriage and motherhood, both salient goals fbr women,

have implied that interpersonal skills were very important. They still

are. It is vital that counselors do nothing to denigrate traditional

feminine attributes. Injact, they should point out to both sexes

that interpersonal skills are more crucial than ever before, and their

utility is by no means limited to the domestic arena. Sharie Crain (1977)

of International Harvester comments, "The times call for a new type of

business-lie rson...I delight in the kncwledge that many of the traits

that have been culturally induced in us,(and programmed out of the male

psyche) are the very traits that may be essential to the survival of

.a.

business in the future" (p.35). She supports this assertion by noting

the increasing use of organizational development seminars in which

employees are exposed to group dynamics, communication exercises, and

other "arational" processes. Mintzberg, in the Harvard Business Review

(1976), states that managers discussing the process of making strategic

decisions rarely reportl the use of "hard" data. They rely onYsoft"

data and describe their decision-making by using words such as "hunch,"

"intuition," and "judgment."

New Relationships'bfetween Men and Women.

The Multiple Roles of Women

The failure of women generally to reach the heights of accomplishment
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in the world outside of the home has been attributed to their basic

disposition and the notion that an'incompatibility exists between the

abilities required for home management and those, needed in the

marketplace. Slowly we are beginning to realize that the demands

in the two settings are not that different, and the real problem lies

in the fact that women have tried to add a new role to an existing onp

and have thought they should play both simultaneously. Force of habit,

the persistence of traditional ideas about "women's work" on the part of

both men and women, have prevented us from fully appreciating the

enormous physical and emotional burden that. dual responsibilities entail.

The average employed woman spends ,at least 26 hours per week on home

duties in addition to her job. This makes a"66-hour work week, not

ircluding time for travel. A renegotiation of home and work responsibilities

is already occurring, although it is not yet very widespread, and

women still feel guilty because they cannot simultaneously be perfect

wives/mothers/housekeepers/wage-earners. It does not appear that

the rapid movement of Women into the labor market has been matched by

any great increase in husband's willingness to share home chores.

The Differential Effect of Marriage

Few would argue that the institution of marriage, traditionally

defined, has affected females and males differentially. Yet it is

only when we look at the nature of marriage in a setting where there

are two wage-earners that the differential effect on the sexes becomes

clear. A comprehensive study of over 3,000 recipients of Master's and
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Ph.D. degrees granted in the years 1950, 1960, and 1968 will serve to

illustrate the need-for_role renegotiation if women are to carry their

fair share of the financial burden in the coming years.

Simply stated, marriage was shown to be supportive of male careers

and detrimental to female careers although this difference was more

pronounced among earlier graduates than among those finishing in 1968.

With years of experience, kinds of employment, and types of discipline

held constant, publication of books and articles was taken as an index

of productivity. Single men and women published at approximately the

saw rate, 'an average of 10 books and/or articles, while married men

published twice as much as married women, 19 publications for each

man, compared with 9 for each woman. Clearly, domestic responsibilities

interfered with professional productivity. Moreover, women with

advanced degrees were less likely ever to have been married and more

apt to have been divorced or separated. Nearly two out of five women

Who married before earning their degrees were divorced compared with

one out of eight who married after obtaining their degrees. Despite the

fact that the decision to pursue a degree may have been the result

and not the cause of divorce, the results show that professional

commitment puts pressures on,a marriage, especially after roles have

been firmly established.

So-called re-entry women, thoie whose major investment has been in

the home for a period of years, undergo experiences in their efforts

to enter the job market which yield insights helpful in counseling
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their younger counterparts. Ineligible for unemployment insurance, too

young fOr Social Security, these women have becoMe "displaced homemakers,"

whose plight has brought,about legislation in the form of aid in 13

states.

A counseling center in Michigan has found that male and female

co-leaders are particularly effective in facilitating growth because

career development for women is closely_tied to intimate, male-female

relationships. Dr. Elinor Waters (1978), the Center DirectorYexplains:

Our hunch is that many of our clients are exploring their
relations with the other sex and have benefitted from a
supportive mixed-sex team. We believe that our program
helps men to be more affective and women to be more
effective; and that this blurring of traditional sex
roles has a positive impact.

Shared Responsibilities for Sexual Behavior

Because of the female's greater biological vulnerability and

assumptions about her "purity" and low 'sex drive compared with males,

the main responsibility for sexual control as well as disproportionately

heavy social penalties for sexual misconduct have fallen upon her

shoulders. Juvenile justice systems tend to perpetuate this double

standard by harsher treatment of young women for "status offenses'.

(promiscuity, bad behavior, running away from home) than for young.

men. The' American Bar Association reports that nearly 75% of underage

girls-arrested, as opposed to fewer than 30% of the boys, are charged

with this type of transgression.

New Directions for Young Women, in collaboration with the Pima
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County Juvenile Justice System and LaW Enforcement in TUcson, Arizona,
4

has made significant advances by providing an alternative to detention

through a counseling and occupational training and placement program for

female and minority status offenders. For further information contact

Carol Zimmerman, 2813 South Sixth Avenue, Tucson, Arizona 85713, (602)

623-3677.

Willingness to share responsibilities for the control of sexual

activities is an area which demands renegotiation between the sexes. An

estimated 11 million teenagers in America engage in. sexual intercourse,

with the result that there are nearly 700,000 adolescent pregnancies a

year, followed by 300,000 abortions, 200,000 out-of-wedlock births, almost

100,000 miscarriages, and 100,000 hasty and often short-lived marriages

(Byrne, 1977).

Information on the sexual facts of life or even on the mechanics of

birth control is necessary but not sufficient to prevent unwanted pregnancies.

All of us, adults and teenagers alike, struggle with both positive and

negative feelings about sex, an amibguity which generates attitudes

that interfere with decision-making. Birth control methodr, of whatever

form, require conscious planning, which is an admission that intercourse

is likely to occur. Curiously, social disapproval of extra- or pre-marital

sex remains strong enough in this permissive age to inhibit the use of

preventative measures', but not strong enough-to inhibit the act entirely..

It appears from recent investigations into the problem of increasing

juvenile pregnancies that adolescents suffer less guilt if they tell
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themselves they were carried away.by passion--their own or another's.

This romantic interpretation seems to absolve them of personal responsibility

in a spontaneous event. Byrne makes explicit the steps required if an

individual is to use contraceptive measures:

1. Admission to one's self that intercourse is likely to occur.

2. Acquisition. of the paraphernalia tote used; whith is tantamount

to a public notice of intention.

3. Need to communicate, with one's partner about methods being used,

which calls. for two planners and a certain degree of maturity.

4. Actual use of the device in a consistent manner.

Counselors working with adolescent sexual problems face a difficUlt

task. The .sex -for -fun philosophy is reinforced by the media and

amply demonstrated by adult examples.. Usually, young people enter into

sexual relationships with no thought for the future, even though they

realize at less-than-conscious level that they are not ready for

parenthood, and no desire to face the alternatives -- adoption or abortion.

Yet many adolescents. of..both'sexes actually are looking for reasons to

resist peer pressures toward sexual activity.. All of them need to be

helped to realize that irresponsible sex is ignorant.and dangerous.

Inclusion of values clarification discussions in addition'toyrovision

aL

of information on sex can give youth opportunities to examine

fundamental questions central, to human relationships.

Only six states and the District of Columbia mandate sex education,

and gr, of the school distrifts in these states prohibit discussion
, .



of birth control methods (Byrne, 1977). Perhaps parents and educators

also struggle with ambiguous attitudes toward sex, especially in regard to

adolescents. On a rational level they may 'admit that the denial of

. information does not prevent sex--it prevents only responsiba sex.

On the emotional level, howeVer, they may feel that the presentation'

of information, even when it includes the dimension of values clarification,

in and of itself encourages sexual activity2This position perhaps

could have been justified when it was possible to control a Youngster's

environment to a greater extent than is possible today. With the current

ubiquity of sexual stimuli, it is important to give youngsters every

opportunity to make informed and considered choices.

Beneath the current preoccupation with sex is a dangerous yet

unexpressed assumption--that the onlyay for men and women to relate

to each other is sexualy. Love and emotional intimacy are viewed

exclusively in sexual terms. Such a premise not only impoverishes

human relationships but has great significance. for career opportunities

for wimen: If it is generally believed that women and men cannot be.

friends (even close friends) without necessarily becoming. sex partners,°

then women will be extremely limited in their access to poOtiOns of

responsibility, prestige, and remuneration in a world where these

positions are already held. by men. The most strident voices protesting

the admission of women into the ranks of the military, the police

force, and the fire fighters, it will be recalled, focus their

oposition on the fact that the sexes working in such close proximity
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for prolonged periods of time must inevitably become sexually involved.

Interestingly enough, the fact that our permissive society has made

sex easy to get has lessened the urgency to convert every

relationship into a sexual one. In fact, the old warning, "Every man

has but one thing in mind," is a distortion of reality and tends to

give women an exaggerated sense of their own power. Learning early

in life to integrate one's sexuality with other aspects of selfhood-

in other words, to wear one's sexuality well--is the best defense

against sexual exploitation at work. Becoming expert at something -

voca-tionally or avocationally--is the best insurance young women can acquire

for their future security and their roles. as women and as workers.

Summary of Important Themes

Young women and men now face with equal urgency the need to prepare

for the support of themselves and their dependents. At the stage

of preparation, the notion of career-marriage conflict for women is

a thing of the past, although still widely discussed. The current

reality, given the continuing rate of inflation, is that time out of

ten women will work outside the home for part of their lives whether

they are prepared or not. Career life planning for them, however,

differs from that of men in the sense that counseling will be

ineffective unless women are encouraged to rethink traditional

family obligations and relationships, with men. This holds true

in the domestic sphere as well as in work settings. No matter how
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traditional their ultimate choice, it should result from a thoughtful

consideration of alternatives nonexistent a decade ago.

Male attitudes are extremely critical because men's cooperation

is needed both at home and in the marketplace if women are to carry

their share of income-producing responsibilities. It is unreasonable

to expect more women to work outside their-homes without offering them

an equal opportunity to do so. The logic is inescapable--to the extent

women become wage-earners, men must become homemakers,. unless home

chores are performed by hired help. Because of the low status of

"women's work," dual career relationships work best if the man has a

strong sense of his own masculinity. There is no question but that

families with two wage-earners have some logistical problems and role

negotiation to explore. What is missing in the form of domestic services,

however, can be compensated for in richer intellectual companionship

and/or relief for the man who has, in the past, seen himself as the

primary or even sole provider.

All adults influential in the lives of youth can further tne ideal

of sex equality by holding females to the same standards that males are

required to meet. Rewards should not be forthcoming simply for being

pretty, cute, or female. The fact that sexiness has currency cannot

be denied, but women who are encouraged to view this as their primary

attribute are being short-changed and will fail to make the demands

of themselves that are necessary for directed effort. Women cannot

have it both ways--they cannot expect'to compete with men in all arenas
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and retain, at the same time, the Special privileges and protective

shields they have believed due them in the past. Young males must

learn to value their female peers for their accomplishments as

well as their sex appeal. Previous generations of women have not been

blind to the income-producing potentialities of prospective mates

nor should men today ipore the capacity of their future partners to

make economic contributions so vital to the family unit. Lest this

sound altogether too crass and calculating, it is important to add

that the old-fashioned virtues of compassion, generosity, integrity,

and commitment still lie at the foundation of loving relationships.

Imperatives for the Future of Sex-Fair Counseling

Four groups of people in educational settings can proiide

leadership in this period of transition: counselor educators, *guidance

directors, supervisors, and practicing counselors.

Counselor educators, who are pi"esumed to be experts in the

areas of counseling theory, research, education, and practice need

to assume a proactive rather than reactive stance in this important

matter. Avowed advocates for human self-determination, a surprising

number were slow to recognize the legitimacy of ethnic minorities'

rights, and are even now poorly informed on the nature of women's career

development and work expectancy, and on strategies for helping reconcile

multiple roles. Although Women's Studies programs have increased

dramatically throughout the universities of the nation, departments
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of counselor education have been reluctant to add courses on counseling

for changing sex roles, and those that have been added to the curriculum

are generally electives, drawing mostly women.

An obvious prerequisite to sex-fair counseling is for counselor

educators to recognize their own sexual biases and gaps in factual

knowledge in regard to women's career development. Despite the

fact that by virtue of their academic backgrounds and predisposition

they support human rights philosophically, counselors enjoy no immunity

from the heritage of sex-biased social conditioning to which we have

all been subject. They must "work through" their unexamined

assumptions in the same way as do their students and counselees.

Among some of the best examples of inservice education prnr ams

is , le devised by Project Born Free. Strategies, experiences,

exercises, and readings are related to specific goals, objectives,

and outcomes. Moreover, these packages are designed for three educational

levels: the university, secondary school, and elementary school.

Materials are functional both for the professional and, personal

development of the faculty and for the preparation of counselors

and supervisors in the field. For further information contact

Dr. Larraine (Sunny) Hansen, Project Born Free, Counseling and Student

Personnel Psychology, 139.Burton Hall, University of Minnesota,.

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 (612) 373-0202.

The next step is to build into the curriculum at least one

required course deVoted to the examination of the meanings of sexual
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identity, ways in which these meanings are changing, and implications

for.work/career and life counseling. The proliferation of research

projects and informed speculation is nothing short of astonishing

so that the problem becomes one of selection, not availability, of

reading materials.

Guidance directors have opportunities to make policy decisions on

a level that has the potential for bring about pervasive change

in the philosophy and practice of counseling and reducing the negative

impact of stereotypical views. Task forces charged with the scrutiny

of assessment and evaluation instruments, vocational inventories, films,

brochures, texts, and the like could identify sex bias while

simultaneously raising the level of awareness of people with whom

they interact.

Eliminating sex bias in actual practice is admittedly much more

difficult. Counselors and supervisors, in their front line positions

in daily contact with students, are clearly the most powerful

influencers with the exception of parents and peers. Opportunities

to participate in inservice workshops conducted in sequences and

reinforced by follow-up experiences appear to be the most effective

way to reach most individuals. It is essential that adequate time

be provided for idea-sharing and small group discussions, and that

workshop leaders be sensitized to the legitimacy of diffei-ent views

about gender-appropriate behavior and attitudes. The Department

of Women's Studies on most university and college campuses is a good
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source for inservice assistance. Grants and contracts from a variety

of funding agencies have resulted in the development of projects to

facilitate sex-fair counseling. Ihdividuals affiliated with higher

education have been the primary recipients of these grants.

Affirmative Action officers located in each school district and the

'Commission on the Status of Women in each state are additional sources

of information.

In the case of students, the small group format is by far the

best vehicle for helping them struggle with their emerging sexual

identity in a social environment characterized by uncertainty. Same-

sex groups are freer to enter the discussion, buoyed by a sense of

shared problems and feelings and undistracted by concern over how they

might be perceived by the other sex. Since girls and women are usually

the most interested, the initial groups may be all female. Issues

th'at.arise can be used as preliminary discussion questions for all-male

groups later in the program. Many males are, of course, sufficiently

aware of changes in sex roles to e fully capable of generating

,their own. discussion questions.

Despite an impressive array of research evidence to the contrary,

gender-based myths appear to have a life of their own. It becomes,

in the last analysis, the task of the adults whn are closest to

youngsters to interpret new ideas which have the potential to enhance

self-concept and improve the capacity of young people to make choices

and exercise independeht control over their own lives.
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CAREERS BY SPECIAL DELIVERY

do AIM Harris-buwisbey

This chapter provides a comprehensive
look at the use of the' computer in the
delitry of career guidance services,
built upon a rationale of student need,
computer capabilities,..and system
effectiveness. Three .general types of
systems are described in detail: batch-

processed systems, on-line vocational
information systems, and on-line career
guidance systems. The au, or outlines
typical ways in which these-systems are
used in secondary school settings and
analyzes the cost of-computer-based
guidance in terms of its component parts.
Six major problems whiCh are apparent at
this stage of the development of the art
are presented. The author concludes by
stating imperatives which may help solve
identified problems -and which may create
an even brighter future for the field.

Rationale for the Ise of the Computer in Career Guidance

1

The computer has been used to help individuals with vocational

choice-making since 1966. At the beginning of the period of

development of systems, there was considerable concern about

whether or not the computer should be usedin counseling and guidance.

Many feared that students would be dehumanizeo.by computers, and

even that some counselors would be replaced by them. After 12 years

of experience with computer - based guidance systems, however, the

evidence is clear that machines are neither'dehumanizing sjtudents



nor replacing counselors. Usi.hg the computer in career guidance can

be grounded in at least three 'areas: the need for improved and

increased career guidance, the capabilO ties of the computer to

perform some significant guidance tasks, and evidence of effectiveness

Of the computer in the guidance field.

Need for improved career guidance

In one of the nation's most.comprehensive studies of the

career guidance knowledge and needs of youth, Prediger, Roth. and

Noeth (1973) reported: "We believe that three vantage point's for

viewing student career developmentprovide'a .consistent and disrlaal
4

picture. If we were speaking of physical development rather.than

career development, we would destribe American youth as hungry,

undernourished, and physically'reatrded" (p. 33). These three vantage

points were what students say about their career development,

what students 'have done about their career developMent, and what

students know about,career development. These areas were assessed

by a nationwide sample of 32,000 students from grades 8 to 11. An

instrument developed by the authors of this study, called the

"Assessment of Career Development" (ACD), was administered to this

sample.

Two tables from the study provide some representative responses

from students about their perceived need for improved:career-

guidance assistance:

- !
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Table 1. Student-Perceived Needs for Help

Grade 11

responses
%F %Total

Grade 8
"yq" responses

Area of Student Concern %M %F. %Total

"yes"
;1M

Improving study skills 74 72 73 68 61 65

Improving reading, skills 65 60 63 ; 61 56 58

Improving math skills 71 74 73 ! 63 58 60

Choosing courses ' 62 66 64 57°' 58 58

Discussing personal concerns 38 40 39 29 32 30

Discussing health problems 31 26 29 17 13 15

Making career plans 71 75 713 76 80 '78

Obtaining money, to continue'
education after high school 57 57 57 56 55 56

Finding after-school or summer
work 72 7.3 73 64 70 67

Source: ACD Program Report No. 61, 1973, p. 15

Note from this table/khat "making career plans" is the area of

highest student concern at the llth-grade.level, and that it ties

in with the other significant concerns at the 8th-grade level.

The data place,,this topic as one of much greater concern to this

representative sample than "discussing personal concerns," for

example, an area which has received a great deal of attention

from school counselors.
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Table 2. General Reactions to School Guidance Services

Overall, how much help with career (educational and job) planning
has your school (teachers, counselors, principal, librarian, etc.)
given you?

A.

B.

C.

D.

Grade 8 Grade 11
%M %F %Total%M %F %Total

None 25 24 24
Little 31 30 31

Some 33 34 33
A lot 12 12 12

20 15 17
33 32 32
36 39 37
11 15 13

Source: ACD Program Report No. 61, 1937, p. 15

Perhaps the most notable finding here is that 49-55% of students

indicated that they had received either "none" or "little" assistance

with career planning from all of the school resources combined.

What students have done about career development, that is,

their degree of involvement with career planning activities, is

likewise disappointing. Table 3 Presents a summary of these data:
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Table 3. What Students Have Done About Career Plriniu

Response Grade 8 Grade 11

Typical Activities option ;1,1 %F %Total %M %F %Total

A. Activities related to students' 1st two occupational choices
1. Discussed the jobs A 19 14 17

with a parent, B 38 36 37

relative or guardian. C 43 50 47

2. Talked with workers A 49 52 50

in the jobs about how B 36 35 36

they came to be in C 15 13 14

the job.

3. Talked with a A 63 65 64

counselor or teacher. B 28 26 27

about how my goals, C 9 9 9

interests and
abilities relate to
the jobs.

B. Activities related to career plans in general

4. Discussed, in class, A

jobs related to the B

subject we were C

studying.

5 Took a course in A

school that studied B

several different C

types of jobs.
6. Read a job description A

from the school B

library or guidance C

office job files.

7. Took a tour through a A
local industry, B

busineSs, hospital or C
office to observe what
the \various jobs were
like!

8. Atter0, a "job fair" A

or "career day" where B
workers or /employers C

talked aboUt jobs.
9. Took part 'in an actual A

or a practice job B

interview. C

33 32 33

48 48 48

19 20 19

71 80 76

22 16 19

7 4 5

60 62 61

28 28 28

12 10 11

32 37 34

47 44 46

21 18 20

78 82 80

17 14 16

5 3, 4

75 80 78

19 15 17

6 4 5 ,

Source: ACT Program Report No. 61, 1973, p. 24
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In order to assess what students know about career planning,

ACD developed a 40-item instrument to measure cognitive knowledge

of the career planning process. Although systematic career

guidance treatment would assume that all students shobld know the

correct responses to these items by the end of the 11th grade, in

actual fact, only 31'; of the Alth-graders in the sample could answer

more than 75': of the questions correctly. A final section of the

instrument dealt with cognitive occupational knowledge, related

to occupations in each of Holland's six clusters. Based on

72 items, less than 50 of the 11th- graders were able to answer

more than three-fourths of the occupational characteristics

items correctly.

A review of these data, and many more available from this study

and in. the National Assessment Study, raises the question of why

this is the status of the career development of the nation's

youth. The answer to this question seems to lie partly in an

analysis of the responsibility for career guidance. Until the

recent career education movement, the school counselor had sole

responsibliity for assisting seocndary-school young people with

career planning and development. In 1970, the nationwide ratio

of public school counselors ta.students at the secondary level

was 1:420. This mean reflects some situations, especially in the

large cities of the nation, where the ratio is-1:1,000 and, of

course, others where the ratio is 1:250.
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Several factors have made impossible the delivery of adequate

career guidance to secondary-level youth:

1. The number of young people to be helped in career planning

by the counselor is prohibitive, especially is counselors continue

to favor a one-to-one treatment mode;

2. Counselors have been inadequately prepared in their

training to provide systematic career guidance help;

3. The job duties and priorities of counselors are inadequately

defined and limited, leading to the expenditure of as much as 70% of

their time in clerical, scheduling, and information-giving

activities;

4. Even where priorities have been set for providing adequate

career guidance services, counselors prefer to deal with personal

concerns of young people and leave inadequate time for career

planning activities.

Documentation of the need for increased and improved career

guidance services for the nation's youth has been approached from

two perspectives: the statement and performance of the students

themselves, and the work tasks and priorities of public school

counselors. A third documentation of career guidance needs comes

from the opinion of professionals% In 1975 the author (Harris-

Bowlsbey, 1975) did a study of career guidance needs for the

National Institute of Education. One of the methods used in the

study for the assessment of needs was the mailing of a questionnaire
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to the following groups of professionals: 985 randorily- selected

members of the American Personnel and Guidance Association, 50

state guidance supervisors, 118 APGA state and national bran.:h

presidents, 35 career development theorists and program developers.

150 vocational education leaders, 148 employers, 100 school board

members, and 50 state directors of career education. The following

table indicates by percentages the responses of this professional

sample in regard to the need for increased and improved career

guidance services for the nation's in-school youth and out-of-school

youth and adults.
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A fourth source of documentation for career guidance needs

lies in the assumptions and tenets of career development theory.

Developmental theory has several baseline assumptions: (a) that life

can be divided into definable stages, (b) that each stage is

characterized by specific developmental tasks and coping behaviors

which should be mastered during that stage. (c) that future

developmental tasks cannot be mastered until those which are

prerequisite to it are mastered, and (d) thy': adjustment or maturity

during a given life stage is equivalent to being able to cope

successfully with the developmental tasks of that stage. Donald

Super has made great contributions in the area of developmental

theory related specifically to career choices and development.

Super (1953, 1963, 1975) proposes that life can be divided into

five life stages: growth. exploration, establishment,

maintenance, and decline. Further, he defines five developmental

tasks which relate particularly to the stages of exploration and

establishment. Finally, he proposes more than 50 coping behaviors

which relate to the five life stages.

Acceptance of this kind of developmental theory has several

important implications for the need for career guidance programs and

for the programs themselves. First, the theory implies that

career develOpment is a lifelong process which is characte4rized

by the need for learning different skills at different life stages

$econd, there is a clear implication that appropriate vocational

maturity consists of mastering assigned tasks adequately during a
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given life stage. Third, there is no implication that these tasks

and coping behaviors can be taught and learned. Finally, an inference

can be drawn that the nation should be concerned about the

development of its citizens' skills along a continuum of career

development and vocational maturity .just as it is already concerned

about developmental mastery of mathematics, reading, and social

coping skills. The conclusion which can be drawn is that all

individuals need to have access to career guidance services at all

life stages. The fact of this statement is borne out by the findings

of the Project Talent Study (Cooley and Lohnes,. 1968), the-Career

Pattern Study (Super and Zelkowitz, 1973), and the recent 'study done

by the Colir.ne Entrance Examination Board for the National Institute

of Education (Arbeiter, 1976). The last study indicates that 76%

of the nation's population from age 16 to 65 is in transition in

terms of career and job counseling. The individuals surveyed in

this study indicated high need for career guidance services,.

especially for information about occupations, jobs, and training.

Their first choice of a way to receive this assistance was

one-to-one counseling through commKity agencies or college

counseling centers which were open at night.

If the thesis of the first pages of this chapter is accepted,

i.e., that there is a critical need for increased and improved

career guidance services for the nation's youth and adults, then\we

must give attention to the possible ways of meeting this need.
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With the present priorities and funding leVels of public education,

it seem extremely unlikely that money will bel4propriated to lower

the counselor-student ratio significantly to give each counselor

a smaller case load. A much more feasible solution to the

problem appears to be to explore alternate cost-effective ways to

deliver career guidance services which can be combined with one-to-
,

one treatment. Task analys'is and research are badly needed to

determine which of the services related to career guidance must

be provided by one7to-one, face-to-face counseling; by/trained

paraprofessibnals either face-to-face or by telephone;'

in the group guidance or counseling sessions; through systematic

curriculum; and thr9ugh a variety of self-help methods including

the computer.

Capabilities of the computer in career guidance

As mentioned earlier, during the early years of the use of the

computer in career guidance counselors were very concerned that

they might be replaced by machines. After 10 years of relatively

successful experience with the computer in career guidance, this

fear has been almost dissipated. The computer is now being-viewed

as it should be viewed--as a sophisticated paraprofessional which

can provide valuable assittance in the performance of career

guidance tasks. To add to the rationale for using the computer in

the delivery of career guidance, it is appropriate to list some
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of the most significant capabilities for which a computer can be

popogrammed:

1. The computer is capable of storing and retrieving

extensive masses of data in inexpensive and instantaneously -

accessible data files. In our field these data usually consist

of descriptions of a large number of occupations (potentially

more than 23,000), all f -year colleges and universities in the

nation, more than 11,000 recognized technical and specialized

schools, hundreds of graduate and professional schools, apprenticeships,

military training options, financial aid programs, and local

job openings. Further, given the availability of recent and

accurate information, these files can be updated very quickly from

a computer terminal, thus making updated information available

much more quickly than is possible in printed publications.

2. The computer is capable of searching through these

massive data files to identify a list of options (schools,

occupations, financial aids, etc.) which have the precise characteristics

desired by the user of the system. Searches which are done "on

line" (at a terminal) can be programmed so that the useris

constantly aware of the narrowing effect of each of his or her

choices and can recycle with.a different set of characteristics.

3. Given the storage of an individual user's school record, the

computer can mergP data about the user (i.e., grades, test scores,

work experience, ;kills, interests, efc.) with-data about occupations
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and training opportunities in such a way as to create new, more

meaningful data for the student while using the system.

4. Given a system with terminal devices, the computer can

carry out personalized, structured interviews withan individual

about career planning. Such interviews may include computer-

assisted instruction on'guidance topics, the administration and

interpretation of testing instruments, simulation and gaming.,

and structured decision-making.

5. Given a system where data about student use are being

stored, thecomputer can monitor a student's use of the system,

his/her progress in career planning and decision making, and

inconsistencies.

6. Given availability of terminals and sufficient computer

power, a computer can serve many users simultaneously in a variety

of places for many hours of the day with personalized selection

of content within the system.

7. Given a system in which care is given to the development

of text dnd data fileS, the computer can present vocational and

career information and assistance in a totally objective nonbiased

way, leaving the user with a high degree of self-responsibility and

agency about choices.

8. Given a system which is developed to provide assessment.

and alternate treatments, the computer can assess an individual's

relative position on a career planning continuum and provide
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assistance and treatment related directly to individual needs.

9 Given the use of some of the most advanced techniques and

terminals, the computer can control and deliver audio and visual

material in conjunction with text.

Effectiveness of computer-based guidance systems

Finally. a rationale for using the computer in guidance can be

built on evidence of its effectiveness through approximately 12 years

of operation. It is not the purpose of this chapter to review the

research related to the development and field trial of all computer-

based guidance systems. For our purposes here, let the following

broad statements in regard to effects suffice:

1. Computer-based systems are enthusiastically accepted and

-easily used by students without dehumanizing effects.

lb)
2. Students report the following types of positive effects:

increase in self-knowledge; improvement of decision-making skills;

assistance with crystallization of career plans; provision of

sufficient and accurate educational and occupational information;

motivation to engage in a variety of vocational exploratory&haviors

after use of the system; fast, efficient retrieval of information;

and preference for using the computer as a r.ource of information

over traditional means.

3. Data reveal the following types of positive effects:

increase in cognitive knowledge about occupations and educational

opportunities, increase in vocational maturity, and increase in
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vocational exploration activities.

4. Parents report a higher level of involvement in their

student's career planning as a result of home conversation about

the use of computer -based systems and of printouts brought home.

5. Counselors report that the work load does not diminish but.

that the work tasks are at a more professional level
. Studcnts

who might otherwise come seeking routine information see:: counselor

help with discrimination and choice-making at a much'higher level

of awareness.

Using the computer in career guidance services has been justified

on three bases: the expressed and assessed, needs of adolescents and

adults for career gUidance, the potential capabilities of the

computer to perform guidance tasks, and the accumulated evidence of

effectiveness:of computer-based guidance systems. Having substantiated

the need for and utility of computer-based guidance, attention will

now.be devoted to the types of computer-based systems which currently

exist.

Types of Computer-Based Systems

The first invitational conference of developers of computer-

based guidance systems was held in 1966. The sysCTns which have

H:leveloped since That date can be divided. into three types: batch-

processed vocational information systems, on-line vocational

information systems, and on-line career development systems. Tht
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chronological developmentiof systems was not necessarily in this

order, since some very sophisticated systems were developed very

early historically and some batch-processed systems have been

developed very late histbrically.

Batch- Processed Vocational Information Systems

In batch-processed vocational information systems or "indirect

inquiry systems" as they were called in the HVGA Commission's report

on computer-based guidance (Harris, 1971), the user is not in direct

communication with the oomputer. Rather, the user completes a

questionnaire, listing characteristics desired in an occupatiJn,

college, or financial aid. This questiOnnai.re is then sent to a

central place 'for processing. As the computer "reads" the

characteristics desired by the user, it searches a data file of

possible options and selects- and prints out those which have the

appropriate combination of characteristics. The distinguishing

features ofthis,type of system are as follows:

1. The user is not in direct control of the computer and

therefore lacks what Tiedeman calls "sense of agency"

(Tiedeman & O'Hara, 1963).

2. The user is unaware of the narrowing effect which each

of his/her chosen characteristics exercised on the search. For-

example, the student does .not know that selecting the combination,

of "high income" and "helping other" reduces.significantly the

number of occupational options which might be considered.
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3. The length of time between student request and computer

response is relatively long. In the beginning of computer -based

guidance, a "turn-around time" of two to four weeks was common.

In the batch-processed system described below, this time is reduced

to overnight, since the computer is owned by the school district and

efficient means for collecting student questionnaire's and for

returning-output have been developed at the local level.

4. The systeMs use a limited number of the computer's guidance

capabilities; in fact, only the capabilities of storing and retrieving

data files and of searching by specified combinations of characteristics

have been utilized.

Batch-processing systems were popular in the early years of

computer-based guidance, and there were approximately 15 commercial

systems of this type. To the author's knowledge, the only remaining

batch-processing system is the example offered here.

Example-of Use of a Batch-Processing System. In Illinois
%

approximately 20,000 studerLs and adults in one school district are

using a batch processed computerized system operating from one

small central computer. The consortium of '.1Sers is made up of

students from twenty junior high schools, ten senior high schools

and one community college, inmates of three prisons, and clients

of various participating community agencies. Each user pays $1.00

per year and has unlimited access to the system, that is, the user

may submit information request forms throughout the year for differen+
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categories of information or for new and different file searches.

The system contains nine modules of,files which may Ke searched

independently orl in combinations requested by the user. These

modules are:

1. Vocational interest testing
2. High school topics and orientation quiz for junior high students
3. National Career.descriptions
4. Military job descriptions.
5. National job opening forecasts through 1985 /

/

6. Local area job information
7. Financial aids
8. Community college information and courses

9. National four-year college search and information

To use the system the user completes some forms, some of which

aredesignedforoptical scanning and Others are designed to have
1

the data transferred to key punch cards. These completed forms are

picked up daily and taken to the central computer center where they
i

are processed overnight. Printout is returned to the user's

institution within 24 hours. The o tput may then be discussed by a

counselor with thq student or client or may be delivered directly to

1

the user since printouts are quite Self-explanatory. During its

first year of operation, this batchprocessed system provided 80,000

information reports to its users, that is, an average of four requests

per user per year.

On-line Vocational Information Systems \

Most computer-based guidance system in the United States today

are of this second type, also called "direct inquiry systems" by the

NVGA Commission on Fomputer-based guidanc6, Here the user operates
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a terM4nal device which is connected by cable or by phone line directly

to a comp4er. Termioals are of two types--a typewriter or a cathode

ray tube, a television-type device with a keyboard. These systems

specialize in two primary functions: (1) quick retrieval of

information for printout or display, and (2) sophisticated searching

of data files by successive addition of characteristics desired:

Some systems are capable of allowing the user to delete characteristics

formerly chosen after seeing the consequences of choice, as well as

to add successive variables.

The best known systems of this type have no computer-assisted

instruction on guidance topics and relatively little interactive

dialogue. They are designed to facilitate very quick access to

data per se. Further they do not store a record about the user and

therefore cannot personalize the information given, monitor the

user's progress through the system, or make use of personal data.

Data files may be national in scope or limited to a given state.

Typical data files contain occupations and occupational descriptions,

colleges and college program descriptions, graduate schools,

technical and specialized schools, and financial aids. The

characteristics of the on-line vocational information systems are

as follow,:

1. The user is in direct communication with the computer and

has a high degree of control.

2. The system keeps the user aware continually of the effects
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of choices and Offers the posibility of remaking decisions and

reordering priorities.

3. The user has immediate feedback, within milliseconds or

seconds.

4. A wider range of computer capabilities is harnessed, adding

online technology and interactive dialogue to information

retrieval and file-searching.

Two Examples of the Use of On-Line Vocational Information Systems.

Two quite different examples of the current use of on-line vocational

information systems are provided here. In the first, a secondary

school installs one or more terminals, either typewriter or cathode

ray tube type, in its school building. These terminals may be

connected to the school district's own computer. pr to a time-sharing

computer which is owned by a for-profit corporation or a not-for-

profit consortium. In the latter case, the school distrfa`pays

for computer time as well as phone lines and terminal devices.

Typically, terminals are placed in the guidance area, in the library,

or in a specially designated career resource library. With one

system the student may work at the terminal itself. With another

system the student needs to do some ptanhing on paper before using

the terminal,, such as deciding which variables to use for an

occupational or college search.

It is very rare for a counselor to assist a student to use a

computer-based system. Such assistance is most typically provided
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by a paraprofessional in a career resource library, who makes

appointments, give students any necessary instructions, alerts

the computer center in case of technical difficulty, and helps the

user find additional, appropriate resource materials. Students

are typically scheduled for one period (40-50 minutes) of use at

a time and may return multiple times to use the system. In some

schools all students or selected groups of students are scheduled

to use the computer system; in other schools all use is voluntary.

In many schools, use of the system is entirely divorced from ongoing

one-to-one coulseling, curricular work, or group guidance. In a

few schools, use of the computer is integrated into a planned

system of career guidance services.

What might a student do during a scheduled hour of use of an

on.-line vocational information system? He/she might complete a

questionnaire to assist with the initial development of a list of

occupations for exploration, enter the code numbers of selected

occupations and recall descriptions, enter a series of characteristics

desired in a school or an occupation and receive a list of

possibilities, enter the code number of a college and get a description,

compare up to three colleges on the basis of selected characteristics,

or receive a list of local job opportunities.

As a result of Departmegt of Labor funding and impetus, nine

states now have statewide on -line computer-based vocational information

systems. In contrast to the single school or district which has
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leased or purchased a system for its own students, these states

provide systems tailored to specific local- needs throUgh a statewide

consortium of agencies on a not-for-profit basis. These state

systems are heavily involved in both major aspects of computer-

based guidance development: development and maintenance of data

tfiles,and delivery of the system which includes those data files.

Heavy emphasis is given to the development and updating of accurate

local data, localized even by region within a.state. All of these

states have adopted one or some combinatir-, of already-existiny'

computer-based guidance systems to deliver the locally developed

data. Some of the states have added to existing systems in order

to meet'needs at the local level.

Schools and a-gencies of all kinds have access to the statewide

system by paying user consortium fees; which often include the

cost of computer time, plus the cost of phone lines and terminals

to bring the system to the local site. The central consortium

agency supports the operation through constant data development

and updating, staff training and support at user sites, assistance

with technical 'problems, and system evaluation.

The use of the system is very similar to that of the single-

school or district operation. The data received at the terminal are

different in that they: have been localized for a:given state.

Occupations--their work tasks, employment outlook, salaries, etc..

are described as they exist in a given region of that state. A
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statewide file of Schools is available instead of a national file.

An interesting fact'about the:statewide information systems is

that parallel systeMs have"been developed which do not make use of

the computer; rather, files have been printed in books, and search

strategies have been converted to keysort card form.

On-Line Career Guidance Systems

Three systems exist in the United States today which have

attempted to provide career guidance to individuals beyond the

inforMation-retrieval and file-searching capabilities of the on-line

vocational information systems. These systems give the user the

same capabilities as the vocational information systems; but, in

addition, they typically include (a) direct or indirect teaching

of strategies for planful decision-mak'ng; (b) attention to

values as a factor to be considered in the making of vocational

choices, in addition to interests and aptitudes; (c) storage of

a student record so that personal data can be recalled to assist in

vocational exploration; (d) storage of data in the student record

about past uses, of the system so that the student can review the

process; (e) on-line administration and interpretation of instruments

to assist with vocational planning, such as assessment of career

development needs or interests; and (f) use of simulation and gaming.

These systems also typically contain a very large amouni. (in the

range of 5-20 hours) of interactive dialogue in the form of

computer-assisted instruction, simulation, and on-line testing,
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offering the student a very high degree of control over the system

and its multiple. options.

The hallmark of these systems is that they intend to give

relatively more of the overall career guidance task to the computer.

They address topics and provide experiences which might also be

provided by counselors through group cotinseling, group guidance,

or instruction. Because these systems provide so much more content,

they also require more terminal time per student and more computer

power for delivery. Further, these syztems have been designed for

.more sophisticated terminals that include the light pen and

complementary microfiche readers. These factors significantly

'increased their cost.

Examples of On-Line Career Guidance Systems. In a typical

secondary school installation of this type, the computer software

is implemented in a large computer owned or leased by a relatively

large school district. Phonelines run from this computer to

terminals which may be located in 5.100 schools. Depending upon

the guidance system chosen, an alternate arrangement might be to

have mini-computers in each school building with four to eight

terminals attached to each. To serve the needs of students

adequately, there should be at least one terminal for each 500

students. Since these systems contain a large amount of content,

time for student use has to be carefully planned. Best usage will

occur if students are allowed to use the system by appointment



during class time orAhrough a systematic career guidance program

which provides orientation, follow-through, and individualized

attention as needed.

The system offers the student a large variety of alternatives

such as learning decision-making skills, learning how occupations

can be 9rouped, browsing in occupations, developing lists of

occupations related to personal characteristics, comparing two

or more occupations on given variables, planning courses of

study, crying simulated problems about work tasks, assessing values,

and predicting future success in chosen course work. The system

typically.will allow an individual to choose an entry point at will

or to review past 'uses of the system and proceed forward in some

systematically-designed way. At least one such system, using a

student-completed questionnaire that assesses the student's

progress in career planning, suggests an entry point and route

through the system. Successive uses of the system can then be

monitored in light of the suggested route.

A very common use of onl-line career guidance systems, both

at the secondary and community college level, is their incorporation

into a pl&nned curriculum. Class sessions arc used for presenting

topics such as personal characteristics and their relationship to

vocational choice or job-seeking and holding skills, or for group

discussion. The material 'in the computer system is assigned as

homework, and the computer experience is used as a basis for
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class discussion and individual counseling, which provides even more

personalized assistance with the further exploration and implementation

of vocational and educational choices.

Another common use of on-line career guidance systtms is in

settings like community colleges and, community agencies where the

transiency of the population makes the provision of career guidance

difficult. Since computer terminals can operate 24 hours per

day and can be placed in a wide variety of settings (such as

dormitories, libraries, student unions, and career resource centers),

the computer-based system can provide a high level of assistance

when and where the student has time for it, with no support from

counselors unless students specifically seek it.

Cost Considerations

As the reader might anticipate, the per-hour cost of delivering

computer-based vocational information or guidance increases with

the sophistication of the system. When considering the cost ro, a

computer-based system, the Following components must be assessed:

1. Computer time and power. Unfortunately, computer programs

are only minimally transportable across the hardware manufactured

by various vendors. For example, if a computer-based guidance

system is designed for an IBM computer, making the program run on

a Univac machine will be a significant conversion effort. For ',tat

reason, first-level questions-are, 'What kind of computer does the

school district have?" and "Which computer-based systems will
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run on this kind of computer?" These questions alone may determine

which system a school district will select, simply because undertaking

a conversion or changing brands of computers may be, totally

unfeasible. If the school district does not have a computer, or a

compdter-bastd system is desired whin will not run on the school

district's computer, then the district must consider the following

options: (1) leasing computer time and power from another institution

which has the desired type of computer with some computer power

still available, (2') buying computer time from a computer-based

guidanCe,system which alSo offers the services of a time-sharing

network, or (3) purchasing a mini- or maXi-computer for the
t :

sole purpose of delivering career guidance.:

The cost of these proposedalternatives varies widely. If,

for example, a school district already has a large computer to

which a guidance system can.be added as one more program in a

library of pr:ograms offered to users, the cost of computer power will

be minimal and the guidance program May not be charged directly for

it at all. Leasing computer time and power from a time-sharing

network or another institution represents a middle level of cost; no

precise figures can be given since the cost of time-sharing varies

widely. The highest level of cost for computer time and power

results from leasing or purchasing a machine which is totally

dedicated to the career guidance task. Obviously, however, the more

terminals that can be connected to such a machine, the lower the
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per-user/per-hour cost becomes.

2. CoTputer software. Two kinds of software must be considered

here: the career guidance system itself and the additional support

software which may be necessary in order to run the system. The

vocational information and career guidance systems described vary

widely in cost. Some are sold for a relatively low one-time

fee; others are leased for a stipulated period of time before

perpetual license is granted; others require a continuous lease

payment. These cost figures range from a low of approximately $1,000

\\\for outright purcha'se to a continual lease fee of approximately

$9,000 per year. Over and above these costs there may' be need

to obtain additional vendor - provided software which handles the

interaction between the computer itself and associated terminal

devices.

3. Tdrminal devices. Some computer-based systems are

integrally tied to the terminal devices of one computer manufacturer

while other systems have been modified to operate on at east two

or three types of terminals. A prospective site may be able to

chop e between a low-cost typewriter terminal or a higher -cc'

cathode ray tube terminal of one particular manufacturer because

the d9sired system makes heavy use of a light pen which is available

from one vendor only. Ultimately 6 decision must be made about the

kind and number of terminals needed in order to serve the student

body adequately. Usually terminalis are leased by the month because
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of relatively rapid technolOgical changes. It is certainly worth

ihvAtigating the purchase of a terminal, however.

4. Communication from computer to terminals. Terminals which

are placed within 2,000 feet of the computer cante'connected by

cable, which has a one-time purchase price. Terminals which are

placed farther away, however, must be connected by phone lines.

The cost of these, lines is dependent upon (a) the,distance of

the computer from the terminals; (b) the speed (i.e., 1200, 2400,

4800 baud) of the line required in order to transmitAata at an

acceptable rate; (c) the requirement of the terminal for a dedicated

leased phone line or a dial-up line, with costs running during

connection time only; and (d) the possibility of multi-dropping

phone lines, that is, having and paying for one dedicai. line from

which one or more branching lines run to different installations.

Phone line costs may also include the cost for data sets and computer

parts.

5. Personnel. The use of a computer based guidance system

also has implications for personnel. If the system .13 implmented

in the school district's own computer, some programmer time, will

be needed in order to maintain the system, including ongoing

operation and file updating; this may require as much as a; half-

time systems programmer. If the system is one which makes new

development and modification possible, even more programmer time

may be needed' for these functions. Almost without exception,:
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computer-based systems are designed' so that they are very easily

usable by students, and no professional counselor time should be

needed to assist or supervise student use. Especially in secondary

school settings, a clerical or paraprofessional person should be

partially assigned to the system. This person should schedule

student use, respond to questiOns or,difficultieS, and interface

with the computer center in regard to hours of-operation or technical

problems. In many secondary school settings, the paraprofessional

is also in charge of the career resource center. This type of

staffing is ideal since this.person.can help the student find

-additional resources after using the computer terminal.

Guidance professional time must be spent,:however, in the

following functions: (a) inservice training of guidance staff; .

(b) careful planning for incorporating the computer:assisted guidance

system into ti.c '''otal guidance program; (c) publicity about

availability of the system to students, parents, and community; ant

(d) liaison with faculty and administration in order to achieve and

maintain psychological and financial support for the system. If

local data bases are being built, professional time will be required

to design and oversee the data collection process, and clerks will

be needed for toe entry of data.

6. Ongoing maintenance of text and"data files. The'lltext and

data files in computer-based guidance syftems need constant Surveil.ance

and updating. With some-systems all maintenance is done at the local
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site; with other systems periodic updates are provided by the source

of distribution. In the former case, additional personnel time will

be required for the collection,of data. In the latter, money must

be budgeted to pay for these periodic updates, the cost of whicn

varies considerably from s:stem to system. In either case, files

and text must be maintained in' order to preserve the usefulness and

credibility of the system.

Th..? total cost of a computer-based guidance system is the total

of all of the variables listed above. The cost of each of these

individual variables will have a wide range dependent upon the

site and the requirements of a particular system. Systms currently

on the market publicize costs ranging from $2.00 to $6.00 per student

hour. While this seems like a high price tag, one-to-one counseling

is costing from $12 to $15 per hour. This is not to infer that

counselors should be replaced by machines. Rather, the computer

should be given those guidance tasks which it can do well so that

counselors can have more time to provide services which require

human sensitivity. Accepting this position, however, means that

computer assisted guidance systems must., be "sold' to school

administrators and boards on the basis that they provide increased

and improved career guidance services to youth, but at extra cost.

With today's competition for decreasing amounts of funding, this is

a very difficult sales task.

0
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Issues and Problems in Regard to the Use of the Computer in

Career Guidance

The most critical issue in regard to implementing computer-based

guidance i5 gaining the support and involvement of counselors and

counselor supervisors. There appear to be several 'reasons why involvement

with computer-based Tdidance systems has been at a:less-than-optimal

level:

1. In keeping with Holland's theory, counselors are more

interested in person-to-person relationships than in technology and

machine-person Yelationships;

2. Counselors are less interested in providing vocational

information and career guidance than in other aspects of the

counseling and guidance task;

3.-,Some counselors fear replacement by machines;

4. Some counselors believe that students are being dehumanized

receiving assistance from machines rather than from counselors;

5. If money is available, some counselors prefer that it be

spent on additional staff rather than on technology;

6. Sometimes computer=based systems are installed by data

processing personnel or administrators who, in their eagerness to,

have them implemented, neglect to involve counselors in the decision-

making and planning process.

A second problem in regard to the implementation of computer-

based guidance systems is incorporating them adequately into the total
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systematic career guidance program. When and if counselors do'accept'

and support such a system, a common phenomenbn occurs: There is a

tendency to delegate the whole career guidance task to the computer.

Batch-processed and on-line vocational information systems provide

only information. For some students, information per se is sufficient

for the making of satisfying vocational and educational choices. For

most students, however, information alone is not enough, and other

essential elements of a career guidance program must be provided.

Some of these components are (a) self-information, i.e., interests,

aptitudes, and values, as they relate to vocational choice; (b)

information about the organization of the world of work and characteristics

of occupations; (c) deliberate teaching of decision-making; (d)

assistance with reality testing and evaluation of tentative choices;

and (e) assistance with implementation ,f choices. Even with on-line

career guidac,:e systems which add.mss some of these components,

additional assistance in a one-to-one and/or group mode is highly desirable.

A third problem and issue in regard computer-based guidance

systems is the initial collection and continuing maintenance of dat'a

files, including files about occupations, two- and four-year colleges,

graduate schools, technical and specialized schools, local jobs,

apprenticeships, financial aids, and military programs. Inaccurate

data delivered by a computer may have a greater pegajve effect on

students t 'ian the same data delivered in a book, since computers have

an aura of authority. Further, it seems to be a crime of high order

to provide poor information through such a sophisticated medium.
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At the present time, each of the existing systems is collecting

data in its own way--a very expensive and inefficient kind of operation.

There is a critical need for the establishment of a central agency for

collecting national data; these data could then be adapted for

individualized use in each system. Individual sites, regions, and

states would still need to appropriate 'funds for data collection

at the local Ievel. The problem is considerably more complex than

ful'Jng, however. Occupational informatioh, especially if the files

exceed the common. occupations found in the Occupational Outlook

Handbook, is very difficult to develop. It is difficult to get high-

percentage returns from direct mailings to institutions, which are

aske'd tc provide data in so many forms for so many different

purposes. It is also difficult to get the organizations that collect

dgta to release them to. developers of compter-based systems in

machine-readable form.

A fourth issue- relates to measuring theeffectivenets of computer-

based. guidance. Ln a1,1 probability,this problem is no more severe

for compuLer-delivered systems than for human-delivered systems. In

either case,'the profession has severai nagging problems:.. (a)

determination of desired outcomes of a career guidance system:

vocational maturity, long-range-satisfaction, short -range placement,

long.-range stability of plans--just to cite a few examples; (b)

development of a research design and plan which can be implemented

in the world of schools; (c) identification and selectipn of instruments
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to measure change at a time when all such instruments are in an

experimental state; and (d),counselor interest, time, and expertise

to conduct evaluative studies.

The fifth prob,em to be mentioned here has already been

introduced in an earlier section, that of being able to afford

computer-based guidance systems. Since it is undesirable to think

of computer technology as a substitute for counselors, computer

technology must 6e viewed as an add-on cost which will enhance

'existing services, reach a larger number of individuals for more

hours per day in diverse 7 cations, provide more efficient access to

quality data, and hook jnto a wider variety of cognitive learning

styles.. These arenpowerful reasons for adding computer-based

deli.,'ry to :In oqAnized.set.of guidance services, but,reasons which

are exceedingly hard to sell in a deride when "frills" are being cut.

A sixth and final problem with computer-based guidance is the

frustration and difficulty of implementing and operating the'system.

This problem represents a variety of components:- (a) the complexity

of the delivery system itself, (b) the failure of some distributors

of computer-based systems to provide adequate technical support for

c their products because of very limited resources, (c) lack of

sufficient time or experience of data processing personnel in local

k-

sit6s, and (d) lack of understanding of technology on the part'of

counsel rs. These fa_tors in combination can cause considerable

frustr ln, especially at the beginning of an installation. If
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problems cannot be solved qui:kly,- student and counselor morale

suffers. Since problems can occur in the software the hardware,

or the phone lines and data sets, it is'easy for individuals.

involved to pass responsibility to another party, and it is extremely.

difficulf to get all of the responsible parties to work together

to solve the problems.

Imperatives for Confuter- based Guidance Syst.

The following imperatives are stated with three pdrposes in

mind: (1) that they constitute at least a measure of solution to the

problems'ad issues delineated'in the previous section; (2) that

they,serve toHJush tile art of computer-based guidance forward; and

(3) that they indicate with whom the. responsibility lies for

responding to each imperative.-

Imperative 1: Inservice_and preservice training programs for

counselors and counselor educators must include instruction about and

demonstration of computer-based guidance systems. The most obvious

way to deliver ingervice training is through local, regional, and

national workshops. Such workshops could be held in local school

districts, at regional or state conferences, through educational

-.programs already offered ipy computer vendors and publishers, or

prior to national conventions of the American Personnel and Guidance

Association. Participants should have their Expenses paid for
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attendance and should also be able to elect graduate credit or

continuing education unit credit.

In order to make such instruction possible, a variety of

individuals must assume responsibility. Developers of computer-
,

based systems must provide quality training materials for their

individual systems. Computer vendors and guidance software vendors

must cooperate in providing computer terminals, phone lines, and

computer power to run demonstrations during such training sessions.

Administrators and counselor supervisors in local school districts

must pos-'r ely reinforce the value of training.and provide financial

support f.f staff development either at home base or at workshops.

Counselors must be open to learning new techniques and incorporating

new technologies in their wJrk.

Inclusion of training about' computer-based guidance in preservice

education is more complex.' A variety of approaches is needed: a

brief introduction. to the concepts of computer use in guidance in

introductory courses required for certification, such as "Principles

of Guidance"; a more detailed treatment of rationale, objectiVes,

-Msearch. available syst:-.,ms, and demonstrations in the required course

at the master's level, usually-called "Career Information and Activities";

and, finally, a one-semester advanced elective course isvicr, studies

systems in detail.and provides instruction and experience in the

development of computer-based syste me first two approaches would

guarantee that some professionals he specifically trained for
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managing existing systems and del, oiling new ones:

In order,to make changes in existing counselor education

programs, counselor educators and certifying bodies must recognize

the need for curriculum in this area. Counselor educators could

make most of the changes mentioned at the local level by including

additional material in already-existing courses. The development

of new courses might take the permission of campus curriculum

committees or of state and regional accrediting bodies. If

counselor educators do not develop awareness of the need to make

changes, accrediting bodies could be very helpful by making

recommendations in this regard.

Imperative 2: Inservice and preservice training programs for

counselors and counselor supervisors must include instruction about

systems design and task and function analysis. Systems design is a

tool of science and technology. Many counselors have had difficulty

in accepting or making use of this tool. Yet, the total career

guidance program needs to be designed in a systematic flow; alternate

modes of delivery need to be cOnsidered;,guidance tasks should be

d'livered through one-to-one counseling, group counseling, group

guidance, the curriculum, and the computer in-the most cost-effective

way. Helping counselors to become comfortable with these concepts

relates again to preservice and inservice training: Units on systems

design need to be incorporated into counselor education courses.

Career guidance should be taught as a coordinated system of services
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which is based upon developmental theory. Counselors-in-training

should carry out assignments which cause them to think in systems;-

analysis terms and to design programs for their own setting. In

order to achieve these goals, the same individuals ,cited in Imperative

1 must assume responsibility.

Imperative 3: Developers of computer-based'systems and appropriate

Federal agencies must cooperate in collecting and packaging data in

machine-readable form in order to avoid duplication of cost and effort

and to improve the quality of data files. The primary responsibility

for meeting this imperative seems to lie with three kinds of agencies:

Federal agencies, especially the United States Office of Education and

the United States Department of Labor; developers of computer-based

systems; and not-for-profit agencies and organizations which collect

data from their membership. The United States Office of Education and

the United States Department of Labor have the potential to organize

data files which they already collect and make them available in

machine- readable form. The Office of Education, for example, collects

information about two -year colleges, four-year colleges, and post-

secondary institutions which provide vocational training. These files

are in machine-readable form, but currently are difficult to obtain.

The Department of Labor, as the biblical source of national occupational

information, is in a unique position to make this information readily

available in machine-readable form. Both agencies could provide an

invaluable service by inviting developers of computer -based systems
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t6 discuss their heeds for data in an attempt to meet these needs

better.

Developers of computer-based systems are already sharing some

data files. Increased cooperation among them could reduce duplication

of effort and the tremendous cost of data development. Some critical

data files, especially those for four-year colleges and oraduate and

professional schools, are collected and updated by not-for-profit

agencies and board's. Some of these organizations have been extremely

cooperative :n sharing their data; others have not. An increased

level of cooperation between developers and these agencies could

subs *ntially improve data files, reduce their cost, and alleviatei

the present demand on colleges and graduate institutions to complete

so many data-collection forms for_so many different users of the

same data.

Imperative 4: Funding must be made available at state and Federal

levels to continue to evaluate the effectiveness of the present systems

'and to develop new systems which will make good guidance use ofthe

constantly improving technology. Considerable research has been

conducted on individual systems. Future research needso address

(a) comparison of the effectiveness of batch-processed systems,

on-line vocational information systems, and on-line career guidance

systgps; (b) compariSon of modes of delivery of career guidance

services in terms of effectiveness and cost, i.e., computer delivery

alone, computer and counselor'delivery together, computer and group

guidance delivery together; and (c) analysis of functions provided
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hest by computer, by counselor, through the curriculum, or through

group guidance.

Since research is a very expensive pursuit and all computer-

based systems are currently struggling for survival, at least some

percentage of the cost of research needs to be borne by state,

Federal, and private foundation funding. Developers of systems

must also show a high level of commitment co evaluation by

appropriating staff time and allocating as many resources to this

function as possible.

Since the life of a computer program is considered to be fivtk

to seven years and both computer and guidance technology continue to

change rapidly, it is imperative that developers be conceptualizing

a system which will be cosi-feasible and technically possible five

years in the future. Such future systems will undoubtedly make much

heavier use of graphics and simulations and of audio and visual
,7J

Components than do present systems. Technology will make de' pry

of career guidance possible on a home computer or TV set. Although

it is imperative.that new systems be developed; doing so out of the

income from the sale or lease of exist;ng systems is extremely

difficult. Significant funding assistance is needed from Federal

and state agencies, private foundations, and From the computer

vendors themselves.

Imperative 5: The cost of computer-based guidlpnce systems must

be made affordable' through a variety of possible approaches. Computer -

based guidance is currently costing approximately two dollars to fcur
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dollars per student hour at the terminal. In terms of the long-range

value of making good educational and vocational choices, this price

does not seem high to the author. To schoc' .districts struggling

Ht.1-1 their budgets to buy new educational and occupational information

reference books every two years, however, this price may seem exorbitant.

Responsibility for making computer-based career guidance

affordable lies with several parties: parents, school administrators,

computer vendors, guidfnce professional associations, developers; and

funding agencies. In/some studies of computer-based guidance systems,

parents have s,id that they would pay for that service above and

beyond their tax bill in order to make it available to their youngsters.

Perhaps schools, developers, and hardware/software ors need to.

launch a concerted effort to inform parents more fully about these

systems. Perhaps then parents would help pay the bill or would insist

that computer-based systems have a high priority in the local school's

budget.

School administrators, if properly informed about the value of

computer-based guidance,.might be willing to give high priority to

such systems in the annual budget and might find someway to effect

cost efficiencies in other areas of the budget. Guidance professional

associations could help by'continuing lobby for :ew legislation

in which computer-based systems are specifically dEsignated as a

valid way to spend monies received under the legislation.

Computer vendors could help by pro'.iding educational discounts
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on hardware ued for career guidance purposes and by making continuing

efforts tc reciJce the cost of computer hardwa . Developers bear a

responsibility to price systems at levels which schools can afford

while Ail: receiving sufficitnt income to maintain and evaluate

their systems.

Finally, funding agencies bear a responsibility to.be informed

about the value of computer based guidance and to be willing to

continue to fund its operation and development even though it is

no longer considered to be highly innovative. Funding agencies

might make regioial data processing centers available which could

Serve sany users!, thuS reducing the per-student coFt. They might

also finance studies which attempt to find ways to deliver such

systems less expensively.

ImperatiVe6: A high level of c4idance and technical support

must be.proVided to sites which implement computer-based guidance.

A high level of!support means a high level of resources. This

implie that computer -based systems will have to be distributed

by organizations or corporations wh.,:h can marshal] such resources.

Systems which are supported by a small team with a small budget are

nbt 'likely to suceed. The imperative therefore implies that

developers must ither be capable of a high level of support or

.

must find a source of distribution for their product which can marshal]

such support nec ssary to li've through the beginning sow period

experienced by all systems. The responsibility for a high-level of
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distribution might fall with publishers of guidance materikls, state
'N

or Federal agencies, software or hardware vendors, riot -for- profit.

corporations in the guidance field, or time-sharing networks. Any

of these groups will need to evidence a fairly.high willingness 1-.o

take a business risk and to invest money.in promotion wh'icn may not

be recovered for a one- to two-year. period. Distributors must be

sty :ed adequately to provide intensive inservice training of

guidance personnel in schools aswell as patient and effective

techniclIsupport, especially during the period of ;nstallation

and initial operation.

Summary

Ths chapter has provided an overview of the present tate of the

art of the use of the computer in career guidance services. This cverview

includeda rationale for using_the computer, based upon the need for

increased and improved services, the'capabilities of the computer, and

evidence of effectiveness of such systems. Presently available

systems were categorizrsd into three groups: batch-processed systems,

on-line vocational information :4stems, and on -line career guidance

t

systems. he cnaracteristics of each type of system were reviewed,

and typical ways such systems are used in secondary schools were

.

described: Also enumerated Were the elements which contribute to the

total cost of a computer-based installation. Six major problems in

relating to the delivt.Ly of computer-based guidance were identified.
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The chapter concluded with a statement of six imperatives that

not only provide possible solutions to the problems but also sreak

to actions that persons responsible for"cOmputer-based guidance

should take to make it a viable delivery system both now and in

the future.
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CAREER RESOURCE CENTERS

Thomas J. Jacobson

The establishment and operation of career
resource centers is presented in this
chapter'as a dramatic series of events
that has set into motion _a total revision

of the way student services are provided
for students. The author traces the
development of career resource centers
and examines their brief eight-year history'
in terms of their effects on existing
student services programs. Drawing on
his extensive experience, he sheds light

.on a number of administrative and policy
changes- which have taken place: program

needs vs. student needs, intermittent
vs. continuous service, counselor vs.
student responsibility. The author
believes that the career resource center
is an imperative for guidance because
of its recent development into a more
broadly based human resources center.
He concludes with a series of recommendations
for people who currently operate such
centers as well as those who are interested
in doing so.

`Career Resource Centers

How would you like to come upon a simple, inexpensive,

efficient, effective organizational structure for offering

guidance services that will increase your staff effectiveness;

provide for staff development; stimulate the use of differen-

tiated staffing; enhance your public relations with studefts,
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staff, and other pupil service workers; and bring about

administrative support for your guidance program in the form of

increased budgets, staff, and operational space in the educational

plant? Does this kind of an offer attract your attention? It

should. And you are probably wondering what it will take, how

much it will cost, and whether it is possible for you to

implement this kind of an operation in your system. You're

probably thinking that such a strategy must be complicated--

that it is expensive, time consuming, and probable unattainable.

On the contrary, this system is simple, easy to establish, and

inexpensive, and can be accomplished with a little imagination

and creative thinking. This system is known as a career

resource center,

A career resource center is a delivery system that provides

Audents from junior high schoo' to adult education and

community agencies with continuous exposure and orientation to

career information, counseling, individual appraisal, and

placement, and promotes awareness of other training and

educatidnal programs available to them. The center is usually

a large room.filled with media and materials and staffed with

professional and paraprofessional guidance personnel. In contrast

to the usual guidance suite that is parcelled off into small

individual offices, it has large open space and may or may not

have enclosed individual offices. Career resource centers started
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in junior and senior high schools and have now spread to

community colleges, adult schools, colleges, communities, and

government agencies.

The purpose of thi's chapter is to trace the rapid development

of career resource centers and to describe the effects that they

have had on existing student services programs in educational

institutions from elementary to college levels, as well as in

community agencies. The development, of career resource centers

will be covered in a historical fashion although these centers are

only approximately eight years old.

The movement of student services from,a one-to-one

relationpip of professional and student in a small office to a

large open space or career resource center was a dynamic series

of events that has set into motion a total revision of the major

way that student services are provided to students: It has altered

the philosophical foundation of the student services concept, and

has provided a facility that fosters innovation, experimentation,

and revision of ongoing student services programs.. What was

intended to be a career component tacked on to an existing student

services program has become a tail that is wagging the dog in a

more positive directiort. It is difficult to comprehend how a

change from one type of facility to another can produce so many

conditions that stimulate the development and operation of more

effective student services programs.
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I have visited over 400 operational Career resource centers

in various stages of development, and I have yet to meet any staff

who are involved in these centers who would advocate elimin6ting

them and returning to small offices. In fact, they wonder flow

they ever operated without a center. This support comes from

professionals, paraprofessionals, students, and parents, making

the career resource center an imperative for guidance that merits

tnc consideration of the guidance program administrator and

operator.

The casual observer of a career resource center may-fail to

see that its simplicity masks a system that is based solidly on

vocational development theory research (Ginsberg, et al., 1951;

Miller & Form, 1951; Super, 1953). Career resource centers are

responsive to the theory that career development is a continuous

process with specific periods and stages that occur over time, and

requires complementary services for students offered on a

continuing basis. The main reason that career resource centers

have proliferated is that they are responsive to student needs.

If they were not, they would not exist in such significant

numbrs or be increasing so rapidly.

Background

Certain components of career resource centers have existed

for some time in operational pupil services programs--counseling,
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the occupational and educational information library, individual

appraisal, educational End vocational placement, and, in some

cases, follow-up. What is unique about the career resource

center is that it has brought together all of these fragmented

lk
services into an operationallsystem that is organized for, and

responsive to, the needs and interests of the services user,'

rather than those of the services provider. In order to

understand how the career resource centers came into being,

it is necessary to review what was happening in student:services

programs at the end of the 60's when the career resource center

began to develop as an alternative delivery system and a new

imperative for guidance.

The Stude7t Services Model of the 50's and 60's

In past tears student services programs in most junior

high schools, high schools,-and colleges functioned on the concept

of one-to-one interaction between counselor and student. This

was a clinical model developed in the university setting that

was, for the most part, underwritten by Title V National Defense

Education Act funds. A majority of the initial NDEA Institute

enrollees were teachers who were accustomed to working with

large groups of studenft. The counseling and guidance movement

of the late 50's and early 60's challenged large -group functioning

and, responding to the humanistic movement of that time,

emphasized instead the interpersonal, individualized relationship
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of the counselor with a single student. One-to-one counseling

became the major focus of most :ounseling and guidance programs.

Group activities and processes were not excluded from programs

and sometimes included in classwork, baut few counselors in

training acquired group leadership skills. Most practicum

facilities in universities were designed almost exclusively for

one-to-one counseling, and secondary schools followed this

university model. The available facilities, then, greatly

determined what, when, where, and how student services would

be provided in the guidance and counseling program.

Between 1958 and 1970 it was possible to drive up to the

flagpole in front of almost any secondary school and find on

one side of the base of the flagpole the administrative offices,

and on the other the coto.seling and guidance offices. The Counseling

and guidance suites typically consisted of a small reception

area and individual offices for the counselors. The operation

of a guidance and counseling program was analagous to the

.operation of a general store. Students who wanted something got

a paS's to see the counselor, and the counselor would tell them

what they needed to know. The majority of referrals to the

counselor were initiated by,the coqnselor. Priority in

counseling and guidance programs continued to be the same as that

initiated under NOEA Title V--the identification and encouragement

of talented youth for enrollment in college. The program worked

well for those whom it was intended: the college-bound, their
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parents, and the counselor who wanted close interpersonal

. relationships on a one-to-we basis. Counselors as a group

were not accountable to all of their students, and the system was

'for the most part satisfactory...

The end of,the 60's brought an abrupt change in attitudes

and expectations. The overemphasis on college started to be

challenged. The cry for accountability in education in general,'

and counseling and guidance programs in particular, became:,a

steady theme. The satisfactory system no longer seemed as

satisfactory. The "heat" on counselors increased not on3y

from the community but also from fellow educators who resented

having counselors meet with individual students in complete

privacy while they met with close to 200 students per day in

large groups. It also became apparent that the high counselor/

student ratio precluded spending long hours with individual

students if a counselor was responsible for 350 to 45Q students.

In fact, withla 1/450 counselor /student ratio,.the counselor

could only spend 2-1/2 hours per year with each student if

it was a requiremen't to spend time with all students. Counselors

began to put in longer hours, to try to squeeze groups of

students into their offices, or to plan piTgrams in the classroom

as a way of establishing better communication and better rapport

with both students and teachers. Counselors saw that they needed

more help. Initially, they tried to fill this need through
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additional counselors. This,practice, however, met with resistance

because the-additional counselors were pushed into the same

ineffectual mold;,and the.reduction. of the counselor/student

load from 1/450 to 1/400 didn't seem to make much'difference.

A ceview of traditional services 'offered at that.tme shows

an overabundance of one-to-one counieling, some testing and)

.information- giving, and little placement other than college

placement. The services offered seemed to be determined atv

the facilities and the past experience and training of the ,

staff, and were based largely on the needs of providers of services

rather than on the changing needs of.recipients. The "general

store" approach wasn't working. It was clear that a "..superniarket"

approach was necessary if guidance and counseling were to remain

part of the educational scene. Usually, one person on a staff

10
could see the need for change and was ready to bring about that

change--not always the leader, and not always the expected. It

was clear to a few staff memberS that a change in facilities

could bring about a change in the provision of student services

and'hopefully increase program effectiveness.

The funding for guidance and counseling began to dwindle in

the late W's at about the same time that the need for change

- became evident. There was subStantial, agreement that change

was needed, but financial support was limited. Change in the

past had alWays been brought about by massive government funding,
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dnd it was clear that money was not going Lo be f'orthcoming. Any.

change woul,d have to come from within, using local staff and
. -

resources:

A decrease in enrollmentrampanying the demand for account-

ability released new space forJstudent services. The new facility

was usually a clasS'room--a barren classroom that nobody wanted.

The career resource center came about from.trial:and7error field

testing, step-by-Step. Effective systems and procedures, were
9.

validated as they were developed through student use. The general

store of guidance services really did become a,supermarket.

Stock was added to the shelves slowly, and out pf.neceSsity.

Nontraditional personnel were. pressed Into service. As it became

apparent that,students wanted more services than.juSt counseling,

the guidance clerical staff assumed more duties in the career

resource center, although they avoided doing "professional".

counseling or test interpretation.: Tasks that had been handled

by the clerical\staff were, in many cases, shifted to student and

parent volunteers.

Career Resource Center Development

The early 70's saw-the establishment of career resource,

centers insecpndary schools across the country. From the,

secondary schools they spread to junior high schools, community

colleges, colleges, and community agencies. What is most

interesting is not that they spread but how they spread.
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Through research grants, through government grants, through funded

programs? No. By word-of-mouth, by local funding, and by example.

OP lore so effective that they naturally gaired fame and

10.41 throdgh the .grapevine.

Accountability was obvious the minute a career resource center

Nvas,opened. Even with scant furnishings and limited materials,

the new facility was more.than students had experienced before

and they crowded in. Research in "A Study of Career Centers

in'the State of California" (1975) confirmed that student contacts

in the career resource center in a year could be expected to

equal as many as four times the population of a school. In a

high school with-2,500 students, that was 10,000 student contacts.

Not bad for a refurbished classroom equipped with existing

materials and limited staff.

In many cases the career resource center was operated by

only one staff person, usually a counselor. Space was made

available in the center, 'and part of the counseling and guidance

operation was shifted to this new lOcation, out of the prestigious

administrative area. Most of the other professional' staff didn't

realize 'what was happeninguntil the career resource center was

in full swing. They'began to take notice, however, when they

visited the center and saw how many students were there.

Self-referred students took advantage of the centers before

school, during lunch, and after school. At the same time the

student load in the counseling and guidance suite stayed the same
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and, in some cases, even dropped. ,It was immediately apparent

to everyone that career resource centers were attracting and

serving more students than traditional counseling and guidance

programs. Administrators couldn't fail to observe the heavy use

of the centers by students. An elaborate accountability system

to prove the effectiveness of the centers was unnecessary. FL

traffic was sufficient to validate the effectiveness of the career

resource center and to pave the way for budgetary supporl of

staff and materials for the center,rs operation.

Professional staff personnel, used to working with students on

a one-tp-one basis, experienced initial problems in trying to give

individual help to students, especially when they all swarmed into

the center at the same time. And once inside, as in a supermarket,

A

many students who came in for one thing developed an appetite for

another. In order to survive, the center dirJctor had to'develop

a system that would provide for the needs of those visiting the

center and at the same time give the counselor time to counsel.

A student oriented information system was usually the first

thing that sprang up in a'center. Students were asking to see the

counselor for information. It was the informatiop they really

wanted, however, not the counselor, and a well-trained secretary

could perform this service as well as a counselor. What started

out as an expedient method caught hold. The Secretary was happy

to be sought out by students as a source of information. Students

were'happy to get-information more quickly than they had in the
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past. Because of lack of 'staff to help them individually, students

had to help themselves. For many students it was the first time

they had participated in the counseling and guidance process and

they liked it. Teachers were happy because they could see the

trove mimbers of students being Served,.and they understood

the process. The cov-,4,10 was happy because

the students were getting the information they wanted and the --

counselor was receiving credfL for a job well done--and, better

yet, the counselor had more time for counseling.

Differentiated staffing got a foothold in the pupil 5ervices

program when the secretary started doing other than secretarial

tasks. Slowly, without fanfare or formal announcement, another

member was added to the - student services team.. The position

became more and more necessary as traffic in the center increased

and the skill and expertise of the "career aide" or otherwise-

named paraprofessional became acknowledged.

The rationale for the employment'of paraprofessionals was

based on their ability to provide needed services to students,

not on their training, educational background, or state

certification. What escaped the attention of many was that

what was being purchased was outcomes with students. In many

cases there was no title to the position, but there was

accountability.

Services in the career resource center usually spread from
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information to placement. Job placement has been and seems to

be the No. 1 concern of students at all educational levels. A

new center that wanted to attract students had to inaugurate a

placement service. Most educational institutions had some type

of work experience program operating somewhere on the campus,

but usually not of the kind that could be provided through a

career lesuurct _enter. Another advantage was the integration

and coordination of these services in the same location. The

availability of information led to counseling, counseling to

placement, and placement to more information and counseling for

better placement. The use of one service increased the use of

other services by students. The whole exceeded the sum of the

parts..

Then the separate services began tote molded into a sequential

pr6gram because of their proximity and interrelationship. Informal

conversations among professionals who worked closely together

resulted in service and program modifications that were beneficial

to 711 concerned. The appraisal service (testing) led to increased

use of group activities. he tests could be given in groups, and

therefore why not the interpretation of the tests? If the

information service and center space were organized correctly,

students could even pursue their individual interests in the

career resource center using the supermarket approach. The

approach taken was, "Look for yourself, acrd if you can't find it,
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call for help!" To a lot of people's surprist, the sytem

worked.

Another surprise occurred with the group interpretation of

test instruments and surveys inrthe career resource center. The

cycle was extended: appraisal to information to counseling to

placement. Students began to use the results of appraisal

instruments in information-seeking, decision-making processes,

rather than just filing their scores. Follow-up became possible

because of the physical facilitieS, media, and materials

available. The center's ability to handle a classroom size

group enabled the guidance staff to bring teachers to the

center to observe the staff in operation, to see the center

function, to note student reactions, and to see the possibilities

of using the center for their own purposes.

Present State of Career Resource Centers

Career resource centers have spread rapidly throughout the

-United States since their introduction around 1970. Shortly

thereafter in California some of the earliest writings began to

appear. (Filmore, 1971; Jacobson, 1971, 1972a, 1972b, and 1972c).

Instructional manuals were also developed by school systems and

county and state departments of education throughout the nation

in such states as California (Guido & Guyer, 1973; Ogilvie, 1974;

Riverside County Regi9nal Ocspational PrograM, 1973), Illinois

(Career Education Resource Laboratory, 1974), Indiana (Smith, 1975;
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Snell, et al., 1976), Iowa,(Brooks, 1973), Massachusett%

(Le:and, et al., 1974; Ritch, 1975; Tobin, et al., 1975),

. Michigan (Meerbach, 1975; Oegema, 1975), Minnesota (Boelink &

Welch, 1973; Poppe & Schultz, 1973), New Hampshire (Gustafson,

et al., 1975), New Jersey (Bornstein, 1975; Sullivan, 1975), and

Pennsylvania (Cameron A A4, 117,, :ILtennafer & Lewis, 1973;

Lewis, 1975)--and Canada (Larson, 1975; Wright, 1975).

Most of the literature available today on career resource

centers, consists of "how to" manuals on their establishment and

operation. Scant attention is paid to the systeMatic study and
1

evaluation of these centers. Jacobson (1974) and Study ,!ef

Career Centers in the State of California " (1975) are two of the

very few references that deal with these 'issues. It is also

interesting to note that the major vehicle for formall transmitting

information about career resource centers seems to bg the "how to"

manual, iand nformally, just simple observation and emulation.

There seems to be extremely,limited use of other media, for only

one set of audio-visual materials on rareer resource centers, a

set of 35 mm filmstrips (Jacobson, 1974a, 1974b), seems ever to

have been produced.

The career resource center that started as a career alternative

in the early'part of the movement has evolved in a very short. time

to a full student services center. In most cases the name hasn't

changed'b t it is becoming a misnomer. The other student

I
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services specialists in secondary:schools and community colleges,

and in many cases in junior high schools, are now quartered

together in a large facility that coordinates and integrates all

student services. Recent (1,0111"--, ove t a4 art'

WaykholOgIStS SULIdi workers, speech therapists, and specialists

in placement, handicapped, financial aid, and health services. The

career resource center has nor' become a full-hedged human resources

center.

Impact of a Career Resource Center on the Total School or Agency

With the evolution of the career resource center, a gradual

revolution has occurred in the provision of studentservices that

has brought about. major changes in the provision, quantityi.quality,

and type of student services offered. Issues that have been debated

in university training programs for several'decades have been

challenged: The role of the counselor, should counselors be involved

in discipline, should counselors be teachers first, is supervised

practicum necessary before a counselor can work with students.- Some

long-standing philosophical arguments have become eclipsed when seen

in the light of increased program effectiveness. Guidance program-

operators appear to be More pragmatic and less philosophical than

their university counterparts. The following paragraphs describe

some of the major changes that have occurred.
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Program Needs vs. Student Needs

The exi, sfl nf tor! trew ,,,,,Jrce center depends on its

LO H, itu r to ,dtisty btudenl. needs. An accurate indication of

how well the center is meeting student needs is the amount of

student traffic, because most students are self-referred. Unlike

a closed office, it is immediately clear when a center is not

being used. For years student needs haVe served as the basis for

student services programs, but there have been no checks and

balances. The program that did not meet student needs continued

on just like the one that did. The student really controls the

career resource center because of his or her self-referral

capability. The ineffective professional cannot "hide out" in

an open space center. The empty career center doesn't exist

'very long.

Counselor Responsibility vs. Student Responsibility

The supermarket characteristic oT the center places

responsibility on the student and removes it from the counselor.

Facilities that Permit domination by''the professional are gone.

Both the open space of the center and the necessity of participation

in it encourage the transference of responsibility to the student.

.Many supposed "student-centered" professional staff haVe found it

difficult to relinquish this responsibility to students, but

have been won over slowly by watching the positive results that

occur. The effectiveness of the career resource center presehts
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a pw. argume.it thG is hard to combat.

Professional Staffin .s. Differentiated Staffin

The career resource center provides so many options and

opportunities for participation by so many people that the

concept of differentiated staffing has flourished. Paraprofessional

staff members outnumber, professional staff in a center, while

in traditional one-to-one counseling facilities they are greatly

outnumbered. Professionals are able to relinquish tasks that are

more appropriate for others to do, to change their priorities from

providing services to insuring planned-for program outcomes, and

to experiment with variable staffing.plans that accomplish prOgram

objectives in the most efficient manner. This shift has also caused

professional staff meMbers to assume managerial,roles in addition

to their service roles. The "team concept" of the student

services team or pupil personnel services team has also emerged

as additional staff have been added.' It'was a. textbook notion has

become an operational reality.

All of theSe changes have not been accomplished without

difficulty. Professional staff have not always wanted to assume

.managerial responsibility, or to relinquish their independence

and have to concern:themselvr3 with the affairs of others. -More

long-range and careful, planning of program activities is also

NecessarY when a great many staff members are to be involved. In

efi ct, differentiated staffing in.the career resource center has
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been the cause of much more systematic program planning.

The subtle and gradual development of the career resource

center was able to bring about a dramatic shift in the staffing

of student services programs because the shift occurred slowly.

If the existing guidance staff in the late 60's had been asked to

vote on the total operational system that was to be developed,

the career resource center might have never gotten off the

ground. The requests for changes came one at a time, and each

change was minor. -In many cases the professional person involved

was not too interested because the new staff person didn't affect

what the professional was doing or needed to do at that particular

time. Many dissenters among the professional staff who did not

welcome differentiated staffing tended to ignore it, thinking`that

it would be unsuccessful and simply go away. However, the results

were not as expected and differentiated staffing increased.

Another unusual situation in the development of differentiated

staffing involved the conditions under which new staff were added.

Prior to.the initiation-of the career resource center, decisions

for additionel staff, program operation, and services were almost

all made verbally by the professional staff. If the staff

didn't believe the idea was needed or would not work, then the

idea-was dropped. Because a professional staff person was involved

in practically all activities and servicesthe verbal "no" was

final. Because the center was usually in a separate location and
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out of necessity employed differentiated staff, they were

able to validate their effectiveness in actual performance.

The dissenting professional staff could continue 'to express

negative reactions, but the proof of the worth of the new

staffing strategy was evident. The new staff almost automatically

became members of the career resource center operation and the

student services team. Verbal arguments lost out to demonstrated

examples of effectiveness, first with staffing and later in

many more areas.

People-Domination vs. Employment of People Plus Media and Materials

The openness of the career resource,center provided a place

for the display and use of a wide range of media and materials

that Were designed to do many of the same tasks that were being

done by staff. The large number of student users (50 to 75 per

day per center), plus the lack of enough staff to serve them

individually, forced career resource center operators to experiment

with alternative methods of accomplishing information dissemination,

appraisal, and placement. The results were positive. Students

were enthusiastic about the possibilities for involvement. The

economics of media and materials to replace personnel and improve

program efficiency was apparent--so the use of media and materials

flourished.

Many problems arose, however. Media and materials were

purchased without thought as to how they could, fit into the
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existing system. In many cases therewas no system. Thus,

software was purchased for which there was, no hardware, and

hardware was purchased for which there was very little available

software. Some centers became ,overstocked media and material

centers without any access systems. The center fillLd with

resources could be likened to a library without a card catalog.

Part-Of this problem was caused by purchasing practices.

There was no established bUdget, so no plans were made for

spending money. At the end of the year there were usually

some funds' available in the general budget that could be assigned

to the center if the principal was convinced that it was

necessary. These windfall monies usually'had to be spent in

a hurry, with very little conSideration given to a rational

purchasing process, and were too often sperit carelessly.

Most center operators learned from experience in the first
Y

rush of windfall buying as it became painfully apparent that the

funds had not been spent wisely. In an effort to avoid repeating

the same mistake, they started to.prepare purchase orders' for

materials on the assumption that money might be available some

time in the futurenot just lists of materials', but complete

purchase orders. When the windfall money came from whatever source,

their paperwork was,prepared in priority order. This procedure

allowed them to buy complete sets of materials--the hardware

first, and then gradually, parts of the softwareuntil the
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system was complete. Planning for the purchase of media and

materials quickly became an established practice.

This planning emphasis also carried over into other

aspects of the student services programs. The -questions

applied to the media And materials had to be applied

to other components as well. For example, what were. the new

media and materials going to replace or augment? Thus, the space

in'the center and the necessity for careful planning for

purchase and use of media and materials had an impact on planning

throughout the total` student. services program.

Intermittent vs. Continuing Services to Students

Once opened, a career resource center was.availab)e for

.student ,use all day every day of the school year. The use of

media and materials', paraprofessional staff, student and parent,

volunteers, and individual student help allowed all: Of the services
0

in the center except individual counseling to be expanded

on a continuing basis' - Lack of counselor time was no longer a

limiting factor. The open space or supermarket aspect.of the

center provided an atmosphere in which students could browse

fully. Since they did not have to ask for a specific bit of

.information or obligate the time of a staff person, students

began to visit the career resource cuter more frequently in

much the same way that people shop. The facilities and the

atmosphere promoted deve,Jpmental use of the center, and it

,397,
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became known as a service that all students used--not as a crisis

service to be utilized by a small-minority of the student body.

The browsing asOect.af the center plus the individual nature of

iTs resources facilitated and enhanced the readiness of students

to ,seek and utilize additional services. One counselor commented,

"I now see more students, but for shorter periods of time. They.

seem to.have done their, homework and only come to me to confirm

information they hav already gathered, or to discuss the personal

application of information as it affects their decision makingY

One-to-One Functioning with a Counselor vs. Group Services with

Individual Options

The spacesavailable in the career resource center suggested

the 9ossibility of working with groups of students. Many of the

services pftvided in the regular student services program lent

themselves to 'group processes. "Nothing would be lost by including

more than one student in the,activity. Occupational and educational

information could be and was-presented to groups of students.

Tests were explained in groups. Many of the,students in the

groups were satisfied and did not desire any further contact

with the student services program. Those who had special concerns.

or wanted additional information could seek out the counselor

individually for more personal attention. Time for individual

help was available because of the economy of seeing the majority

of students in groups. Individual services were Provided mare

judiciously to the students who needed them rather tWan a



blanket attempt to provide expenSive individual services to

everyone. The group-oriented activities also stimulated a steady

stream of self-referred students who thus became .interested in

more individual contact with a counselor. At the end of the school

year the counselor and the student services program recorded a

tremendous increase in student staff contact as compared with

the one-to-one counseling program.

College Orientation vs. College Plus Vocational Orientation

The organization of the career resource,center was tailored

to the changing needs of the student. The very name of the career

resource center implied a change in program emphasis from

college to careers. However, most centers, although called

career resource centers, allocated space, media, and materials

to permit students to pursue'. both areas at once or to shift

back and forth from one to the other. Students were not required

to make a choice and could examine all available materials without

pressure. Making all kinds of materials available to students for

their individual use also decreased possible professional staff

bias in what was offered to students. Students were free to

establish and maintain, the program emphasis, and student use

demanded that the center be responsive. The power of determining

. what the emphasis in the center would be was firmly in the hands

of the students, and they wanted both arebt.
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Long-Range vs. Present and Future Orientation

The responsiveness of the career resource center to

student needs caused a shift from long-range services to those

of a more immediate nature. Student interest in and concern with

part-time and full-time employment took precedence over college

planning for an eventual job six or seven years in the future.

The ability.of students to influence the services being offered

had a marked e"ect.on priority setting. The present needs of

students for jobs, for course planning for immediate results, and

for accurate, timely information'on which to base decisions

changed.what the staff did, altered staffing patterns, and

instilled a measure of accountability into the services provided.

It.was one thing to counsel a student for a decision or an

event that was to occur some years later. It was quite another

to offer assistance to students who wanted immediate results, and

who would keep coming back again and again if the results they

wanted did not occur. The satisfaction of immediate student

needs had an unanticipated side benefit--students gained in

sophistication and in their capacity to make long-range

decisions. The sa tisfaction of their short-range needs

attracted larger numbers of career resource center users.

Placement, occupational, and educational information services

attracted students to the center where they became aware of and

used appraisal and counseling services.
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Staff Responsibility vs. Staff and_ Community Responsibility

It is difficult to involve others in the guidance process

in a small office that has room only for a counselor and perhaps

two or three students. The career resource center changed all that

by providing space for large groups of students, guidance

personnel of all types. community members, and teaching

faculty. When others become involved and are able to see what is

being done in the guidance program, they are usually willing to

pitch in and help make the program a success. However, without

the .opportunity to see a guidance program in action, or to

experience what is going on, most people are at best ambivalent,

or at worst hostile to, the guidance program. Include them in

the action in the guidance program and they will not only change

their opinion of it, they will become program boosters. This

can be done by inForming others about what the guidance program

wishes to accomplish in the career resource center, requesting

the assistance of others in operating the guidance program as

speakers or resource persons, and using the varied talents of as

many people as possible. Most people yearn to be involved in a

positive way in guiding youth. A good career,resource center

operator knows how to ictentify and encourage people who have

something to share with students to become one of the 'resources"

in the career resource center. The center now provides the place

to use these heretofore unused resource persons.
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GUidance as a Low Budget Priority vs. Guidance as a High Budget Priority

Prior to the operation of the career resource centers many

guidance programs had a low budget priority. In fact, some didn't

have any budget priority at all because they had no budget.

The major expense of hiring staff was about all that was

budgeted for guidance; but after that, all of the operating

expenses for the student services program were allocated through

the graciousness of the principal or of some other administrator.

The move to the career resource center required a large list of

items needed immediately for sustained service and operation:

media and materials, hardware, decoration, supplies, commercial

guidance materials of all types, and tests. With the demand for

funds, however, came the validation of need. Administrators saw

clearly the sustained use of the career resource center by

increasing numbers of students. Initially, funds were allocated

sparingly out of contingency accounts, and only slowly became

regulr budget line items. The budgets were also built backwards.

Rather than planning for and requesting funds ahead of time,

needs rose and funds were "found" in other budget categories.

This s)bries of maneuvers continued until it became clear to

most a ministrators that the career resource center was a

perman nt part of the student services program and deserved to be

a regular line item in the budget.
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Independent Functioning by Staff Members vs. Team Functioning

The individuality of the small counseling office discouraged

team functioning of student services staff members. Since there

was no space in their offices for the involvement of others, most

student services staff operated alone. The very idea of working

together hardly ever occurred. The quality, type, and

quani.ity of services provided were rarely ever viewed or

critiqued by others. The career resource center changed all

that. It was easy to see what was being provided by other

staff members when the barriers between individual offices were

removed. What couldn't be observed in an individual office

was readily apparent in a large center, and it was easy to

see that services were being duplicated and were nveviapping.

Also, the involvement of paraprofessionals in many services

forced the development of a management plan.

Another phenomenon occurred that fostered a team approach

for the student services staff: the development of the "duty

counselor." With a large student load and no coordination, each

counselor in the past had to be continuously available to

students. The introduction of the "duty counselor" meant that

there was always a counselor available for emergencies, which

freed the rest of the counselors to pursue other guidance

activities.
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Provision of Unrelated Services vs. Development of a Program of

Services

The openness of the career resource center made extremely

visible what services were being offered to students. The flow

cr the services and the gaps in the ?ervices were obvious to

everyone, and this made program planning a natural outcome.

What was not stimulated by staff planning was broughtabout

by student demands. The career resource center operator had

to anticipate and plan ahead. It was impossible to serve all

students at once and noone wanted to turn students away.

Program planning was the easiest, most effective way to handle

the situation. Instead of being a theoretical, impractical

'exercise, program planning became a primary survival skill for the

carper resource center staff, as well as a tremendous benefit

to students.

The Career Resource Center as an Imperative for Guidance

The following statements summarize the reasons why a career

resource center is an imperative for guidance and a facility

that should be initiated in any educational setting:

1. The facility builds upon and flourishes from student

needs.

2. Student responsibility and participation in the guidance

process are provided for and encouraged in a career resource

center.
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3. The center allows for differentiated staffing in delivering-
A

services to students.

4. More services can be provided to students in groups in
P

a career resource center. The addition of a center can increase

the amount of student contact with the student services program as

much as four or five times.

5. Facilities affect the quantity, quality, and frequency

f student services provided. It takes more space to offer increased

services to students. This space is best organized and-utilized

in a career resource center.

6. Most student needs are of a short range nature. The

career resource center provides an operational delivery system

to meet the short range needs of students, while providing for

long range student needs as they present themselves.

7. The career resource center provides the opportunity

for total staff and community participation in the guidance

process. Participation provides understanding of and support

for the student services ,program:

8. Guidance as a low priority budget item achieves a

higher priority as a career resource center becomes operational

and provides administrators and others with validation of need

data based on student use:
V

9. The center provides a place and the conditions for
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team functioning, team building, and the elimination of overlap

in staff functioning.

10. A program of services vs. a potpourri of unrelated

services will result because the ()Oration of a career resource

center exposes all services being provided to full view of

students, staff, and others.

Recommendations for Centers

The statewide study of career centers in California directed

by the author (1975) yielded some recommendations for current and

future career .resource center operators based'on a review of

hundreds of operational centers. The complete recommendations

are in.the repc.t of the study, and only the highlights are

mentioned here.

Staff

A career resource center needs a coordinator to be in charge

of obtaining resources and staff as necessary to operate the

center. A committee cannot and will not operate a center very

well. One person must be designated to function in this role.

.This person has usually been a counselor; however, if a counselor

did not assume the responsibility, others have done so.

Volunteers are a necessary part of career resource cente

operations, but it takes paid staff to organize and supervise their

performance. The entire student services staff should be required
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to participate in the center's operation with defined responsibilities.

This keeps the operation from being a one-person show, provides

balance in the program provided, and utilizes the strengths of

individual staff members. Paraprofessionals cannot run the

career resource center alone; they don't have "clout" enough to

a school system to get things done. Also, paraprofessionals should

not be expected to assume the responsibilities of professionals

unless they are, paid and treated like professionals. If thp

paraprofessionals are doing all of the work, consider eliminating

the professionals!

One last recommendation: Do not increase staff until existing

or planned-for programs and activities will 'use that new person's

skills to capacity. Hiring staff and then trying to figure

out what they will do is a very common error.

Printed and Audio-Visual Sources of Information

Printed materials continue to be the career resource

center's basic information resources. Computers and audio

visual materials exist, but they are secondary, more expensive,

and used less than printed materials. Purchase equipment and

software only when you have a planned program in which they will

be used. It is more often"necessary to develop ways to promote

student use of existing materials than to acquire new materials.

Orientation programs are-necessary for students in each grade

level each year. Those materials and services that are appropriate
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to students at their level must be highlighted and explained

because they are new to students. If students know what is in the

center and how to use it, they will!

Career Center Programs and Activities

Provide time for a follow-up on all activities, for that is

what pays off for the student., For example, the administration

and scoring of interest surveys is of no value to students

unless there is time for follow-up in nelping them to understand

and use the scores. We found in our,survey (A Study of Career

Centers in the State of California, 1975) that the average

student in California had only spent five minutes in follow-up

of interest surveys: an activity that should last at least two hours.

We also found that the one variable that determined a successful

or marginal career resource center operation was the development

of a planned program. Large, expensive facilities with professional

staffs were totally ineffective unless there was a planned

program of activities and services. More modest, less well-staffed

centers were effective if management was stressed. Good

management allowed all kinds of personnel to function in the

operation of the center.\\The lack of management, i.e., no

planned program, resulted in .disorganized services, disinterested

students, discouraged staff, 'and the decline of the center.

Public Relations

Any service will only be supported if people understand it
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and use it. The faculty. in a school usually have some influence

in budget determination. Don't forget thi

program. Spend as much time getting facul

as you spend getting students to use it.

in your public relations

to support the center

ncorporate the

satisfaction of faculty needs into the cenifer operation by contacting

department chairpersons, by providing curr

personal resources to teachers. Start wit

department and work to build support. If

that teacher will sell others on your prog

who are cooperative and let them be exampl

culum resources and

one teacher in each

ou are successful,

am. Work with those

s to. others. Don't

promise to be all things to all people. Be realistic--it adds

\

to your credibility and your acceptance by he faculty. You

must be able to tell a faculty member in on sentence, how the

career resource center will help his or her program: more student

enrollment, increased student interest, mo7 student motivation.

If you can't say what the center can do, hot.,, can you expect a

teacher to support it?
\

;

\Effectiveness of Career Resource Centers for IStudents

Structure the career resource center program so that

students are brought into the center frequently, not just once

or twice. Student gains from the center increase proportionately

to the number of times they use it. Informatilon and knowledge are

useless unless the: are applied, and it takes ',time to apply

them to career planning and decision-making. jtoo many centers
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rush from one surface activity to another Without giving students

a depth experience through multiple contacts with the center.

Finance

Get the funds you need to start a career center from the
d

existing budget by re-allOcating people and materials. Don't

ask for a penny of new money until you can show that you need

it. In this way everyone can afford to start a career resource

center. Look to your own school and district for funds. In the

long run. it beats the rat race for grant-getting and forces yOu

to establish your priorities from local needs, the satisfaction

of which will result in continuing funding support.

Evaluation

Evaluate and find out what changes need to be made in your

career resource center, and make those changes-quickly and

openly. Tell people what changes are being made and why.

This will provideyou with your greateSt form of support;

You will eliminate minor problems before they decrelop into

major ones. You will also know how your center 'is functioning

and will be in a better position to be an effective manager.

The evaluation system used (questionnaires, student counts,

surveys, interviews) not as important as the fact that

evaluation was done.
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Recommendations for Specific Groups

State Directors of Guidance

1. If there i5 not a current directory of career resource

centers in your state, create one that includes data about

location, staff, facility, materials, budget, and evaluation.

2. If your state has no outstanding operational career

resource centers, support the start-up of a'few examples.

3. Support and encourage research on career resource

centers to develop effective models and prbgrams in your state.

4.. Show local program operators how to use the career

resource center as a public relations tool to advertise guidance

program effectiveness.

5. Provide leadership in showing guidance workers on all

levels how to use the center as a laboratory for staff development

training of counselors. paraprofessionals, administrators, and

others.

6. Use-local, state, and Federal funds as "seed money" to

initiate new career resource centers o1.to stimulate more effective
,

operation and innovation within existing centers in your state..

7. Use Federal, state, and loCel funding to support staff

development workshops on the operation of effective career resource

centers.
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Counselor Educators

1. Review gui4nce programs in your geographical area to

-determine mhether or not career resource centers exist. If they

exist, where are they? How manyare there? HoW useful are they?

2. Review the curriculum in the counselor education program.

Is the career resource center included, in it? If not, why not?

Are you teaching what is happening now, or is your course work

/f-

based on the past?

3. Consider the merits of the career resource center in a

field location as a training laboratory for preservice and

inservice training of student services' workers of alltypesnot

just counselors.

4. 'Consider the capability of the counselor education

staff and students to.research and critique existing career

resource centers, prepare evaluative reports, and make

recowmendations to local school counselors and administrators.

S. Present papers and convention programs on how to operate

effective career resource centers.

6. Develop a model career resu,-4,9 center as part of the

counselor education program. Students .2mulate whatithey know

through experience. If they have been involVed in an effective

program in their training, they will feel more competent to

develop similar programs.
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Directors of Guidance

1. Determine whether there are any operational career

resource centers in your district.
b

2. If there are no centers, take the leadership in stimulating

the development and operation of career resource centers in district

schools with provision of budget, staff, and facilities.

3. Evaluate the career resource center as an effective

delivery system; and if it is effective, tell yourstory.to local

decision-makers, parents, administrators, governing board, community,

others.

4. Look for the possibility of introducing, management of

guidance programs in your district through the planning and operation

of career resource centers.

5. Conider the merits of the career resource center, or

total services center, as the focal point from which all pupil

personnel services specialists can operate in a team effort. Do

you have an operational pupil personnel services team in your

district? If you don't have a team, but you have team members,

consider the career resource center as the field on which the team

can play.

6. Use the career resource center as a laboratory for your

staff development program, in which skills are learned that can

be implemented immediately by paraprofessionals, students, volunteers,

counselors, teachers, administrators, and others.
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7. Use the career resource center as a political strategy

to involve more personnel in the pupil personnel services program.

The more participatiom you have, the more support you twill gain.

Counselors,

1. Consider the career resource center as a delivery system

that you can utilize to provide more 'services to students.

2. Consider the career resource center as'a vehicle to involve

others in your guidance program: teachers, paraprofessionals,

psychologists, social workers, nurses, speech therapists.

3. Look for ways that the career resource center can be used

as an-effective public relations vehicle.

4. Investigate and capitalize on the possibilities that the

career resource center allows for you to do specialized counseling

while other staff members provide other guidance services.
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Future of Career Resource Centers

At the present time career resource centers are operating

in all but two of the fifty states,.and in seven foreign

countries. The best way to evaluate these centers for possible

use in your school system is to see them in action. Call the

pupil services or vocational education division in your distric'-,

county, or state department of education for locations. If there

are no career resource centers in your geographical area, you

can obt_ln the equivalent of a personal visit by obtaining

copies of career center filmstrips (Jacobson 1974b, 1974c). The

most current complete reference on how to develop a career

resource center has been prepared by Axelrod (Axelrod, et al., ;977).

A set of materials on how to train career resource center technicians

in facility maintenance has been created by Johnson (1976).

The future of career resource centers has to be bright. This

delivery system provides for accountability, flexibility,

versatility, economy, and simplicity. In those locations

where they have been established, career resource centers have

evolved into the central. form of delivery system of student

services. One -to -one counseling has difiinished as the full-

service career resource center, now more appropriately called the

human resources center, has provided a more responsive and effective

alternative: Local funding and local control have kept the center

operational and responsive to changing needs. This new supermarket

system of student services has effectively replaced the old
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general store system.

The rapid increase in the establishment of career resource

centers in tne last eight years has had and will continue to have

,a profound effect on all of us who are associated with guidance

and counseling programs. To assume otherwise is to ignore an

imperative for guidance that has a possibility of achieving your

wildest expectations for guidance program acceptance, effectiveness,

and growth, whether you are a counselor, a guidance director, a

counselor educator, or a state supervisor of guidance. If there

isn't one already, there is going to, be a career resource center

in your future.

Why not plan to use this guidance facility to enhance your

role, and to improve and increase the quality and quantity of

guidance services you can provide for students.
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12 counselors on the bubble
Garry R. Walz and Libby Benjamin

Garry R. Wall, Professor of
Education and Director of the
ERIC Counseling and Personnel
Services Clearinghouse at,The
UniversitV of Michigan, and
Libby Benjamin, Associate
Director of ER iC/CAPS, have
worked together since the
beginning of 1974. They have
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monographs, including On
Becoming a Change Agent,
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conducted-workshops on change
agentr and tutu-ism in zuidance,
and arE the major authors of the
Life Career Development System,
a comprehensive program for
implementinj career development.
In helping counselors enWance their
effectiVeness, they have served as
consultant to many schools,
districts, and state departments,
and have developed a number of
competency-based training
modules for, staff development.
He is a past president of the
Association for Counselor
Education and Supervision and
the American Personnel and
Guidance Association. She has
held office in the Western Region
of APGA and is a past president
of the Alaska Personnel and'
Guidance Association.
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COUNSELORS ON THE BUBBLE

Garry R. Walz and Libby Benjamin

The authors assert that counselors must con-
tinually renew their skills if they are to

be a force in the educational system; and

they suggest a variety of ways for doing so.

Beginning with an analysis of the need for
renewal, they offer five steps by which
counselors.can upgrade their skills on an
individual basis.' They then briefly out-
line three renewal programs developed by
various professional groups, and follow
with eight guidelines to help those who are
interested in establishing a counselor re-
newal program in their own setting, with a
model that illustrates how it can be done

using avaflable resources. Some of the

barriers to renewal that may need to be
overcome, both personal and systemic, are

presented; and the chapter conclude5 with
a list'of imperatives for counselorre-
newal pArams, and recommendations for the
kinds of activities various guidance groups
should perform to respond to those impera-

tives.

When 50 racing cars are competing for 25 positions in several time

trials, the car which tentatively commands the 25th position is "on the

bubble,' i.e., liable to be limped from the race at any moment as new

qualifying times are posted. An apt analogy ti where counselors are, we

think.. If counselors are to stay in the race, to maintain and enhance

their impact in the educational process, they need to streamline their

present functioning and acquire new power trains that will improve their

track record.
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The Need for Counselor Renewal

Renewal has. two components: the updating of one's existing know-

ledge and skills, and the acquisition of new i eas and competencies.

. Variously called "staff development," "professlional development," and

"inservice training," we see the term "renewal" as more than the educa-

tional experiences provided by schools or training institutions;'renewal,
Ic°

to us, incorporates the concept of self-renewal, where counselors take

responsibility for their own new-growth experenCes, pursue self-

instructional modes of learning of their own volition, and feel strong

motivation, excitement, and joy in the process

The great current need for professional rienewal,arises from several

sources. One is the changes that have occurr4d in the public's percep-

tion of the need for and _support of counselors. `The late 50's and early

"60's were times when counselors were in greatdemand, NDEA-sponsored,

training programs flourished, Universities hastily created patterns of

required courses for professional degrees, and states developed a variety

of certification standards. Jobs were plentiful, and faculty who "liked

kids" werepressed into service as either part-time'or full-time coun-

selors. Adding counselors to the school staff was seen as a way of re-

sponding to the, prevailing emphasis on education tailored to individual

needs and concerns. During the present decade the situation has changed

drastically. Jobs are scarce and budgets are tight. Thus, movement is

far more limited and the stability of counseling staffs prohibits the in-

fusion of new personnel with new ideas and new energies. Either .
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counselors counsel excellently, which means continual updating and up-

grading of skills, or they stand in danger of losing their jobs.

.4

The need foF professiona.renewal stems also from the current em-

pha§is,on accountability- -not just performance-accountability but cost-
.

accountabili0 ag well Having to prove that they make'a difference is

-
causing counselors to reach out for new competencies in such areas as

program development and evaluation. The realization that paraprofes-

sionals or present teaching faculty can fulfill some aspects oftthe coun-

selor's role is also raising questions-that have profound implications

for counselors' involvement in renewal experiences.

Another force for professional renewal is the complexity of the

counselor's role. Few other educational personnel have such unusually

'complicated responsibilities; counselors' functions are as varied as the

institutions in which they work. Increasingly, counselors are being

called-upon to do fsor more than they have been trained to do, to demon-

strate skills in leadership, management, consultation, and program design,

and to exhibit expertise in the political arena.

As morals and mores change, and as, sociological events impact on

schools, so'must institutions 'change if they are to be responsive to stu-

dent needs. Because changes in curricular content and emphasis tradi-

tionally lag behind current need, counselors are often in a position to

make the first relevant response to existing pressures. Tobe able to

do so means that counselors are sensitive to the beginnings of discontent,

have the motivation to search out Ways of responding, land equip themselves
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with the requisite skills to deal with the issues--in short, they engage

in the process of self-renewal.

Steps to Self-Renewal

To be effective, self- renewal requires more than participating in

inservice training experiences, attending Narious sessions at conventions,

or keeping up with the journals: While all of these can be helpful, they

are likely to have little impact unless they possess sequence and co- ,

hesion, and emerge from a plan. Self-renewal is a planned process com-

prised of at least the .following compohents:

1. A sensing mechanism to determine the-most appropriate' target for

renewal efforts. This can. b6 accomplished through a needs/wants assess-

ment or a survey of various pupulations; through informal interviewing;

or by monitoring emerging trends through the media, national data bases,

current literature, and writings Of known professional innovators.

2. A clear, written definition of the target goal and specific ob-

jectives to be accomplished. Often a group of counselors will come to

consensus on a target for renewal, and there is verbal agreement and even

excitement about pursuing the goal. Because expectations may differ,

however, the outcome may bring dissatisfaciton'to some--a.situation that

can be avoided if everyone knows clearly at the outset what the precise

objectives are.

3. Selection of the renewal mode thattbest fits,the cognitive style_

of the learner. Some counselors will choose a small-group format in which
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they can join with their peers in learning, others will select a one-to-

one teaching/learning mode, while still others may prefer to go it alone.

Counselors should confer bn what the delivery system will 'be and make

every effort to adapt it to individual learning styles.

4. Adaptation of new skills to personal style. New skills are like

new shoes--they are not comfortable until they become stretched and molded

to fit one's personal contours7and if they continue to pinch or rub,

they will be discarded. Counselors need to experiment with new programs

or approaches, find a basic compatibility or fit; and then reach out to

expand and renew their existipg repertoire of .behaviors, i.e., take the

risk of going beyond the comfortable and the known to the rich reward:of

true professional _growth., .'

5. An evaluation component that reveals to counselors how well they

have achieved their objectives. Not only ig th's satisfyirg to the re-

newal seekers, it is one more step along the road to accountability. The

real measure of success will be found in the answers to the questions,

"How are students (how ai I) different because of my renewal efforts ?"

"What can students (I) do now that they (I) couldn't do before?" "Is this

a constructive di,Iference?"

We are not suggesting that renewal involves only skills--knowledge

and attitudes are just as important. These three elements'of counselor

functioning'are highly interrelated and must be dealt with as an inte-

grated whole. Without new knowledge, counselors are unaware of current

trends and developments and resources available for responding to them,
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and their attitudes beccme fixated. Without new skills, counselors are
b

unable to take advantage of new approaches or put into practice the know-

ledge they have acquired. And without attitudes of openness, risk' -

taking, willingness to experiment, comfort with failure, and pursuit of

challenge and change, counselors will shun the chance to acquire new

knowledge and skills.

Programs of Professional Renewal

Programs for professional development and renewal have grown in

focus and depth as well as in number. It used to be that school dis-

tricts required counselors (and other professional staff) to earn a

specified number of credits periodically in order to retain their posi-

tions and advance on the salary schedule. Course content in general was

by individual choice, although broad areas of study were sometimes stipu-

lated; but most often, concern centered on what was not allowable rather

than on what should be part of the course refreshment plan.

In mankcommunities this has changed. Inservice training has become

a byword and a "given," a built-in part of the school budget. In a)di-

tion, local, state, and national professional groups, counselor-oriented

organizations, colleges and universities, and state guidanc,2 officials

are taking more responsibility for assessing the needs of students and

the competencies of professional personnel, and providing training_expri-

ences that will enable staff to gain the knowledge and skills required

to keep pace with the changing needs of their student clientele. In
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many locales, counselors are given release time to participate in train-

ing experiences conducted by a paid, professional consultant. Or, they

are allowed to attend conferences or special workshops. Or, and this

happens less frequently, they themselves obtain helpful resources, band

together, and engage in self-learning sessions.

The following program descriptions are a few examples of some on-

going professional renewal efforts by various groups.

Illinois Guidance and Personnel Association

The Professional Development Program Committee of IGPA, through the

efforts of six Task Forces, produced a Model Counselor Skills Training

Program with an outline of supportive activities to make it operational.

This model program proposed eight areas of competency with objectives,

and criteria by which counselors could judge their competence in each

objective: (1) the counselor as a person, (2) counseling services, (3)

career development, (4) human appraisal, (5) consultation, (6) coordina-

tion, (7) research and evaluation, and (8) referral. Later, a review of

the program led to the identification of a ninth area of competency

which was added to the model: (9) counselor as change agent.

Objectives for each of the nine areas were separated into three

levels:

.Level I - Persons with a Master's degree

Level II Persons with at least two years of postdegree coun-

seling experience
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Level III - Persons who desired professional recognition as

counselor educators or supervisors

A Review Board was trained to assess counselor competencies at the three

levels. Currently, efforts are underway to involve more members of IGPA

in the programs and to award continuing education units to those who com-

plete the programs successfully.

St. Louis (MO) Personnel and Guidance Association

St. Louis PGA, in cooperation with Webster College Community

Education Program, developed a counselor renewal project with the fol-

lowing goals:

1. To offer skill-building courses not found in traditional coun-

selor education programs

2. To offer courses designed to develop specific skills

3. To offer workshops for special interest groups

4. To help counselors develop skills in new areas of interest

Starting in 1972, a number of courses of varying lengths, carrying

varying hours of credit, and occurring atvarying times were offered, of

which only one, "The Counselor as a Change Agent," succeeded in drawing

enough registrants. Since that small beginning, however, all courses

proposed have prospered, enrollments are large, evaluations are positive,

and other professional staff as well as counselors are enjoying the bene-

fits from taking the courses.

A very interesting fact emerged from a research study of this

program: Whereas in a preliminary needs assessment counse'ors indicated
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their areas of greatest need for training, and courses were designed and

offered accordingly, in actuality they signed up for courses in areas

other than those they themselves had specified as being of high priority.

The conclusion was drawn that people often take courses for reasons

other than to satisfy a specific need.

Several helpful suggestions came out of the experiences of those who

developed this renewal project, and they ahel summarized here for the

benefit of those who would attempt to replicate the efforts of the

St. Louis PGA.

1. Offer courses of not more than 12 contact hours, carrying one

hour of credit, on a Friday evening or Saturday.

2. Offer courses in conjunction with conventions or other workshops.

3. Offer different courses each semester.

4. Choose content that is allied with what counselors are presently

doing.

5. Use format of short lectures, demonstrations, participatory

experience, and discussion. Include handouts.

6. Advertise in advance.

ERIC Counseling and Personnel Services Clearinghouse

The CAPS Clearinghouse at The University of Michigan is the recipient

of hundreds of requests for information on and assistance in a wide

variety of human services areas. As a special project in 1971, CAPS

developed the prototype of a self-help renewal system targeted to areas

frequently identified as being of high priority, and asked several
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knowledgeable professionals to examine it, use it, and share their judg-

ment of its worth. Based on very positive feedback, CAPS then combined

forces with the American School Counselor Association to (7.,:.r.t.to; i, an

extensive needs assessment of the ASCA membership, out were

identified over 30 areas of major interest to counselor., ',I, the present

time the Counselor Renewal System (CRS), as it is called, i the pro-

cess of completion and will be available for dissemination 5y I7te 1978.

The CRS is designed to be used in workshops or small croups, or by

individual counselors, and requires a microfiche reader. It ccntains

the following items:

1. A self-assessment inventory

2. Text on each cf 30+ areas of renewal

3. An annotated b4bliography of resources for each renewal area

4. Microfiche from the ERIC system for each renewal area

The format is looseleaf, which allows for updating and renewal of the

System.

The first step is for the user to complete the self-assessment

inventory that helps him/her identify areas of desired self-renewal and

place them in priority order. The user then turns to an appropriate sec-

tion, reads the text that describes resources available for that topic,

and selects those he/she wishes to pursue. All ERIC resources are on

microfiche, and the fiche are included as an integral part of the System.

Thus, the CRS becomes a one-stop resource that at any given time can

meet the unique needs of large numbers of users ard, with the capacity
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for updating of microfiche and inserting of new resources for as-yet-

unidentified areas of need, can respond to changing areas of emphasis as

well.

Guidelines for Establishing

A Counselor Renewal Program

Judicious mixing of structure and flexibility is critical to the-

success of a renewal program. Programs without structure may cause an

individual to experience seemingly diSparate activities which will have

little impact and provide only minimal contributions to long-lasting

learning. Renewal programs which become too highly organized deny the

individual opportunity to experiment with different topics and to focus

on areas that arise out of new-found interests or needs. A good balance/

between these two elements is essential.

We propose here a series of basic guidelines which we hope will be

useful to individuals who wish to develop balanced and systematic coun-

selor renewal programs. Rather than being definitive and immediately

adoptable, the principles are intended to stimulate the reader to further

thinking and planning.

1. An assessment of individual needs and interests

A renewal program should be targeted clearly to the needs and inter:-

ests of each individual participant in the program. The ultimate utility

of the experience will be determined by how well it responds to
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individual needs. While informal methods such as having each individual

state his/her'preferences are acceptable, a more desirable approach is

to use a needs assessment device to assess systematically individual

needs and interests and to assist each individual to prioritize them.

The systematic approach has the added advantage of suggesting a wide range

of possible topics for study, thus alerting respondents to areas of which

they might have been unaware. The systematic approach also helps to

determine the preferences of a group of individuals for various areas of

renewal. These group data can be useful in planning and organizing the

renewal activities.

2. Individualized counselor renewal activities

Many attractive choices face a counselor wishing to pursue renewal.

Like a dazzled youngster before a candy counter, a counselor may make a

choice by the attraction of the wrapper rather than by the quality of the

contents. Renewal "cafeteria style," selection by how attractive some-

thing seems, may lead to temporary satisfaction but is unlikely to pro-

vide balanced professional development. Each counselor should be

assisted to create a self-renewal plan which stems from specified goals

and objectives and outlines clearly the steps to achieving them. The

self-renewal plan then provides the steering mechanism for the counselor's

renewal efforts. Having a plan is a way of insuring that scenic mean-

derings are minimized in favor of a carefully directed course that charts

the most effective route to reaching each specific goal. Important goals

and needs should not be left to chance. A goal-directed counselor
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renewal plan need not be pedantic and dull. Dreams, strivings, desired

skills, "I would like...," and "I wish I could.:." are the stuff of which

good renewal plans are made. The plan should provide a pragmatic way of

enabling counselors to realize their potentialities, to make their dreams

happen.

In discussions with a renewal program coordinator, a counselor

should establish a 2- to 3-year renewal plan and review it each year to

assess progress toward the goals as well as the continuing relevance of

the plan. It's not how much training a counselor receives, but how the

training affects responses to client.needs that is important.

3. Provision of release time

Encouragement for counselors to continue their education has long

characterized many school systems. Frequently, school systems have used

salary increments as an inducement for continued graduate coursework.

Many state certification plans also include the stipulation that coun-

selors earn a specified number of graduate credits over a stated time

period. Under such approaches, counselors typically have been able to

acquire additional training through evening and summer school classes.

Such experiences have undoubtedly contributed to the heightened skill

levels of counselors nationwide.

Counselor renewal programs which are more sharply focused on the

acquisition of specific skills often require that the counselor be able

to devote time to intensive learning sessions during normal v;orking hours.

Some programs specifically require that counselors use their Ork
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activities as a vehicle for implementing and practicing new skil!s. To

benefit from such intensive learning sessions and/or to be able to give

emphasis to applying new learnings to present work activities, counselors

must be given release time. The familiar administrative admonition that

counselors have all the time they need for retraining "after five and on

weekends" hardly suffices,to meet the contemporary counselor's needs.

And counselors are not likely to perceive much administrative support

behind a program that places most of the burden for continuing profes-

sional development upon themselves.

Under today's conditions of the greater continuity of counseling

staffs and the progressive aging of staff members, new skills and abili-

ties must be specifically taught to counselors. Since counselors are

now likely to be with a system for a fairly long period of time, schools

have greater incentive for providing programs to upgrade and renew coun-

seling skills than they would if counselors occupied their school posi-

tions only temporarily. Increasingly, the skills of school counseling

staffs will depend not upon a selection process but upon the effectiveness

of the school's professional development and renewal program.

4. Bite-sized learning portions

Mention counselor renewal programs and many-people have visions over-

loaded with "E"--Extended, Extensive, and Exhaustive. "Big and complex

is better:" "Make them sweat!" TheSe are attitudes some trainers have

about what constitutes a good staff development program. Training spe-

cialists with a perverse side to their nature may take satisfaction in
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offering "substantially sound" programs that demand extended time allo-

cations, require extensive homework, and probe exhaustively into each

topic. Like overzealous dentists, they bore in and leave,in their trail

thoroughly bored participants. The natural appetite approach is sounder,

with bite -sized morsels of learning that meet a counselor's need for a

specific morsel of learning. Some trainers stuff counselors with a meal

when what they want is a bite. With a good menu to choose from, a coun-

selor can make a very nutritious meal out of many different bites.

Bite-sized learning experiences that respond to explicit counselor needs

and can be chewed and digested before the appetite is gone will keep the

counselor coming back for more.

5. Individually-paced learning

Ask a group of learners what they want most in their learning and

many will say, "To be able to progress at my own pace." Keeping the

class together is a sure way to frustrate some learners a lot and many

leqrners a little. A key provision in a counselor renewal program is to

put participants in control of the throttle--to let them set the pace to

suit themselves. Allowing learners'to determine how far and how fast

they will learn is essential to maximizing their efficiency and their

motivation 'to continue. Individualizing the learning pace is one of the

simplest things we can do to help individuals feel that they are partici-

pating in "my kind of learning:"

U
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6. Rewards for successful achievement

Counselor renewal programs should be focused on achievements. What

the achievements are and vii4t their worth is should be well-known. And

those who successfully achieve should be rewarded. Certificates, rosters,

public listings, or special classifications are just some of the ways to

acknowledge a counselor's attainments. While much of the satisfaction

from renewal efforts will be intrinsic to the counselor, concrete, visi-

ble rewards are also important as they serve to reinforce motivation and

inner feelings of accomplishment. They also serve to communicate the

high priority that a system attaches to renewal and the benefitsthat

renewal can bring to the counselor.

7. Emphasis on competency-based outcomes

Counselor renewal programs can emphasize process or outcomes--what

counselors experience in the training or what they can do after the

training. We are partial to outcomes. We believe each learning activity

should indicate clearly, in advance, what the counselor will be able to

do as a result of completing the training. This approach provides the

best possible basis for individuals to choose which learning activities

to pursue. It enables learnersto judge the "correctness of fit" between

what a particular training experience offers and what they need and want.

'Particularly suited to an outcome - oriented learning program are com-

petency-based training modules. Modules,of this design possess clearly

specified objectives and criterion measures by which individuals are able

to judge the extent Of their learning upon completion of the training.
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Individual pacing and bare -sized learning morsels are also an integral

part of such modules. And by judicious selection of topics, learners

can create their own book. They can customize a renewal program which

speaks to their persbrial, esoteric learning needs and interests. When

cour.:21ors are able to weave a number of self-selected modules into their

can customized pattern and can cover them at a pace which is personally

satisfying, they have truly created their own self-renewal program.

8. Reviewing and renewing the renewal

Yesterday's innovation can readily become today's drag. Sometimes we

cah become attached to a specific innovation and deny the need for re-

newing it All counselor renewal programs should contain a reviewing

and renewing component which provides for continuous afssu,sment and

review of the efficacy of the different learning activities and encourages

the addition of new approaches and methods. We should never change just

for the sake of changing. But we should never deny change when it is

needed. The hallmark of a quality counselor renewal,prOgram is that the

renewing protess is continuous, and that it is applied not only to the

program itself but also to the people who go through it.

An Illustrative Model

The following mini-model illustrates how one school system created

and implemented its own counselor renewal program. The example is in-

tended to show how a local school system can initiate a counselor re-

newal program using currently available resources.
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,''he counde7 ors at 1,akeol. w High har: ong fe7 t. the need
r a r,Mewal rojram. s,af,r' had stabi (-)?),2P

t and they found themsolve3 l;ing the same
things they had t'e'en doing for .71ears. The nearest ,college
wa,1 /5 ,z12(zj, anJ f OW cowLocZcPs I?: the systrm availed
themser,oes of the opportun: t'd to attend ,..7.a.;scs them.

of the counst,lors applied fJr r JIO,W0 1,1:Prit: and money to
t' end :.lorkshops iioen at the colt."' 7e , but funds for' such

v01 ?j

Jounselor suggested that the guidance department build a
renewal program around the Counselor Renewal :1/stem

EPI:/CAPS and ASC4._ In a ,'resentation to the admin-
istration, a ,)rout of counselors outlined the main features

:7yotcm--individual profiling of needs, self-pacing,
'ndioi,duali:;ed learning, and use of -1(W cost microfiche.
The administration was p7easantly surpr'3edat the low cost
of ,rhe and liked its self-contained feature_ which pre-
c!uled the need eapensive outside consultants and addi-
tional resources.

. "o,-;ether, the administration and the, guidance department
developed a plan whereby any counselor in the system bould
apiy to a ,'ounselor Renewal Committee for permission to
begin a renewal orogram. A simple form askedapplicants"to
specify their renewal objectives and plans, and to indicate
how the,:r participation in the program would benefit them-
selves, as well as their school. The Committee, composed of
a counselor, the Director of Pupil Personnel Services, and
an. administrator, reviewed each application and. orwarded
its recommendation to the counselor and to the school's
guidance director. Each counselor whose renewal plan was
approved was free to negotiate with the guidance director
in his/her school for up to five hours of release time per
week and, in special situations, a block of time not exceed-
ing two days. ,Arrangements were also made with the college
to, award Coztinuing Education Units fbr completion of' the
activities for each renewal topic. In addition, the school
system de,eloped twc certificate.programs, one in career
guidance and another in group work, which required partici-
pants to complete several competency-based modules. Upon
completion of a renewal topic, counselors were required to
demonstrate their proficiency in the renewal area in order
to qualify for the CEU's or the certificate(s).

In practice, counselor response to the renewal program was
enthusiastic. Several teachers also became interestef and
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arti2iiat;ed in th.7 larecr guidance an ..7 group work certificate

programs. Some counselors Aose to do their programs by them-
selves, but; the majority set up w.'ekly brown-bag luncheon
meetings in which.they shared their experiences and Zearnings

caA other. This group sharing helped to sustain their
m)tivation, and -ovided broader insights and icreas then

might normally be c.rprienced by single individuals. .As
increasingnumers of people experienced the program and
applied now ideas Ind skills to their work, they" began to
serv,' ac c:-,sultants to those who went through the program

later. Their insights and practical knew-how; proved to be
very helpful to the "newcomers."

An'ad ,hoc group of cou'nselors was appointed to review regu=
larly the operation of the renewal program, to suggest changes
and rcvisions, and occasionally to eliminate some of the
topi,!s from the program that were judged to be "too thin" or
"ineffe.ctive." The Committee members also reviewed -ail new
materials for the Counse9r Renewal System which they re-
ceived from ERIC/CAPS bi-annually. They. also encouraged the
staff to suggest other marials to be considered for inclu-
sion in the .System.

In a questionnaire distributed at, the end of the first two
years, the majority of the counselors expressed the belief
that the program had been "very worthwhile"--not only for
helping them to acquire'new skiZZs, but for "...turning us on,
getting us off dead center, and creating a climate wherein we
were arxious to share new ideas and experiences."

Barriers to Professional Renewal

To expect that all counselors will engage in self-renewal'or that all

organizations will support and encourage professional renewal is Simply to

tgnoreyeality. Many barriers exist within ourselves and our organiza-

tions which act to quash our motivation and inhibit attempts to refresh

our knowledge and skills.

When efforts to be innovative,,when efforts to'propose a departure

from regularly scheduled activities that will result in new experiences
?
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and awarenesses and skills meet with stumbling blocks and failure, it

behooves the professional staff to identify what is wrong and what forces

are operating to inhibit such attempts. Identifying what are the bar-.

riers to renewal is the first step in being able to deal with them.

Barriers in the Organization

The following examples illustrate some common kinds of organizational

barriers that work to obstruct efforts of individuals toward professional

growth and renewal.

Management style. All organizations have more-or-less-established

ways. of enforcing their policies and a history of the kinds of options

available to their employees. How the organization manages these func-

tions influences greatly how the staff will respond to opportunities to

improve their professional knowledge and skills. In the authoritarian

se+t'ng where decisio1,s are made the top and where the staff carry out

orders Without having been involved in the decision-making process, the

motivation for self-growth experiences usually is low or nonexistent.

Efforts at self-renewal are also probably doomed to rapid extinction

if they go'unrewarded--either verbally, financially, or with a change in

work activities or status. While much oT. the reward from renewal efforts

is personally gratifying, extrinsic rewards can do much to increase

employee se_isfaction and sustain and encourage motivation toward further

professional growth.

The administration that is committed to excellence in profesIional

services and that practices ongoing involveMent of all personnel will/be
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more apt to exhibit understanding of and support for professional growth

and renewal./ And when the staff feel that they have an important "say-so"

in the kind of programs offered, they are more likely to be stimulated to

pursue individual avenues of growth, as well as to participate with others

in planning renewal experiences for personnel with like interests and

needs.

Money. "We can't afford it!" This is one of the most conmon admin-

istrative rejoinders and is very effective in, stopping arguments before

they get started. On the surface this statement appears unarguable, but

in fact it suggests that something is awry in priority setting, communi-

cation, and planning. Blame for lack of funding for renewal efforts can-
,

not be laid solely on the administration. The presence of this barrier

means that (a) there is no organ'ized plan for renewal in the organization,

(b) the administration does not

programs, (c) the staff have not

nderstand or support staff development

communicated to the administration their

development needs, (d) the staff have not reacted favorably to or taken

advantage of previous renewal at empts, or (e) the staff have not demon-

strated that previous renewal experiences have made a difference -ln their

\
b

attitudes or behaviors. Both professional personnel and administrators

\

have responsibility for making sur.,\there is allocation in the budget for

staff development and renewal.

Stigma. Strange as it may seem,\in some organizations participation

in staff development or renewal progras is reserved for individuals who

are considered to be inept, lacking in skill, or slated for extinction.
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Surh viewpoint toward renewal represents a grievous misunderstanding of

the concept. Every effort should be made to dispel this attitude from

the minds of all members of the uganizationand to promote renewal as

positive, enhancing, and necessary, as well as a right and a privilege

for everyone.

Total responsibility on the individual. An organization which acts

on the assumption that professional growth and renewal are the responsi-

bility of the individual is "copping out" on its own responsibility, and

the inherent dangers are several'. First, chances are good that rewards

for such efforts will be obscure, thereby minimizing individual interest

and effort. Second, professional staff are so busy that such efforts are

continually shuffled to the bottom of the stack of things to be done.

Third, such a stance implies that competencies which are adequate now

will also be adequate for the future and, further, suggests stror4ly that

the organization is not being responsive to changing student and staff

needs. Fourth, and this is probably the most insidious effect, staff

who do overcome the "stigma" barrier and strike out on their own may be
O

doing so out of self-interest thinly disguised as professional caring.

The experiences they choose may have nothing to do with the needs of the

orpnization or of their clients, but the effort makes them "look good"

and wins points when merit raises are. in order.

Single focus: conventions. Often the only source for renewal is

attendance at professional meetings or conventions. And such participa-

tion is usually spread among professional staff in such a way that one
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particular individual may have the opportunity to attend only every third

year or so. Financial support for professional attendance is not being

disparaged here; rather, dismay is being expressed that such activity is

the only perceived avenue for professional growth. Beyond that, when a

staff member returns from such a meeting, little effort is made to deter-

mine the value of the experience-in terms of new knowledge, new skills, or

new insights. Most returnees are greeted with, "How did you enjoy the

convention?" or, "Did you have a good time?" The writers know of one

"professional" person who boasted openly that he had been to seven con-

ventions and had yet to attend a meeting! Clearly, when the organization

demonstrates its belief that its responsibility for renewal begins and

ends with allowing individuals to attend conferences, then it is creating

a barrier to the many-faceted approaches to renewal.

.Too much of a good thing. In contrast to the inadequate behaviors of

organizations in the barriers mentioned so far, there is the organization

that provides inservice programs at the drop of a new trend. We know of

some staffs that feel "inserviced to death" and greet each new prideful

administrative announcement with barely concealed (if concealed at all)

groan's of displeasure. The admini(Stration boasts of how well it provides

for its employees and has difficulty understanding their reluctance to

particio te.

Several factors may be operating to produce such resistance: (a)

the quality of previous inservice training has been poor, (b) the staff

have not been involved in planning the program, (c) the staff have had no
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orientation to the program, (d) the timing is poor (i.e., other essential

tasks must be accomplished immediately), (e) the staff don't feel that

they need the program, and (f) no effort has been made to relate-the pro-

gram to the goals and objectives of the institution or the department.

One of the purposes of renewal efforts is to upgrade competencies

and acquaint professional staff with important and interesting innovations.

But care must be exhibited in the choice of focus and in the quality of

the program, or planned inservice experiences will acquire a distasteful

aspect to those for whom they are designed.

The "no time" syndrome. Organizations that expect their guidance

personnel to pursue renewal efforts on their own time and with their own

money are organizations whose staffs will not renew. There is no excuse

for refusing to provide release time for counselors to read, to consult

wit:. their peers, to plan and participate in inservice experiences, and,

yes, to attend professional meetings and conferences. Only through such

activities will they be able to refresh their knowledge and skills and

keep them up-to-date with changing client needs. Lack of release time is

a serious barrier to renewal efforts and implies ...hat the organization

is focused only on the tasks of today, unconcerned about long-range goals

and a responsible future.

The reader probably is aware of ether barriers in organizations, and

the foregoing are simply suggested as the most common forms of organiza -..

tional reluctance to plan for systematic and meaningful.programs of staff

development and renewal.
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Barriers in the Person

While the organization can raise barriers that thwart or dampen

efforts to improve professionally, counselors themselves probab;y create

even greater obstacles to their own growth. Everyone who has ever con-

ducted a workshop will testify to the broad range of responses in any

group of participants; it is easy to note which individuals are enthusias-

tic, willing to experiiflent, anxious to reach out, and which ones are

passive, dePendent, nonparticipatory--simply putting in their time.

What causes people to resist new experiences and to eschew opportunities

to enhance their professional skills? As with any obstacle,..to identify

it is to take the first step toward' overcoming it. The following para-

graphs describe some common barriers that operate both intrinsically and

extrinsically to inhibit efforts toward professional renewal.

Psychological comfort. How pleasant it is to do what one has always

done in the same way one has done it No risks, no rocking the boat, no .

unknowns. While such a work pattern can be dull and lifeless, and graphi-

cally illustrates the "daily grind," some counselors just plain prefer

things that way.° Acquiring new skills means changing one's behaviors;

inc-easing one's knowledge has the potential for creating dissatisfaction

with what is. Both of these outcomes require a willingness to upset the

status quo, and this calls for energy and some risk-taking--which this

sort of helping person shies away from. Thus, the stage is set for

resistance'to new programs or practices, and such a counselor remains

'secure in the same comfortable! old rut while the real world- MO%2S on.
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Self-doubt% thherent in'any venture to acquire new competencies is

the notion that we will 'succeed, but all of us do not have that degree of

self - confidence. Doubt about our abilities to learn the information, com-

plete the task, or gain the skill usually takes the form of denial of the

need for change--another comfortable, self-defeating behavior. Protecting

our self-image causes us to be afraid of new challenges, and thus we with-

draw from change and are unmotivated to grow.

Lack of purpose. The person who does not utilize professional devel-

opment opportunities should step back and take a hard look at why he/she

has entered a helping profession. If the goal was to get out of teaching,

or to have summers off, or to save money, or to engage in a stop-gap

occupation on the road to something more desirable, then there is reason

for lack of commitment to excellence in performing the tasks. Such an

individual really doesn't care and is liable to be extremely cooperative:

"Is that the way you want it? Okay." "This program is probably as good

as any other." Individuals who have not related their choice of occupa-

tion to meaningful personal goals will not be motivated to take steps to

improve professionally and will exhibit only half-hearted efforts in

planned professional growth experiences.

Isolation. Helping, professionals who work in rural or remote areas,

can experience real problems in their efforts to gain new skills, simply

because of where they are. Location of work setting mightbe considered

to be an organizatiohal barrier, but we propose that the isolated coun-

selor who cites distance as the cause for not engaging in self-renewal
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activities is relying onan excuse. We know of a counselor who works in

'the bush of Alaska who is, as "up" on what's new and as ,ell-versed in

new counseling approaches as any professional in a teeming city. Isola-

tion makes the task more difficult, to be sure, but not-impossible for

counselors who are committed to enhancing themselves and providing the

most useful services for their cliehes.

Lack of information. Here again one might say the responsibility

for providing .information rests " the organization, but we believe

counselors on their own can do much to overcome this problem. Some pro-

.fessionals simply do not know of the tremendous variety of choices availa-

ble to them for updating their knowledge and competencies. That they make

no attempt to find sout is the real barrier, for the sources are numerous.

The long term consequences of working from the same knowledge base year

after year--unaware of the exciting developments taking place in our pro-

fession, of dramatic discoveries through research, of innovative ideas

and approaches that produce sought-for outcomes--are dismal: obsolescence

of professional practices, lack of productive self-appraisal, decreased

responsiveness to client needs, routinization, and submerged creativity.

Availing oneself of up-to-date information is one of the hallmarks of

the true professional.

Imperatives for Counselor Renewal Programs

The following imperatives speak to the overriding importance of

counselor renewal. Individually they identify specific reasons why
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counselor renewal is urgently needed. Collectively they provide a

rationale for counselor renewal becoming a major imperative for organized

guidance programs.

1. Counselor renewal is a must if counselors are to assume the new

responsibilities and leadership which are being asked of them.

A changing society generates new problems and needs, most of which

involve people. How effectively counselors respond to these issues depends

upon their desire and ability to renew their skills and knowledge. Only

through renewal will they be able to assume new responsibilities and be

contributive to the human condition.

2. Counselor renewal is a shared responsibility of the individual coun-

selor and the organization.

Counselors must individually assume responsibility for their renewal

as professional persons. They must possess the basic interest and moti-

vation to renew and enhance their skills and knowledge. Individual coun-

selors, however, cannot go it alone. They need the backing of the system

in psychological commitment and in practical support through finances and

logistics.

3. Programs for renewal must be futuristically focused.

Counselors need to use the present to prepare for the future.

Renewal programs should assist counselors not only to update old compe-

tencie! l but also to 'acquire competencies in new areas. Monitoring

emerging areas of need and providing programs that prepare counselors
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ahead of time to respond tO those needs will help organizations-and

individuals to avold crash programs that are unplanned, poorly executed,

and temporary.

4. A comprehensive plan is arequi:ite of all counselor renewal programs.

Counselor renewal programs should evolve from a thoughtful analysis

of the needs of individuals and of the systems in which they work. Care-

ful planning enables the process to become lf- renewal for the counselor

and program-enhancing for the system. Unplanned, directionless programs

can only provide short-lived benefits which do little tc augment the

strength of individuals or of the system.

Recommendations

Broadly stated, passiVe phrases like "must be developed" or "should

be planned" leave vague the responsibility for accomplishment of specific

task. This section is intended to pinpoint responsibility and suggest

which individuals or groups should assume leadership in implementihg the

imperatives for counselor renewal.

State Supervisors of Guidance

1. Establish statewide priorities that communicate the importance

of local counselor renewal programs.

2. Obtain state funding to underwrite the development of-local

counselor renewal programs.
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3. Actively solicit Federal funds to be used in support of the devel-

opment of local-and statewide programs and resources for counselor renewal.

4. Establish a dissemination network in the state that reaches to

the farthest community to provide up-to-date information on new programs,

new pra6tices, current research findings, staff development opportunities,

and the like.

5. Devise a means whereby each 'school/district/county submits pro-

gram resources and evaluative, data from local iriservice training and

renewal programs.

6. Develop an inventory of statewide physical and human resources

that can be utilized in renewal efforts.

7. Become an active participant VI national networks for sharing

effective renewal methods aid materials such as the ERIC/CAPS S3

(Systematic Sharing System) and the annual national New Imperatives for

Guidanbe conference.

8. Engage in continuing self-assessment and renewal of personal

knowledge, and skills.

9. Participate actively in establishing policies and legislation

which underwrite counselor renewal programs.

Counselor Educators

1.. Infuse in counselors a positive attitude toward lifelong-learning

and continuing self-renewal.

2. Provide counselors with a brod perspective toward new,activities

and opportunities to develop skills in a variety of counselor roles, i.e.,
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group counselingconsultation, change agentry, leadership.

3. Assist counselors to acquire skills in the use of information

systems as a means of acquiring information 'on innovative counseling

programs, approaches, and resources.

4. Assist counselors to prepare and update regularly a systematic

plan'for personal and professional development and renewal.

5. Engage in continuing self-assessment and renewal of personal

knowledge and skills.

6. Participate actively in establishing policies and legislation

which underwrite counselor renewal programs.

Directors of Guidance

1. Obtain administrative support for the eatablishment of a

systemwide counselor renewal program.

2. Conduct and regularly update a needs assessment of district

\
counselors to ascertain their needs for renewal.

3. Stimulate the development of a renewal programs targeted to

identified counselor needs, involving counselors themselves in the

planning and implementation of the programs.

4. Provide appropriate rewards for counselor participation in the

renewal programs.

5. Engage in continuing self-assessment and renewal of personal

knowledge and skills.

6. Participate actively in istablishing policies and legislation

which underwrite counselor renewal programs.
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Counselors

1. Assume personal responsibility for self-renewal.

2. Create a systematic plan for continuing professional development,

and renewal.

/

/

3. Aggressively seek out opportunities to broaden and enhance per/-

sonal knowledge and skills.

4. Participate enthusiastically in organizationally-planned renewal

programs.

5. Become a strong root force for needed change and innovation in

the organization.

6. Participate actively in establishing policies and legislation

which underwrite counselor renewal programs.

Summary

Counselors are on the bubble. A changing society is demanding that

they extend the areas in which they provide help. Can they meet these

demands? There is no certain answer to that question; Bdta systematic
,

program of counselor renewal can help to equip counselors1ito confront

creatively the challenges before\them. Renewing counselors are alert,

resourceful, and proactive. They are likely to rise abmie the bubble.
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PERSONAL PERSPECTIVES--PAST AND PRESENT

C. Gilbert Wrenn

This article deals broadly with some of the

cultural factors that have influenced the
development and focus of counseling services.
Beginning with the 1920's, the author offers
personal reflections on the changes wrought
by social, technological, and psychological,
events in the counseling field. He then

examines existing social movements in a
number of areas such as education, family
life, the status of women, and the use of
leisure time, and suggests their possible
implications for counseling in future

decades. He concludes with a list reflecting
his own views of counseling's achievements
to date and the hopes he entertains for its
future.

At the outset of this brief chapter I want to make a statement that

will displease some readers. For fifty years I have fcught a "losing battle

against the parallel use of the words "counseling" and "guidance." I have

argued that counseling is part of a guidance program, that the use of the

term "counseling and guidance" does not make semantic sense. But now let

me try a new approach--"counseling" is a complex professional funCtion and

"guidance" is the support sys -m for the counselor as he or she facilitates

the client's resolution of his or her problem or developmental need. Yes,,

I know, the book is about guidance. The word is central in the title'. But

what you do not know is that when Garry Walz and Libby Benjamin submitted

a number of questions that they thought I might consider, they were all about

counseling and counselors. Perhaps they realized that this was what I am

most familiar with! In any event, in this chapter I will be primarily

considering counseling.



The Expansions of Counseling

Counseling in our society has expanded enormously over the decades,

both vertically and horizontally. Vertically, the expected competence

of the counselor has grown to demand preparation at the graduate school

level. The minimum expectation is a Master's degree, which often requires

n_ 7 than one year of graduate work. This preparAtion extends for a

steadily increasing proporHon of graduate students in the field to a

Doctoral degree. It is most often basically psychological in nature,

with supervised practice or an internship required.

Tire distinction between "counseljng" and "counselor" must be heeded.

Counseling is a human relations function, performed by people in many

settings, but all too often by people ill-prepared for the intricacies of

human behavior or the ethics involved. This function is often only a part

of the worker's major responsibility, because he or she is a teacher, a

minister, a ,ucial worker. A counselor is a person for whom counseling is

a major responsibility, often a full-time responsibility. A person assuming

such a role in society should be prepared for the task in terms of

psychological unJerctanding and experience under competent supervision.

The individual should also understand the ethics of his or her relationship

to client or group on the one hand, and to employer or institution on

the other. Unfortunately, many self-titled "counselors" do not have this

professional preparation or these professional understandings.

Horizontally, counselors, both the well qualified and the lass

qualified, operate.in a wiJe range of settings--not only in schools,



where in earlier decades of this century they were often called "guidance

workers," but also in colleges and universities, employment services,

rehabilitation services, hospitals, and mental health centers. The

term counselor has become all too popular, so we have real estate counselors,

ins ... e counselors, consumer counselors, and so on ad nauseum. A few

ye: vs ayo I wrote that counseling has become popular, that counselors are

the bandwagon, but that being there makes.them more vulnerable. Both

the legitimate and the psuedo counselors become more subject to brickbats

and rotten tomatoes. I quoted General "Vinegar Joe" Stillwell, who once

commented to younger officers who were seeking promotion, "Gentlemen,

the higher a monkey climbs on a pole, the more he exposes his rear."

Such popularity also means tha, " counselors" often listen to the crowd,

more than to the music; hence the multiplic4tion,of so-called counselc=

services. (The strengths and weaknesses of such diversity are commented

upon more fully in an article or mine [Wrenn, 1,977a].)

My major emphasis in this chapter is on the cultural factors that

influence the development and the focuR of counseling within some given

time span. Counseling doesn't just happen. It grows out of individual

and institutional needs at a given time in our social developilient (or

"change" perhaps, since development connotes movement in a known

direction). Too often, counseling is not a response to contemporary

needs but to the needs of the period in which counselors were prepared,

UnfortLi toely, counseling is as subject to social lag as is any other

. ion. A most unfort!inateAenomenon, .cause,. unl, ., counselors

to the contempordry needs of clients emanating from the
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client's contemporary world, they are no counselors at all.

From Whence Counseling Came

The comments to follow will be personal reflections. A am sorry

about that, but a scholarly and totally satisfying treatment would require

a full chapter or a book and it would also be repetitive. Full chapters

and ful- l.books have already been writtn on the development of counseling

and of guidance (Miller, 1961, Wecially 'Chapters 2-6; Miller, 1973;

Shertzer & Sto.ne, 1968,Chapter 2; Shertzer & Stone, 1971, Chapters 2

and 3).

I have lived through the almost complete professional growth of

counseling- -since the middle 1920's--and have written extensively about

counseling over these decades. (My first three professional articles

were published in 1928 and 1929: 'Factors Determining a Child's.Moral ,

Standards," "Initiattng a Guidance Program in a School" and 'A Simple

and Eff -.ient Test Program." These`were lively topics of that period.)

But one person's experience and knowledge are a very inadequate

representation of the total life of the times. The reader will have

to bear with me incthis inadequacy.

, 4

The (120' and 1930's

In ,he 1920's we were recovering from the various shocks of World

War I. Returning servicemen had developed changed perceptions of life

'and'its meaning, of other morals, and of other cultures, both tfle culture
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of..military life '(and death) and the culture of other peoples. People

wanted to be happy, the "flapper" period was-a sign of the times, affluence

was in the air, ,ioney was important. (Remember, these are personal

reflections, subject to the ravages of fifty years of unconscious

selective perception.) Education became more important because

psychological testing had -been used in the military services (the

.Army Alpha, for example) andsociety was shocked at the many low ..

"intelligence" scores. The. Stanford-Binet Scale came into wide use,

then the Thorndike Intelligence Te<t as one of the early carefully

standardized group paper and per .,i tests. (I administered this test

to Stanfard University applicants at 50 Stanford Testing Centers ill over.

the State. of California during the late 1920's.and early 1930's. I

administered the test, using carefully standardized procedures and

timing, and my wife Kathleen scored them. Thus we paid our way for

many pleasant Spring trips!) Stanford started using this test in

1924: By that tit? test scores had become important in all sorts of

educational and placement situations.

Then came the stock market crash of 1929, the rapid crumbling of

our total financial structure, and the Great Depression of the 1930's.

Only those who have lived through the period can appreciate how important

money was then! In 41936 I was invited to 'a position at the University

of Minnesota, after eight years of service at Stanford (four years

post-doctoral). The salary I was pleased to accept was $4000 for a

12-month vdministrative-year--it was $400 more than I had had Stanford
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and a promotion to Associate Professor to boot! Times were hard at

Minnesota, too; in 1937, at age 35, because they couldn't afford a raise

in. salary, I was proo;oted to full Professor as a reward!

Younger readers may find it difficult to appreciate the sharp rise

in the degree of intervention by the Federal Overnment in the personal

lives of American citizens, caused by the grave economic and personal

crises of the times. It seemed appropriate then, for only the Federal

government could save banking, businesses, and the actual lives of

thousands of people. These interventions were not withdrawn after

the depression crisis had passed, for the World War II crisis was

then upbn us. By now the "habit" of wide-ranging Federal intervention

and: subsidization was established, a habit which took firmer hold in the

1960's and became a disease by the 1970's! To illustrate: Federal

regulatory agencies publish their regulatiops in The Federal Register.

In 1937, the Register printed 3,450 pages of regulations; by 1973

this had jumped to 35,591 pages; Ly 1975 the Register contained

60,221 pages, the specific demands of 24 major regulatory agencies, and

cost $3.5 billion per year.

Psychological testing increased greatly, both in range of content

and in usage. As an example, the present Counseling Center at the

University or Minnesota was called the University Testing Bureau

un 11 about 1938 or 1940 when E.G. Williamson became Dean of Students

(I am not sure of the exact wording of his title) and John G. Darley

became Director of the Center. Their book, Student Personnel Wor;.: An

0
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Outline of Clinical Procedures, appeared in 1937 and wa very influential.

Many so-called aptitude tests appeared (actually measures of general

intelligence couched in language appropriate to a given vocation), and

two interest tests we ° widely used: the "Strong Vocational Interest

Blank," 1927 (E. K. Strong, Jr., was co-chairman of my Ph.D. committee),

and the "Kuder Preference Record--Vocational," 1934. Kuder later

became the editor of a new journal which he founded upon the royalties

from his test, Educational and Psychological Measurement, again

influential, Bernreuter (1931) and Bell (1934) (both classmates of

mine at Stanford University) appeared with their tests of factors in

personality. Two projective tests widely used during this period

were the "Rorschach Inkblot Test" (1921) and the Murray Thematic

Apperception Test" (1936). It was, the late 1920's and 1930's, an age

of tests Even I came out in 1935 with a simple-minded "Study-Habits

Inventory"--which by 1978 had sold 1.9 million copies.

So during these two decades, counseling, which was barely breaking

out of the classroom where teacher-counselors saw individual students

for one or two periods a day, remained heaving; loaded with a vocational

choice emphasis and a stress on vocational information, to which great

input was given by the publication in 1939 of The Dictionary of

-Occupational Titles. One new emphasis was on matters of educational

choice (of courses, of curricula which the student was intellectually

capible of handling) introduced by the 1926 book of William Martin

Proctor, Educational and Vocational Guidance. Another 1920-40
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emphasis was the already mentioned heavy dependence by counselors upon

psychological tests. A third assumption of counseling, growing in

part out of the second, was the tendency to consider a client in

fragments--intellect, special aptitudes, emotional pattern, interests,

and soon. Seldom was the client seen whole, seldom the) start made

where the client felt hithself/herself to be: More often counseling

began where the counselor told clients-that-they were.

The 1940's and 1950's

In this period ournation was Convulsed in the agonies of World

War II, the K. ,pan War, and the,ir,aftermaths. 'Great social and techno-

logical changes occurred, but it seems unnecessary to detail these.

They have been recounted so frequently. It is enough perhaps to suggest

that many professional counseling changes took place and they did so

within the matrix of significant changes in our total society. World

War II; the atomic bomb; the Korean War; apprehension over Russia;

great leaps forward in technology, medicine, and psychology; larger

numbers of, women.in the work force--the list goes on and on.

This period revealed rapid growth in both the numbers of and

the professionalization of counselors and counseling psychologists. It

saw them also operating in ,an increasing variety of settings. The war

,periods and the years follOwing witnessed the greatest use of psychol-

ogists and personnel selection techniques of any period in our history.

Clinical and counseling psychology came of age. Doctoral curricula
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were developed for tnem; state certification and licensing protected
P

both them and the public; professional diplomas, similar o those for

medical specialists, identified those deemed most competent by their

peers. They were emp'Jyed in colleges and universities, hospitals,

rehabilitation agencies,cies, employment services, and in private practice.

Codes of ethics for psychologists in practice and for those in research

were established. All of this activity grew out of (1) the employmenl

of so many thousands of psychologists in World War II, (2) their

growing sense of competence and service, and (3) the demand for them

following the war experience. (Again, these professional developments

are more clearly outlined in my 1977 article, previously cited.)

The numbers of student personnel workers in colleges and universities

expanded as well. The demand was enormous foripeople,to assume these

soles following World War II. This demand was caused not only by the

much larger number of students on a 'given campus, but also because many

of these students were war veterans who were accustomed to receiving

many and varied professional services. The University of Minnesota,

the site of my professional contributions frow1936 to 1964, played a

leading role in the Oeparation of such workers. This was because of

strong teaching departments in student personnel work and counseling

pSyChology, in both educational psychology and psychology, and

` because the University student personnel program represented a wide

scope of student personnel and counseling services for supervised

practice and internship. With the strong post-war demand for central

coordinating officers to integrate various student services on burgeoning
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campuses and with so few who were professionally trained prior to the

war period, many unprepared 'people were made speciali1 is overnight.

They became Deans of Students. Some were former athletic coaches ("they

understand students ..:an manage them"), some were general administre

tive officers ("they know how to keep the boat from rocking "').

Professional organizations in college and university student personnel

work had been established prior to this time of strong dema0: the

American College Personnel Association, ACPAjemerging from the National

Association of Appointment Secretaries), in 1924; the National Associat1ion

of Student Personnel Administrators, NASPA, in 1919: the Nat`t nal Associa-

tion for Women-Deans, Administrators, and Counselors, NAWDAC (formerly the

National'Association of Deans of Women, NADW), in 1916. The first of these,

ACPA, wh Ji developed some strengths during the 1930's, faltered, of course,

during the war [,eriod. Then in the later 1940's this organization grew in

professional ways and finally, in 1951, became one of the strong charter

divisions of the-American Personnel and Guidance Association, APGA. (I

was President of ACPA during 1947 -49, and even then we had a sense of power

significanCe. University presidents noticed us!)

School counselors were being better prepared and were more generally

accepted during the post-war period. In 1953 the American School

Counselor Association, ASCA,Was founded and became the largest of the

divisions of APGA." A big boost for school counseliig came viith the

passage by Congress in 1958 of the National Defense rdt.:ation Act, NDEA.

Russia's Sputnik. (first space satellit,) really shook us and the Act

was intended to help counselors recognize "superior students" and,
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if possible, get them into the technology' stream to assist in. the

development of counteractive spate ttchnologyr-an Act of Defense. ,It

soon became apparent that such specialization could not be developed

without upgrading counseling for everyone. (This sounds. like the George-

Deen Act of 1938 and the George-Barden Act of 1946, both designed to

promote the counseling of Ftudents in vocational education, but.which

soon became counseling of students in general.) Over the next few years

hundreds of NDEA Institutes were subsidized to prepare counselors at the

graduate level, and the numbers of school counselors more than tripled

within sever gears.

The 1940's saw the emergence of a strong new personality-counseling

theory (CounsClinq and Psychotherapy, Carl Rogers, 1942, followed by

Client-Centered Therapy, 1951). The contrasting behavioral counseling

of the 1950's and 1960's had its primary support in Fred Skinner's 1953

book, Science and Human Behavior. These two theory-practice approaches

have given.grut impetus to the counselor's perceptiOns of the nature

of human behavior. I think the, have moved us forward from the

measurement-clinical emphasis of the 1920's, 1930's and partlof the /

1940's. The rather slight psychoEr,iytic ventures into the field of

counseling were also giVen perspeCive ;n the client-centered and

(later) existential concepts. I have expressed before my belief that

the whole-person, humanistic, and affect-centered approach is liot

antithetical to, but only complementary to, the exterior, behav/or-

oriented, fragmented, and snecific-task-oriented approach. Neither
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treats all kinds of behavior, all kinds of persons. Together they

cover a .;der range of need and situation than does either one by

itself. My point of view is mine alone, of course. I was once

described in terms that might haVe been an insult to some, but a

description that I read with satisfaction:

(Wrenn's) major influence has been in effectively articu-
lating a centralist po:ition in counseling. He has been
able to bring unity a. order to the many diversities in
counseling theory and practice. By identifying, common
threads among unlike positions and by abstracting pertinent,
usable ideas and practices, Wrenn has created a model which
has much. meaning for many counseling practitioners.
(Shertzer & Stone, 1968, p. 38)

The 1960's and Early 1970's

What can be said of the turbulent late 1960's and early 1970's

that the averagereader dots not already know? It is assumed that

the reader has accepted the. implicit concluslon that the 'nature of

counseling, movement from stage to stage, was affected

(1) thelshaking up given to moral-value structures that followed

World War I and World; War II;

(2) the leconomic and personal insecurity and the increasing degree

f Federal in'tervent'on that accompanied.the Great.Depre..-;Ion;

(3) the. nature of and need for counseling caused by enormous

increases in the proportion of people lenrolled in both high school and

collfige;

(4) the support given to the selection and ,preparation of school!
/

counselors b.y Acts in 1938, 1946, and.1958;
/

(5) the cevelopment of a psychological technology and of clinical

.
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analysis;

(6) the publication.(not heretofore mentioned) of increasingly

specific and projective occupational information by the United States

Bureau of Labor Statistics, the United States Employment Service; and'

the United States Bureau of the Census;

(7) the professional pt'omotion of two and perhaps three (developmental

psychology) theories of hump behavior.

If the reader can assume that these broadly social, technological,

:

Iandip ychological events have influenced counseling, then he/she will

have no difficulty in seeing why counseling hAs changed in accordance

:: f
witOchanges in the culture of the las two decades. The Vietnam War

angers and the spillage over into civil rights angers,, and the refusal

to accept authority for authority's sake, had a marked influence

upon counseling and counselors. These value thrusts/made their way'

particular4 into the roles played by student persorinel workers in

colleges and universities and by parents in the home. Generally, they

pinpointed the marked gap between those attitudes and values assumed

to be realities by adult professionals and parents, and those attitudes,

and values that seemed real to youth. In blunt terms, this period

suggests an alarming impotence of counselors and student personnel

workers ',luring the 1960's.

This same reality gap and unawareness seemed apparent when we faced

the addiction to illegal drugs of both the 1960's and the 1970's and the

alarMing ,ncreasein the use of alcohol among youth in the 1970's.
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did not seem to understand two things. One, something is causing these*

desperate attempts to escape present realities. Two, it takes

specialists to handle treatment of such addictionC It takes up-to-'date

knowledge. Love and sympathy and listening are not enough. Five-years

ago I co-authored two small books on drug usage by high school students

and wrote half a chapter on drugs in my The World of the Contemporary

Counselor. Before I would consider myself competent to write on that

subject again I would have to master the rather substantial research

literature of the past five years.

O

What am I saying here? I am saying that, in spite of more

counselors and more extensive preparation of counselors, those in the

field did not seem to understand youth's angers and disillusionment or,

understanding them, did not know how to deal with them. Counselors were

professionally prepared, but not enough socially and emotionally prepared..

The tempers of the day caught too many counselors off balance, not equipped

with psychological and management skills, not possess4ng appropriate

appreciation of the angry emotions of youth.

Partly as a consequence of such inadequacies upon the part of some,

counselors have become defensive. They have been slow to see that

they must modify their roles to include more than students (colleagues

and p.rryits), that they must increase their awareness of the world around

them, the world of happenings, the world of the pressures and frustrations

of their clients. The adults need help now, too. Are we up to that?
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Present Social Movements and Their Portents for the Future

In this third section of this chapter I will range widely-over

social, economic, and value changes that I think now have, and will

continue to have, impact upon counselors or upon any helping

professiona:s. Sometimes the impact will be upon their work as

counselors, sometimes upon themselves as citizens or as persons.

I will doubtless omit some dimtnisions that are important to the

reader. All I can reply is that these are among-the most important

to,me. In fact, they represent the topics that I will deal with in a

seminar at the University of Maine this summer (1978) entitled

"Sociai and Value Changes in America that Affect the Helping

Professions." Space limitations dictate that I will present each

such dimension or change in only two or three paragraphs, sometimes

only in a sentence or two.

Education

It is obvious that changes in the structure and function of formal

education will be e f great significance to counselors in schools and

colleges. (Over 123.6 billion was expended upon such education in

1975-76,'an enterprise involving 60,647,000 students and 3,140,000

teachers and educational staff members.) Most of what is happening is

well-known, but let me comment upon a few changes that I think of as

particularly Significant.
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Community colleges have become a maior component of our educa-

tional structure. (In 1977, community colleges had an enrollment of

approximately 4,310,000 full- and part-time students.) With over

one-half of this enrollment being students over age 22, such insti-

tutions have contributed greatly.to a second fact of significance:

the increasing return of adults to school or other forms of education

(17,059,000 persons in some form of adult education in Fall, 1975, with

those over age 35 almost equal in number to those under age 35).

Counselors with specific preparation for these sorts of students are

in short supply. (For some delightful reading of adult learning, get

on the mailing list of The Royal Bank of Canada Monthly Letter (free)

and ask especially for these back issues: "On Being a Mature Person,"

"On Reading Profitably," "What Use is Education," and "The Beauties

of Learning." Just address the bank in Montreal.]

A, related influence is the apparent effect that a heavy dependence

upon television yearnings has upon the reading and writing abilities

of young people. Yale Professor A. B. Giamatti makes an anguished and

eloquent plea (Yale Alumni Magazine, January, 1976) for better understand-

ing and use of our written language. Harvard's David Harman writes that

conclusions drawn from several surveys indicate that something over 50

-percent of our population is unable to cope with basic reading tasks,

regardless of level of formal education completed. Yet schools and

colleges do very little to integrate classroom learning with television

learning in spite of the fact that high school graduates will have spent
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at least 20 percent more hours in front of a TV pt than in a classroom.

"Alternative...education," the allowing of school credit for learnings

outside of school, is growing in acceptance and, again, schools and

colleges must learn to integrate school experien,ce with nonschool

learnings. Counselors can play an important role in these newer
.

relationships, as they can in stressing the importance of right

brain learning experiences (see Graham Berry, 1975); helping students

meet what is often the apathetic disillusionment of the 12th year of

school (see Lois Bailey, 1975); or giving some unique attention

to gifted. ("see Jack- 'Fincher, 1976).

Sometimes changes in education to make it more democratic to

put the cart before the horse. Theodore Gross (1978) writes sadly

and rather bitterly of the outcomes of the open-admissions policy adopted

by the City College'of New York. A much greater diversity,of students'

enrolled,.but the,college was not ready for these students. The liberal

arts program was totally inappropriate for these new students. The

vesselwas not suitable for the new contents. I think of this now

when I read of PresideW. Carter's nation-wide program of vocational

training for youth. Will the jobs be there when the young people

complete training? Or will they experience only bitter disillusionment?

The Family, Marriage, and Sexuality

Changes in this area are fully as significant for the counselor'as

are changes in education and schooling. Perhaps more so. Certainly

the family, marriage, and".divorce may affect the child, the yo.th, or

the adult client more than any other single factor in the social structure.
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The birth rate is also of considerable concern to school or
.

college counselors. Their jobs are dependent upon the flow of clients..

For example, in 1985 there will be 20 percent fewer high school

graduates than in 1975. The birth rate, however, operates in rather

uneven cycles. A rise in birth rate can be anticipated for the next

few years, because the girl babies born during the 10-year peak period

follotg World War II are in their prime childbearing period of life.

If these young women bear an average of two children each, the number

of annual births could reach 4,000,000 by 1980, approaching the

postwar peak of 4,700,000 in 1957. Factors affecting a woman's ability

to control the size of family could, of course, affect this

.expectation in either direction. All professionals in school and

college work should watch the slope of the curve.ih. birth rate.

As a member of the Resource Committee of theeGovernor's (Arizona)

Task Force on Marriage and the Family, I attended a recent regional

conference held by that agency. Bernice and Morton Hunt of New York

City were important speakers for me. Together they presented twelve

myths and tvelva realities about the family, marriage, and divorce

(on the last topic; see their 1977 book). I will report on only a

little of uhat they- (and others) have said.

It is widely held that "the family" js enduring, but in a drastically

changed and changing, family pattern. For example, in 1975 there were

4ver nine million-single-parent households, and of that number 7,200,000

were households headed by women -- incidentally, an increase of almost 30
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percent of the number in 1970. ,(That still leaves 84 percent of

families with two parents.) Census data of 1975 show the largest

number of divorces ever recorded, over one million, and the smallest,

number of weddings since 1969'. Eighty percent of those who are

divorced remarry. So children are in families, 98 percent of them,

-.-

but there are wide differences of opinion regarding the quality of

present-day family life. Both the Hunts (earlier mentioned) and

Mary Jo Bane (see Bane, 1977) dispel some of the myths regarding

the great superiority of the families of a few generations ago. We

tend to idealize the past. For example, we bewail the decreasing

number of extended (3-generatiOn) families, but the percentage of

such families in 1970, Six per-cent, is the same as the percentage

in colonial America. Wha'.; divorce does to disrupt families today,

death did. in earlier times. A century ago two - thirds of those who

died were under age 65; today only one-third die young (under 65).

The death of a young parent is final in the life of the child,

whereas the remarriage of a divorced parent brings another parent

into the home. And so on for other statistics that refute myths

regarding the family of a century or less ago.

There can berlittle question, however, that certain social and

psychological ficto-s in our society affect present-day family life.

1. Crowded urban living.

2. Both parents working full-time outside the home.

3. Single-parent homes for one-sixth of the families
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and probably more than one -sixth of the children in the country.

4. The fragility of the,mobile, nuclear family. Present-day

families are more easily affected by sharp crises or disagreements

or events which, if they occurred in an extended family, might be

cushioned by some of the other family members. In the nuclear family,

such upheavals must all be absorbed by the parents and whatever

children they have, and no one else. Under such conditions each new

trauma may increase the fragility of the interAdependence among the

members of that family.

5. Changing patterns of sexual behavior and family expectations.

These changes have resulted in increasing numbers over the past

several years of-so-called illegitimate children, abortions, and

cohabitation. On the other hand, more young people than ever marry

for the first time after age 25 and want no family or only a small

family. In 1975, 60 percent of men aged 20-25 and 40 percent of women

in that same age range were unmarried. (This figure represents an

increase of almost 50 percent for women since 1960.)

6. Violence in the home, with a seeming increase (it may be only

more accurate reporting) in battered children and battered wives.

Richard Levy irbhis book, Wife Seating--The Silent Crises, reports

that 28 million wives are abused physically, abuse ranging from

occasional slaps to severe beatings--4.7 million wives belong in the

latter category.

7. Interchange of roles between husband and wife, resulting in

part from wives working, in part from women's increased indepe! fence.
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People are born male and female; they learn masculinity and femininity.

This dislocation of traditional male and female roles is intensified

by the increasing willingness of men or women who have homosexual

attractions and engage in homosexual behavior to identify themselves.

Just this morning (March 2, 1978) I heard on TV of the election

to the San Francisco City Council of a clearly self-identified homosexual.

This is probably a "first" in a major city. This mar identifies not

only with the Gays in his city, but also with other minority groups;

he possesses a strong desire, for example, to champion the cause of

the elderly people of that. city. Such a man is a person first,

with the usual range of abilities and interests. Ee is not "a

homosexual"; he, is a-man who.is different from many others in one

dimension of his life{ his sexuality. No man or woman should be

labelled totally in terms of one dimension of the whole. I find

myself getting angry as I think of how we ';c1 often give demeaning

labels to people who are different from us. My anger is directed

at myself as well as others, for I'm sure-that I haye, upon

occasion, described a person in a manner that would, if he or she

-

heard, damage his or her self esteem. At this point, I feel less

anger than shame.

There are several ways in which counselors can respond to these

varied and unsettling family conditions, and here I. would speak

directly to the reader/counselor.

1. In counseling, attempt to get at least a small glimpse into

the hOme and_parenthl conditions of your clients so that you may understand
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'better their behavior in school and their feelings about themselves.

2. Recognize that divorce is not the child's fault, nor does it

mean that home conditions are worse after the divorce. They may even

be better. Nevertheless, children or youth are very likely to be lonely

for the parent they feel they have lost, and so be gentle and

understanding with them in that dimension of their life. Do not

stigmatize the child from a divorced family, even in your own thinking.

3. Be sure that there is someone competent to give sex instruction

in the school before you propose such a move to anyone. This is a

sensitive subject, but studies show that unwanted pregnancies are

least among girls who have had sex instruction.

4. Study thoroughly and then propose a class on decision-making

with regard to readiness for marriage, readineSs for becoming a parent.

What factors should enter into such deCisinns? Again, locate an .

appropriate teacher,of such a course. The best teacher may not be any

of the counselors. (A sensitive and powerful statement on parenting

is given by Professor Richard G. Bovbjerg, under the title, "You Have

Given Us Your Children, What Have You Done?" It is to be found in the

University,of Iowa "Spectator," sometime in 1977.)

5. Develop some experiences in caring for children, for older

people, for the handicapped. (This is one of Bernice Hunt's suggestions- -

also made in another context by Margaret Mead.) for some kind

of weekly experience in a home for the elderly, a school for the

handicapped, a class in a nursery school or kindergarten. -Ole can learn

to care by engaging in caring behavior. One learns to care .in a different
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way by observing a'caring person as a model. Can a counselor or a

teacher act as such a thodell
tta

Status cf. Women

This movement within our society is important or itself,'not

only with' regard to its impact upon the family. We arE finally,

reaching the .point.where, almost at least, we ate seeing a woman as

a person first and as a woman second. We are moving toward equality,:

although we have not reached it. This is true not only in the

United States but in several of the developed countries of the world

as well. In 1974 I wrote a paper for the International Round Table

on the Development of Counseling; to be delivered at the University

of Cambridge, England. In this, I stated value changes as I saw

them in this country and compared them with value'changes in 16

other countries as reported to me by profeSsional people, most of

whom were my fo'rmer students. In nine of the sixteen countries the

status of women was generally similar to tnat in the United States.

*' We have also Title IX in education, legislation which insists

that equal opportunities be given in schools to boys and girls. Some

of the implementation'of this law looks rather silly when carried to

its logical conclusion, but the overall effect is healthy. Few .

activities will be restricted to men--not any if the law has its way.

We find in the newspaper almost every day that some new so-called

"male" occupation has been invaded by a female who is succeeding.

As a matter of fact, the whole field of occupations is open to women,
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proVidingthey can stand the discrimination that is still present..

Women still get, in many cases, less income than men who are holding

similar positions, and fewer promotions and fewer administrative

ti

jobs are given to women than to men. So there is still discrimination.

We cannot:generafize, it is true, but certainly there iT less

distinction between men end Women:now than was true a generation or-

two ago. Some of the changes, of course, are _true for only certain

strata of'ou society. Some:are true for only a few societies of the.

world. But the movement i on and it will not go'backward. It will

-go forward:

Since both men and wcmen will be reading this book, let me have

a personal word with the women-readers.

Women; to me, are something very special. I am very persistent

in my belief in the equality of women and men. I fight for nondiscrimination,

equal rights in all areas--economically, socitlly,vocationally. I

am a member of NOW.

But this is not the whole story. I think women are more than

equal. They,have special qualities which men lack. Women--my mother,

my wife, several "daughters"--had or have qualities that no man

can possess. They are nurturant factor's in my life: while I am a

succorant being in my relationship with thlem. The women of my life

have given me a sense of significance that no one else could have given,

no member of my own gender. It is not that they have made me feel

V
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superior because of my larger build, that I have *(61- have had!) certain

kinds of physical strength, that I have freedom from monthly disruptions.

.It is that they have contributed to me what I would not otherwise

have (careful now, there are feminists abobt who want only equality!)--

"sensitivity to beauty of things and people; "Intuition" as a

complement to rationality; tjentleness combined with assertiveness;

awareness of the nontangible beauties of life; ability to tolerate

pain, both in small things and the intense pain of childbirth;

lovely physical curves of body as opposed to the male's tark-
,.

angularity.

I am identifying the qualities of women thatI love and respect,

qualities that do not make theminferior or dependent, but make them

superior to me. Are we losing an appreciation of these special'

qualities as we fight for the social and economic equality of women?

"Feminine" to some feminists supestsan inferior, dependent status.

But not to me. "Feminine" is a beautiful word, suggesting that women

have some qualities of life that men possess in small quantity. I am

a humanist; personhood and the wholepess of the person are paramount

tO me. But women have invaluable qualities of being that very few

men possess. These qualities arise in large part from the fact that

women are different -- different not only physically and biologically

but the intent of the female of our species. For example, women

must possess greater sensitivity because; their survival depends upon

Wrather than upon size and physical strength. Women are nurturant;
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the survival of the species depends upon their so being. 'Women are aware

of the importance of interpersonal relationships; without this heightened

awareness more -en would be crippled and imposed upon.

In suppori, .fle equality of persons, whether male or female,

could we not retain some of the more valuable attributes of femininity--
17

partly societally-conditioned but partly genetically-conditioned? I

am afraid of winning the battle but losing the war.. Cannot I, as a

man, look to women for an abundance of qualities which I possess in

'short supply? May I not only love the women in my life, but\ respect

them for some attributes which come to them naturally, but whiCh I

must work to possess? If'I am fighting for "humanness," may I not

assume that they contribute some qualities better than I, and I.

contribute some qualities better than they? It seems ridiculous

to me to assume that "equality" of men and women means that they are

alike, when, of course, they are not.

We are at a stage in the evolution of the human species where

such .questions are paramount. What is the "women's movement" fighting

for? 'To gain some acceptances, only to lose others? I wish for

something else, to gain some equalities and to retain other

superiorities.

'Because of space limitations I will state and discuss very

briefly four other social or value movements that I think relate

directly to a counselor's effectiveness as a counselor.
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Youth

There is a high rate of unemployment among youth, especially youth

of ethnic minorities, and a high rate of drug usage generally, especially

of alcohol, cocaine, and marijuana. No counselors worth their salt

should need to be reminded that up-to-date knowledge of both of these

conditions is critical to.adequate counselor performance.

Relation of Work and Leisure

For those who do not engage in post-secondary education (and for

some of those who do) proportionately fewer and fewer jobs, are

available that provide workers with very much self - fulfillment,`, sense

of service, or opportunity to be creative. These satisfactions must

be sought in leisure -time activities, the off-work hours of the day

and the weekend. Counselors must engage students in life planning,

to prepare them to use leisure in self-fulfilling ways. From here on

in our s iety, occupation or work planning,is only part of the

sto

Birthrate and Population Growth

I have already suggested why knowledge of birthrate has vocational

significance for the counse:or. Total population growth is also

important, for in 1975 when the census data revealed an annual growth

in the total population of eight-tenths of one per cent, one-third

of that increase was through immigration--more than one-third, J
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suspect, if illegal immigrants had been included. So both birthrate

and immigration rate are of concern--and are difficult to predict.

The present rate of childlessness is at an all-time high in our

country--in 1975 it was 20 percent of married women aged 25 to 29

and 40 percent of those aged 20 to 24. And the desired number

of children per family is dropping also, 'm an average of

in 1965 to 2.1 in 1975. So the possible 4 million births in 1980

may not occur because those most eligible for childbearing may

simply not want to bring children into what they may see as an over-

crowded, inflationary, and violence-ridden world. I do not agree

with them--I think that being a parent provides for the development.

of certain dimensions of maturity not otherwise available. But

then, I am not a prospective mother.

Older People and the Aging Process

The focus here is upon both a social phenomenon and an inevitable

personal process, both currently drawing much public attention. The

very number of not-young (over 65) in our population is increasing each

year. People are living loriger. More middle-aged and older people

seek out education, are counseled, seek to make themselves useful--

and happier--by serving the needs of other people,.both old and young.

They are a'clarger responsibility of society and of the various

helping professions than at any previous ilme in our history. We are
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also realizing that older people possess a vast potential of wisdom,

judgment, and experience that could provide a significant contribution

to society, a potential that is as yet largely untapped.

The aging process in individuals begins at birth. Counselors

who deal with clients in middle age or who are themselves middle-aged

should know how to start slowing down the aging process. While not

.:irectly on aging .No well-written and interesting books by Robert

Glasser (1976) and Eda La Shan (1973) are good references for anyone

counseling or facing middle'age. And, of course, don't miss reading

Gail Sheehy's Passages: Predictable Crises of Adult Life. I warmly

recommend this--but you have probably already read

Three Social Phenomena

Let me next present three social phenomena that I think a

counselor should keep track of in order to be a loyal citizen.

The resources and agonies of urban life. This involves

increasing awareness of the great reservoirs of knowledge and beauty

in museums, fibraries, art galleries, concert halls, parks of cities;

also, the incidence of violence and crime, the 'struggle with pollution,

and the attempts,at conservation.

Creeping inflation, the power of labor unions, production for

rapid obsolescence, the deadening control of government, beaurocracy.

These all sound negative, don't they? Well, they are, but they are

a reality and we must assume responsibility for reducing their negative

impact upon society.
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The growing interdependence of nations. This means that Americans

must keep up with the conduct of foreign affairs since this nation is

interdependent with other nations; it is no longer true that others

are merely dependent upon us. We must watch what happens in other

sr

countries and how we are relating to them. An American is truly a

citizen of the world, a part of the whole. We must be both understanding

of others and protective of our national interests.

Three Great Movements of Thought

Now I want to present three great movements of thought in our

country in a manner that wiljl.show their interrelatedness. They

represent three attempts of the American (and, of course, of people

in finny parts of the world) to find the significance of himself/herself

as a person; not as a counselor, not as a citizen, but as a person.

These movements might be described in the following terms:

A Marked Trend Toward Self-Examination: Eernest Attempts

to Understand the Physica., Cognitive, Affective, and Unconscious

Self ;.

Movements Toward an Increased Appreciation of One's

Relationship to the Universe and its Creator.

Attempts to Accept Death and Dying As a Normal Dimension,

of Life and to Understand Evidences of a Continuing Life after

the Death o1 One's Own Present Body.
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To me, the foregoing are related searches of,man for himself cr

woman for herself, as we exist now and will exist in the future. Few

of us'are unaware of the large popular acceptance of Transcendental

Meditation (TM), and of the fact that somewhere between 50 and 75

percent of those who take the course maintain their daily meditation

schedule because they benefit from it, not becau.se they are followers

of V.,harishi Yogi. As far bacL 19/5, Time reported that I if1(

individuals a r.ionth were signing up for TM with .6,000 teachers in

370 TM centers. Your Erroneous Zones, by Wayne Dyler, sold ine.the

millions. There are dozens of similar books,some with better "press"

than others, but all have been market successes, even with sch

"homey" titles as. How to Hang Loose in an Uptight World or Go See

the Movie in Your Head..

Not far removed from this type of self-finding are some of

moves toward greater awareness of one's spirituality. In a curiously

paradoxical fashion, one horn of this movement, involves a search for

a noninstitutional religion or faith7involving Eastern mysticism, for

example. The other horn is a gathering around very conventional

denominational religions, with the,most "fundamental" growing the

moserapidly. Then there are moderates. among Church families who

are more concerned with caring behaviors and social justice than with

Creed and ritual.. The overriding truth is very apparent, however.

/Much honest searchihg is underway, as well as the seeking of security

around the well-known.
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This leads naturally, it seems to me, to an almost equally

high degree of interest in death, dying, and life beyond death.

Such books as those by Elizabeth Kubler-Ross (for example, On Death

and Dying) and those by Raymond Moody (for example, Life after Life ).

have been read by millions! 'Last Spring, to my surprise, I found the

latter hook in bookstores in thrpp (4kort

, wrote a one-page highly personal statement qn, my belief in

death as a beginning, not an ending, which appeared in the Personnel

and Guidance Journal An the Fall of 1975. 04,0 received more

correspondenCe from this one-page contribution than anything I have

written in my fifty years of writing. There is a kind of widespread

hunger here. Our son, Robert Wrenn, Director ofCounseling Services

and Professor of. Psychology at,the University of Arizona,:teaches a

course there on "The Psychology of Death and Loss''--which,is signed

up in advance two to three seminars ahead. People want to know not

only how to accept death as part of life for themselves, but also

how to deal with the death of a loved one or with the grief that

comes with loss. Many'good.books on grief have appeai.ed. I suggest

an extremely helpful small book (Morris, 1972).

Concluding Note %./

There is no way to write a summary for such a,wide-ranging

chapter as this has become. It would be,a summary of a summary. So

I will troy to conclude with a statement on what I see as counse)ing's-

r
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achievements and counseling's hopes for the future. This is a large

order. I shall fill it inadequately. Each reader will want to add

his or her points of achievement or hope to the list. Please do.

Then act as though you meant it.

At.hievements

Counseling has become recognized as a professional speciality in

education and in other institutions of society.

Counseling has developed a reasonably adequate blend of attention

to both the cognitive and the affective aspects of the person.

Counseling has developed a growing technology of psychological

assessment and educational and vocational - information processing.

Counseling has developed a sense of the ethical principles involved

in its relationships with people, institutions, and member's of its own

profession.

Counseling has learned how to deal almost as effecttvelY with the

developmental and'decision-making needs of its clients as with their

remedial needs.'

Counseling has accepted group counseling and various uses of 'groups

for self-learning purposes as part of its armamentariym.

Counseling psychology hasbecome established as a substantial area

of applied psychology.

Counselors (the majority?) have learned to accept without shock the

raw emotions and widely divergent, behaviors of their clients.
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Hopes

no.

We Opp t( turn how to 4o,a1 with the developmental needs (not

t" nerds only) of adults as well as we have learned how to

deal with the developmental needs of children and adolescents.

We hope to learn how to encourage right-brain development of

students so that their spatial, musical, creative, imaginative diNen-

sions will be given as much attention as their verbal, mathematical,

and cognitive dimensions.

We hope that in colleges and universities there will be full

acceptance of the "new student development" concept in which the student

personnel worker contributes to an effective overall learning environ-

ment for students and faculty.

We hope that schbol counselors will perceive it as a fundamental

part of their role to contribute to the.personal and professional needs

of faculty, staff, and parents, as well as to the developmental needs of

students; that they will embrace as clients the adults who affect the

growth of children and youth so that they contribute their knowledge and

skills to the total school..

I

We hope that counselors and members of all the helping professions

will know that their caring behaviors toward others are fully as important

as their professional knowledge and skills. Sometimes to show caring for

another-is all that one can do; sometimes it is the only thing that

counts I have some specific thoughts on the meaning of "caring" (Wrenn,
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1977). I think that caring for and about others is posf--ly the most

c4ocial element in the continuing existence of our society.
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